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IV V JOURNALIST SS IN THE NETHERLAND S 

Voorwoord d 

Aann welke kenmerken kun je anno 2002 een Nederlandse journalist her-
kennen?? Wat maakt hem of haar tot een vertegenwoordiger van de Neder-
landsee school van journalisten? 

Uitt het onderzoek van Mark Deuze komt een helder antwoord tevoor-
schijn.. Nederlandse journalisten zijn relatief oud (de gemiddelde leeftijd is 
422 jaar) in vergelijking met collega's uit andere landen. Tweederde van hen 
iss van het mannelijk geslacht, zoals dat ook in andere landen het geval is. 
Dee meesten zijn hoogopgeleid (hbo of universiteit), werken fulltime, blij-
venn lang bij dezelfde werkgever (vooral dagbladjournalisten) en verdienen 
gemiddeldd een netto maandsalaris van een kleine tweeduizend euro (ruim 
vierduizendd gulden). 

Minstenss zo interessant is de stare of mind onder Nederlandse journalisten 
zoalss Deuze die op basis van zijn onderzoek onder ruim duizend collega's 
optekent.. Het zijn voor het merendeel journalisten die meer geïnteresseerd 
zijnn in het schrijven van analyses en achtergrondartikelen dan in het aan-
pakkenn van het harde nieuws. Velen meten zich een kritische houding aan 
tenn opzichte van de overheid en het bedrijfsleven (waakhondfunctie), en 
zienn zichzelf eerder als partij dan als onderzoeker. Hun ambitie is daad-
werkelijkk invloed uit te oefenen op het publieke en politieke debat. Op-
merkelijkk is, concludeert Deuze, dat de kloof tussen de journalist en zijn 
publiekk steeds groter wordt, Journalisten in spe hebben een andere be-
langstellingssfeerr dan de gemiddelde Nederlander. Studentenjourna-
listiekk noemen als favoriete onderwerpen: wereldnieuws, kunst en cultuur, 
enn racisme/discriminatie. Gevraagd naar het wensenlijstje van de Neder-
landsee krantenlezer geven de studenten als antwoord: rampen, geweld/cri-
minaliteitt en sport. 

Err bestaat weinig animo onder collega's rechtstreeks met lezers te com-
municeren,, bijvoorbeeld via e-mail, over klachten, kritiek of suggesties. 
Datt is een gemiste kans, omdat uit Amerikaans onderzoek blijkt dat per-
soonlijkk e-mailverkeer met het publiek tot meer begrip over en weer leidt. 
Media-instellingenn die gebruik maken van een onafhankelijke ombuds-
mann weten hoezeer lezers zijn gesteld op het publiekelijk toegeven van ge-
maaktee fouten. 

Opvallendd voor Nederland is ook dat de journalistieke beroepsgroep 
(overwegendd blank en mannelijk) weinig affiniteit heeft met de multicul-
turelee fragmentering van de Nederlandse samenleving. Deuze verwacht de 
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komendee jaren grote veranderingen in de werkwijze van journalisten, als 
substantiëlee aantallen allochtonen hun intrede doen in het vak en de 
newsroomsnewsrooms metterdaad gaan verkleuren. 

Dee Nederlandse journalistiek is ook nog weinig vertrouwd met een mul-
timedialee aanpak. Voor werkgevers is internet nog immer een ongewis 
avontuurr met vooralsnog hoge investeringskosten en weinig (commercië-
le)) baten. Maar ook journalisten staan veelal met hun rug naar deze nieu-
wee technologische ontwikkelingen. Ze maken een paar keer per week ge-
bruikk van internet voor hun werk, maar zien een krantensite of online-edi-
tiess niet of nauwelijks als een goede mogelijkheid om de band met hun le-
zerss te versterken en in het bijzonder jonge lezers te bereiken. 

Datt is wel een verschil met vroeger. Hoe anders zag de profielschets van 
dee journalist er in het begin van de jaren tachtig uit? In die periode was 
eenn doctorandustitel voor een journalist nog een uitzondering. De meeste 
collega'ss waren selfmade man (women) of hadden een opleiding gevolgd 
aann een hogere beroepsopleiding, zoals de School voor de Journalistiek. Ik 
herinnerr me nog goed hoe de toenmalige hoofdredacteur van de Volks-
krant,krant, Jan van der Pluijm, de jonge doctorandus Broertjes (net afgestu-
deerdd aan de sociale faculteit in Utrecht) een contract voor een halfjaar 
aanboodd op de sociaal-economische redactie. 'Daarna weten we of je ge-
schiktt bent voor het vak. Zo ja, dan mag je blijven. Zo niet, dan scheiden 
onzee wegen.' 

Nu,, ruim 22 jaar later, wemelt het van de doctorandussen in de journa-
listiek.. Onder sollicitanten is het beeld pregnant: 40 procent volgt een uni-
versitairee opleiding en 75 procent heeft die opleiding ook afgemaakt. Vrij -
well  allemaal betreft het kandidaten uit de sfeer van letteren, geschiedenis, 
socialee wetenschappen en communicatiewetenschappen. 

Inn toenemende mate past de vraag niet meer bij het aanbod. De krant 
heeftt behoefte aan afgestudeerde economen of journalisten die gespeciali-
seerdd zijn in technologie of nieuwe media. Er is een schreeuwende behoef-
tee aan nieuwe collega's die kunnen schrijven, analyseren, elementaire jour-
nalistiekee vaardigheden beheersen, basiskennis hebben van de journa-
listiekee praktijk en die de diepte in willen. Dit is een eisenpakket dat maar 
tenn dele spoort met het aanbod van afgestudeerde studenten in de journa-
listiek.. Uit het onderzoek van Deuze onder ruim vijfhonderd studenten van 
driee hbo-opleidingen Journalistiek blijkt verrassenderwijs dat publiekstijd-
schriftenn het meest populair zijn onder de aspirant-journalisten, gevolgd 
doorr de landelijke kranten en de (publieke) televisie. Internet scoort maar 
bijj  4 procent. De regionale dagbladen boeien al helemaal niet. 
Ookk wat de maatschappelijke stellingname van journalisten betreft kun-
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nenn op basis van zijn onderzoek enkele interessante verschuivingen wor-
denn gesignaleerd. De journalist van morgen is liberaler, pragmatischer en 
mogelijkk ook minder kritisch dan die van vandaag en zeker dan die van 
gisteren.. Een kleine 60 procent zegt links georiënteerd te zijn. Van de hui-
digee journalistieke generatie is dat bijna 80 procent: een daling van maar 
liefstt 20 procent. 

Watt beroepsethiek betreft zijn er ook grote veranderingen. Tweederde 
vann de ondervraagde studenten zegt geen enkele moeite te hebben te beta-
lenn voor vertrouwelijke informatie. Bij de huidige journalistieke populatie 
iss dat maar eenderde van de ondervraagden. Dit is een opmerkelijke ver-
schuivingg naar een meer pragmatische kijk op het journalistieke vak en op 
dee - stelselmatig beleden - onafhankelijke positie van de journalistiek. 
Hierdoorr zal ook de karakteristieke rol die de journalistiek van oudsher 
vervultt - die van waakhond van de democratie - veranderen. 

Meerr dan ooit is van belang met welk gereedschap en met welk genenma-
teriaall  de doorsnee journalist de komende jaren wordt uitgerust. De toene-
mendee onderlinge concurrentie, het zich wijzigende mediagedrag van in 
hett bijzonder jongeren en de stormachtige opkomst van gratis kranten 
zettenn de kwaliteitsjournalistiek onder druk. De vraag doemt op of de jour-
nalistiekee opleidingen (hbo en universitair) voldoende in hun mars heb-
benn om een nieuwe generatie, liefst kritische journalisten af te leveren. 
Daaroverr zijn de geleerden het (nog) niet eens.De opleidingen Journa-
listiekk staan onder druk, dat is duidelijk. Verschillende onderzoeken heb-
benn laten zien hoe de vlag ervoor staat. Dat zijn onderzoeken geweest bij 
dee opleidingen én bij de kranten. Hoe gaat het met de wisselwerking tus-
senn beroepsopleiding en beroepspraktijk?De visitatiecommissie onder 
voorzitterschapp van de oud-journalist Max de Bok was duidelijk over vier 
onderzochtee hbo-opleidingen (Tilburg, Utrecht, Zwolle en Kampen): het 
kennisniveauu is slecht, de taalbeheersing is bedroevend, de selectie is niet 
scherpp genoeg, docenten vergrijzen, diploma's worden soms ten onrechte 
uitgereikt.. 'Er slippen studenten doorheen die zich geen journalist mogen 
noemen',, schrijft De Bok in zijn eindrapport (1999). 

Maarr niet alleen de hbo-opleidingen blijven in gebreke. Ook de universitai-
ree journalistieke opleidingen krijgen van de hoofdredacteuren in hun be-
oordelingg (enquête van het Genootschap van Hoofdredacteuren in 2001) 
maarr te nauwer nood het predikaat goed. Hoewel de universiteiten hun 
opleidingenn beter op orde hebben, geeft de overgrote meerderheid van de 
hoogstee journalistieke managers hun niet meer dan een voldoende. Het 
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wensenlijstjee ten aanzien van de nieuwe collega's luidt: beter leren schrij-
ven,, meer op nieuws leren jagen en het eigen werk beter leren organiseren. 
Hett rapport De Bok en de enquête onder hoofdredacteuren hebben bij de 
hogescholenn tot een veelheid aan activiteiten geleid. In een moordend 
tempoo is eendrachtig gewerkt aan een gedegen beroeps- en opleidingspro-
fiell  Journalistiek (eindversie november 2001). Er ontstond grote behoefte 
aann een nieuwe legitimatie van de opleidingen. Bovendien eiste de Hbo-
raadd een beroepsprofiel dat op een stevig draagvlak in de bedrijfstak kan 
rekenen. . 

Dezee klimaatverandering ten gunste van het (her-)bevestigen van serieu-
zee opleidingen van journalisten valt waar te nemen bij werkgevers, werk-
nemerss én hoofdredacteuren. Alle partijen willen dat ze meer van elkaar 
opp aankunnen. Er is behoefte aan een heldere visie op de toekomst van de 
mediaa en aan betere opleidingsmodellen. Er bestaat niet alleen in Neder-
land,, maar ook in landen als Denemarken, Zweden, Zwitserland en Oosten-
rijkk bij mediaorganisaties en opleidingsinstituten een voorkeur voor 
vaardigheidsonderwijss in plaats van kennisonderwijs. De introductie van 
hett bachelor-masterstelsel in september 2002 in het hoger onderwijs 
vormtt het goede moment om de relatie tussen opleiders en beroepsveld 
opnieuww vast te leggen. Het doel daarvan is meer ruimte te scheppen voor 
journalistiekee vorming van academisch geschoolden (Amsterdam, Gronin-
gen,, Rotterdam). Daaraan blijkt uit de enquête onder de hoofdredacties in 
toenemendee mate behoefte te bestaan. Dit hoeft geenszins bedreigend te 
zijnn voor de hbo-opleidingen, mits zij hun opleidingsniveau kritisch tegen 
hett licht houden. Die kans doet zich voor als hogescholen samenwerking 
zoekenn met universitaire opleidingen. Utrecht en Zwolle (Windesheim) 
zijnn die weg al ingeslagen en werken aan een gezamenlijke minor- en 
masteropleidingg in 2003. Heel goed. 

Hoezeerr de vraag naar hoogwaardige kennis en gedegen vakmanschap bij 
dee media-instituties is toegenomen, bleek tijdens een eerste rondetafel-
conferentiee in Nijenrode op 12 december 2001. Op initiatief van het bestuur 
vann het Genootschap van Hoofdredacteuren en de Nederlandse Dagblad 
Perss kwamen vertegenwoordigers van alle opleidingen en de beroepsin-
stantiess (onder andere de NVJ) bijeen. Centraal stond de vraag of nieuwe 
afsprakenn kunnen worden gemaakt tussen opleidingen en mediaorganisa-
tiess (dagbladen, radio, televisie, tijdschriften) over de aard van de opleidin-
gen,, opleidingsprofïelen, garanties over stageplaatsen en de verdeling 
daarvan.. Nieuwkomers op de markt, zoals de Universiteit van Amsterdam, 
makenn manifest dat er grote behoefte is aan stageplaatsen. Bovendien heb-
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benn hoofdredacties een voorkeur voor universitair geschoolden boven 
hbo-studenten.. De verschillen zijn soms erg groot. Vooral de ambachtelijke 
kwaliteitenn van de academische stagiairs blijken in de praktijk beter te zijn 
ontwikkeldd in vergelijking met die van hun hbo-collega's. Terwijl dat juist 
dee kracht van de traditionele beroepsopleidingen zou moeten zijn. 

Duidelijkk werd tijdens de debatten dat de druk op meer journalistieke 
kwaliteitt toeneemt. Al zijn de ontwikkelingen in het beroepsveld niet een-
duidig.. Enerzijds bestaat bij jonge collega's een toenemende belangstel-
lingg voor infotainment (leuke en lichte journalistiek), anderzijds wordt in 
dee sector van de kwaliteitsjournalistiek steeds meer algemene ontwikke-
lingg vereist. Het werk moet sneller, gebeurt steeds individueler. Kwaliteits-
krantenn moeten dus kunnen vertrouwen op de know-how van hun journa-
listen.. Het is een misverstand te denken dat journalistiek alleen een 
kwestiee is van goede vaardigheden. Een journalist dient ook gedegen vak-
kenniss te hebben van maatschappelijke ontwikkelingen. Het pleidooi van 
prof.. Frank van Vree, initiator van de Amsterdamse universitaire opleiding 
Journalistiek,, om een 'mediawatch'-instituut in het leven te roepen, dat als 
onafhankelijkee instelling onderzoek doet naar kwantitatieve én kwalitatie-
vee ontwikkelingen in de journalistiek, verdient alle steun. Er is grote be-
hoeftee aan meer en beter empirisch materiaal over ontwikkelingen op de 
arbeidsmarkt,, maar ook aan adviezen over journalistieke ethiek (toene-
mendee commercialisering), aan een instelling die als vraagbaak fungeert 
voorr redacties, opleidingen en publiek, en die toezicht houdt op het niveau 
vann de opleidingen. 

Dee rondetafelbijeenkomst in Nijenrode leverde twee interessante initia-
tievenn op. De hogescholen, verenigd in het TUZEG-overleg (Tilburg, Ut-
recht,, Zwolle, Ede en Groningen), gaan een meer uitgebreide en diepgra-
vendee enquête houden onder hoofdredacties. Ter vermijding van mythe-
vormingg willen zij helderheid over de vraag wat aan hun opleidingen 
schort.. In hun ogen zijn de hbo-opleidingen niet slechter dan universitaire 
studies,, maar anders. Zij beseffen dat het een cruciaal moment is, vooral in 
dee dagbladsector. Als hun opleidingen niet meer up-to-date zijn (in de 
ogenn van de hoofdredacteuren, hun belangrijkste afnemers), verliezen zij 
dee strijd om (meer) stageplaatsen van hun universitaire concurrenten. 

Dee algemeen-secretaris van de NVJ, Hans Verploeg, kwam met een twee-
dee initiatief: de oprichting van een Stichting Media Stageplaatsen. Een or-
gaann dat stageplaatsen organiseert en verdeelt en kijkt of het aantal plaat-
senn kan worden uitgebreid (bijvoorbeeld bij huis-aan-huisbladen). Dit is 
zekerr van belang met het oog op de bachelor-masterdiscussie die de ko-
mendee maanden volop losbarst. Ook wil hij onderzoek doen naar eventue-
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Iee verschillen in loopbaanperspectieven tussen afgestudeerden van de hbo-
opleidingenn en de academisch opgeleiden. Hoewel bij velen een notoire 
angstt bestaat voor overdreven centralisme, is er terecht enig enthousiasme 
voorr zo'n nieuwe stichting SMS. 

Dee eerste, voorzichtige, resultaten van de eerste rondetafelconferentie in 
Nijenrodee zijn bemoedigend. De snelle differentiatie die de laatste jaren is 
ontstaann tussen de beroepsbeoefenaren vergt dat kritisch wordt gekeken 
naarr het traditionele aanbod van opleidingsinstituten en vereiste beroeps-
kwalificaties.. Gelukkig is er ook een groeiend besef onder hoofdredacteu-
renn dat de opvang van journalisten-in-opleiding moet worden verbeterd. 
Dee begeleiding van stagiairs op de werkplek is vaak onvoldoende. Goede 
journalistenn worden - als het er echt om gaat - niet gemaakt tijdens de op-
leiding,, maar door redacties. 

Dee journalistiek heeft in toenemende mate te maken met een mondige 
maatschappij.. De tijd dat werd gezegd: 'Het staat in de krant, dus het is 
waar',, is voorbij. Hoofdredacteuren weten dat maar al te goed uit eigen er-
varing,, maar zij beseffen ook dat iedereen over hun schouder meekijkt. 

Ookk buiten de inner circle van de journalistiek is het leveren van kritiek 
opp het niveau van de journalistieke arbeid in zwang. Dat 'de leugen re-
geert'' is dankzij koningin Beatrix (november 1999) bekend, maar onlangs 
schaardee ook Europees commissaris Frits Bolkestein zich onder de critici. 
Inn een opiniestuk voor de Volkskrant (10 november 2001) gaat hij ouder-
wetss tekeer tegen de beoefenaren van de journalistiek. Hij verwijt ze agen-
tenn te zijn van het correcte denken en een chronisch gebrek te hebben aan 
historischee kennis. In zijn ogen laat de scholing van journalisten veel te 
wensenn over. 'Met klets- en knuffelvakken maak je therapeuten, geen jour-
nalisten',, betoogde de Eu-commissaris en voormalig politiek leider van de 
WD.. Zijn pleidooi voor een betere journalistieke opleiding ('Een journalist 
zonderr historisch besef is zoiets als een blind paard') is terecht en sluit 
goedd aan bij de groeiende onvrede in eigen kring en de kritische kantteke-
ningenn die Deuze hierover in zijn onderzoek maakt. 

Deuzee is benauwd dat drie moderne ontwikkelingen - meer infotainment, 
multiculturalismee en internet - onvoldoende weerklank krijgen in de jour-
nalistiekee kerncompetenties die leerling-journalisten als bagage meekrij-
genn vanuit hun opleidingsinstituten. Dat risico is zeker aanwezig. Zijn plei-
dooii  om journalistieke onafhankelijkheid opnieuw te definiëren en mee te 
nemenn in het debat over een nieuw beroeps- en opleidingsprofiel verdient 
zekerr navolging. De tien competenties - de 'tien geboden' voor de begin-
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nendee beroepsbeoefenaar - die in het nieuwe profiel van de hbo-opleidin-
genn worden beschreven, geven voor dat debat al houvast. Maar er is meer 
nodig. . 

Dee komende jaren zullen moeten uitwijzen of de roep om een nieuwe 
rolopvattingg van de journalist in de dagelijkse praktijk beklijft en navol-
gingg krijgt. Door de invoering van het bachelor-masterstelsel zal de urgen-
tiee de komende jaren toenemen en zullen bestaande opleidingsmodellen 
bezwijken.. Denemarken is ons voorgegaan. Een nieuw media-instituut, zo-
alss in Nederland is bepleit door Van Vree, is daar opgericht met steun van 
werkgevers-- en werknemersorganisaties, en verzorgt daar voor tweedui-
zendd journalisten 170 verschillende cursussen over de veranderende be-
roepspraktijk.. Eén ding staat vast: een meer professioneel opgeleide jour-
nalistt is beter in staat zijn of haar weg te banen in een snel veranderende 
beroepspraktijk.. Het genenmateriaal van een doorsnee journalist bestaat 
uitt vier basiskenmerken: een gezonde dosis nieuwsgierigheid, veel schrijf-
lust,, prettige achterdocht (zeker tegenover de machthebbers) en veel zin 
omm hard te werken. Met die karaktereigenschappen kom je een heel eind. 
Dee moderne journalist is een makelaar in informatie en aan wie hij of zij 
hett materiaal aanbiedt, is minder van belang: de krant, de televisie, inter-
net,, de radio, de uitgever van een boek. 

Inn Amerika is nu al het motto: anywhere, anytime. Vanuit geïntegreerde 
newsroomsnewsrooms werken journalisten straks voor mobiele telefoons, websites 
(mett en zonder videobeelden), de krant, de radio en de televisie. Een der-
gelijkk multimediaal perspectief vereist een andere journalistieke training 
dann de afgelopen decennia is verstrekt. Er is behoefte aan meer maatwerk. 
Dee journalist van de toekomst is een generalist, maar wel een met specifie-
kee deskundigheden en technische bekwaamheden. Alle onzekerheid in de 
beroepsgroepp over de toekomstige zedenschets van de journalistiek ten 
spijtt blijf t er altijd behoefte aan serieuze media, aan journalisten die be-
trouwbaree informatie ordenen en duiden. Zeker, de concurrentie om de 
aandachtt van de lezer en de kijker neemt toe, de grenzen tussen journa-
listiekk en commercie komen verder onder druk te staan, lezers gaan inter-
actieff  communiceren met de krant, met redacteuren, en ze gaan onderling 
communicerenn op internet. 

Wee zullen nieuwe vormen van journalistiek moeten gaan bedrijven waar-
bijj  service en interactie een veel grotere rol krijgen toebedeeld dan tot nu 
toe.. De lezerskring als markt. Een goed voorbeeld van zo'n ontwikkeling is 
dee (interactieve) rubriek 'Single' in Dag in Dag uit in de Volkskrant. Daar-
opp anticiperen vraagt om degelijk vakmanschap en dynamisch onderne-
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merschap.. En een leven lang leren om alle ontwikkelingen bij te benen. 
Opleidingsinstitutenn in het hoger beroepsonderwijs en aan de universitei-
tenn moeten voor een dergelijke professionaliteit de basis leggen. Het oude 
gezegdee luidt niet voor niets: wie de geschiedenis niet kent, kan de toe-
komstt niet vormgeven. 

Hett onderzoek van Mark Deuze betekent een boeiende bijdrage aan de 
opinievormingg over een nieuwe vorm van journalistiek in Nederland. 

Pieterr  Broertjes, 
hoofdredacteurr de Volkskrant & 
voorzitterr Genootschap van Hoofdredacteuren 

Januarii  2002 
Amsterdam m 
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Ann Introductio n 
too the Problem 
ofjournalism m 

Thiss book is about journalists and journalism in The Netherlands. Its purpose 

iss twofold: 

-- to describe and explain the basic, occupational and professional 
characteristicss of Dutch journalist s and to analyze the finding s in 
comparisonn wit h similar  research projects in other  Western democ-
raciess of recent years; 

-- to analyze the articulatio n of contemporary Dutch journalis m and 
thee multicultura l society, infotainment and the Internet . 

Inn this chapter the research purposes and questions of the project are ex-

plainedd in detail. 

Journalismm Studies 
Thee project follows an international tradition ofjournalism survey research. 
Althoughh surveys of journalists were conducted throughout the 20th century 
in,, for example, Germany and the us, only after World War 11 and in particular 
thee 1970s empirical journalism studies as a means to examine news media pro-
ductionn processes became widely accepted among scholars internationally 
(Weischenbergg and Scholl, 1998: 37). Some of the most influential studies of 
thee time were conducted in the United States by Johnstone, Slawski and Bow-
mann (1976), in Germany by Kepplinger (1979) and in Great Britain by Tunstall 
(1970).. These projects focused on the characteristics of news workers, the or-
ganizationn of labor, and on journalists' role perceptions and goals in news 
making.. Another theme which spurred attention to the professional group of 
journalistss as a research population at the time was a perceived threat to press 
freedomm posed by increased media concentration - which for example led to a 
specificc survey in The Netherlands by Kempers and Wieten (1976). The first rep-
resentativee nationwide survey among journalists in the United States - carried 
outt in 1971 and published as a book in 1976 by Johnstone, Slawski and Bowman 

-- examined the group of media professionals from a distinct sociological per-
spective.. The emphasis of this project was put on occupational standards and 
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contextt of journalists and editors, working in the mainstream news media. 
Startingg in 1982, the American scholars Weaver and Wilhoit began to replicate 
andd expand this survey, resulting in systematic decennial follow-ups that have 
becomee the international standard for nationwide surveys (Johnstone, Slawski 
andd Bowman, 1976; Weaver and Wilhoit, 1996).1 During the 1990s Weaver so-
licitedd specific reports on journalism surveys from scholars in nations all over 
thee world, resulting in a widely cited volume on 'the global journalist' with re-
portss from 21 countries (Weaver, 1998).2 Although Weaver suggests in this ed-
itedd collection of survey reports of 1998 that some tentative generalizations on 
thee characteristics of journalists from countries such as Great Britain, Aus-
tralia,, Germany and the us can be made, he argues that the differences between 
countriess are instrumental in studying a national news culture.3 The first re-
searchh purpose of the project at hand therefore is to replicate and adapt the 
mostt recent nationwide representative survey among us journalists by Weaver 
andd Wilhoit, as reported (including their questionnaire) in 1996. This wil l al-
loww for both a comparison of 'national' particularities and a further assess-
mentt of more or less 'global' characteristics of journalists, as the Dutch data 
cann be compared with survey results in other countries (as these are reported 
inn the 1998 volume on journalism studies worldwide).4 

Comparingg 21 countries, Weaver found support for claims that the demo-
graphicss of journalists are to a large extent similar worldwide (1998:456). Gen-
eralizingg across the field, one may conclude that the average journalist in 
Westernn democracies can be typified as a white man, working for a newspaper 
(fromm 55% in the us to 74% in Great Britain) between 30 and 40 years of age, 
withh a Christian religious background, highly educated (college and up to 
graduatee level), slightly left-leaning in terms of political alignment, choosing 
forr journalism predominantly because of an "early love for writing" and con-
sideringg professional aspects of the job such as autonomy, editorial policies 
andd chances to develop and getting ahead as more important than for exam-
plee general occupational concerns such as pay or fringe benefits. Comparing 
thee demographic and occupational characteristics of German and us journal-
ists,, scholars found enough evidence to support their hypothesis: "... that the 

professionalprofessional group of journalists is similar in industrial Western countries, re-

gardlessgardless of the different political and social structures" (Weischenberg, Loeffel-
holzz and Scholl, 1998:236). 

Weaverr however concludes there is too much disagreement on professional 
normss and values to claim an emergence of'universal occupational standards' 
inn journalism (1998:468). He suggests that the reasons for this widespread dis-
agreementt on values can be found in national differences in political systems 
ratherr than cultural, media organizational or individual differences and simi-
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laritiess (in: Zhu, Weaver, Lo, Chen and Wu, 1997). One has to note though that 
thee plurality of answers scholars like Weaver and Wilhoit indicate does not 
necessarilyy reflect disagreement among journalists on what the standards of 
journalismm are, but rather a variety of views on how important certain univer-
sall  standards are and what their meanings can be in (country-) specific cir-
cumstancess and different cultural contexts.5 What these overall Findings and 
conclusionss therefore suggest, is that the dominant group of journalists in 
Westernn democracies (such as Germany, Australia, Great Britain and the us) 
sharee similar characteristics in the context of their daily work, and apply these 
characteristicss in a wide variety of ways to give meaning to what they do. In 
thee context of the project at hand the emphasis accordingly is put on the dif-
ferencess and similarities of a national population of journalists in a given in-
ternationall  environment (cf. The Netherlands vis-a-vis other Western democ-
racies).. In the second chapter 1 wil l discuss and model the theoretical and 
methodologicall  framework of this journalism study in detail. In this first chap-
terr the similarities of'global'journalism characteristics and the particularities 
off  the Dutch setting are elaborated as an introduction to the study at hand. 

Thee Global Picture of Journalism 
Itt is suggested here that one can find a more or less 'universal' common ground 
inn studies of professional communicators in the (Western) world. Splichal and 
Sparkss (1989 and 1994) even suggest, based on a collection of surveys among 
journalismm students in 21 countries, that such a common ground indicates a 
sharedd worldwide understanding of what journalism is - even though such a 
understandingg may differ in relevance or operational definition between 
countriess and cultures. Several authors build on similar arguments - even 
Weaver,, who is particularly critical about Splichal and Sparks' argument, sig-
nals:: "... a fairly universal desire for more freedom among journalists in various 

partsparts of the world..." (1998:464). Evidence for this 'universal journalism' cannot, 
ass Weaver contends as well, be found in a mere comparison of scores among 
mediaa professionals in different countries of how important certain aspects of 
theirr individual work are. The implications of translating certain questions 
intoo different languages, the distinctly different media histories to take into 
account,, the way a national media system is organized; these are all interven-
ingg factors which may or may not describe or explain differences and com-
monalities.. Nevertheless, evidence of a more or less universal journalism can 
bee found in a common 'belief' in what defines professional journalism; that is, 
whatt is considered to be ideal-typical in journalism in European, North Amer-
icann and Australian societies.7 One could speak in this respect of a dominant 
occupationall  ideology of journalism on which most news workers base their 
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professionall  perceptions, but which differs widely in terms of its practices and 
interpretationss among individuals and peoples in journalism (Shoemaker and 
Reese,, 1996: 11). Ideology is seen here as a (intellectual) process over time, 
throughh which the sum of ideas and views - notably on social and political is-
suess - of a particular group like for example a profession is shaped, but also as 
aa process by which some ideas and views are excluded or marginalized 
(Stevenson,, 1995: 37-41; Van Ginneken, 1998: 73). Although the notion of a 
'dominant'' ideology (or 'dominant discourses' through which the ideology is 
perpetuatedd as in Dahlgren, 1992: 9) denotes a worldview of the powerful, the 
termm is chosen here not in terms of a struggle, but in terms of a collection of 
valuess (also defined as strategies and formal codes characteristic of a profes-
sion)) defining journalism and shared most widely by members of the profes-
sionn (Hartley, 1994:209-210; Croteau and Hoynes, 2000:159). 

Referencess to a consensual occupational ideology can be found throughout 
thee literature concerning journalism studies in the second half of the 20th cen-
turyy generally referred to as a dominant way in which 'news people' validate 
andd give meaning to the context in which they work.8 This ideology has for ex-
amplee been analyzed as a 'strategic ritual' to position oneself in the profession 
vis-a-viss media critics and the public (Tuchman, 1971). Ideology has also been 
identifiedd as an instrument in the hands of journalists and editors to 'normal-
ize'' the structure of the news organization or media corporation one works for 
(Soloski,, 1990). Especially when faced with public criticism, ideological values 
likee objectivity and autonomy are applied by journalists to legitimate or even 
'self-police'' the recurring self-similar selection and description of events and 
viewss in the media (Molotch and Lester, 1974; Golding and Elliott, 1979; Hall, 
1982;; Hallin, 1986; Reese, ïggo; Zelizer, 1992). 

Withh respect to the profession of journalism one can speak of an ideology of 
journalismm in terms of what Schudson describes as: "The cultural knowledge 

thatthat constitutes 'news judgment'", rooted deeply in the communicators' con-
sciousnesss (1996:153) or what Hall sees as a 'deep structure' of news values -
evenn sometimes invisible to the journalists themselves (1973:181 ).9 On the prac-
titioner'ss level one could speak of what Matt Ekström describes as the range of 
"manifest"manifest ideals and claims of journalism" (1996:130) like a "sharedprofession-

alal canon'\ as Cottle puts it (2000:24). Elliott (1988) and McMane (1993:215) em-
piricallyy addressed this notion in that journalists share some values as a 'class 
spirit'.. In other words: there seems to be a consensus among scholars in the 
fieldfield of journalism studies that what typifies the 'global' similarities in jour-
nalismm can be defined as a shared occupational ideology among news workers, 
whichh consensus can be seen as empirically supported by surveys and content 
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analysess among journalists and journalism worldwide. 

AA history or rather: genealogy of the ideology of journalism is beyond the 
scopee of this particular project.10 One has to note though the absence (in the 
literature)) of a clear description of what the elements of this ideology are con-
sideredd to be. The literature generally refers to an existing ideology without 
specifyingg what it is or where it came from, as journalism scholars tend not to 
venturee much further than an acknowledgement that there exists a profes-
sionall  ideology and that it is not a 'set of things' but an active practice (O'Sul-
livann et al, 1994), or that it is 'continually negotiated' (Reese, 1990).111 In the con-
textt of the project the core characteristics of this ideology have therefore been 
identifiedd as these can be located in the concept and historical development of 
journalismm professionalism (Soloski, 1990: 208). The professionalization 
processs in journalism emerged during the 20th century (Hallin, 1996: 244-246). 
Althoughh journalism cannot be seen as a 'profession' in the traditional sense, 
mostt authors agree that journalism has professionalized as such in the course 
off  the last century - even though these authors are not all to happy about this 
developmentt (see for example Singletary, 1982; Merrill , 1986; Beam, 1990). 
Daniell  Hallin (1992) has dubbed this period of continuing professionalization 
andd development of a shared ideology as a time of 'high modernism' in jour-
nalism.. Hallin in particular mentions the sense of wholeness and seamlessness 
inn the practitioner's vision of journalism in this period (roughly between the 
1960ss and 1990s) - a more or less ideological certainty, including apparent in-
consistenciess without clear-cut arguments to support this: "...belief in progress, 

rationalityrationality and universal truths or standards, as well as a conviction that it is 

possiblepossible to be part of the 'establishment', with wealth, access and prestige, and si-

multaneouslymultaneously independent - an avant-garde in art, a watchdog in the media" 

(1996:246). . 

Whereass a common approach to professionalism would focus on whether 
orr not an occupational group shares certain attributes with other professions, 
ann alternative route could be an understanding of professionalism as measur-
ablee by certain 'traits' or characteristics of its practitioners. Such key character-
isticss can be summarized as a number of discursively constructed ideal-typical 
values,, of which members of the occupational group implicitly or explicitly 
feell  define what they do.12 When examining the literature, in which 20th cen-
turyy debates on professionalism are (critically) summarized, one can identify 
thee claims of so-called 'true values' or elements of journalism's occupational 
ideologyy as for example Golding and Elliott (1979) and more recently Kovach 
andd Rostentiel (2001) describe these as: 
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-- journalists provide a publi c service (as watchdogs or 'newshounds', active 
collectorss and disseminators of information); 

-- journalists are impartial, neutral, objective, fair and (thus) credible; 
-- journalists must be autonomous, free and independent in their work; 
-- journalists have a sense of immediacy and speed; 
-- journalists have a sense of ethics, validity and legitimacy. 

Thesee characteristics can be traced throughout the journalism research litera-
ture,, be it implicitly or explicitly. General works on the ideology, professional-
izationn or discourses of journalism explain and historicize one or more of 
thesee ideals in detail, although most authors admit to the fact that - as noted 
earlierr - conclusions on these values are commonly based on narrowly defined 
orr theoretically not very well-developed empirical projects (see overviews and 
generall  arguments in for example: Nordenstreng, 1989; Schudson, 1996; Shoe-
makerr and Reese, 1996; Weischenberg, 1997; Winch, 1997; Morgan, 1998; Cottle, 
2000a;; Loeffelholz, 2000). Results from the most recent surveys in Western 
democraciess like Germany, Great Britain, France, Australia, and the us - all 
moree or less following the study design, definition of journalists and ques-
tionnairee of the Weaver and Wilhoit projects - indicate strong support for the 
predominancee of these five (categories of) ideals.13 Even though several au-
thorss have indicated wide varieties of values among (groups of) journalists, the 
commonn ground found in the recognition of certain ideals of journalism 
amongg professional communicators worldwide prevails in the literature (re-
centt examples can be found in Randall, 2000; Kovach and Rostenstiel, 2001; 
Reese,, 2001). 

Havingg established the key elements of the global ideology of journalism, 
onee may turn to the topic of the project at hand: journalism and journalists in 
Thee Netherlands. The ideology of journalism will be set against the develop-
mentss and characteristics of journalism in The Netherlands, which argument 
leadss to the formulation of research questions subsequent to the main re-
searchh purposes formulated at the beginning of this chapter. In doing so, this 
introductoryy chapter seeks to address the two main considerations of the proj-
ect:: a study to describe and explain the characteristics of Dutch journalists 
(whichh requires a more or less 'universal' or global approach to journalism 
studies,, as outlined above), and an analysis of the ways contemporary chal-
lengess are articulated to Dutch journalists (which presupposes a particular ap-
proachh to journalism in The Netherlands). 

Journalismm in The Netherlands 
Whenn one discusses the particularities of journalism and journalists in The 
Netherlands,, one must consider the specifics, developments and trends in the 
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sociall  system of Dutch society in terms of its cultures, politics and economics -

andd the ways these are articulated to its media (see also recent essays in: Bar-

doel,, Vos, Van Vree and Wijfjes, 2002). A brief overview follows of the overall 

culturall  and historical developments and their impact on the Dutch media, as 

welll  as an assessment of these developments as these may or may not reflect 

thee existence of a consensual professional ideology among journalists in The 

Netherlands.. For this purpose earlier (survey) studies into Dutch journalism 

havee been analyzed.14 

D U T CHH M E D I A AN D SOCIETY. The social and political developments in The 

Netherlandss from the end of the 19th century right up to today can be under-
stoodd best in terms of the verzuiling or 'pillarization' of Dutch society (Brants 
andd McQuail, 1997:154). In this complex process social movements, education-
all  and communication systems, voluntary associations and political parties or-
ganizedd themselves vertically along religious and ideological lines. This result-
edd in four quite distinct so-called 'pillars' of society: a catholic, protestant, lib-
erall  and a socialist pillar (although the argument in the historical literature is 
thatt the liberal pillar did not have the same formalized organized structure as 
thee other pillars). These pillars lost their formal structure and form of control 
overr their components after World War 11, with events in the period during the 
1960ss and early 1970s to be characterized as the catalyst of the depillarization 
periodd (Andeweg and Irwin, 1993). The media both orchestrated as well as ac-
tivelyy deconstructed the pillars, making the press and later on the broadcast-
ingg system in The Netherlands primary movers or definers of change of Dutch 
societyy (Semetko, 1998:140; Bardoel and Bierhoff, 1997). The pillars each had 
theirr own 'mouthpiece' in the national press, next to several existing more or 
lesss 'neutral' papers (Van de Plasse, 1999:31). 

Rightt up until the early 60s of the 20th century about half of the country's 
presss can be considered to have been 'pillar-neutral' (Van Zoonen, 1991:105). 
Thiss neutrality does not mean that these papers were not strongly biased in 
anyy way, though - even the oldest and most popular national daily newspaper 
inn The Netherlands, De Telegraaf, was politically speaking quite conservative 
(Hemels,, 1997). Dutch broadcasting - starting with radio in the 1920s and tele-
visionn from the 1950s - was soon 'colonized' by the pillars as well, following leg-
islationn in which only broadcasting corporations strongly tied to these 
maatschappelijkemaatschappelijke stromingen (i.e. segments in society) were allowed on the air; 
inn 1930 for radio and in 1956 for television such decisions on transmitting li -
censess were made (De Goede, 1999:320). Each pillar got its own broadcasting 
corporation,, with one more or less 'neutral' commercially organized corpora-
tionn in place: the AVRO. One could say that this system still forms the basis for 
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Dutchh broadcasting policy today (Buurke, 1999). For journalism this meant in-
terlockingg directorships of both press and broadcasting media with political 
partiess and for example parliamentary reporters covering only the meetings 
andd news of their pillar's political party (Brants, 1985). 

Sincee the 1960s The Netherlands were doing economically quite well, espe-
ciallyy in terms of trade relations - until the worldwide economical crisis of the 
earlyy 1980s. During this period of economic success and shift towards a post-
industriall  society the previously highly organized pillarized structures started 
too break down (Van den Brink, 1987: 295). The automation of the workplace, 
thee start of national television in the 1950s and its breakthrough as a family 
mediumm in the ig6os, secularization and decline in political party membership 
andd so on lead authors to classify this period as one of 'depillarization'. After 
thee economy recovered from the monetary and oil crisis of the early 1980s the 
trendd towards fragmentation and individualization continued. The Dutch 
much-laudedd 'polder model' of a cooperative consensual framework with em-
ployers'' organizations, trade unions and coalition governments towards a so-
ciall  contract contributed to a culture of (perceived) stability. Some have ar-
guedd that the Netherlands has been among the world's most politically stable 
democraciess for centuries (Semetko, 1998). One might extend this argument to 
thee relatively stable Dutch economy as well. 

Thee governments of recent years are made up of a formerly unlikely combi-
nationn of a right-wing liberal party, a social-democratic labor party and a left-
wingg liberal party - so-called 'purple' coalition cabinets. These governments 
adoptedd the trends of the time and were generally in favor of a laissez faire-at-

titudee towards society, the market - and the media, where decentralization 
andd deregulation are the key terms in public policy (De Goede, 1999). There ex-
istss one distinct exception to this rule: the strong role the government aims to 
playy to support pluriformity in the media. This means that the function of the 
mediaa in society is seen as a mirror of that particular society as well as allowing 
equall  access of existing views and ideas of different peoples to the media (Van 
Cuilenburg,, Scholten and Noomen, 1992:330). 

Dutchh media policy can thus be summarized as a combination of a social re-

sponsibilityy model with libertarian elements. This libertarian trend towards 

deregulationn has opened up the Dutch media market - in particular after the 

introductionn of commercial television in 1989, when RTL started broadcasting 

Dutchh programming from Luxembourg. In the last decade new commercial 

mediaa outlets - in particular in the magazine and broadcasting markets - have 

appearedd (and disappeared). Commercial and satellite broadcasting have 

broughtt the world onto everyone's doorstep and Holland was among the first 
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countriess in Europe to get connected to the Internet (in 1992). Prosperity has 
alsoo brought a steady flow of migrant laborers (and their families) to the coun-
try.. Migrants arrived especially during the economic booming years of the 
1970ss (and later on in the 1990s) and have eventually settled in - making The 
Netherlandss a society which is ever since generally referred to in the literature 
andd media as a multicultural or 'polyethnic' society - over fifteen million peo-
plee live together in a single country, where in some of the larger cities almost 
halff  of the people have a non-Dutch ethnic heritage (against 15 percent in so-
cietyy as a whole). 

Inn some of the literature it has been argued that contemporary Dutch socie-
tyy should also be described as 'repillarized' because so many of its components 
-- including the media - are still more or less identified with the old pillarized 
structuress (Hoogenboom, 1996). Ethnic diversity is also sometimes used as an 
argumentt supporting for example specialized education (schools based on the 
Islam),, associations ('Turkish' or 'Moroccan' sport clubs) and so on - which in 
factt could be seen as some form of 'repillarization' along ethnic lines (Schu-
macher,, 1987; Sterk, 2000). Discussion of these trends and their potential im-
pactss on journalism wil l follow in detail in chapter iv (on journalism in the 
multiculturall  society). 

J O U R N A L I S TSS I N THE N E T H E R L A N D S. Representative survey research 
amongg journalists in The Netherlands has not been on the top of the academ-
icc and professional agenda.15 One of the consequences is a general lack of data 
too assess to what extent the developments as sketched in the previous section 

-- in short: (de-/re-) pillarization, deregulation, political and economic stabili-
ty,, commercialization and the rise of the multicultural society - have had their 
influencess on the professionalization and characteristics of journalists in The 
Netherlands.. This problem wil l be addressed in the third chapter of this book, 
wheree the characteristics of Dutch journalists are compared with colleagues 
elsewhere.. As noted in the main research purposes, the elements for compari-
sonn consist of journalists' basic, occupational and professional characteristics 
(takenn and adapted from Weaver and Wilhoit, igg6: 255-277). Basic character-
isticss have been defined in this project as socio-demographic variables. With 
basicc characteristics one should understand: age, gender, ethnic origins, reli-
gion,, personal status, political views, media use, education and training. Occu-
pationall  characteristics are related to the direct working environment of the 
communicator:: his or her newsroom and media organization, medium type 
andd genre, employer and previous employers (if any), income and so on. Oc-
cupationall  characteristics are in general: employment patterns, job conditions 
(ass in years of experience in journalism, job profiles, perceived autonomy, size 
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off  organization, the extent of communication with others, and images of the 
audience,, as well as commitment to journalism). The third category, profes-
sionall  characteristics, consists of those elements of the profession and the 
journalisticc system that have to do with the way in which the individual jour-
nalistt sees him- or herself and the profession as such. These characteristics are 
thereforee more abstract and can be seen as indicative of the aforementioned 
professionall  ideology of journalists in The Netherlands: role perceptions, 
ethicss (of newsgathering methods) and perceived social responsibilities. 

Earlierr research among journalists allows for some cautious hypotheses re-
gardingg the pattern or profile emerging regaring the mentioned characteris-
ticss in The Netherlands. Such a pattern may be used to further explore the 
(temporal)) dimensions along which a profile of Dutch journalists is emerging 
andd developing, Previous surveys in The Netherlands show an indicative over-
allall picture of the characteristics of Dutch journalists as: 

BASIC:: more men than women, most journalists in the age group between 30 
andd 40 (closer to 40), no information on ethnic diversity in the newsrooms 
norr on differences and commonalties between the different media types 
andd genres (goes for all characteristics), left-leaning political attitudes with-
outt a corresponding preference for 'social-progressive' news values; 

OCCUPATIONAL:: less women at the top of the media hierarchy, a static em-
ploymentt pattern with most journalists working full-time (with a large 
numberr among them that stand positive towards part-time employment); 

PROFESSIONAL:: both a positive and negative image of audience, strong em-
phasiss on both a neutral disseminator and an interpretative role perception 
coupledd with an optimistic view on the level of influence the individual 
journalistt on his or her public, colleagues and medium.16 

Inn the following section the various more or less scattered survey projects 
amongg (groups of) Dutch journalists in terms of their professional character-
isticss are summarily analyzed along the lines of the five ideal-typical values of 
thee dominant ideology of journalism: journalists provide a public service; are 
neutral,, objective, fair and (thus) credible; must enjoy editorial autonomy, 
freedomm and independence; have a sense of immediacy; and journalists have a 
sensee of ethics and legitimacy. This literature review is particularly used as a 
wayy to determine whether or not one may assume that the professionalization 
off  journalism in The Netherlands has led to the emergence of a consensual oc-
cupationall  ideology among its practitioners, similar to the signaled develop-
mentss internationally. 
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J O U R N A L I S TSS P R O V I DE A PUBL IC S E R V I C E. The public-service ideal can 

bee seen as a powerful component of journalisms' ideology. Journalists share a 
sensee of 'doing it for the public', of working as some kind of representative 
watchdogg of the status quo in the name of people, who 'vote with their wallets' 
forr their services (by buying a newspaper, watching a newscast, visiting a news 
site).. One may find evidence of such a value by specifically examining journal-
ists'' images of their audience, and by looking at their views on what they do 
andd how their work may affect (intended) publics. 

AA nationwide survey project was conducted in 1989 with the specific aim to 
lookk at Dutch newspaper journalists' image of their audience (Kaiser and Wer-
muth,, 1989). Results showed that journalists working for (local and) regional 
newspaperss shared a much more negative view of their readers than their col-
leaguess of the national dailies did. These regional journalists were also of the 
opinionn that they exerted actual influence on the audience. The general con-
clusionn of the authors pointed out the paradox that practically all journalists 
thoughtt their audience to be intolerant, prejudiced and not very critical -
whilee at the same time 90% of journalists stated that they took criticism, for ex-
amplee coming from readers' surveys, very seriously indeed. The researchers 
admittedd that they did not find a satisfactory explanation for this conclusion. 
AA later project by the Dutch Institute for Strategic Communication (ISK) also 
solelyy focused on newspaper journalists and their relationship with readers 
(ISK,, 1994). Of 256 respondents 95% indicated an awareness of a public respon-
sibilityy as journalists - and when asked did not seem to have any problems with 
that.. Such a high and unequivocal score on the responsibilities of journalists in 
societyy cannot be seen as something 'typical' for the 1990s. The earliest of na-
tionwidee journalism surveys in The Netherlands - a project among 911 journal-
istss in 1968 - showed that 83% of respondents attributed more social responsi-
bilit yy to journalism in comparison with other professions in society (Muskens, 
1968:: 82). The same respondents did not expect the public to agree with such a 
conclusion,, though. 

Rolee perceptions like influencing and educating the public, indicating a 'mo-
bilizer'' preference among journalists as Weaver and Wilhoit (1996: 140) de-
scribee it, are supported in The Netherlands by the findings of a recent survey 
amongg regional newspaper journalists (De Jongh, 1999). These reporters even 
seemedd quite optimistic about actually succeeding therein. What is striking 
heree is the absence of broadcast journalists in surveys - which is particularly 
strangee when one considers the dual system of broadcasting in The Nether-
landss and the corresponding powerful public service ideology guiding public 
policyy therein. Historical overviews of broadcast organizations and media in 
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Thee Netherlands however do indicate the powerful notion of a'public mission', 
feltt throughout the organizations and (later on) commercial companies in-
volvedd (see Wijfjes, 1994:59-60 in particular; also: Knuist, 1994). One of the few 
projectss specifically involving and including professionals in the television 
sectorr focused on their views regarding ethnic minorities and related issues in 
programss and talkshows (Leurdijk, 1997 and 1999). The program-makers inter-
viewedd felt predominantly that journalists have to either educate or confront 
peoplee regarding the problematic situation of minorities in The Netherlands. 

Inn general one may conclude that these findings indicate a strong sense of 
thee public service ideal in journalism among the reporters interviewed, 
whetherr set against a negative image of audience or against a social responsi-
bilit yy of reporting on the deeper problematic issues in society. This powerful 
publicc orientation has been given renewed impetus by a recent conference and 
bookk by journalism educators Drok and Jansen (2001), calling for and strongly 
endorsingg a form of Dutch 'public' or 'civic'journalism, similar to the develop-
mentss in the last decade in the United States to that effect (Black, 1997; Rosen, 
1999)--

JOURNALIST SS ARE NEUTRAL , OBJECTIVE , FAI R A N D ( T H U S) CREDIBLE . 

Thee notion of objectivity has been discussed earlier in this chapter, as most no-
tablyy American authors (see for example of recent scholarship on the issue: 
Schudson,, 2001) have identified this value as the key element of the profes-
sionall  self-perception of journalists. Although objectivity has a problematic 
statuss in current thinking about the impossibility of being value-neutral, au-
thorss and journalists alike still adopt more or less synonymous concepts like 
'fairness',, 'professional distance' or 'impartiality' to define what media practi-
tionerss do. Objectivity may not be possible but that does not mean one should 
nott strive for it, contemporary authors like Kovach and Rostenstiel (2001) like 
too argue. 

Thee perceived neutrality or distanced attitude of journalists can be traced 
throughoutt surveys in the 20th century. Even in a series of in-depth interviews 
withh journalists who specialize in covering extreme right-wing movements the 
respondentss emphasized their neutral stance when reporting on related is-
sues,, although they themselves were disgusted with the people involved (Don-
selaarr and Tanja, 2000:87). A survey among journalists in 1976 showed that 26% 
off  1.485 respondents said to be members of apolitical party and all journalists 
indicatedd specific party preferences at the time, which situation illustrates the 
'fresh'' heritage of the pillarized structure of Dutch society (Kempers and Wi-
eten,, 1976:14-15). This nationwide survey of 1976 offered littl e information on 
professionall  characteristics of the journalists involved, let alone a group com-
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positionn along statements on the topic of which task in society the journalists 
saww for themselves. It followed that "(objectively) disseminating information" 

wass a first choice of almost 85% of the respondents (Kempers and Wieten, 
1976).. For the respondents being a member of, or preferring a certain political 
partyy did not seem to be of any influence on their shared value of objective re-
porting.. The 1976 and the earlier mentioned 1968 survey were conducted 
amongg members of the national organization for journalists, the NVJ. The NVJ 
representedd about 70 to 80% of all journalists at that time; a representation fig-
uree that has been said to be around 60% in 1999 (source: written statement 
fromm the NVJ secretariat in personal communication, June 1999). 

Couplingg the 'popularity' of objectivity with the strong party-political affil-
iationss of the reporters involved these Findings can be seen as evidence in sup-
portt of the 'seamlessness' of seemingly paradoxical values as Hallin (1992) ob-
servedd among American journalists (see also for the use of objectivity as an 
'emblem'' or 'strategic ritual' by journalists: Schudson, 1978; Tuchman, 1971). 
Anotherr example of this paradoxical plurality can be found in the results of a 
recentt mail survey, in early 1999, among 55 political journalists of regional 
dailies,, which showed that the Dutch reporter sees no problems incorporating 
bothh a neutral disseminator role and an interpreter / adversary role; both per-
ceptionss scored more or less equally on a number of variables (Dejongh, 1999). 

Objectivityy as the ideal in the 1970s or fairness and neutrality in the 1990s; 
Dutchh journalists seem to identify themselves, like their colleagues elsewhere, 
easilyy with the ideal of professional distance or 'dispassion', as Schudson de-
scribess it (1996:150). Perceived impartiality functions as an essential trait of 
journalism,, and contemporary notions of quality in critical overviews of pro-
fessionall  journalism in The Netherlands invariably contain references to fair-
nesss and impartiality (which claims go hand in hand with calls for critical in-
volvementt and increased sensitivity towards publics; see Bardoel, 2000; Van 
Vree,, 2000; Costera Meijer, 2001). The support for this particular value does not 
seemm to have diminished over time, nor challenged by equally strong support 
forr more 'involved' perceptions like party preferences and political views in the 
1970ss or an interpretative adversary stance in the 1990s. 

JOURNAL IST SS MUST ENJOY EDITORIA L AUTONOMY , FREEDOM A N D 

I N D E P E N D E N C E.. As noted before, one of the few values that scored equally 
acrosss all countries included in the book on journalism surveys worldwide ed-
itedd by Weaver (1998) was: freedom. Reporters across the globe feel that their 
workk can only thrive and flourish in a society that protects its media from cen-
sorship,, in a company that saves its journalists from the marketers, in a news-
roomm where journalists are not merely the lackeys of their editors. 
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Editoriall  freedom was operationalized by Muskens in a 1968 survey as the free-
domm to come and go as the journalist pleased; as to what extent stories had 
beenn refused because of company policy and as the freedom to choose and use 
informantss for stories (1968:42). About half of the respondents - in particular 
editors,, column writers and correspondents - said to enjoy full freedom of 
movement.. 18% of respondents indicated that their work was sometimes re-
fused;; these journalists were more often working in television or had been em-
ployedd less than 5 years. Up to 92% of journalists felt completely free in choos-
ingg how to work and with choosing what kind of sources to work with, leading 
Muskenss to conclude that freedom in Dutch journalism was 'clearly present', 
althoughh the extent of perceived autonomy depended on occupational activi-
tyy (1968: 43). 

Thee 1976 survey project dealt primarily with the topic and perceived effects 
off  press concentration (Kempers and Wieten, 1976). Most journalists (more 
thann 75%) at the time strongly opposed the fact that media organizations were 
supposedd to make a profit -seen by the mostly politically left-leaning journal-
istss as the cause of press concentration. Commercialism was seen as making in-
roadss to the professional autonomy of journalists. The perceived danger of 
commercialismm was reflected almost two decades later in the answers of a vast 
majorityy of 256 interviewed newspaper journalists in The Netherlands (ISK, 
!994)-- These news workers felt their reliability as journalists strongly correlat-
edd with the protection of their autonomy by for example the editor-in-chief 
fromm commercial and business interests. The journalists also reflected on their 
relationshipss with the 'establishment' in society, on which the report conclud-
edd that journalists claimed to enjoy some form of'power' through their work 
andd contacts with the establishment, with more than half of the respondents 
mentioningg sometimes "using" this power. 

Anotherr related threat to the freedom and independence of journalists is 
thee relationship they develop with their sources - particularly the ones with 
memberss of the elite such as politicians and business leaders (see for a Dutch 
appraisall  of this issue: Rennen, 2000). Sometimes such relationships stand in 
thee way of'true'journalism, as the literature claims (see for example an essay 
onn the 'impossibility' of independence in Dutch sport journalism by Van der 
Lee,, 1999). This problem showed in the results of two general survey projects in 
thee early 1980s on the different status and characteristics of women and men 
inn journalism (Van Zoonen, 1985; Diekerhof et al, 1986). On several occasions 
thee reports on these two surveys signaled the strong interrelationships of jour-
nalistss with each other and with (official) sources, indicating a perceived inde-
pendentt role among journalists, even if they were closely connected with a par-
ticularr group of news sources. This situation was further reflected in a report 
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onn the 'on the job' experiences of female journalists, where the respondents 
weree very positive about their autonomy, but at the same indicating quite a few 
constraintss on this freedom all more or less related to informal social network 
issuess (or lack thereof; see Van Zoonen, 1989). The same issue arose in two oth-
err surveys on the specific relationships between parliamentary journalists and 
politicianss in The Netherlands in 1985 (Kaiser) and in 1999 (by sociologists Van 
Schuurr and Vis). Both studies signal a strong personal as well as professional 
relationshipp between (80% male) journalists and politicians, although these 
relationss and the topics around which such contacts are organized did not cor-
relatee with the journalists' party preference, which can be characterized as be-
ingg almost exclusively left-leaning (Van Schuur and Vis, ïggg and 2000). 

Particularlyy the apprehension journalists have felt throughout the 20th cen-
turyy towards commercialism as a threat to their perceived editorial autonomy 
revealss the dominant role the ideal of a 'press freedom' enjoys within the pro-
fessionall  group - even if 54% of all parliamentary journalists in 1999 said they 
didd not know the content of Article 7 in the Dutch Constitution; it is the Article 
onn freedom of speech and press freedom (Van Schuur and Vis, 2000:219). 

J O U R N A L I S TSS HAV E A SENSE OF I M M E D I A C Y . According to journalists, 

theirr work is: reporting the news. This term is an 'immediate' concept, in that 
itt stresses the novelty of information as its defining principle. This suggests 
thatt working as a journalist connects with notions of speed, fast decision-mak-
ing,, being 'hasty', working in 'real-time', as science reporter James Gleick writes 
inn his book called "Faster" (2000). This value is mirrored in the traditional jour-
nalismm survey questionnaires of Johnstone, Slawski and Bowman and Weaver 
andd Wilhoit, where they specifically ask respondents how important it is to 
themm to deliver the news "as quickly as possible." 

Thee Dutch 1976 survey showed a strong preference among journalists for the 
traditionall  role perception of disseminating news, of getting the information 
'outt there' as soon as possible (Kempers and Wieten, 1976). Getting the news 
fastt was popular among regional journalists more than twenty years later as 
well,, even though explaining to the public what this news means received 
moree support (De Jongh, 1999). The difference lies in the fact that in 1976 this 
traditionall  role had no 'competition' for its top seat on the importance scale, 
whereass the 1999 survey revealed a mix of candidates for first place: offering in-
formationn objectively, simplifying complex issues, being a watchdog of gov-
ernmentt and offering backgrounds to the news all scored more or less equal as 
popularr role perceptions. Other general journalism studies did not specifical-
lyy ask for an awareness of immediacy. But in two instances, the 'hastiness' of 
thee job came up as a specific factor of discontent for some journalists: a study 
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amongg women journalists in the early 1980s revealed that they felt the (in-
creasingly)) fast-paced nature of the job makes for shallow reporting - a source 
off  worry generally not shared by their male colleagues (Diekerhof et al, 1986). 
AA report in 1996 on the failure of a project, intended to train and retain ethnic 
minorityy journalists at Dutch newspapers, showed that the 'quicksilver-like' 
naturee of on-the-job communication and the speed- and deadline oriented 
newss culture functioned as significant hurdles for effective integration into the 
teamm (Koerts, 1996; Ramdjan, 2001; see also Allan, 1999). Both reports did not 
criticallyy address the overall sense of immediacy, and merely stated that it 
sometimess creates problems for (certain) journalists. This suggests that imme-
diacyy still survives as an essential value in contemporary journalism, even 
thoughh it is - like the notion of objectivity - not unproblematized in the pro-
fessionall  and scholarly literature. 

J O U R N A L I S TSS HAV E A SENSE OF E T H I CS A N D LEGIT IMACY . Para l lel t o 

thee history of 20th century professionalization of journalism runs the history 
off  professional codes of ethics - especially since the adoption of the so-called 
Codee of Bordeaux by the International Federation of Journalists in 1956. Al-
thoughh journalists worldwide do not seem to agree on whether a code of ethi-
call  conduct should be in place or not, all of them seem to share a sense of ethics 
-- as being ethical also legitimizes journalists' claims to the position as (free 
andd fair) watchdogs of society. 

AA mail survey among 141 newspaper journalists in 1994 was meant as an ap-
pendixx to a book on Dutch journalism ethics (results reported in: Brouwers, 
!994:: MS"162)- The average journalist turned out to be a professional, whose 
ethicall  decisions seemed to be influenced primarily by his social environment 
(familyy and friends), and the daily working routine within the newsroom. 
Thesee findings are in line with case studies on journalists' ethical decision 
makingg elsewhere (see for example Voakes, 1997). 

Althoughh other surveys did not address the ethics of journalists directly, the 
workk of Dutch media ethics expert Huub Evers has to be mentioned in this con-
text.. Evers analyzed all of the verdicts of the Dutch Press Council between 1960 
(itss founding year) and 1985. The Council deals with complaints about the pro-
fessionall  conduct of journalists and passes judgment, although it has no for-
mall  legal power. Evers concluded that initially the council took as its norm 
whetherr a certain practice was harmful to the dignity and standing of Dutch 
journalists.. In the course of the 1970s that criterion changed. Since then the 
council'ss standard of judgment has been whether the journalist has exceeded, 
givenn the journalist's responsibility in society, the limits of what is acceptable 
inn society at large (Evers, 1987: 297). Although Evers contends that a code of 
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conductt for journalists is not generally endorsed within the Dutch media, he 
doess show that the council has received and still receives strong support from 
forr example the Dutch union of journalists (Nederlandse Vereniging voor Jour-

nalisten;nalisten; NVJ), trade Journal De Journalist (in which all verdicts of the council 
aree published) and the society of newspaper and magazine editors 
(Genootschap(Genootschap van Hoofdredacteuren; GvH), in particular since the 1980s until 
todayy (Evers, 1998). The consensus among journalists in The Netherlands 
thereforee seems to be that a reporter must have a developed sense of ethics -
butt not necessarily a legally enforced one, which finding is similar to studies in 
otherr countries (Nordenstreng, 1995; Evers, 1997). 

Thiss brief report on earlier survey research in The Netherlands shows that 
thee only more or less representative studies into characteristics of Dutch jour-
nalistss from all sides and corners of the media have been the projects by 
Muskenss in 1968 - intended as a sociological 'state of the art' of the profession 
att the time - and by Kempers and Wieten of 1976 - a project intended to shed 
lightt on the effects of press concentration on the professional journalist. Two 
laterr projects - one regarding the position of women in journalism (Meier and 
Vann den Berg, 1991), and one commissioned by the council for Dutch schools 
forr journalism (Van Gaaien-Oordijk et al, 1993), can also be considered as gen-
erall  projects, but with too narrow a focus to be included as representative stud-
iess on (emergent consensual norms and values among) the population of 
Dutchh journalists.17 Beyond such scholarly research one can also turn to 'popu-
lar'' publications about and by journalists on (Dutch) journalism; examples 
thereoff  are collections of interviews with journalists (Van der Linden, 1984), 
collectionss of essays by journalists on journalism (Drok and Roeters, 1986; "Het 

goudengouden pennetje", 1999; Drok and Jansen, 2001) or biographies and memoirs by 
peoplee in the media (Hagen, 2002). 

Thee overview of journalism studies in The Netherlands suggests that one may 
assumee that a more or less shared ideology regarding journalism exists among 
Dutchh news workers. In particular during and after the period of depülariza-
tionn the Dutch media adopted the foremost ideal-typical values of modern 
journalismm as a way of defining themselves against the constraints of party pol-
iticss and ideology, as well as religious doctrine - which is not to say that Dutch 
journalistss did not share certain professional values before that time. It is 
tellingg that the first journalism studies in The Netherlands were published dur-
ingg the 'heyday' of depillarization, which period some authors describe as the 
timee in which Dutch journalism wrestled itself free and embraced profession-
alizationn within the context of freedom of expression and media pluriformity 
idealss (Evers, 1987:64-67; Bardoel, 1999:9). The purposes of the project at hand 
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mustt therefore be seen in the context of whether or not journalists in The 
Netherlandss adhere to the same (definitions of) occupational ideology as their 
colleaguess elsewhere, and what the elements of this ideology particularly 
meann in the Dutch context. 

Whenn Hallin {1992) described the period of'high modernism' in journalism, 
hee referred to the period of the 1930s to the late 1960s. Ever since, Hallin says, 
"all"all  of this was beginning to change (...) substantially" (Hallin, 1992: 18). The 
Americann scholar mentions the collapse of political consensus and the in-
creasedd commercialization of news as the prime movers of these changes. 
Somee contemporary authors refer to these supposed changes or threats to 
journalismm as 'postmodernism' (McQuail, 1994: 59-60) or 'liquid modernity' 
(Bauman,, 2000), terms generally - and loosely - used in the literature to sum-
marizee or describe views emerging throughout the 20th century, challenging 
notionss (such as 'progress' and 'truth') associated with the modernity of in-
dustrializedd late igl h and early 20"1 societies. Underlying the discussion of the 
dominantt ideology of journalism such challenges to 'high modernism' can be 
summarizedd as a rejection of one universal style or (professional) ideology in 
favorr of a more 'fluid' understanding as Dahlgren claims (1992:14), criticism 
towardss (normative) modernism in terms of rationality, objectivity and 'truth', 
ass well as a general disposition towards the 'modern' West as Gitlin (1995) de-
scribess it (see also Ekström, 1996; Grosswiler, 1998). The second purpose of the 
projectt at hand refers explicitly to these developments in terms of a discussion 
off  contemporary Dutch journalism with respect to potential changes and chal-
lengess posed by the Internet, infotainment and the multicultural society. In 
thiss study I do not intend to argue dialectically, that one 'dominant theme' (cf. 
postmodernism)) has replaced another (cf. modernism) as an explanatory 
frameworkk for understanding journalism. But this project does follow up on 
thee suggestion that the global picture of journalism is changing to such an ex-
tentt that one has to analyze and discuss the main attributes of such (potential) 
changess in order to successfully study, describe and explain contemporary 
(Western)) journalisms. 

Althoughh journalism is a profession which (also because of its nature as being 
'new'' and 'fast') undergoes changes constantly, specific developments in soci-
etyy can be singled out because these can be seen as impacting upon all aspects 
off  the media: its ideal-typical values, its organization, its means of production 
andd distribution, its reception by audiences, and its news culture (see Steven-
son,, 1995; Van Ginneken, 1997; Allan, 1999). In this project the developments 
regardingg digitalization and the Internet, commercialization and infotain-
mentt and the role of the media in the multicultural society have been defined 
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ass such. There are two main reasons to do so. First, the scholarly literature sug-
gestss that digitalization, infotainmentization (also known as: tabloidization) 
andd multiculturalism have been - or in some case: should be - on the forefront 
off  changes and challenges to contemporary media, especially since the late 
1980s.188 These developments share some similar characteristics: they change 
thee way journalism gets done (through technology, education, competition, 
andd staffing issues for example), they change the way journalism is received 
(throughh disintermediative options, popular wants and needs, and fragmenta-
tionn of publics for example), and therefore they have the potential to funda-
mentallyy challenge journalism.'9 A second reason is particular to the Dutch 
context,, as these three issues have been on the forefront of public debates 
withinn and about journalism in The Netherlands in recent years. As the follow-
ingg paragraphs wil l show, all three elements are part of the immediate practi-
call  consciousness of Dutch media professionals. Journalism on the Internet for 
examplee was acknowledged as a key development by the national union of 
journalists,, the NVJ, in early 2000 when they started a specific division for on-
linee reporters.20 Infotainment is cause for prime concern, especially because 
commerciall  television has only entered the Dutch media market in full force 
duringg the early 1990s (and commercial television news started even later) -
whichh makes the debate about possible 'market-driven' journalism in The 
Netherlandss quite fresh, regardless of the fact that infotaining media have 
beenn around since the earliest days of journalism (see also: Brants and Neijens, 
igg8).. After decades of rather sporadic or incidental attention, the role of the 
mediaa in the Dutch multicultural society has been a topic of great attention 
andd concern since the 1990s.21 Concluding it should be noted that a description 
andd analysis of the characteristics of journalists in The Netherlands should 
takee into account the processes and developments potentially changing or 
challengingg Dutch journalism. In doing so, the project can be positioned more 
successfullyy in contemporary society beyond its limitations of being a study of 
aa particular moment, 'frozen in time'. As existing scholarly work in The Nether-
landss does not share the benefits of for example the American situation -
wheree representative surveys among journalists have been conducted every 
tenn years or so since the 1970s - an interpretative framework in terms of 
changess and challenges to (the ideal-typical values of) journalism should be 
seenn as a crucial and distinctive element of the project at hand. 

Thee main attributes of change or challenge in The Netherlands can thus been 
identifiedd as the role of journalism in the multicultural society, the impact and 
effectss of new media technologies such as the Internet on journalism, and the 
risee and establishment of infotainment journalism. The sections hereafter of-
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ferr an analysis of the main arguments of the discussion in the Dutch context 
andd explore the ways whether and how these developments are related to the 
coree values of the dominant journalism ideology. The discussion section of this 
chapterr summarizes the relevance of these discussions to the research ques-
tionss in the study at hand. 

Thee Multicultura l Society 
Thee Netherlands, like practically all countries in the world today, is by defini-
tionn a multicultural society or rather: a poly-ethnic state, where cultural diver-
sityy can be seen as the result of individual or family immigration (Kymlicka, 
1996).. Since the 1940s and 1950s people from the previously Dutch colony of In-
donesiaa arrived, in the 1970s a steady flow of migrant laborers (and later on 
theirr families) from countries such as Turkey and Morocco came together with 
peoplee from another Dutch colony turned independent (in 1975): Surinam. 
Sincee the 80s also an increasing number of asylum seekers have entered Dutch 
society,, starting with people from the Tamil population of Sri Lanka and nowa-
dayss from countries like Ghana (considered the largest group of either legal or 
illegall  asylum seekers in recent years; see for example Knipscheer and Kleber, 
1998),, Somalia and Iraq. 

Thee multicultural society can be considered to be affecting journalism in 
Thee Netherlands; the aim of the project at hand is to explore this impact in 
termss of how multiculturalism is articulated to Dutch journalism and to the 
globall  picture and ideology of journalism as described earlier. Examples of 
suchh articulations are the pressure from national government and special in-
terestt groups in Dutch society on media organizations to include more profes-
sionall  members of diverse ethnic backgrounds; the emphasis put by policy-
makerss in The Netherlands on pluriformity and representation regarding the 
media;; and the ongoing debate on the ways in which reporting on minorities 
inn the media affect race relations in the country. The literature suggests that 
thee (Western) news media's coverage of ethnic minorities has become a partic-
ularr issue under debate during the final quarter of the 20th century (Campbell, 
1998).. Hallin for example describes the increased consciousness among jour-
nalistss and media organizations of diversity in the newsroom and portrayals of 
minoritiess as particularly challenging the notion of professional neutrality 
(1996:255). . 

Thee discussion in The Netherlands about the media and ethnic minorities 
centerss around a taxonomy of three core concepts: the knowledge of journal-
istss about other cultures and ethnicities, issues of representation (i.e. plurifor-
mity,, diversity) and the social responsibility of journalists (Deuze, 2002). 
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P R O F E S S I O N ALL K N O W L E D G E. The knowledge issue has been put on the 
professionall  agenda in particular by special interest groups such as the foun-
dationn for ethnic minority local broadcasters (Stichting Omroep Allochtonen; 

STOA),, the Forum institute for multicultural development (Forum) and the di-
visionn for migrants and the media of the national union of journalists (Werk-

groepgroep Migranten en Media; MenM). These organizations argue in a number of 
publicationss and public discussions that Dutch journalists in general do not at-
temptt to learn about other cultures and therefore fail to either 'de-stereotype' 
migrantt groups or reach new readers (and thus potential new colleagues) with 
differentt ethnic backgrounds (see for example Suudi and Burgemeestre, 1991; 
Brantss et al, 1998). An example of a 'countermeasure' as put forward by MenM 
andd STOA is the publication of a booklet - Deskundigengids (1998) - filled with 
namess and addresses of ethnic minority experts on a wide range of issues rele-
vantt for journalists. Three of the four schools of journalism in The Netherlands 
doo not have compulsory courses or programs on issues related to the multicul-
turall  society, nor do the three existing university programs of journalism, 
whichh gap in journalism education could be seen to contribute to a lack of pro-
fessionall  knowledge of Dutch journalists as suggested by STOA, Forum and 
MenMM (Deuze, 2001c). It is important to note here a distinction between a lack 
off  formal as well as experiential knowledge; Dutch journalism educators in the 
fieldfield for example suggest that their students have almost no experience with 
ethnicc minorities as in living in the same neighborhood or having 'cross-cul-
tural'' friendships (opinions as voiced during a meeting on multicultural jour-
nalismm education at the Nieuwspoort Center in The Hague, July 2001). 

R E P R E S E N T A T I O N.. In The Netherlands all companies with 35 or more em-
ployeess are urged (not: required) by the government to seek equal representa-
tionn of minorities on the work floor; it is generally believed few companies in 
factt achieve such a 'mirror' representation of the multicultural society, which 
conclusionn particularly goes for media companies (Ouaj, 1999). The develop-
mentss towards multiculturalism have stimulated discussion on the access of 
migrant-interestt groups to the media and the hiring of ethnic minority jour-
nalistss (Ramdjan, 2001). This issue has not been a topic within the broader field 
off  journalism survey research as sketched before, although Weaver and Wil-
hoitt did include an oversample and separate chapter on ethnic minorities in 
theirr 1996 publication. The demographics of the Johnstone, Slawski and Bow-
mann (1976) and Weaver and Wilhoit studies showed no relative increase of eth-
nicc minorities in journalism; the authors indicated that the dominant 'white' 
culturee of the newsroom may have made it more difficult for ethnic minorities 
too enter or even stay in the profession (Weaver and Wilhoit, 1996:213-214). This 
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conclusionn has been supported by studies on the hiring patterns in both us 
andd Dutch newsrooms (Becker et al, 1999; Koerts, 1996). Another conclusion 
fromm the surveys in the us on this topic was that the researchers found it im-
possiblee to generalize accurately about minority journalists - even within such 
aa small group they found a wide variety of answers given on all levels of the sur-
veyy questionnaire. 

Littl ee is known about the representation of ethnic minorities in the news-
roomss in The Netherlands - and if they are there, in which sectors of the media 
theyy can be found. The assumption underlying the discussion on multicultur-
alismm in the (Dutch) media is that an increased number of minority journalists 
inn the newsroom would equal more diversity in reporting. This assumption 
mirrorss the discussion about women in journalism of the 1970s and 1980s, 
whenn a number of studies addressed the experiences and labor situation of 
womenn journalists in The Netherlands (Diekerhof et al, 1985; Van Zoonen, 1989 
andd 1991). The discussion raises the issue of whether the personal background 
off  a journalist - gender, ethnicity - predominantly influences news values and 
decision-makingg processes. Hallin (1996) for example suggests that women in 
journalismm have contributed to the blurring of the lines between public and 
privatee domains, i.e. the feminist notion that 'the personal is political'. The 
samee conclusion is drawn by authors in The Netherlands, which is used to sup-
portt the argument for more minority journalists in newsrooms (Sterk, 2000: 

95)--
Onee more element in the discussion on representation is the sociology of 

sourcess and networks used and maintained by professional journalists (see for 
examplee Cottle, 1997). Journalism studies worldwide have claimed that jour-
nalistss tend to lean heavily on official or elite sources - a network of sources 
whichh is predominantly white and exclusive to (groups of) minorities (Gans, 
1979:116;; Schudson, 1996:147-148; Van Ginneken, 1998: 67). These conclusions 
aree mirrored in The Netherlands (Brants et al, 1998: 16; Sterk, 2000: 101-103). 
Counterargumentss focus on the generally undifferentiated nature of the 
'elites'' these studies refer to (Schlesinger, 1990), or on the fact that researchers 
aree sometimes blind to the significant efforts newsrooms make to 'main-
stream'' minorities (Campbell, 1998: g6-ioo). 

SOCIALL R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y. Issues concerning the multicultural context of 
Dutchh society are topics of ongoing debate in The Netherlands, in particular re-
gardingg the social responsibility of journalists and the media (Evers, 1987: 64). 
Questionss as to how the media should deal with migrant cultures, with ex-
tremee right-wing groups and politicians and the danger of biased reporting in 
generall  are all highly sensitive and much debated upon (Brants et al, 1998). In-
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ternationallyy the literature more or less consistently suggests that the media 
tendd to reflect the dominant (white) culture and power structures in society, 
effectivelyy excluding (ethnic) minorities in the news in for example Western 
Europe,, the us, Israel and Australia (see the work of the Glasgow Media Group 
inn this respect, also in: Jakubowicz, Goodall, Marin, Michell and Seneviratne, 
1994;; Campbell, 1995; Van Dijk, 1996; Entman and Rojecki, 2000, Avraham, 
Wolfsfeldd and Aburaiya, 2000). In Holland the work of Teun van Dijk has 
rockedd many boats - especially the ones of journalists themselves. In 1983 Van 
Dijkk published a seminal book on the Dutch media coverage of minorities, 
concludingg that the media in fact reflect a systemic racist and discriminatory 
tendencyy in Dutch journalism, which argument led many reporters of the time 
too fiercely attack Van Dijk for his supposed lack of knowledge on how the me-
diaa work (Van Dijk, 1983; Top, 2000:18). Van Dijk later on repeated his conclu-
sionn with similar work in other countries like Great Britain (Van Dijk, 1991). Re-
centlyy journalists covering the multicultural society in broadcasting and in the 
presss have been interviewed on their rationales and views on.the topic (Leur-
dijk,, 1999 on television producers; Van Donselaar and Tanja, 2000 on print 
journalists).. Although such studies will be analyzed in detail in chapter iv (on 
journalismm in the multicultural society), one conclusion from these studies to 
bee mentioned in this introductory context, is that TV journalists felt strongly 
aboutt breaking the 'taboo' on the problems of ethnic minorities in Dutch soci-
etyy in their programs. Their colleagues in the press on the other hand made it 
clearr that any effect of their reporting was unintended and that they consid-
eredd their prime task to be signaling of events and creating awareness of for 
examplee racist tendencies in society. The differences in visions and the plurali-
tyy of role perceptions show that the multicultural society can be seen as an are-
naa wherein several notions of professional journalism compete. 

Thiss sketch of the ways in which the multicultural society is articulated to 
journalismm in The Netherlands shows that it is one of the foremost areas in the 
Dutchh media where journalists are confronted with their professional ideolo-
gy,, their social responsibilities and (in-) direct influences by outside parties 
likee special interest groups, politics and government. These issues have for ex-
amplee led to the publication of a book on journalism and the multicultural so-
cietyy in June 2000, where several authors - including journalists - called for 
moree social and 'ethnic' awareness among media professionals in The Nether-
landss (Sterk, 2000). The discussions on professional knowledge, representa-
tionn and social responsibility in The Netherlands show that multiculturalism 
potentiallyy affects at least three of the five values in the ideology of journalism. 
Thee public service ideal can be seen as the arena where different notions of 
journalismm clash with respect to the social responsibility of journalists in a 
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multiculturall  society. Hallin has indicated the challenge the notion of diversi-
tyy poses to a professional ideal of being neutral, which claim also bears upon 
thee autonomy and freedom of reporters in terms of'political correct' reporting 
(showingg sensitivity towards the position of minorities in society) and the 
pressuree on journalists to reconstruct their networks or on media to modify ex-
istingg hiring patterns. 

Internet t 
AA second contextual note has to be made on the developments in The Nether-
landss on the technological front and the ways in which these developments are 
makingg inroads into our understanding of journalism. Computerization in all 
sectorss of society has taken place (in The Netherlands as well as international-
ly),, which process of new media integration is considered to have profound ef-
fectss on the way the economy and society operates (Fidler, 1997; Castells, 2000). 
Practicallyy all companies in The Netherlands have switched to computer net-
workk systems; electronic communication traffic and the 'paperless office' are 
topicss of debate in management circles; and the convergence of media as well 
ass the fact that the television set, video player and personal computer have 
foundd their way into most - if not all - Dutch households are signs of the high 
impactt of technology on all aspects of life. The Internet as it can be considered 
too be affecting journalism in general and the professional ideology of journal-
ismm in particular wil l be discussed here in two ways: 

-- how it has made inroads into newsrooms and desktops of Dutch journalists 
workingg for all media types in terms of Computer-Assisted Reporting (CAR); 
and d 

-- how it has created a new type of journalism: online journalism. 

C O M P U T E R - A S S I S T EDD R E P O R T I N G. The Internet had a fast start in The 
Netherlands,, although initially there were not many available electronic pub-
licc resources. Due to the strict copyright legislation and distrust among Dutch 
companiess and the media industry in particular, using the Internet did not 
seemm to make a lot of sense when one was looking for Dutch sources of infor-
mation.. This has changed in recent years. The first news media online started 
inn 1995, most notably the World Wide Web (the graphic interface of the Inter-
net)) sites of Dutch regional daily Eindhovens Dagblad and national daily NRC 
HandelsbladHandelsblad (Van Eijk, 1997). At the time of writing nearly all newspapers, na-
tionall  magazines and broadcasters have their own Websites up and running. 
Onlinee activity has also spurred public use of the Internet. To give some exam-
ples:: in April 2000 two Dutch research institutes published figures - one 
throughh a phone survey, the other using a Web survey - showing that use of the 
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Internett in the Netherlands is widespread: 6 million people have Internet con-

nectionss at home or at work and roughly 3 million people claim to be online 

dailyy (Internet Databureau, 2000; ProActive, 2000). This places the country well 

insidee the top-ten worldwide in terms of consumer Net access (NUA Internet 

Surveys,, 2000). These numbers in combination with the fast growth of Internet 

startupp companies and Internet Service Providers (ISPS) makes The Nether-

landss one of the forerunners with respect to the Internet in Europe - some re-

searchh firms even indicate that the Dutch 'e-business' environment ranks first 

placee worldwide (source: reports by The Economist Intelligence Unit, 2000 and 

2001). . 

Inn terms of use and availability of searchable archives, databases or news 
sourcess on the Internet by journalists the Dutch developments are still in their 
infancyy as compared to for example the us (Paul, 1999; Verwey, 2000). The last 
twoo years have seen a tremendous increase of the use of the Internet by tradi-
tionall  media, with radio and TV programs for example referring to the ad-
dressess of Websites (cf. URLS: Universal Resource Locators) and newspapers 
puttingg up archives and infographics online for their readers (see Bierhoff, 
Deuzee and De Vreese, 2000 for a European overview of related developments). 
Thiss prompted some subscribers to complain: one wonders what you miss 
whenn you do not have (or: want) access to the Internet and your paper redirects 
youu to a Website for more information. 

Thee three main Schools for Journalism of Utrecht, Zwolle and Tilburg are in-
vestingg heavily in training programs in Computer-Assisted Reporting (CAR): 
usingg the Internet as a reporting tool (Utrecht: Verwey and Vasterman, 2000; 
Tilburg:: Schmetz, 2000; Zwolle: Aalderink, 2000). All Dutch newsrooms have 
Internett connections now. Although this development often started as one 
computerr with desktop Internet access per newsroom, all media have been 
switchingg to universal desktop access in recent years and additionally sent 
theirr reporters onzone- or two-day courses in CAR at further training institutes 
likee Forum, based at the Utrecht School for Journalism (Bierhoff et al, 2000). 

Thee fast-paced developments regarding the Internet in today's newsroom 
hass not made everybody happy; research in the us and Canada revealed that 
manyy reporters and editors of newspapers felt nervous and concerned about 
thee 'omnipresence' of the Internet in their work (Singer, 1997a and 1997b; Paul, 
1999).. The journalists questioned by Singer all reported seeing the Internet as 
shiftingg the concept of what is information, who provides it and what can be 
donee with it (1997a: 16). Most media companies in The Netherlands employ 
documentalistss specialized in researching online resources, who are not all too 
enthusiasticc about individual journalists finding their own way online -
lamentingg the lack of skills and the loss of time better spent on reporting in-
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volvedd (De Vree, 1998). Research at the BBC also revealed the unrest new media 
technologiess have created in the newsroom; journalists reported lack of time 
too adequately use and master the technology, feeling stressed because of the 
'immediate'' nature of the Internet (Cottle, 1999). Another aspect related to CAR 
whichh affects all journalists is how to deal with e-mail, newsgroups and Inter-
nett Relay Chat (IRC) in an environment where the verification of information 
iss extremely difficult due to the often anonymous, fast-paced communication 
involvedd (Reddick and King, 2001; Garrison, 2000). Here one can attribute CAR 
too the impact so-called 'liberating' new media technologies such as the Inter-
nett may have on journalism with regard to its claims to credibility, legitimacy 
andd validity, and the challenges ICTS bring to established newsroom cultures. 

O N L I N E J O U R N A L I S M.. The Internet has created its own kind, fourth kind of 
journalism:: onlinejournalism - which differs in its skills and standards from 
traditionall  types of journalism (Deuze, 1999). The main differences can be 
summarizedd using the key concepts of the online environment: hypertextuali-
ty,, interactivity and multimediality (Newhagen and Rafaeli, 1996; Singer, 1998; 
Bardoell  and Deuze, 2001). The online journalist has to make decisions on 
whichh media formats best tell a certain story (multimediality), has to allow 
roomm for options for the public to respond, interact or even customize certain 
storiess (interactivity) and must consider ways to connect the story to other sto-
ries,, archives, resources and so on through hyperlinks (hypertextuality). This is 
thee 'ideal-typical' form of online journalism, as professed by an increasing 
numberr of professionals and academics worldwide (in the us see Reddick and 
King,, 1996; Pavlik, 1999; in Germany see Friedrichsen, Ehe, Janneck and Wys-
terski,, 1999:139-143; in The Netherlands see Stielstra, 1999; Jager and Van Twisk, 
2001).. Studies among or about populations of online journalists are rare. Ex-
ampless thereof are the work of American academic Jane Singer on the man-
agementt of online newsrooms (Singer, 1999). Also in Belgium, Germany and 
Finlandd attempts were made to typify the journalist who has chosen the World 
Widee Web - the graphic interface of the Internet - as his or her preferred work-
ingg environment in terms of their social-demographics and professional role 
perceptionss (see Paulussen, 2001; Neuberger, 2000; Heinonen, 1999). The 
scholarss involved in such studies generally conclude that the reporter online 
certainlyy differs in some characteristics - for example technological knowl-
edgee and public service orientation - from his or her colleagues elsewhere in 
thee news media. 

Thee consensus among the online media professionals internationally, such 
ass it is voiced at gatherings like the NetMedia Conference in Great Britain or 
thee Editor & Publisher Interactive Conference in the us, is that online journal-
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ismm is definitely "a breed apart"(Meek, 2000).22 On the other hand, online jour-
nalismm is still seen by many members of the profession of journalism as some-
thingg 'outside' of journalism, which claim is often legitimized by the fact that 
mostt news sites do not produce original content (that is: editorial content 
whichh is exclusively produced for the online environment), or that most of 
thesee sites do not make any money. Examples of failed recognition by the in-
dustryy are the reluctance of the Pulitzer Prize foundation in the us to allow on-
linee news stories to be submitted for recognition or the problems online jour-
nalistss recently had in obtaining press accreditation at the European Soccer 
Championshipss Qune 2001) in Belgium and The Netherlands. 

Thiss claim against online journalism by traditional journalism has been de-
scribedd by critics of the new media as a fear of technological determinism or 
evenn 'de-professionalization' in journalism (Porteman, 1999:15). Authors refer 
too the fact that anyone can be a journalist online, hence further blurring the 
distinctionn between reliable, objective information offered by a professional 
andd 'going tabloid' such as for example the infamous Matt Drudge, whose 
Websitee The Drudge Report in 1998 originally broke the news of President Clin-
ton'ss affair with Monica Lewinsky (see for example: Hume, 1995; Nielsen and 
Morkes,, 1998; Fallows, 1999). Specifically the lack of'institutional credibility' of 
onlinee journalism and in particular 'Net-native' journalism, which does not 
havee a corresponding traditional 'mother-medium', is cited as endangering 
thee core values of professional journalism (Singer, 1997b: 80; Gahran, 1998). In 
Thee Netherlands the rise of online journalism as a distinct professional realm 
wass acknowledged by the national union of journalists, the NVJ, in March 2000 
withh the start of a new branch catering only for 'Internet journalists', which de-
velopmentt was widely applauded by online journalists at the time (Van der 
Have,, 2000). The only Dutch general journalism trade journal, De Journalist, 

wentt even further that month by appointing the online editor of daily NRC 
Handelsblad,Handelsblad, Froukje Santing (also director of the NVJ online branch) as one of 
itss regular column writers. Online journalism is further criticized for its lack of 
professionall  standards or ethics (Deuze and Yeshua, 2000), its unclear distinc-
tionn between commercial and editorial content (Van Dusseldorp, Scullion and 
Bierhoff,, 1999), its catering to increasingly smaller publics referred to as 'Balka-
nization'' of news (Schudson, 1996), and its reliance on 'tertiary' sources: after 
newss agencies, print or broadcast editors come the online editors who select 
andd edit the news of an event (Friedrichsen et al, 1999:137). 

Thee Internet as a reporting tool and as the arena for a new kind of journal-
ismm particularly challenges professionals ideals of credibility, reliability and 
objectivity,, since the information and sources obtained through the world-
widee network of computers is considered to be too 'immediate' and hard to 
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verifyy to use by journalists. Yet the pressure to do so is rising throughout the 
fieldfield of journalism. The traditional values of factuality and validity correspon-
dingg with the ideal of quickly delivering the news are also challenged by the 
'24/7'-elementt of online news. Several authors additionally have questioned 
thee way in which journalists cope with ethical dilemmas on the Internet; 
whetherr using CAR and deciding which information to use (for example e-
mails,, chats or private Homepages) or working as an online journalist and 
linkingg to external sites or copying parts of original sources into the newssite 
itselff  (Mann, 1997; Cooper, 1998). This leaves the concerns voiced about the 
lackk of clear standards for distinguishing commercial from editorial content 
onlinee (Arrant and Anderson, 2000). Recently new media technologies such as 
newss delivery via mobile phones (cf. WAP: Wireless Application Protocol or its 
thirdd generation-successor'Bluetooth') further fueled this debate. Chapter v 
examiness and empirically tests this claim and explores the wider context and 
impactt of new media technologies on different journalisms in The Nether-
lands. . 

Infotainment t 
Contemporaryy media critics and scholars agree: one of the most powerful 
forcess behind the culture industry is commercialism - a force which is becom-
ingg more powerful mainly because of the convergence of the culture and en-
tertainmentt industries (see for example Hallin, 1992; Dahlgren and Sparks, 
1992;; Greco, 2000). Regardless of whether critics applaud or loathe commer-
cializationn of the media - that is to say, most authors are cynical about the ef-
fectss of the development - the impact thereof on journalism and news media 
inn particular is cause for great concern (see for example: Fiske, 1992; McManus, 
1994;; Van Vree, 2000). Two developments in journalism that follow directly 
fromm increased commercial interests and competition in the media market can 
bee signaled out for discussion since they are equally valid in most media-sawy 
(Western)) societies: media concentration and tabloidization or: infotainment. 
Althoughh the ongoing process of media concentration - both in The Nether-
landss and elsewhere - warrants a discussion on its own as it affects the organi-
zationn and stratification of the mediaa in a given society, it wil l be treated here 
ass subsequent to the role infotainment plays in the news media. This is done 
becausee of the fact that the scholarly literature generally attributes (an in-
creasee in) entertainment elements in journalism to increased commercial 
pressuress on journalists, which are then explained by looking at media con-
centrationn (see for example McChesney, 1999; Bagdikian, 2000). A second rea-
sonn is that media concentration in the Dutch context has worked differently 
fromm for example the United States or Australia; Dutch media are generally 
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concentratedd vertically (like publishing house Wegener buying into almost all 
regionall  newspapers), whereas Anglo-American media tend to concentrate 
horizontallyy (such as the America Online/Time Warner merger, cross-cutting all 
mediaa types, including Internet access). The concerns regarding commercial-
ization,, commodification of news, tabloidization, and infotainment further 
connectt on a theoretical level to the blurring of the distinctions between in-
formationn which is public (i.e. political, economical, 'hard' news), and that 
whatt is considered private (i.e. culture, lifestyle, 'soft' news), as mainstream 
journalismss increasingly tend to apply themes, issues and values related to the 
privatee lives of public people as elements of the news (Hallin, 1996; Winch, 

19977 )-23 

MEDI AA C O N C E N T R A T I O N. As noted earlier, one of the first comprehensive 
surveyss among Dutch journalists (carried out in 1974, reported in 1976) was in-
spiredd by perceived threats to press freedom because of a 'wave' of media 
mergerss at the time. The concentration and proliferation of (media) compa-
niess for commercial reasons can be said to be something that has been a fea-
turee of media history in general (Baldasty, 1992). But the mergers in particular-
lyy the final decades of the 20th century - mergers of companies creating media 
contentt with industries providing infrastructure in particular - have renewed 
interestt and apprehension in the journalism community (see in particular the 
workk of Bagdikian, 2000). In The Netherlands people have also been aware of 
thee perceived dangers of media concentrations (Kempers and Wieten, 1976; 
Vann Cuilenburg et al., 1992:351-357). Researchers have concluded that although 
thee number of independent newspapers in The Netherlands fell from 45 in 
19500 to 24 in 1988, a further decline in these numbers was in fact prevented by 
mediaa concentration - but caused by slowed down audience concentration 
(Vann Cuilenburg, Kleinnijenhuis and De Ridder, 1988). In recent years, trends 
onn the Dutch media market has developed toward cooperation and even con-
vergencee of traditional public and commercial media organizations and the 
numberr of independent newspapers, periodicals, magazines and broadcast 
mediaa offerings in general remains the same or has been growing in the last 
decade.244 In terms of content the trend on the media market has been towards 
developingg more special interest and popular niche publications and pro-
gramss to come to terms with the concentration and fragmentation of audi-
ences.. The Dutch media market as a whole and the role of the government 
thereinn is developing towards one of 'more players, fewer rules', which trend 
somee critics signal as developing hand-in-hand with increased commercializa-
tionn and popularization of the media (see Van Cuilenburg et al, 1992:378-379; 
Bardoel,, 1998). 
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Inn the existing recent literature on journalism surveys worldwide most jour-
nalistss complain about this development, seeing the need for profit as a threat 
too their profession (Weaver, 1998). The 1976 survey in The Netherlands also re-
vealedd that only 10% of journalists felt that press concentration would result in 
aa better press and therefore may improve democracy (Kempers and Wieten, 
1976:: 56). Findings of a 1994 survey of Dutch newspaper journalists showed 
thatt two-thirds of respondents were dissatisfied with the ways in which their 
editoriall  and marketing departments worked together (ISK, 1994). One third of 
participatingg reporters even indicated they wanted to get more involved in the 
marketingg process. The anxiousness about commercial interests among jour-
nalistss seems to have increased. Recent mergers and acquisitions in The 
Netherlandss met with extensive media attention and protests by the journal-
istss involved; contemporary examples are the sale in 1999 of the VNU regional 
newspaperss to market leader Wegener and the merger of major commercial 
broadcasterss RTLand Veronica in 1995 (Veronica stepped out again in 2001). The 
markett at the time of writing can be summarized as media supplier concen-
trated,, with publishing company PCM since 1995 owning 4 out of 5 national 
mainstreamm daily newspapers, Wegener publishing or participating in 8 out of 
thee 11 largest regional dailies (with a circulation of over 100.000), VNU almost 
monopolizingg the special interest and glossy magazine market. In broadcast-
ingg this situation is similar, as a dual broadcasting system of public service or-
ganizationss has developed on one hand and several channels owned by two 
majorr corporations - HMG and SBS - on the other hand (Bakker and Scholten, 
1999)-A ss mentioned earlier: this media market is full, but also relatively stable. 

1NN FOTAIN M E N T. One of the key characteristics of the Dutch media market is 
thee fact that there are no tabloids. The market does have its fair share of week-
lyy celebrity magazines, daytime TV lifestyle talk shows and lifestyle sections in 
newspapers.. Especially on commercial television - which (modestly) started in 
Thee Netherlands in 1989 - such programs, styles and genres have caused con-
cernn in the journalism community. Even Joop van den Ende, foremost produc-
err of entertainment TV genres in The Netherlands (and elsewhere in Europe), 
expressedd concern about the lack of quality standards in 10 years of commer-
ciall  broadcasting in an interview with daily De Volkskrant of September 1999. 
Thee literature refers to these kinds of programs or styles of presentation as in-
fotainmentt - in terms of print media as tabloidization. Both terms - infotain-
mentt wil l be used here - refer to a process which Dutch scholar Brants de-
scribedd as a mix of political and information elements in entertainment media 
andd the introduction of entertainment characteristics in traditional 'hard' 
newss media (Brants, 1998:13). Infotainment as a concept causes plenty of con-
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cernn and debate in both academic and journalistic circles. Areas of unrest are 
specificallyy the development of new genres (like docusoaps and reality TV), 
journalisticc styles of representation ('intimate journalism') and topics coming 
fromm the field of entertainment or popular culture becoming prime time or 
front-pagee news items (Schudson, 1995:179-181; Brookes, 1998). Dutch TV jour-
nalistt Cees Grimbergen described infotainment as 'semi-journalism' without 
thee routines and professionalism of 'serious' journalism (quoted in Van 
Liempt,, 1997). 

Thee mix of entertainment and information in journalistic products is not 
somethingg new - several authors argue that such a mix has always been an in-
trinsicc element of the concept of news (Iggers, 1998: 41). Right from the 19th 

centuryy newspapers in the us and Western Europe were made with a specific 
entertainmentt element (Bauwens and Vandenbrande, 1998; Renger, 1998). 
Somee researchers even have noted elements of tabloid-style sensationalism in 
thee first newspapers of the 17th century (Willke, 1999). The Netherlands were no 
exception,, even if one considers the relatively late introduction of the 'prime 
example'' of infotainment journalism: commercial television or the fact that 
Dutchh media sector has not known the other infotainment archetype: tabloid 
papers.. Although scholars like Dahlgren have convincingly argued that televi-
sionn journalism has changed considerably and has become popularized since 
thee early days (the 1950s and 1960s), others have duly noted that all existing 
'popular'' entertainment formats like talk shows already existed on Dutch na-
tionall  television as early as the 1960s (Dahlgren, 1995: 53; versus Manschot, 
1994:185).. The Dutch press also featured 'typical' infotainment products in the 
ig ,hh century such as lifestyle and human-interest magazines (Blokker, 1989). A 
recentt content analysis of'serious' political news programs on Dutch television 
revealedd that all genres and styles had some elements of infotainment in them 
(Brantss and Neijens, 1998). The historical trend is mirrored in neighboring 
countriess such as Germany and Great Britain. (Schoenbach, 1997; Esser, 1999). 

Thee blurring of the lines between information and entertainment in the 
newsmediaa of recent years and the growing concern about this development 
showw that, although infotainment can be seen as a historical feature of jour-
nalism,, for journalists it used to be clear which realms of journalism could be 
consideredd to be entertaining - i.e. lifestyle, gossip and human interest genres 
-- and which were seen as in the 'public interest' (Van Zoonen, 1998b). Journal-
ismm and its news media are therefore not surprisingly on the forefront of (the-
oretical)) debates on transformations, shifts and convergence of public and pri-
vatee spheres of the way society organizes itself (see the work of Juergen Haber-
mass in this respect; also in: Marcinowski, 1993; Winch, 1997; Schudson, 1998). 
Withh the rise of new (mass) media such as TV in the 1960s and the Internet in 
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thee 1990s this distinction has blurred beyond the simple demarcations of the 
pastt (Dahlgren and Sparks, 1992; Dahlgren, 1996; Bardoel, 1997). 

Thee concerns about media concentration and the rise and establishment of 
infotainmentt in contemporary journalisms show that further commercializa-
tionn potentially affects several values related to the dominant ideology of jour-
nalism.. The importance attributed to commercial interests is commonly seen 
ass a threat to the editorial freedom and independence of a journalist. A corre-
spondingg shift from 'hard' news - politics, government, economy - to 'soft' 
newss - human interest, private lives, lifestyle - is seen as making inroads to the 
professionall  ideal of objectivity (Bauwens and Van den Brande, igg8; Peck, 
1998).. As Van Zoonen notes, the blurring of the former simple distinctions be-
tweenn what is 'public' and what is 'private' in journalism also conflicts with the 
journalists'' sense of autonomy and professional self-perception (1998b: 114). 
Thee same author also indicates a general contempt and suspicion in journalism 
aboutt the perceived lack of ethical standards or moral code in genres that fo-
cuss on private lives - the British tabloids serving as the archetypical example 
thereof.. The literature also reveals a broader discussion among academics 
whetherr publics are served or threatened by 'infotainmentization' of the news 
media.. People are considered to be less informed by for example details on the 
privatee affairs of politicians which are deemed to be not socially relevant, on 
thee other hand this kind of journalism may reach people (cf. the electorate) 
whoo otherwise would not care to watch or read about politics and government 
(Fiske,, igg2; Hallin, 1996; Brants and Neijens, 1998; Gripsrud, 2000). Chapter vi 
attemptss to delve deeper into these issues and aims to empirically address is-
suess of differences and commonalties between journalists on different levels 
onn the infotainment scale, and the ways in which the developments in info-
tainmentt can be traced in the self-perceptions of the journalists involved. 

Followingg the thematic considerations regarding multiculturalism, info-
tainmentt and the Internet, the project at hand aims to employ a wider opera-
tionall  definition of journalists than the earlier mentioned 'classical' one in sur-
veyy research. Our approach corresponds with calls in the literature for a broad-
err and wider notion of journalism - in other words: a call for a more 'catholic' 
definitionn of journalism (Sparks, 1991: 67; see also Scholl, 1996 and 1997). The 
mainn consideration underlying the call for a wider definition of journalism is 
thee 'exclusive' nature of definitions used particularly in survey projects like the 
oness by Weaver and Wilhoit, focusing solely on a narrow conception of news 
reporterss in mainstream media, whereas contemporary journalism appears to 
bee much wider both in terms of what news is and what kind of reporting is be-
ingg done (see Fiske, 1989; Dahlgren, 1992; Cottle, 2000a). Other scholars more 
orr less replicating the Weaver and Wilhoit design have to some extent aimed 
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too address this problem by including freelancers in their population, but in 
generall  journalism research tends to equate 'journalism' with 'hard' (or 'classi-
cal')) news journalism, which seems particular misleading in the light of recent 
trendss in television and online (e.g. Internet) journalism (Ekström, 1996:129; 
Heinonen,, 1998; Deuze, 1998 and 200id). On the other hand, by adopting sim-
ilarr - though narrow - definitions, cross-national comparisons are made pos-
siblee (see Weischenberg and Sievert, 1998: 397-399). By widening the defini-
tionall  horizon the current changes and challenges to journalism are incorpo-
ratedd into the research design, as well as allowing for selected comparisons 
withh earlier findings. 

Conclusion n 
Dutchh journalism and its multiculturalism, infotainment, and digitalization is 
thee focus of this particular project. The overviews on these issues in this chap-
terr have shown that the selected themes affect all journalisms in The Nether-
landss and thus can be considered to impact upon the (dominant) professional 
ideologyy of journalism. The multicultural society is reflected not only within 
thee 'Home Affairs' beat; the Internet does not only make inroads into the work 
off  the Net-native reporter, nor can popularization and entertainment ele-
mentss be seen as 'outside' of certain journalistic domains. The empirical start-
ingg point of the project is the individual journalist. In the first phase the char-
acteristicss of Dutch journalists are set against data of journalism surveys in 
comparablee media systems (Germany, Great Britain, Australia and the us) in 
orderr provide a 'Dutch' profile of journalists in The Netherlands. The second 
phasee examines the ways in which the professional ideology and the chal-
lengess to this ideology regarding multiculturalism, infotainment and the In-
ternett are reflected in the journalists' basic, occupational and professional 
characteristicss (details on definitions and operationalizations follow in the 
nextt chapter). With basic characteristics the social-demographics of journal-
istss are referred to; occupational characteristics relate to the working situation, 
conditionss and environment of journalists while professional characteristics 
aree considered to be norms and values related to the profession of journalism 
(i.e.. role perceptions and ethics). 

Thee argument as presented in this introduction is a media-centric one, fol-
lowingg the model of McQuail (1994:3), directing the focus of attention to the 
media'ss sphere of activity and change. When one briefly considers the argu-
mentt from the 'opposite' perspective, as in a society-centric view, one can see 
thatt there is one key development which reflects in all areas discussed here: 
fragmentationn of media publics. The debate about journalism in the multicul-
turall  society can therefore also be seen as one about gaining (or: losing) a 
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growingg audience consisting of ethnic minority groups. Commercialization 
andd infotainmentization developments reflect the need for news media to 
makee a profit, to cope with audience fragmentation, and to reach people who 
aree harder to reach than ever before in an overcrowded and 'demassified' me-
diaa market place. Journalism on the Internet emphasizes public service notions 
off  community building and interactivity as a way to regain the individual 'ac-
tivee user' instead of the mass of'passive consumers' of news, as well as to count-
err the potential of 'disintermediation' which the Internet poses to journalism 
ass so-called Do-It-Yourself (DIY) surfers on the World Wide Web directly con-
nectt to primary sources of information (Rushkoff, 1997). This project accepts 
sociall  change as a given and considers the influences on changes in the atti-
tudess and behaviors of both journalists and their publics as a dialectic between 
mediaa and society. The study at hand will therefore aim to retrieve, describe 
andd analyze these developments as challenges in, and to, contemporary Dutch 
journalisms. . 

Thiss chapter has introduced the dual nature of the project at hand, as it both 
addressess the global nature of journalism's occupational ideology and the par-
ticularitiess of journalists in The Netherlands. Both considerations lead to a se-
riess of research questions particular to the goals of this project - beyond the 
profilee of Dutch journalists it aims to provide. These questions can be summa-
rizedd in four sections, each of which wil l be explored and discussed in a sepa-
ratee chapter. 

CHAPTERR i n : Journalism in contemporary Dutch society as compared 
too other  Western democracies. 
Whatt are the basic, occupational and professional characteristics of jour-
nalistss in The Netherlands, what are the specifically Dutch characteristics 
ass compared to their colleagues in other Western democracies, and how 
cann the differences and commonalities be explained? 

CHAPTERR iv: The articulatio n of the multicultura l society to Dutch 
journalist ss and journalism . 
Howw is the multicultural society articulated with journalism in The 
Netherlands,, in particular with respect to the basic, occupational and pro-
fessionall  characteristics of journalists coming from the migrant groups, 
andd the professional knowledge and views of Dutch journalists on issues 
concerningg the multicultural society? 

CHAPTERR v: Dutch journalist s and the use and impact of new infor -
mationn and communication technologies. 
Whatt is the meaning and relevance of new information and communica-
tionn technologies in Dutch journalism, in particular with respect to the 
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usee of electronic resources in Dutch newsrooms (cf. CAR) and the basic, oc-
cupationall  and professional characteristics of online journalists? 

CHAPTERR VI : The articulatio n of infotainment to Dutch journalist s 
andd journalism . 
Howw is infotainment articulated with Dutch journalism, in particular with 
respectt to the basic, occupational and professional characteristics of jour-
nalistss working for specific infotainment genres, and the professional 
knowledgee and views of these journalists on their work? 

Buildingg on these research questions we may venture ahead, where chapter n 
wil ll  discuss the conceptual and methodological underpinnings of the project 
att hand. The main problem which has to be solved there is the operational 
connectionn between the two purposes of the study: to provide a framework 
forr profiling Dutch journalists (set against journalists elsewhere, which ne-
cessitatess using a replicated research design) in particular, as well as to assess 
thee ways in which the more or less 'universal' ideology may or may not be re-
definedd regarding key changes and challenges to relationships between jour-
nalists,, journalism, and contemporary society. 
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Conceptt  and Method of 
Journalismm Studies 
Ass noted in the introductory chapter, the project at hand empirically address-
ess two separate research purposes: providing a framework for profiling Dutch 
journalistss in particular, and offering an assessment of the emergence and de-
velopmentt of a more or less shared occupational ideology of journalism by 
lookingg specifically at journalists working in areas of potential challenges to 
suchh an ideology (cf. the multicultural society, the Internet and infotainment). 
Inn opting for a combination of these purposes, I hope to contribute to building 
aa theoretical perspective on journalism studies, particularly for the contempo-
raryy Dutch context. This is not to say there are no existing more or less coher-
entt theories of journalism: on the contrary, recent overviews have offered a 
multitudee of theoretical ways of looking at journalism in society.1 But what I in-
tendd with the project at hand, is not to test a working theory, but rather to 
workk inductively towards building a theoretical perspective more or less dis-
tinctt to the Dutch setting and particular to what was described in the previous 
introductoryy chapter: a media-centric, communicator-oriented perspective on 
thee study of journalism and its role in society. 

Thee first research purpose of the project - a descriptive profile of journalists in 
Thee Netherlands - is served by replicating and adapting an established inter-
nationall  research design of journalism surveys, as predominantly laid out by 
uss scholars Weaver and Wilhoit (1991 and 1996) and their predecessors John-
stone,, Slawski and Bowman (1976).2 By replication and cross-national compar-
isonn one may develop new ways of looking at the national data (McMane, 1993: 
208;; see also Blumler, McLeod and Rosengren, 1992). Even though the project 
closelyy follows the design of Weaver and Wilhoit for the sake of effective com-
parison,, several steps have been taken to make the sample of journalists more 
inclusive,, and to make the questionnaire more particular to the Dutch media 
context.. The second part of this chapter in particular addresses how the re-
searchh design is conceptualized in terms of data gathering methods and defi-
nitionn of journalists. In terms of methodology issues regarding sample design, 
thee survey and the applied questionnaire are considered accordingly. 

Thee second research purpose of the project wil l be addressed by a study of 
thee ways in which journalists in different areas of the contemporary Dutch 
newsmediaa give meaning to what they do, and how these developments are ar-
ticulatedd to journalism in The Netherlands in general. For this purpose a qual-
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itativee research design has been chosen, using transcripts of a range of the-
maticc expert interviews as data for analysis. The methodological issues in-
volvedd are discussed near the end of this chapter, whereas details of the field-
workk wil l be offered in the corresponding chapters. It is important to note here 
thatt the survey and the in-depth interviews are both distinct and conceptually 
equall  phases in this particular project. This multimethod approach is based on 
thee assumption, that a triangulation of methods offers the scholar more and 
betterr ways of looking at the complex subject matter at hand (Flick, 1998: 229; 
Denzinn and Lincoln, 2000:4). 

Ass a first step the way in which journalism - and the different thematic ar-
eass of change and challenge to the professional ideology of journalists - is con-
ceptualizedd for the project at hand is addressed in detail. What is needed is a 
frameworkk for analysis which allows for a discussion of (inter-) national dif-
ferencess and similarities among journalists, as well as an assessment of the dif-
ferentt ways in which newsworkers confronted most directly with the multicul-
turall  society, the Internet and infotainment give meaning to their work and 
theirr (sense of) professionalism as journalists. 

Conceptualizingg Journalism 
Thee literature suggests that journalism is difficult to conceptualize as some-
thingg 'other' than other information-based domains in society because of its 
manyy 'gray areas', mainly caused by the widespread proliferation of informa-
tionn professions with a shared purpose of gathering and further distributing of 
informationn (see Scholl, 1996). Another problematic aspect is its lack of formal 
structuree in terms of professional codes, barriers of entry or codified body of 
knowledge.. On the other hand one can argue that journalism is a highly or-
ganizedd and hierarchical domain (or: social system) in society, based on a 
sharedd professional ideology and operating with the specific expected func-
tionn of gathering and disseminating public information.3 Journalism as it has 
professionalizedd particularly in the latter half of the 20th century, and as it has 
functionallyy differentiated itself from other domains in society enjoys a high 
degreee of (formal as well as informal) functional organization and hierarchy 
(Hallin,, 1992; Bardoel, 1999). This organization has been well defined and em-
piricallyy established in Western democracies.4 Although journalism is most 
certainlyy a 'fuzzy' profession if one considers its outmost borders, the authors 
onn journalism studies are in agreement that one may assume journalism to be 
aa professional occupation, of which the population consists of news workers 
responsiblee for the editorial content of a wide range of media: newspapers, 
magazines,, Websites, radio and television programs, wire services, and a range 
off  wired digital systems such as mobile phones via Short Messaging Systems 
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(SMS)) and Wireless Application Protocols (WAP), Personal Digital Assistants 

(PDA)andsoon. . 

Ass argued in chapter i, journalism is considered to be constituted as a profes-
sionn by a consensual occupational ideology. This ideology consists of several 
keyy ideal-typical values, which can be summarized as: providing a public serv-
ice;; being neutral; operating editorially autonomous; being accurate, and 
workingg ethically - all functioning to some extent in order to be considered le-
gitimatee in contemporary (democratic) society. The concept of ideology is par-
ticularlyy fruitful in a media-centric and communicator-oriented study like this 
one,, as it allows for inconsistencies, contradictions and a variety of (possibly 
conflicting)) interpretations of what the core elements or values of a particular 
person'ss or group's ideology mean (Carey, 1989 [1971]; Hartley, 1982: 55; Hall, 
1982;; Fowler, 1991). Yet at the same time, ideology can be seen as the social ce-
mentt that binds together different notions, groups, peoples, and alliances 
(Stevenson,, 1995:16-17; following the work of Gramsci on the 'common sensi-
cal'' properties of ideology). In the context of the project at hand the ideology 
off  journalism is regarded as consisting of the abovementioned five values, of 
whichh the interpretations and meanings shift continuously in varying nation-
all  and cultural contexts. The previously defined key developments in the inter-
relationshipp of media and society - broadly one could speak of multicultural-
ism,, digitalization and infotainmentization of the media - must therefore be 
seenn as potential factors changing, challenging, and possibly redefining the 
ideologyy of journalism in The Netherlands. A first step in conceptualizing jour-
nalismm as it functions and operates in contemporary (Western) societies and 
howw it can perceived to be challenged with respect to its dominant values here 
iss presented in Figure 1. 

Thee elements listed within the realms of the three developments summarize 
thee areas within these are expected to impact upon the dominant values of 
journalismm (see chapter 1 for the detailed exploration of the various elements). 
Thesee can also be considered to be the areas where one might expect to find 
empiricall  support for changes or challenges to the ideology of journalism. 
Suchh changes or challenges do not necessarily mean that a new ideology is 
emerging,, or that values like the public service ideal are undermined; changes 
inn the environment of journalism can for example also be seen as contributing 
too an even stronger emphasis on (or perceived necessity of) existing values. In 
short,, one would expect journalists dealing directly with multicultural issues 
inn their work - those who are for example assigned to a 'multicultural beat' in 
thee newsroom - to be actively negotiating between the constraints of occupa-
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tionall  ideology and daily decision making regarding individual knowledge, 
representationall  issues and (perceived) responsibilities regarding diversity in 
Dutchh society. A similar case can be made for shifts within the other two do-
mainss as well, as journalists who produce editorial content most exclusively 
forr a Website may be quite acutely aware of the interplay between consensual 
ideologyy and learning (by doing) the art and craft of the new media profession 
off  online journalism. Regarding infotainment, it has been noted in the previ-
ouss chapter that the literature considers (supermarket) tabloids as the 'arche-
type'' of news and entertainment crossover genres - suggesting that tabloid 
journalistss and editors are those newspeople, who can be seen as sharing a 
practicall  consciousness on how tabloid journalism relates to the dominant 
ideologyy in their profession.5 

Figuree I also relates to the replicated nationwide survey among journalists 
workingg for all media types in The Netherlands. Although several authors have 
testedd several explanatory frameworks in order to determine how and why 
journalistss do what they do, the overall conclusion of such studies must be that 
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journalistss are both 'steered' by changing external factors, as well as 'guided' 
byy their own individual, personal particularities (see comprehensive overviews 
in:: Berkowitz, 1997; Weaver, 1998: 455-480; Tumber, 1999; Loeffelholz, 2000). 
Weaverr for example maintains that the interplay between media organiza-
tionall  and actor variables most powerfully explains the behavior of profes-
sionall  journalists (in personal communication, June 1999). But he and his col-
leaguee Cleveland Wilhoit stress in their 1996 summary of three decades of us 
journalismm surveys that a majority of journalists are pluralistic in their self-per-
ceptions,, and that most journalists indeed see themselves as serving seeming-
lyy contradictory functions in society (1996:141). This is an important conclu-
sionn for the project at hand as I am particularly looking for a way to conceptu-
alizee journalism, allowing for contradictory perspectives and interpretations 
off  shared values in contemporary journalisms as a discursive space; a way, 
foundd in the application of ideology as an overarching framework. 

Ass journalists can be seen as both actors guided by discursive structural fac-
torss - society, economy, culture, media system and history - and influenced by 
personall  characteristics (or: subjectivities) - background, upbringing, com-
mitment,, involvement, gender, ethnicity, age - the way to analyze data from 
journalistss should take into account the apparent tensions between these prin-
ciples.. One should therefore stress the continuous negotiation between indi-
viduall  and collective level variables as shaping the behavior of "the people be-

hindhind the keyboards", as Van Zoonen puts it (1998a: 123). Although Weischen-
bergg for example also acknowledges the relative autonomy of individual news-
workers,, the German scholar argues that their actions are to a certain extent 
shapedd by media systemic, organizational and production variables (Weis-
chenberg,, 1995: 69). Others - particularly in the German tradition of commu-
nicationn research - have argued that all influences from 'the outside' on jour-
nalistss and mass media decision-making are predominantly moderated by 
self-organizationn and self-referential processes within journalism (Kincaid, 
1987;; Krippendorff, 1987; Marcinowski, 1993; Huber, 1998: 49; Weber, 2000). 
Figuree 11 attempts to deal with this particular research problem by emphasiz-
ingg the continuous negotiation processes going on regarding the individual 
mediaa actor - a negotiation between the dynamics of the journalist as a person 
andd as a professional, each of which functions with its own characteristics, con-
ditions,, perceptions and (thus) factors of influence on news decision-making 
andd media production. 

Figuree 11 is taken and adapted from Van Zoonen (1998a), where she attempts to 
modell  structure, agency and subjectivity in contemporary journalisms. In this 
respectt Van Zoonen suggests a definition of'organizational identity' in jour-
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nalism:: the journalists' agency as it is shaped by the interplay between the 
structurall  constraints of the media production process and the diversity of 
subjectivee personal aspects. Essential to this understanding is its assumed dy-
namicss between the concepts of structure and agency (Giddens, 1984). Al-
thoughh agency is a concept that by some authors is considered 'notoriously la-
bile',, it is understood in our context as the constitution of individual subjectiv-
ityy through diffuse power relations (Sewell, 1992; Foucault, 1994). This ap-
proachh connects the concepts of structure, agency and subjectivity in the mod-
ell  as presented in Figure 11, whereas Van Zoonen opts for agency as located pri-
marilyy on the individual (right-hand) side of the model. Figuratively speaking 
II  would like to suggest that agency is the 'fuzzy' line around the discursive con-
ceptt of the individual communicator's professional identity. In this I follow the 
originall  theoretical definition of agency offered by Giddens (1984: 9): 

"Agencyy concerns events of which an individual is the perpetrator, in the 
sensesense that the individual could, at any phase in a given sequence of conduct, 
havehave acted differently." 
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Giddens'' emphasis on the possibility of an action (in a given context) instead 
off  the action itself, saves the analysis from overtly reductionist explanations -
likee for example claiming that journalists are either governed by media sys-
temic,, or economic, or cultural imperatives. 

Beamm (1990) has argued that the process of professionalism in journalism 
cann be defined by looking at the identity of journalists as an organizational-
levell  concept; as in the success of journalists in gaining control over the prod-
uctss and production processes within their organization. In figure 11 the no-
tionn of 'professional identity' is chosen instead of 'organizational identity', 
sincee the latter locates the media actor - like Beam does as well - within a more 
orr less given medium-specific organizational context, which is hard to main-
tainn in a contemporary situation where journalists can be seen as having mul-
tiplee organizational identities - through working for different realms within 
onee or more organization(s), 'windowing content', freelancing or producing 
contentt independent from organizational constructs for example as 'Net-na-
tive'' reporters, in different ways structurating their own professional identity 
throughh the negotiation between structures and agency.6 

Whatt this particularly means in the project at hand, is that the quantitative 
andd qualitative data gathered wil l be used as indicators of the context in which 
ann individual journalist works. The concluding analyses and discussions in 
eachh chapter therefore address this in terms of how it helps us to understand 
thee elements of structure, agency, and subjectivity in contemporary (Dutch) 
journalisms.. Using this model is particularly meaningful for this project, as it 
preventss the researcher to be trapped by either structurally-deterministic 
thinkingg (relying too heavily on one or more explanatory factors as elements 
off  structure), or by overtly emphasizing a kind of solipsism in reasoning that 
onlyy each and every individual account by a journalist is valid as an explana-
tionn of his or her behavior. In different circumstances and in different contexts, 
determinantss change and are redefined - which consideration wil l be the un-
derlyingg assumption when analyzing both the survey and in-depth interview 
dataa in the project at hand. In other words, what this conceptualization brings 
too the data gathering and analysis of the project at hand, can be seen as an in-
vestigationn of: 

-- what journalists bring to their job(s);7 

-- in which structural context journalists perform their work;8 

-- how they perceive their roles and work in that context;9 

-- how certain journalists give meaning to the work that they do in terms of 
changess and challenges to the professional ideology of journalism.10 
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Thee methodological ramifications of this conceptualization of journalism re-
gardingg the survey (operational definitions, sampling, questionnaire) are de-
scribedd hereafter. As noted, the project at hand consists of quantitative as well 
ass qualitative phases of data gathering and analysis. The conceptualization of 
journalismm as an occupational ideology within which individual journalists' 
agencyy is negotiated through structural and subjective elements allows us to 
analyzee both 'sets' of data more or less similarly, taking the viewpoint of the in-
dividuall  media professional as the starting point of interpretation. As all data 
inn this project can be seen as texts by journalists (describing themselves, their 
competitor-colleagues,, and their professional 'group'), these two models can 
bee applied in structuring the analysis of those texts. What is described is the 
contextt within which a journalist in The Netherlands works, and how he or she 
givess meaning to his or her work. Taken together, these considerations should 
answerr our research questions and purposes. 

AA final note on the conceptual approach in this project has to be made on 
thee research questions, as these have been formulated in the previous chapter. 
Thesee questions reflect the search for the relationships between (the charac-
teristicss of) individual journalists and their context -whether this is a nation-
all  and international environment, a multicultural societal context, or whether 
thiss relates to a media professional working in a digitalized or 'infotaining' 
context.. The questions have been formulated using articulation theory. The 
conceptt of articulation with respect to the research questions and data analy-
sess is used in terms of the description Stuart Hall has offered, referring to the 
workk of Laclau and Mouffe (1985): 

"An"An articulation is thus the form of the connection that can make a unity of 
twotwo different elements, under certain conditions. It is a linkage which is not 
necessary,necessary, determined, absolute and essential for all time [.,.]  The theory of 
articulationarticulation [...]  enables us to think how an ideology empowers people, en-
ablingabling them to begin to make some sense or intelligibility of their historical 
situation,situation, without reducing those forms of intelligibility to their socio-eco-
nomicnomic or class location or social position" (Hall, 1986: 53). 

Thee relevance of the theory of articulation for this particular project lies in the 
factt that it allows the researcher to frame questions in terms of how (the pro-
fessionall  ideology and practice of) journalism is articulated to (elements of the 
contemporaryy and historical embedding of) its contexts. Articulation theory 
shouldd be seen as a way to broaden possible answers to a research question by 
lookingg at the widest possible variety of ways to examine the interlinkages be-
tweenn a concept (like journalism) and its context (for example: the multicul-
turall  society). As Hall (1986) himself has remarked on occasion, articulation is 
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nott so much as a coherent set of propositions describing or explaining 'reality' 
-- it should not be seen as a full-blown theory. It can however be seen as a use-
full  tool to construct more or less 'open' research questions - which is the way I 
usee it here. 

Ass duly noted, 1 have used both a quantitative study and a qualitative re-
searchh design for this project. The interpretation of these survey and in-depth 
intervieww data should be located in the same conceptualization of journalism, 
ass presented above. This has specific consequences for the way in which I wil l 
draww conclusions per chapter, and how I wil l present the conclusions and dis-
cussionn in the overarching final chapter (vn). The research purposes and ques-
tionss have been framed using an articulated perspective, which allows for an 
explorationn of the widest variety of ways how certain elements are connected. 
Modelingg journalists according to its structures and subjectivities further 
buildss on this assumption, as it locates different journalists or groups of jour-
nalistss in an open setting in terms of their agency. Conceptualizing journalism 
furthermoree in direct dialogue with contemporary developments in society 
whichh can be seen as having effects in one way or another on the way media 
practitionerss go about their work, further helps us to assess the broader impact 
off  the intermittent data and conclusions based on these data. 

Design n 
Thee project at hand addresses a wide range of topics and contemporary issues 
withinn the broad field of what journalism can be expected to be. In doing so, it 
attemptss to be sensitive towards a consensus in the recent literature on the 
needd to redefine and widen our notions of what journalism is and who jour-
nalistss can be perceived to be (Scholl, 1996: 333). This issue has also been ad-
dressedd in the conceptual model of journalism (see Figure 1), by including the 
realmss of infotainment, the Internet and the multicultural society and thus 
theirr respective journalisms with an articulated understanding of professional 
journalism.. Furthermore journalism has been modeled as a specific domain in 
(aa democratic) society, which is more or less formally organized and performs 
certainn tasks and functions that allow it to be identified as something other 
thann for example the domain of public relations (PR). One could argue that the 
kindd of journalism professionals in PR do, can be distinguished from journal-
ismm as it is specifically intended to create certain texts in service of a particular 
clientt (Scholl, 1997:473). Most authors seem to agree that journalism is a more 
orr less powerful prerequisite for contemporary (civil) society, since it gathers, 
selectss and edits' public' information which allows citizens to function better 
(ass in: well-informed) in a democracy (see Ettema and Whitney, 1987; Zelizer, 
igg3;; Bardoel, 1999).11 Figure 11 (above) further elaborates our understanding 
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off  journalism from the perspective of the individual journalist as negotiating 
aa professional identity, which means in terms of our definition that a profes-
sionall  communicator operates within the context of one or more media or-
ganizations,, whether in a fulltime, part-time, independent contract of free-
lancee capacity. With respect to the individual communicator this means that 
journalistss are considered to be those individuals working within one or more 
media-organizationall  contexts (be it fulltime, part-time, independent or free-
lance),, who can be expected to perform at least one of four core tasks with re-
spectt to the journalists' sphere of performance: selecting, researching (news-
gathering),, writing (newsprocessing) and editing news (following Scholl, 
J996:3355 and 1997:480). Other activities related to the journalists' cultural sys-
temm such as interpreting, qualifying and sourcing operate through these four 
taskss and therefore are problematic when one attempts to define them as dis-
tinctt operations (Schudson, 1995:14). 

Inn terms of exclusiveness this assumption refers to journalists in different hier-
archicall  positions (from the editor-in-chief and news director to the trainee 
andd intern), working within the physical or contractual context of newsrooms 
off  Dutch media outlets and organizations, therefore discounting the many 
(bothh Dutch and foreign) journalists working for foreign media, wire services 
andd organizations in The Netherlands. An editorial board or newsroom is seen 
ass an independent working unit within a media organization - whereas a me-
diaa organization can be referred to on two levels as a broadcast, print or cable 
(includingg online) media outlet and as a media organization incorporating 
moree than one media outlet (such as a publishing house like Wegener or a 
broadcastingg organization like the Holland Media Groep). One may note here 
thatt because of the process towards full digitalization of all media formats in-
volvedd it has become increasingly difficult to speak of different 'types' of me-
diaa in the convergent industry of today (Dahlgren, 1996; Bardoel and Deuze, 
2001).. The definition in this project therefore wil l not adopt the segmented ap-
proachh of the most recent national survey of (n=237) Dutch journalists, which 
projectt both used medium-specific operationalizations and different ques-
tionnairess for four 'groups' of reporters and editors: press (mainstream news 
andd special interest magazines), television and radio (see Van Gaalen-Oordijk, 
Offenbergg and De Vries, 1993:131). 

Byy using the criterion of the media organization as the key defining mecha-
nism,, one should take the organizational segmentation of journalism into ac-
count.. Traditionally the literature talks of segmentation along lines of format 
orr genre: dividing up journalism into print and broadcast media, news agen-
ciess and media services or between mainstream general interest (cf. the Weaver 
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andd Wilhoit-related studies) and special interest or 'popular' media (cf. work 

onn us tabloid journalists by Bird, 1990 and 1992; Dutch gossip reporters by Van 

Zoonen,, 1998b and 1998c). In this particular project these kind of distinctions 

aree not used as a basis for a definition of journalists, because that would limi t 

thee options for including specific online and infotainment newsmedia, as well 

ass for example excluding magazines that aim specifically at a 'multicultural' 

audiencee or set of topics. 
Thee main issue to address in our definition of journalists is its appropriate-

nesss to use as a means for comparison with data findings from survey studies 
inn other countries, notably the ones by Weaver and Wilhoit in the United 
States.. As noted in chapter 1, such studies have - with exceptions in Finland 
wheree online journalists where specifically included, or in Germany and Great 
Britainn where freelance journalists were also interviewed, or in France where 
onlyy newspaper journalists were used as respondents - focused rather exclu-
sivelyy on 'hard' mainstream news journalism, as in full-time reporters and ed-
itorss working for media types like newspapers, 'quality' public interest maga-
zines,, broadcast news programs and general news (wire) services (see: 
Heinonen,, 1999; Scholl, 1997; McMane, 1998). Our definition does not exclude 
thesee categories, but adds new ones - therefore the data gathered can be used 
effectivelyy for cross-national comparisons when cases are selected which are 
functionallyy equivalent, as Weischenberg and Sievert noted in a comparison 
betweenn German and French journalism survey research (1998:397). 

Byy deliberately including popular, online and multicultural fields in our defi-
nition,, this particular project relates in its operationalizations strongly to the 
system-theoreticall  definition used by Weischenberg and Scholl in their 1993 
face-to-facee survey of German journalists (1998: 305-321) and to the definition 
chosenn by Koecher in a survey (conducted in 1980) of German and British jour-
nalists,, which specifically included journalists working in the fields of politics, 
business,, local news, culture and sports (Koecher, 1986:44; see also reports in: 
Donsbach,, 1981 and 1983). Although the sampling procedures differed in these 
projects,, both designs opted for including 'gray areas' in journalism into the 
operationall  definition of the professional journalist; Koecher by specifically la-
belingg fields, Weischenberg and Scholl by defining journalism externally as a 
sociall  system in society instead of distinguishing internally in (sub-) genres or 
fields. . 

Thiss widening of the operational definition of journalism and journalists 

hass implications for the overall research design of the project at hand. Because 

off  the dual nature of this project - replicating the Weaver and Wilhoit survey, 

andd studying particular (groups and individual) journalists in different do-
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mainss of the media - different methods have been chosen to provide data and 
answerss to the research questions. As argued earlier, this multimethod ap-
proachh consisted of three distinct steps: [1] conducting a nationwide phone 
surveyy among a representative sample of journalists in The Netherlands; [2] 
theoreticallyy oversampling and surveying specific segments of journalists ac-
cordingg to the thematic research questions (the multicultural society: ethnic 
minorityy journalists, the Internet: online journalists, and popular culture: in-
fotainmentt journalists); and [3] within each thematic segment selecting and 
in-depthh (face-to-face) interviewing of experts. 

Thee phone survey ran from September 1999 to January 2000. The phone in-
terviewss with samples of ethnic minority and infotainment journalists started 
parallell  to the main survey in January 2000, and took until the end of February 
20000 to complete. The online journalists were interviewed via a Website, where 
thee same questionnaire (with some additional questions, see chapter v) was 
programmedd in HTML-format, from August 1999 to October 1999. Online jour-
nalistss have mainly been interviewed during March and April 2000. The in-
depthh interviews with multicultural experts were all held in May and June 
2000.. The infotainment experts - editors and journalists working for tabloids 
-- were contacted and interviewed during May and June 2001. The planning of 
thee interviews during these months was part deliberate (as some of the ques-
tionss posed to the experts meant to be informed by the survey results), part de-
pendentt on practical constraints like finding a MA-student motivated to work 
withh in conducting and transcribing the interviews.12 Details on selection and 
numberss of expertss follow in their respective chapters (iv, v, vi) whereas chap-
terr in contains a full report on the data gathered in the first step of the project. 
Inn the following paragraphs the different sampling procedures for (parts of) 
thee survey, the questionnaire and interviewing method, and the details of the 
qualitativee second step of the project are addressed. 

Sampling g 
Havingg established the elements of the dominant ideology of journalism, the 
realmss by which this ideology can be seen as being challenged and coming to 
termss with the way in which to conceptualize, define and gather data on jour-
nalismm and journalists, one should now turn to the operational construction of 
thee main sample of journalists in The Netherlands. The operationalization of 
thee concepts used in defining and modeling journalism is guided by two con-
cerns:: functional equivalence with the sample structures used by recent 
Weaverr and Wilhoit-based studies in a number of comparable Western 
democraciess - notably Germany, Great Britain, Australia and the us - and in-
cludingg fields of journalism appropriate for studying the realms of online 
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journalism,, infotainment and journalism articulated with the multicultural 
society.. In order to do so, a step by step approach was used in the sampling de-
signn by first defining and constructing a general sample of (mainstream) jour-
nalistss and then designing different group samples within the three outliers of 
thee mainstream. 

Forr the general sample design, to be used in comparison with the Weaver and 
Wilhoitt sample, the national organization of journalists - the Nederlandse 
Verenigingg voor Journalisten (NVJ) - was contacted to see whether their mem-
berr directory could be used.13 The NVJ claims to represent between 60% and 70% 
off  all journalists in The Netherlands - which total population this organization 
estimatess at approximately 14.000 people (source: NVJ statutes, 1999). An in-
dustry-widee study commissioned by the four Schools for Journalism in The 
Netherlandss in 1993 extrapolated the number of journalists to a total of 11.525, 
predictingg an increase by 2.000 journalists in the three years to come (Van 
Gaaien-Oordijkk et al, 1993:190-192). The same study also revealed that 59% of 
participantss (who fulfilled the requirements for inclusion in the operational 
definitionn of our project and matched the membership criteria of the NVJ) 
weree in fact members of the NVJ. Such figures suggest that the NVJ estimate is 
moree or less on the mark. The literature furthermore suggests that journalism 
professionalizationn is generally seen as partly dependent on a degree of formal 
organizationn (Beam, 1990; see Vasterman and Aerden, 1995: 18-19 f° r The 
Netherlands). . 

AA specific advantage of using the NVJ database was the fact that it contained 
aa vast number of freelancers, which group of journalists can be seen as highly 
organizedd in The Netherlands. The same goes for journalists with a migrant 
background;; the Werkgroep Migranten en Media (MenM; workgroup migrants 
andd media) is a subsection of the NVJ, which has received an Eu-award in iggg 
ass an example of'good practice' regarding improving the organization and po-
sitionn of ethnic minority journalists in The Netherlands. 

GENERALL SAMPLE. The NVJ generously agreed to a one-time only use of the 
relevantt sections of the Nvj-address book. This revealed another advantage: 
thee organization had subdivided its membership database into media for-
mats,, which allowed for including only those people who fitted the needs of 
thee project. Included were: all freelancers (2.002) and journalists working for 
dailyy newspapers, general interest magazines, special interest magazines, na-
tionall  broadcast organizations (both public and commercial), regional 
broadcastt organizations, new media (cf. Internet) en wire services (all-in-all 
4.0800 names). Since oversampling in any of these categories was not deemed 
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necessary,, from the total list of 6.082 addresses every third person was select-
edd to be included in the net sample for the phone survey, totaling 2.039 Peo~ 
pie. . 

Thee listing of these respondents contained a number of inconsistencies and 
errors.. In collaboration with the NVJ this list was cleared of: 

-- retired or unemployed journalists; 

-- people whose address was fisted as 'unknown'; 

-- people working as volunteers for small local broadcasters. 

Afterr clearing the final sample consisted of 1.151 journalists.14 Although this list 
off  people was quite diverse (the membership database revealed type of labor 
contract,, as well as medium-type and organization), each of the three identi-
fiedd realms had to be addressed separately as well in order to fulfil l the needs 
off  the thematic research questions. Although the chapters dealing specifically 
withh the Internet, infotainment and the multicultural society will offer de-
tailedd descriptions of additional methods regarding the selection of expert in-
terviewees,, some key observations can be made here. Since the literature at 
handd describing populations of for example online journalists or infotain-
mentt reporters was either not available in terms of published studies or too 
unspecificc in terms of appropriateness, three different approaches had to be 
usedd which fitted the contemporary realities within these realms in a satisfac-
toryy way, and were in accordance with existing research in these fields. 

M U L T I C U L T U R A LL SAMPLE. In an effort to include more journalists with a 
migrantt background in order to assess the issue of representation adequately, 
organizationss for ethnic minority journalists (or journalism) in The Nether-
landss were contacted for their databases: The Stichting Omroep Allochtonen 
(STOA;; broadcast reporters) and the Werkgroep Migranten en Media (MenM) 
agreedd to do so. This resulted in an listing of well over 200 people. A problem 
withh this list turned out to be that it also contained people working for media 
organizationss - but not necessarily as journalists. Besides this it seemed that 
nott all members of MenM were journalists with an ethnic minority back-
ground.. By reworking the lists with representatives of the organizations in-
volvedd the original list was narrowed down to names with addresses of 180 
journalistss and editors - with still some selections to be made during the 
phonee survey itself regarding the issue of ethnic background. This approach 
wass chosen deliberately to counter the expected low percentage of ethnic mi-
norityy journalists in Dutch newsrooms in general (see for example Suudi and 
Burgemeestre,, 1991; Ouaj, 1999). Although the MenM list cannot be seen as a 
systematicallyy constructed, the status of the organization in The Netherlands is 
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generallyy considered to be representative, particularly for the so-called Rand-

stadstad area (an area including the four main cities in The Netherlands which also 
havee the largest number of migrant populations: Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The 
Haguee and Utrecht). The STOA list was constructed in 1998 through a survey 
amongg regional and national broadcasting organizations, in which interview-
erss used a snowball procedure to determine names and (private) addresses of 
alll  ethnic minority (fulltime, parttime or freelance) employees.15 

I N T E R N ETT SAMPLE. In order to establish an online newsmedia population 
thee online Dutch media database of Joris de Lange Tekst & Beeld Producties was 
usedd to identify and select titles with corresponding Websites.16 This database 
iss based on the authorative bi-annual Dutch media index, the Handboek van de 

NederlandseNederlandse Pers en Publiciteit. A list was made similar to the overall survey 
samplingg design - therefore consisting of all newspapers, general interest and 
mainstreamm news magazines and national broadcasting organizations, also 
assumingg these more or less 'traditional' media could be expected to have both 
thee staff and content available to offer (some form of) news online. Regional 
broadcasterss were excluded because of the fact that they get their national 
newss from the main public broadcaster, the Nederlandse Omroep Stichting 

(NOS).. National news was used as a criterion for journalism on the Internet, 
sincee the sample would become too unspecific in direction otherwise (consid-
eringg the World Wide Web being a breeding ground for thousands and thou-
sandss of specialized and often unprofessional sites providing some form of 
newss content). Added to this was a listing of all general newssites provided by 
eitherr Internet Service Providers (with nationwide reach) or'Net native' gener-
all  news services. A second selection criterion was the need for one orr more pub-
lishedd editorial email addresses on the site itself. This criterion was chosen for 
thee reason that it allowed both researcher and news consumer to directly ap-
proachh the Internet journalist(s) via the published content online (Deuze, 
1999:: 383). In general online newsmedia choose to provide a single editorial 
addresss (Schultz, 1999). In total, the number of Dutch newsmedia which had a 
presencee on the Internet in terms of a Website containing one or more editori-
all  e-mail address(es) at the time of the project was 67; 33 newspapers, 16 broad-
casters,, 6 general interest news magazines and 12 online-only news sites. These 
677 sites generated a total of 133 editorial and personal e-mail addresses. 

Inn order to gain a full picture about the identity and size of journalistic popu-
lationn online, a phone survey was conducted to ask for information from the 
Internett desks of all 67 news outlets available online concerning the number of 
journalistss employed there (either fulltime, freelance, part-time or via inde-
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pendentt contract) to produce editorial content specifically for the Internet. 
Thiss step is relevant considering the emphasis among professionals and schol-
arss alike on creating (original) editorial content as the central defining char-
acteristicc of online journalism (Deuze, 1998 and 200id; Pavlik, 1999 and 2001). 
Thee nature of journalistic activities for which relevant information was ob-
tained,, referred to both editorial supervision of news and other informative 
(nott commercial) items being shoveled from parent media or other sources 
andd to the production of original editorial content. This follow-up resulted in 
twoo main findings. For 14 {21%} of these 67 sites, online presence did not coin-
cidee with offering any kind of journalistic content, be it hard or soft news, cus-
tomm news, interviews, general or special interest features and other kinds of in-
formationn which requires editorial supervision to obtain a form presentable to 
thee public and distinguishable from advertising/promotional content. The ex-
clusivee use of their Web sites for sales or PR is the main reason why several pub-
licc and commercial journalistic companies do not employ journalists for their 
Webb sites. In addition to this, several media publish their URLS and were there-
foree initially included in the list of media with presence on the Internet, while 
inn fact their Web pages were still under construction at the time - and in most 
cases,, these media only work with a (small) technical staff. This further re-
ducedd the number of included sites by 5. Apparently, the employees of these 
twoo categories of Web sitescan not be expected to be represented in the study, 
sincee they do not qualify as online journalists. Of the 48 remaining sites, 15 re-
portedd not employing online journalists or being part of a joint initiative of a 
publisherr (such as for example regional daily newspapers of publisher Wegen-
er,, or the magazines published by the VNU). This reduced the overall number 
off  sites to 33. The second finding revealed a more or less valid estimate - since 
itt still relies to some extent on the perception of who is and who is not an on-
linee journalist by the media organizations contacted - of the total number of 
journalistss working for the 33 online news publications with (some kind of) 
editoriall  content: 135.17 

I N F O T A I N M E N TT SAMPLE. Working on an operational definition of info-

tainmentt journalism proved to be quite difficult, since even the most coher-

entlyy worded definition of'infotainment' did not offer guidelines for selecting 

orr excluding media professionals. Our approach to this problem can be de-

scribedd as a theoretical sampling procedure: sampling on the basis of concepts 

thatt have proven relevance to the evolving theory (see Strauss and Corbin, 

1990:: 176-193). The approach of Brants was used, in which the Dutch scholar 

claimss that infotainment mixes information elements in entertainment media 

andd mixes entertainment characteristics in traditional news media (1998:13). 
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Ass argued in chapter i, this basically means that all journalisms can be located 
onn a continuous infotainment scale - which perhaps is not particularly helpful 
forr determining a specific infotainment sample (see also Winch, 1997; Sparks, 
2000:10-16).. But since the main focus and interest in this project is the jour-
nalistt as an individual, the dominant assumption of what infotainment is (and 
whatt it is not) among the professional communicators themselves - as reflect-
edd in the literature was used to base our sampling procedure upon. As argued 
inn the first chapter, this would mean constructing a sample of newsmedia 
clearlyy aimed to be entertaining or in terms of the literature: 'popular': 
lifestyle,, gossip, sports and specific human-interest genres (Sparks, 1992: 38-
39).. Since the consensus in the literature seems to be that tabloid-style maga-
ziness are in fact the archetypes of infotainment journalism, these (print and 
broadcast)) magazines can be used as a starting point for constructing an ef-
fectivee infotainment sample (Esser, 1999:291-293). 

Sparkss identifies five types of printed press in the continuum between the 
'serious'' and the 'tabloid': 

-- the serious press; 

-- the semiserious press; 
-- the serious-popular press; 
-- the newsstand tabloid press; and 
-- the supermarket tabloid press (Sparks, 2000:14-15). 

Althoughh there are no supermarket tabloids in The Netherlands - such as the 
WeeklyWeekly World News in the us or the News of the World in Great Britain - there 
doo appear at least four 'typical' gossip-style magazines on the print market 
(Vann Zoonen, 1998b; Bakker and Scholten, 1999). Our definition of Dutch info-
tainmentt print media can therefore be located within types three and four of 
Sparks'' definition. From the database of the national organization of publish-
erss (NUV) all so-called 'glossy' lifestyle (including specific male and/or female 
genres)) and mainstream sports magazines were selected: 26 magazines in to-
tal.. The magazine market in The Netherlands is media-sawy to say the least: 
moree than 1.000 special interest titles appear weekly or monthly on the shelves, 
butt the top-100 as listed online by the NUV, reflect the largest share of the mar-
kett (Bakker and Scholten, 1999: 38). For newspapers the corresponding 'info-
taining'' sections (or: beats) of the five mainstream national daily newspapers 
weree subsequently identified: lifestyle, sports, (celebrity) gossip and popular 
culture:: 25 separate sections in sum which can be defined as being part of'pop-
ularr journalism', which are seen as applying different news values and priori-
tiess than 'quality' sections of the newspaper in terms of topics and stories 
(Sparks,, 1988). For national radio and television programs, talkshows were 
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handpickedd as being typical examples of infotainment journalism (see for ex-
amplee Peck, 1998). As a criterion the format of the talkshow was used, with as 
aa further distinction the appearance of people and topics clearly related to the 
aforementionedd elements of infotainment, resulting in a listing of 24 radio 
andd 20 television programs. The analysis of the newspaper and magazine edi-
toriall  directories and a follow-up phone survey among the broadcast organi-
zationss involved put the total number of contributing journalists at 951, work-
ingg in a total of (26+25+24+20=) 95 editorial teams or newsrooms. This popu-
lationn was stratified in terms of newsrooms: our intention was to interview one 
journalistt per editorial team. Although such a procedure does not offer a rep-
resentativee group of respondents, it does allow for groupwide comparisons 
(forr example between newsrooms of gossip-style magazines and television 
talkshows)) and for testing of theoretical hypotheses about characteristics of 
infotainmentt journalists. 

Alll  in all, these procedures formed the basis for the survey. The database was 
thuss compiled of a general sample (n=i.i5i), a multicultural sample (n=i8o), 
ann infotainment sample (n=95) and an online sample (n=i55), totaling 1.581 
journalists.. These neat numbers seem to suggest that hereby a more or less full 
accountt has been given of the 'state of the art' with respect to the number of 
journalistss working in The Netherlands - and even specifically within certain 
fieldss or realms of Dutch journalism. There are limitations to this approach, 
though.. Any sampling design does not only not include, but also exclude peo-
ple.. In this particular project lack of comprehensive media directories and reg-
istrationn of editorial employees within media organizations prohibit a full un-
derstandingg of numbers in journalism. These samples are further complicated 
byy the fact that for establishing operational definitions of online and infotain-
mentt journalists no published methodological frameworks are available at 
thiss time. Each time, the dominant definitions and consensus among journal-
istss and scholars in the literature at hand was used as a point of departure for 
establishingg frameworks. By locating the sampling design as much as possible 
inn the self-perceptions and definitions of journalists it is argued here that the 
limitationss of the concluding numbers can be justified as being acceptable giv-
enn the aim and purpose of the study at hand. 

Surveyy Methodology 
Thee project replicates existing journalism survey research internationally, 
moree or less following the design of Weaver and Wilhoit related studies. The 
methodologicall  issues involved are well-established worldwide - even taken 
forr granted, if one considers the fact that few published projects in this regard 
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providee elaboration on the specifics of the methods applied (see reports in 
Weaver,, 1998). The survey method has been supplemented in the project at 
handd with face-to-face expert interviews (applied to theoretical samples in the 
thematicc sections) and a Web-based survey (for the online journalists), of 
whichh details follow in the respective chapters. Central to our understanding 
off  the characteristics of journalists in The Netherlands is the questionnaire as 
constructedd by Johnstone, Slawski and Bowman in the us (1976) and adapted 
byy Weaver and Wilhoit (1996). Scholars like Delano in Great Britain, Henning-
hamm in Australia and Schönbach in Germany have closely collaborated with 
Weaverr in the early 1990s for their specific national surveys of journalists in or-
derr to facilitate cross-national comparisons of data findings. The collection of 
nationall  survey reports in the 1998 volume edited by Weaver reflect an in-
creasedd interest - both in terms of scholarly attention and financial sponsoring 
-- and perceived relevance of systematic surveys of journalists in the 1980s and 
1990ss (Weaver, 1998: 2). The surveys in the countries functionally relevant for 
thee project at hand - Western democracies with similar developments in terms 
off  journalism professionalization and modernization (Australia, Great Britain, 
Germanyy and the United States) - were all conducted in the early 1990s via 
phone,, using CATI (Computer Assisted Telephone Interviewing). The scholars 
involvedd all worked together (in-) formally with Weaver regarding construct-
ingg and wording of the questionnaire, exchanging data and interpreting re-
sults.18 8 

Q U E S T I O N N A I R E.. The questionnaire used in the Dutch survey has been 

adaptedd from the questionnaires of the most recent journalism survey studies 

(whichh were based on the Weaver and Wilhoit design). A set of questions both 

relevantt to the particularities of the Dutch situation as well as enabling inter-

nationall  comparison was constructed. Starting points were the original stan-

dardizedd questionnaires of David Weaver and Cleveland Wilhoit (last used in 

1992,, in 1996: 255-273) and the German surveys of Schönbach, Stuerzebecher 

andd Schneider (survey conducted in 1992, in 1994:481-497) and Weischenberg 

andd Scholl (used in Germany from April to September 1993).19 By replicating 

thesee well-established and tested questionnaires one may expect functional 

equivalencee with the findings of survey studies in a cross-national comparison 

(seee chapter 111). The main focus of the phone interview: getting the basic, oc-

cupationall  (Weaver: "working conditions") and professional characteristics 

(Weaver:: "professional values") of the respondents, allowing for questions to 

bee framed in terms of the differentiation in media systems and values in jour-

nalismm between countries and within The Netherlands in particular (Weis-

chenberg,, 1998:405-407)-
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I T E M S.. The questionnaire (see appendix i) followed the structure and design 
off  the examples in the us and Germany closely, starting with a series of occu-
pationall  characteristics and leaving the sociodemographic variables to the end 
off  the interview. The Dutch questionnaire contained 74 items, the American 
andd German lists were somewhat longer: 83 and 87 (not counting many subdi-
videdd items). The occupational characteristics shed light on the structural con-
textss within which journalists work. In total 33 variables (15 nominal, 8 ordi-
nal,, 10 ratio) measured tenure, salary, type of media organization, specializa-
tionn (if any), relationships with colleagues and the audience, use of Internet 
andd mobile phone and daily practices on the job. Included were also a list of 
dailyy tasks on the job; the respondents were asked to estimate how much time 
theyy spent on average on each task. Tasks included time spent on newsgather-
ing,, editing one's own or a colleague's work, and newsroom management. Re-
centt studies have suggested that journalists spend more time in the office than 
somee decades ago - due to the increased availability of electronic resources 
andd time spent on meetings and other management-related tasks - which 
promptedd these items in the questionnaire. 

Thee next set of questions were dubbed professional characteristics, as these 
weree intended to show how journalists perceive their roles and work in terms 
off  changes and challenges to the profession of journalism. In sum 29 variables 
(alll  ordinal) measured images of audience, role perceptions and ethics. Al-
thoughh the role perceptions were measured with a fairly standard set of items 
(introducedd by Johnstone, Slawski and Bowman in the 1970s, with additions by 
Weaverr and Wilhoit in the 1980s), I added items from the recent Weischenberg 
andd Scholl questionnaire in Germany (1998) to allow for a wider comparison of 
mediaa roles, asking journalists for example also how important they rated sig-
nalingg new trends, standing up for the disadvantaged, and provide a good ed-
itoriall  context for advertisers. It was expected (and proven in the German case) 
thatt such role perceptions would shed more light on the level of social and 
commerciall  involvement of journalists. 

Eachh interview concluded with 10 items on basic characteristics - on what jour-
nalistss bring to the job - regarding age, gender, ethnicity, education, political 
andd religious views, household situation. The standard items and Likert rating 
scaless (3-5) used in the original questionnaires to determine image of audi-
ence,, role perceptions, ethics and working conditions were replicated without 
editingg (except for issues related to translation). Especially the question of 
ethnicityy was cause for concern in this study, as the question of whether or not 
includee someone's ethnic background in for example news stories is a sensitive 
andd hotly debate issue in The Netherlands (see for example Sterk, 2000). In-
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steadd of offering respondents specific 'ethnic' categories to choose from, it was 
decidedd to first ask them whether or not they were willin g to answer a question 
regardingg their ethnic background. When they accepted, the interviewers 
askedd the journalist in question to describe his or her background. These an-
swerss were pre-coded in the so-called governmental 'TMSA' categories (Turkish, 
Moroccan,, Surinam, Antillean; a term used in government documents regard-
ingg the largest migrant communities in The Netherlands), plus 
Indonesian/Moluccann and 'other' (which category was entered in the statistical 
computerr program SPSS as a string variable as well). 

I N T E R V I E WW M E T H O D O L O G Y. The choice of interview method is an impor-

tantt factor when attempting to answer the research questions in a way that can 

statee a claim to validity. It has been noted in the literature that interviewing 

journalistss is problematic in terms of validity - since reporters are aware of 

professionall  interview techniques (Van Cuilenburg et al, 1992: 238). Most con-

temporaryy survey studies have opted for interviews by phone - for example in 

Australia,, Great Britain and the us - although the most recent survey conduct-

edd face-to-face interviews only in Germany, whereas Thomas Patterson and 

Wolfgangg Donsbach's recent "Media and democracy" cross-national journal-

ismm survey project used interviews via regular mail (1996). Another journalism 

surveyy project in Australia (of May 1998) used interviews via an electronic mail-

ingg list.20 

Inn this project phone interviews were used as the basis for the general sur-
vey.. The literature suggests a number of advantages and disadvantages of sev-
erall  interview methods (see in particular: Den Boer, Bouwman, Frissen and 
Houben,, 1994: 108-109; Converse and Presser, 1986; Billiet, 1994: 215-23; for 
computerr methods the Web Survey Methodology www-site was used 
<http://www.websm.org/>).. Although many of these 'pros and cons' can be ad-
dressedd effectively in certain situations regarding certain populations and re-
searchh problems, these advantages and disadvantages can also be attributed to 
generall  journalism survey projects (see the various chapters in Weaver, 1998). 
Thee main advantages of using phone interviews are: it is a good way to get the 
attentionn of'busy' people in an office environment, it is less expensive than for 
examplee a face-to-face project like Weischenberg and Scholl's in Germany 
(1998),, and there is more social control possible regarding explanation and 
elaborationn on certain questions than in for example a mail survey. Disadvan-
tagess include that a phone interview has to be (relatively) brief and simple, and 
itt can be intrusive as it interrupts the daily program of the respondent. As the 
surveyy intended to more or less replicate the Weaver and Wilhoit-studies, the 
choicee for the telephone interview was made early in the project. Since the NVJ-

http://www.websm.org/
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addresss book allowed us to select respondents with access to their personal in-
formation,, each potential respondent was sent a personal letter describing the 
projectt at hand. The letter explained that the individual journalists were se-
lectedd from the database with support of the NVJ and were kindly invited to co-
operatee if an interviewer would contact them. From the interviews I could con-
cludee that almost every respondent remembered receiving this letter. 

F I E L D W O R K.. The phone survey interviews were conducted in a newly estab-
lishedd research laboratory at the Amsterdam School of Communications Re-
search,, the so-called 'ComLab'. The interviewers responded to ads in the Uni-
versityy of Amsterdam newspaper Folia and to personal e-mails to former stu-
dents.211 The Comlab consists of eight cubicles equipped with phones, headsets 
andd computers that run on a separate network server. There is also an area with 
aa central phone, desk and conference table from where one can monitor pro-
ceedings.. The full list of respondents was printed on separate sheets and ran-
domlyy distributed among the interviewers (including the author), who each 
workedd for a maximum of 4 hours daily (2 days a week). Every sheet contained 
222 respondents; each name was marked when called but unavailable because 
off  absence, refusal or when an appointment for the interview at a later time 
wass made, and crossed out when actually interviewed. After completing one 
sheet,, the interviewer would receive another sheet. The interviews started on 
9amm and lasted until 6pm; respondents were called at their offices. In case of 
respondentss working night shifts, they were contacted later on in the month in 
orderr to get them during daytime. This was done mainly because of the practi-
call  issue of (not) getting interviewers who could work late hours and the fact 
thatt the University building closes anywhere between 5pm on Fridays and 9pm 
onn other weekdays. 

Concludingg this section on the fieldwork of the phone and online survey, 
informationn on response rates can be mentioned. The original database of the 
surveyy phase consisted of a general sample (11=1.151), a multicultural sample 
(n=i8o),, an infotainment sample (n=gs) and an online sample (n=i55), total-
ingg 1.581 journalists. In total 773 interviews with respondents in the original 
samplee were completed within the time set for the project (September-No-
vemberr 1999 and February 2000). For the main sample the refusal rate was 1%, 
thee response rate (a net sample of approximately 900 successful calls made, 773 
completedd interviews, our aim was for at least 700 respondents) was 86%. The 
multiculturall  sample turned out to be quite a 'contaminated' list, as many of 
thee names on for example the database supplied by the STOA referred to ethnic 
minoritiess working for broadcast organizations - but as for example caterers 
andd secretaries. The MenM list had the same problems as the overall NVJ data-
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basee (MenM is a formal section of the NVJ): a lot of people had moved, were un-
employedd or retired. In total 91 interviews were completed within this sample 
off  180, of which 59 people said thy had a non-Dutch ethnic background. The in-
fotainmentt sample contained 95 journalists, of which 15 refused cooperation: 
800 interviews were completed (response rate: 84%). Most of these refusals were 
basedd on a protest against being dubbed 'infotainment journalist', or on a per-
ceivedd lack of time. The completion rate of the online questionnaire comes up 
too 66 people, putting the response rate at 43% of the estimated total online 
journalisticc staff size at the time of the survey. An important reason for this low 
responsee rate is that a lot of online journalists at mainly regional newspapers 
aree merely functioning as webmasters, responsible for maintaining their 
medium'ss website (and nothing more). Another problem was the way news-
roomss respond to e-mail: successful receipt depended many times on the ini-
tiativee of a secretary to distribute a printed copy of our initial mail among all 
journalists.. This did not work very well, as most of the e-mail addresses we 
foundd were general (as in: 'newsroom@medium.nl') ones. 

Qualitativee Research Design 
Thee second phase of the project concerns the relationships of Dutch journal-
ismm with developments regarding the multicultural society, the Internet and 
infotainment.. As argued earlier, an articulated perspective allows for a broad 
rangee of relationships to be studied. These relationships have been conceptu-
alizedd as the different and sometimes inconsistent ways in which journalists 
givee meaning to their work, thereby constantly negotiating their professional 
identityy with elements of structure (cf. the context in which they work) and 
subjectivityy (cf. what they bring to the job). Following Giddens, these elements 
aree seen as both enabling as well as constraining the range of actions and 
choicess for individuals (1984). The notion of a more or less shared occupation-
all  ideology can be seen as instrumental in this conceptualization, as it func-
tionss as an overarching discursive set of ideal-typical values, carried by jour-
nalistss through common discourse, and functioning as (less than clear) bench-
markss in their work. To the various survey designs I added a distinctly qualita-
tivee method for gathering data, in order to allow informants to talk as open 
andd freely as possible about their work. As the operational approach in all 
threee thematic sections of this project the in-depth expert interview was cho-
sen.. Within each theme the experts in the field were defined, identified and 
contactedd for interview appointments. The interviews with multicultural ex-
pertss were structured by the concepts of knowledge - representation - respon-
sibility,, and the Internet experts were questioned regarding CAR and online 
journalism.. Interviews with experts in popular journalism have been informed 
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byy perceived distinctions between information and entertainment. Although 
thee corresponding chapters iv, v and vi offer more details on the relevant and 
specificc literature, and the fieldwork and analyses involved, here I wil l address 
thee methodological steps taken in gathering and preparing the data of these 
in-depthh interviews for analysis. 

Qualitativee research is often distinguished from quantitative designs using 
thee conflicting concepts 'objectivist science' and 'soft scholarship', or applying 
aa distinction of data between 'quantitative' numbers and 'qualitative' words 
(Dee Boer and Brennecke, 1998; Schwandt, 2000). Recent historical assessments 
off  qualitative research argue, that such distinctions are somewhat artificial, as 
scholarss in all disciplines rely on interpretative narrative accounts when re-
portingg their data, theories or models (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000). Or, as Byrne 
remarkss in a book on complexity theory and the social sciences: "...quantita-

tivetive is merely qualitative which has not yet become qualitative"(1998:175). By us-
ingg a multimethod (triangulated) approach - like in the project at hand - one 
shouldd be able to secure more or an in-depth understanding of the phenome-
nonn in question (Flick, 1998: 229-231). Weaver and Wilhoit (1996; 1998) for ex-
amplee supplemented their reports on the quantitative survey data with anec-
dotall  references to interviews with American editors and reporters. Weischen-
bergg and Scholl (1998) even more or less replicated the American survey design 
solelyy using face-to-face interviews instead of faceless phoners. The main dif-
ferencee between this project and those attempts is, that I use the qualitative 
partt of the study not as a (mere) supplement, but as an equal part of the over-
allall research design in order to better grasp the complex and contextualized re-
alitiess of the work of journalists in The Netherlands. In doing so, I accept the 
followingg definition of the application of qualitative research in the project at 
handd by Denzin and Lincoln: 

"Qualitative"Qualitative research is a situated activity that locates the observer in the 
worldworld [...]  this means that qualitative researchers study things in their natu-
ralral  settings, attempting to make sense of, or to interpret, phenomena in terms 
ofof the meanings people bring to them" (2000:3). 

Byy opting for interviews with experts per theme, I consider that what these jour-
nalistss and editors say constitutes the wide variety of meanings they bring to 
thee phenomena under investigation: multiculturalism, digitalization, and info-
tainmentization.. This project utilizes the transcribed in-depth interviews with 
(expert)) professionals to explore and analyze the various ways in which they 
givee meaning to their everyday work. The analysis of the interview transcripts 
closelyy follows the so-called 'Grounded Theory' (GT) coding procedure as of-
feredd by Strauss and Corbin (1990) and Wester (1987). Strauss and Corbin (1990) 
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identifyy three coding steps: open, axial and selective. Wester (1987) mentions 
four:: exploration, specification, reduction and integration. Heinze (1995) de-
scribess six more or less similar steps: formal text-analysis, structural description 
off  text-content, analytical abstraction, interpretation, comparative analysis of 
multiplee texts and construction of a (theoretical) model. These three approach-
ess share the characteristics of the inductive scientific method: starting the 
analysiss with a 'tabula rasa'-agenda (cleared as much as possible of a priori  con-
cepts),, then slowly and reflexively constructing building blocks out of the 
availablee texts, finally working towards a model containing all relevant con-
ceptss and categories used by the actors to give meaning to their social world(s). 
Byy selecting and coding each sentence or phrase in the transcript, the open cod-
ingg sequence was used to identify the various topics and issues, which were ad-
dressedd by the participating journalists. This results a variety of different topics. 
Thesee were then grouped and labeled. In the axial coding phase, the statements 
weree categorized and tested against the transcripts to verify whether our 
groupingg matched the setting offered in the interviews. These steps result in 
moree or less distinct topical categories, allowing the researcher to summarize 
whatt people are talking about when confronted with the phenomenon under 
study.. The selective coding phase - reducing the categories to a concept or a co-
herentt model - was omitted from the analysis, as the approach in the project at 
handd is directed towards allowing the full bandwidth of views and opinions 
(howeverr inconsistent or contradictory these may be) to be explored. 

Thee third coding phase in the analysis is based on the work of discourse an-
alystss Potter and Wetherell (1987). Their work can be seen as an addition to the 
GT-approachh as it provides a way to interpret the inherent inconsistencies of 
conceptss and categories, by regrouping and understanding propositions in 
termss of possible repertoires, used by participants (like theatre actors) to per-
formm certain roles in everyday life and give meaning to the issues at hand. The 
propositionss of which the topical categories consist, are built on utterances of 
people,, and therefore inherently consist of shifting, inconsistent and varied ac-
countss as people describe their social worlds not as neatly and coherently as 
onee would wish (as a social scientist). Wetherell and Potter offer a way to pat-
ternn the 'regularity in the variation' by looking at interview transcripts to lay 
baree interpretative repertoires. They write: 

"Inconsistencies"Inconsistencies and differences in discourse are differences between rela-
tivelytively internally consistent, bounded language units which we have called 
[...][...]  interpretative repertoires. [...]  Repertoires can be seen as the building 
blocksblocks speakers use for constructing versions of actions, cognitive processes 
andand other phenomena" (1988:172). 
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Inn the analytical procedure the topical categories are considered to be an index 
off  what journalists talk about when discussing multiculturalism, the Internet 
orr infotainment. The repertoires are seen as the full range of ways to talk about 
thesee topics. The main question is, in other words, to see how journalists make 
sensee of the three selected themes. The final step of the analysis involved as-
signingg labels to the repertoires and explore in which ways these repertoires 
weree used by the interviewees to discursively give meaning to what they do. 
Concludingg this overview of the qualitative design chosen in this project, I 
wouldd like to quote Costera Meijer, where she specifies that an analysis of 
repertoiress is particularly helpful for scholars to determine not only what these 
repertoiress are used for, but also how these may be used by scholars to help in-
formantss to better understand themselves, as she writes: "[...J discursive reper-

toirestoires are important, but flexible organizing tools for making sense of everyday 

dilemma's"dilemma's" (2001b: 23). 

Thee use of interpretative repertoires in the analysis of the in-depth inter-
viewss also connects with the use of (consensual) occupational ideology as the 
overarchingg framework for thinking about journalism in contemporary socie-
ty.. Ideology (like religion) can be seen as an answer to the inconsistencies of 
everydayy life, and serves particularly on a professional level as a social cement 
forr a certain group in society as it is 'carried' by members of a profession. 
Throughh the analysis of repertoires, I aim to show the various ways in which 
thiss mobilizing potential works for journalists working in specific arenas of 
thee contemporary media. 

Summary y 
Thee two introductory chapters set the stage for the empirical chapters ahead. 
Thee argument has established journalism as a domain in society that performs 
certainn tasks and functions in (Western) democracies that have allowed it to be 
identifiedd and defined accordingly. During the 20th century journalism has 
professionalizedd to the extent that its professionals have freed themselves 
fromm political and religious interests. These professionals have been studied 
extensivelyy throughout this professionalization process, which has led to the 
establishmentt of a well-tested research design for studying and in particular 
surveyingg journalists. A number of key contemporary developments in the mi-
lieuu of journalism were identified and explored: journalism and its roles in a 
multiculturall  society, the rise and establishment of infotainment in journalism 
andd the impact of new media technologies such as the Internet on journalism. 
Itt was argued that any contemporary study on journalism should take these 
developmentss into account when developing research questions, models, def-
initionss and an analytical framework aimed at adequately describing and ex-
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plainingg the basic, occupational and professional characteristics of journalists 

(inn The Netherlands). 

Thee next four chapters address data gathering and analyses on the profile of 

Dutchh journalists (in), the role of journalism in the Dutch multicultural socie-

tyy (iv), the impact of the Internet on journalism (v), and regarding infotain-

mentt and tabloid journalism in The Netherlands (vi). 
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AA Profile 
off  Journalists 
inn The Netherlands 
Thiss chapter compares the main data findings of the Dutch survey with results 
fromm recent projects in more or less similar countries: Germany, Great Britain, 
Australiaa and the us. For this purpose a number of publications that featured 
surveyy results were used.1 This chapter wil l therefore look at existing published 
cross-nationall  research (based on Weaver and Wilhoit-type of journalism sur-
veyy projects. The data report is split up in two sections. First, the basic, occupa-
tionall  and professional characteristics of journalists in The Netherlands wil l be 
addressed.. The report of these characteristics follows that of the model of pro-
fessionall  identity as presented in the previous chapter, as we analyze the sub-
jectivitiess of journalists: what journalists bring to their job (basic characteris-
tics),, how they work (occupational characteristics) and how they perceive their 
workk (professional characteristics). The second part of this chapter investi-
gatess to what extent these characteristics explain the development of profes-
sionall  identities of journalists in The Netherlands, following the models of 
journalismm and journalists as presented in the previous chapter. 

Thee characteristics of journalists wil l be measured and analyzed resulting in 
aa profile of journalists in The Netherlands in a cross-national comparative 
framework.. The structure of the analysis follows the pattern of characteristics 
(basic,, occupational and professional) as described in the previous chapters. In 
thee second phase of analyzing the data, I have concentrated on variables per-
tainingg to the professional identity of journalists: images of audience, role per-
ceptions,, and ethics. The analysis thereof focuses explicitly on how these per-
ceptionss relate to the profile of Dutch journalists in order to see how differ-
encess or commonalities can be explained. 

Onn cross-national comparative research 
Ass noted earlier in chapter 11: comparative journalism research has been quite 
rare,, with some exceptions in the 1980s and 1990s. Particularly instrumental to 
aa comparison of our findings with those in other countries has been the recent 
volumee on journalism surveys in 21 countries, collected and edited by Weaver 
(1998).. In most cases of cross-national comparative research of journalists, 
scholarss have looked at differences and commonalties between respondents 
comingg from more or less similar countries (opting for 'functional equiva-
lence'' in comparative design; see Weischenberg and Sievert, 1998). For the 
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comparisonn in this chapter context is provided by surveys in Germany, Great 
Britain,, Australia and the United States, all of which can be seen as similar 
Westernn democracies with at least a century-old tradition in established media 
roless in society. Table I shows the sample characteristics in the selected coun-
triess (index and data based on Weaver, 1998:4-5). Some of these data are ana-
lyzedd in the following section of this chapter. 

Tabl ee 3.1 
Sampl ee characteristic s of journalis m survey s in selecte d 
countrie s s 

SampleSample characteristics Australia Germany* Unites States Great Britain 

Timee of survey 

Intervieww method 

## Respondents (N) 

%% Female 

Mediann age 

## Years in journalism 

Collegee educated 

1992 2 

phone e 

1.068 8 

33 3 

32 2 

(mean)(mean) 13 

35 5 

1993 3 

face-to-face e 

1.498 8 

31 1 

35 5 

10 0 

65 5 

1992 2 

phone e 

1.156 6 

34 4 

36 6 

12 2 

82 2 

1995 5 

phone e 

726 6 

25 5 

38 8 

17 7 

49 9 

** Since most tables report the data from the Weischenberg and Scholl survey, their sample cha-
racteristicss are reported here. Where data from the previous (1992-1993) survey in Germany by 
Schoenbachh et al is reported, relevant details are mentioned in the text. 

Dataa wil l be taken from chapters in Weaver (1998) and from personal corre-
spondencee with researchers involved. Use is also made of earlier published 
workk on data of the different journalism surveys by scholars comparing Ger-
manyy and the us (Weischenberg and Scholl, 1998), Australia, Great Britain and 
thee us (Delano and Henningham, 1995) and Australia and the us (Henning-
ham,, 1996). The scholars in these countries all more or less adopted the survey 
designn and questionnaire of the 1970s project in the us by sociologists John-
stone,, Slawski and Bowman. Beyond the similar research methods used, these 
countriess were found to be functionally equivalent in terms of their media sys-
tems,, history of modernization of journalism in the 20th century and compa-
rablee issues under professional debate in recent years (see for overviews and 
discussion:: Merrill , 1995; Delano and Henningham, 1995; Hallin, 1996; Sievert, 
1998;; Weaver, 1998; Cottle, 2000a). An argument can be made that other coun-
triess with 'Weaver and Wilhoit-studies' could have been included as well; one 
couldd think of Canada, Spain, New Zealand, Finland, Mexico (see Weaver, 1998: 
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457-458).. Beyond the necessity of functional equivalence an important reason 
forr keeping the selection limited has been influenced by earlier published re-
portss on cross-national surveys, which all included two or more countries of 
thee ones reported here (see particularly Delano and Henningham, 1995; Hen-
ningham,, 1996; Schönbach, Stuerzebecher and Schneider, 1998; Weischen-
berg,, Loeffelholz and Scholl, 1998). This offers a wealth of data and interpreta-
tionn from the various perspectives these authors offer. McMane writes "exam-

iningining another culture can provide us with different ways of looking at ourselves" 

(1993:: 208). Therefore the examination of survey data from other countries 
coupledd with an understanding of the Dutch context (see chapter 1) might fa-
cilitatee a deeper appreciation of a profile of journalists in The Netherlands. 

Basicc Characteristics 
Inn this section on so-called 'basic' characteristics variables concerning age, 
gender,, ethnicity, education and political views of journalists in The Nether-
landss are reported upon, based on data findings from the general sample 
(n=773)) of members of the Nederlandse Vereniging voor Journalisten (NVJ; 
Dutchh journalism union). The respective variables are analyzed according to 
frequencyy and in comparison with the international environment in Australia, 
Germany,, Great Britain and the United States (insofar as the data for these 
countriess was available at the time of writing). 

AGG E . The median age of women is 36; of men it is 44 years. The median age of 

Dutchh journalists is 42 years - the highest one worldwide, if compared to the 

dataa findings elsewhere in the world (Weaver, 1998:457). Limited to the scores 

inn the selected countries one finds median ages per country: Australia 32, Ger-

manyy 35, United States 36, Great Britain 38 years. 
Ass Table 11 (below) shows, journalists in The Netherlands these days can be 

seenn as entering the profession at a later age than in the 1960s (as reported in 
thee Dutch survey by Muskens, 1968). Nowadays journalists have spent more 
timee on education. A report on social-economical dynamics between 1985-1997 
inn The Netherlands by the Centraal Bum voor Statistiek (source: CBS Statline, 
seee <http://statline.cbs.nl>) shows that people in 1995 - in particular when in 
theirr twenties - spent much more time on education than in 1985, entering the 
laborr force at a later age. In fact Dutch journalists tend to enter journalism in 
theirr late twenties (men on average at age 27, women at 26 years). 

G E N D E R.. In 1968 only some 5% of journalists were women. In 1976 Kempers 

andd Wieten found 9% women in journalism (1976:11). The 1993 survey of Van 

Gaalen-Oordijkk and colleagues reported 20% women in newsrooms; our proj-

http://statline.cbs.nl
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Tablee 3.11 
Ag ee group s of journalist s 
(%% in each group ) 

1968 1968 

AgeAge groups N= 911 

beloww 24 years 8 

24-300 years 26 

31-400 27 

41-500 20 

51-600 10 

Olderr than 60 3 

Totall 95* 

** Missing cases account for 5%. 

ectt sets the general percentage at 32.2 Among younger reporters (those who are 
stilll  in their twenties, n=78)the gender ratio is 46-54 (M/F), 76% of which group 
enteredd the profession through a journalism school. This situation is to some 
extentt similar in Germany, where 42% of journalists under 30 are women, set 
againstt 34% of other respondents, and indeed can be reported about the Amer-
icann gender ratio among younger and relatively in-experienced journalists as 
welll  (sources: dataset from 1993 survey, via Armin Scholl; personal communi-
cationn with David Weaver, August 2001). In other countries (see Table 1) the sit-
uationn is somewhat similar, although the British media in particular seem to 
havee been reluctant to hire women. Surveys among journalists in Germany and 
thee us specifically addressed reported income disparities among men and 
womenn in journalism, in particular among those with more years on the job -
concludingg that the differences were most obvious in (West-) Germany and 
closee to negligible in the United States (Schneider, Schoenbach and Stuerze-
becher,, 1993: 17-18; Weaver and Wilhoit, 1996: 95-97). Indeed in The Nether-
landss women overall report lower salaries than their male colleagues. Consid-
eringg the role seniority and experience play regardingg income, one has to note 
thee fact that both age (on average 38 versus 44 years) and the number of years 
onn the job (11 versus 17 years) of women are quite lower than those of men (see 
alsoo Muskens, 1968 on the basis of salary scales in Dutch journalism). Another 
factorr of influence on income disparities is one's job description; men general-
lyy hold better-paid senior positions in the media. Among reporters who have 
enteredd the profession since the late 1970s the income disparity is more or less 

1999 1999 

733 733 

1 1 

12 2 

33 3 

32 2 

19 9 

2 2 

100 0 
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negligible.. This is not to say that there are no gender differences in terms of in-
comee anymore; an analysis of variance shows that men and women start out 
thee same but end up with disparate wages, indicating a significant interaction 
effectt between gender and professional experience for those journalists work-
ingg fulltime, F (1, 503) = 5,624, p=o,oi. Somewhere along the line women get 
paidd less for their work in journalism, and are generally not moving upwards 
inn the journalism hierarchy (the so-called 'glass ceiling', see also Diekerhof et 
al,, 1986). 

E T H N I C I T Y .. Twelve respondents explicitly indicated having a 'non-Dutch' 
ethnicc background, representing 1.6% (hereafter rounded to 2%) of the sample. 
Off  the 12 respondents in question 7 are women. The ethnic make-up of this seg-
ment:: 1 Turkish, 1 Moroccan, 3 Surinam/Antilles, 3 Indonesian/Moluccan, 4 Eu-
ropeann (other than Dutch: 1 German, 3 Italian). Just 1% of respondents refused 
too answer this particular question. 

Beyondd concluding that newsrooms in The Netherlands in general do not 
reflectt the multicultural society (with 10% of the iggg labor market consisting 
off  people with an ethnic minority background according to the Centraal Bum 

voorvoor Statistiek, CBS: the Dutch central agency for census statistics - see 
<< http://statline.cbs.nl >, one may note the low refusal rate on this sensitive 
question;; despite the sensitivity regarding ethnicity in Dutch media (Sterk, 
2000;; Evers, 2000:64-65). The low number of ethnic minority respondents may 
havee been influenced by the fact that this sample only included NVJ members 
andd that the respondents' ethnicity was measured in terms of their self-per-
ception;; people might have indicated 'Dutch' when they formally are not in 
termss of what the government and the literature defines as belonging to an 
ethnicc minority group (cf. being allochtoon: all people legally in The Nether-
landss who are not born there, or have at least one parent who is not born in The 
Netherlands,, see Sterk, 2000: 107-108). The low percentage does correspond 
withh other recent estimates in the literature though, which numbers range 
fromm \% to 4% of journalists in mainstream print and broadcast media (see Su-
udi,, 1991:14; Rensen, 1996; Ouaj, 1999: 56-59; Sterk, 2000: 97-g8).3 Chapter iv 
hereafterr takes a closer look on ethnic representation by analyzing the over-
samplee of ethnic minority journalists (see chapter 11 on sampling procedures). 

Thee British survey (held in 1994-1995) reported 1% journalists with a black 
Caribbeann or black African ethnic origin (Delano and Henningham, 1995:6-7). 
Thee journalism surveys in Australia and Germany did not specifically ask for 
ethnicc backgrounds, nor did these projects specifically identify variables in the 
questionnairee regarding multicultural issues. Weaver and Wilhoit reported 8% 

journalistss in fulltime jobs belonging to racial minorities (as compared to 25% 

http://statline.cbs.nl
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minoritiess in the national population and to 9% of those ethnic minorities with 
bachelorr degrees, generally seen as a qualification for entering the journalism 
profession,, see 1996:12). Statistics on The Netherlands surveys show that 3% of 
ethnicc minorities have a BA/MA-level educational background as reported by 
Choruss (2001), although this figure is problematic: most schools do not regis-
terr their students' ethnicity (see also De Vries, 2001). 

E D U C A T I O N.. As noted in CBS reports, the standard of education among 
youngg people in The Netherlands is quite high and continues to rise; people 
spendd more time in (higher) education than in the past. Half of the respon-
dentss reported having studied on an HBO-level (32% thereof in journalism), 
39%% has a university-level education (nine people finished a university course 
inn journalism in Groningen or Rotterdam, another nine journalists graduated 
inn communications).4 In 1968 an equal number of journalists finished a pro-
fessionall  education program (the first Dutch journalism school started in 
1966)) or university course (after World War 11 the universities of Nijmegen and 
Amsterdamm offered courses in journalism until the 1970s) in journalism: 35% 
(Muskens,, 1968: 21).5 Table 1 showed the percentage of college graduates (BA-
andd MA-level) in the countries under study: 82% in the United States, 79% in The 
Netherlands,, 65% in Germany, 49% in Great Britain, and 35% in Australia. In 
generall  it seems clear that, like in the us, a bachelor's degree is the minimum 
qualificationn necessary for entering journalism in The Netherlands (see 
Weaverr and Wilhoit, 1998:402; Deuze, 2001b). Australia and Great Britain are 
clearr exceptions to this rule, though; both countries seem to rely more on 'on 
thee job' rather than institutional training. 

P O L I T I C A LL L E A N I N G S. Like journalists virtually everywhere, Dutch re-
porterss seem to be quite left-leaning in their political self-perception: a major-
ityy said they considered themselves politically leaning "a littl e to the left" (47%) 
orr even "pretty far to the left" (31%). On the other hand, many respondents in-
dicatedd that they felt the 'left/right'-distinction has become quite inappropri-
atee to measure personal views regarding ideology or politics; these journalists 
arguedd that one could easily be both left and right at the same time.6 A na-
tionwidee survey among Dutch journalists in 1976 (the heyday of depillariza-
tion)) showed that all reporters had specific party preferences - mostly leaning 
towardss the left - at the time, suggesting that in terms of political leanings 
nothingg much has changed since (Kempers and Wieten, 1976). Yearly CBS-polls 
regardingg potential voting behavior of the Dutch population suggest that 
theree is much more of a balance between party preferences to the left and right 
off  the political spectrum among the public than among media journalists 
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('leftwing'' parties such as PV&A, D66, GroenLinks and SP receiving 38% support, 
'rightwing'' organizations like W D , CDA and several smaller religious parties 
alsoo scoring a total of 38%, source: CBS Statline, poll of 1999).7 

Henninghamm (1998) shows that Australian journalists are significantly more 
liberal-progressivee than the general public, in particular when it comes to so-
ciall  issues such as sexual freedoms, ethnic diversity and welfare spending. Sur-
veyy results from the selected countries indeed suggest that media profession-
alss generally position themselves in the center or center-left of the political 
spectrum. . 

Occupationall  Characteristics 
Inn this section variables concerning the workplace and labor situation are re-
ported,, which have been called 'occupational' characteristics. Specifically we 
wil ll  look at the distribution among media organizations, types of work and job 
profiles,, income, the use of new technologies, specializations, relationships 
withh peers and publics and whether today's journalists want to stay in the pro-
fession.. Regarding the occupational situation in Australia, Germany, Great 
Britainn and the United States, one has to note that the published reports yield-
edd littl e results or reliable predictors that were of use for a cross-national com-
parison,, even though the questions asked were the same or similar in the re-
spectivee survey questionnaires. 

M E D I AA D I S T R I B U T I O N. The distribution across media types of journalists 
inn table iv shows that most journalists (as defined by the NVJ) work for tradi-
tionall  media, (regional) newspapers in particular. The month after completing 
ourr survey the NVJ in fact started a special branch for Internet-based reporters, 
afterr which many of these 'new' journalists joined the organization as mem-
berss (Van der Have, 2000). Since commercial radio organizations in The 
Netherlandss generally do not offer news, nor do they have specific news desks 
(withh one or two exceptions), few journalists from this sector are present in our 
sample.. A similar situation exists for the relatively few and 'young' existing 
commerciall  regional broadcasters (all of which have starting broadcasting 
onlyy in recent years). Table in shows a detailed distribution, maintaining the 
divisionss between national/regional and public/commercial media as these are 
enshrinedd in the general media policy of the Dutch government. As is the con-
clusionn in other countries, Dutch journalists generally work in print media in 
aa fulltime capacity. 

J OBB D E S C R I P T I O N S. The distribution of job descriptions shows a varied pic-

ture:: 11% work in the upper echelons of the profession (editors-in-chief, super-
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Tablee 3.HI 

Sampl ee distributio n acros s medi a type s 

MediaMedia type The Netherlands Total 

N=773N=773 (%) 

Women Women 

(%) (%) 
<30<30 years 

(%r (%r 
fulltime fulltime 

(%) (%) 
Regionall daily newspaper 233 30 21 9.9 90 

Speciall interest magazine 134 17 47 9.0 46 

Nationall daily newspaper 90 12 21 8.9 78 

Nationall TV (public) 64 8 50 7.8 76 

Regionall radio (public) 51 7 35 15.7 84 

Nationall radio (public) 46 6 44 10.9 65 

Generall interest magazine 33 4 39 9.1 64 

Newss service (wire) 30 4 23 20.0 90 

Regionall TV (public) 26 3 27 7.7 73 

Nationall TV (commercial) 26 3 46 23.1 61 

Tradee magazine 15 2 

otherr 8 1 * * 

Regionall radio (commercial) 6 1 * * 

Nationall radio (commercial) 6 1 * * 

Internett 3 * 

Regionall TV (commercial) 1 * 

Locall broadcaster 1 * 

Averagee (%) 32 10 74 

** Percentages not calculated because of low absolute number in cell, 
percentagee indicating segment of journalists younger than 30 years. 

visors,, heads of news desks and so on), 12% are editors, 63% considered them-
selvess to be reporters. This leaves 14% (n=io6) 'other'job descriptions, which 
aree difficult to categorize in either section. The 1993 survey of Dutch journalists 
correspondinglyy found that the formal job profile - laid down in contracts as 
inn editor, sub editor, reporter or correspondent - does not necessarily correct-
lyy describe the kind of functions journalists have in the media organization, 
whichh are more likely to be determined by informal practices and hierarchy in 
thee newsroom (Van Gaaien-Oordijk et al, 1993:19). The high variety in descrip-
tionss offered by the respondents suggests a further functional differentiation 
withinn the profession of journalism, which has also been observed in for ex-
amplee the German surveys (Weischenberg and Scholl, 1998). The job profiles 
offeredd by German and Dutch journalists suggests that the Dutch newsroom 
hass a similar 'open' organization, as compared to for example British or us 
newsroomss where different tasks are generally more strictly divided between 
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whatt Weaver and Wilhoit describe as four 'profiles of newswork': reporters, 

photojournalists,, upper and lower level news managers (1996:56-60; see Esser, 

1998).8 8 

FREELANCE.. The International Federation of Journalists released the report 
"Freelance"Freelance Futures" in December 1999, which survey among 130 journalism or-
ganizationss and associations in 98 countries worldwide showed that approxi-
matelyy 23% of journalists in Europe are working in a freelance capacity (the 
proportionn in Africa is 20% and in Latin America about 48%; source: IFJ, 1999). 
Inn The Netherlands this percentage matches perfectly: 23% (11=176) of all re-
spondentss work as freelancers. About half (56%) of this group works on a con-
tract-per-assignmentt basis. Freelance journalists in The Netherlands tend to be 
moree specialized than their colleagues (77% against 53%) and generally work 
forr one or more magazines. On average, freelance journalists have been in jour-
nalismm for 16 years, in which time they have had at least 18 different employers. 
Thee IFJ report further concluded that the freelance sector continues to grow as 
aa proportion of the total journalism community (IFJ, 1999:5). Most journalism 
surveyss did not include freelancers in their sampling design - mainly because 
off  the fact that these reporters can be hard to reach and are considered being 
'unorganized'.. The IFJ study shows that at least half of all European freelancers 
belongg to some kind of journalism union or association, which suggests that 
approachingg them through an organization like the Dutch NVJ cann be success-
full  in obtaining at least a large portion of freelancers in the total sample. 

Inn our selection of countries the us and Australian surveys did not include 
freelancerss and focused solely on fulltime editorial or news people (Weaver 
andd Wilhoit, 1996: 247). The British survey reportedly included freelancers, 
claimingg that such engagements have become widespread "even in the main-

streamstream "(Delano and Henningham, 1995:26). Delano reported 20% freelancers 
inn his sample of British journalists. From the IFJ report one can conclude that 
approximatelyy 11% of journalists in Australia are freelancers (1999:28). The sit-
uationn in the us is somewhat difficult to assess, since the National Writers 
Union,, which union exclusively represents freelancers, has claimed that this 
figurefigure is unknown - although the IFJ report estimates a minimum of at least 
10%.. Weaver and Wilhoit did not include, nor did they even mention freelance 
journalistss in their 1996 overview of the three major us journalism surveys of 
1976,19822 and 1992 (see 1996:247-251 on definition and sample). 

SPECIAL ISTSS vs. GENE RALISTS. Journalists were asked whether they have 

aa specific area, topic or 'beat'. The overall score shows that 59% of journalists in-

deedd have such a specialization - although it is unclear whether they are in fact 
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ablee to pursue those specific interests in their daily work. The print media in 
particularr employ specialists: 66% of newspaper and magazine staffers are spe-
cializedd against 44% of broadcast people. As noted before, freelance journalists 
aree the most specialized news people. The specific beats mentioned show that 
womenn are most likely (64%) to be specialized in health and lifestyle issues and 
menn dominate the sports (96%), crime (86%) and new media (87%) beats. This 
findingg corresponds with the results of a study 15 years ago among women in 
newspaperr journalism, indicating that nothing much has changed since in 
termss of gender stereotypical beats (Diekerhof et al, 1986). Twelve respondents 
mentionedd issues related to the multicultural society (for example ethnic mi-
norities,, racism, immigrants and asylum seekers) as their specialization - yet 
nonee of them said they had an ethnic minority background. In the us the data 
showss a similar pattern: 45% of respondents usually cover a specific 'beat', most 
off  whom work in the print sector of the media. The survey in Germany specifi-
callyy asked in which department the journalists 'normally' work (20% of jour-
nalistss polled did not mention a specific department), but where one works 
doess not necessarily has anything to do with which topic one claims to be spe-
cializedd in. The published data in Australia and Great Britain does not reflect a 
differentiationn in this respect. 

P R O F E S S I O N ALL AGE. In Table iv a number of occupational characteristics 
aree described as they are determined by years on the job, or: 'professional age' 
ass Weaver and Wilhoit write (1996:97). This also so that we might see whether 
thee main conclusion of Muskens in his survey of Dutch journalists in the 1960s 
stilll  stands: in journalism position and salary are determined by seniority and 
servicee years (1968). One can clearly observe in Table v the rise in salary and po-
sitionn in the newsroom as journalists spend more years on the job. The profes-
sionall  age distribution pattern of journalists in the 1960s and the 1990s is strik-
inglyy similar. The data in this table also suggests that media companies have 
beenn experiencing difficulties with keeping women in the profession. 

P R O F E S S I O N ALL TASKS. The respondents were asked what kind of tasks they 
performm and how much time these tasks generally take given an average work-
ingg day. Although many reporters felt answering this particular question was 
impossiblee since "things change every day", a close look at the tasks mentioned 
andd timeshares attributed reveals that on average all journalists spend rough-
lyy eight hours per day on the job - a near-perfect total for a 40-hour workweek. 
Thiss particular question seemed relevant considering a conclusion in a recent 
surveyy among journalists in Germany, where researchers signaled a process of 
'editoriall  cybernetization' in the media: a decline in time spent on newsgath-
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Tablee 3.1V 
Professiona ll  age group s in term s of gender , incom e and job profile s 

ProfessionalProfessional %(1999) %(1968) Women Salary* Main job 
ageage groups N=773 N=911 (%) NLG) profile" 

Lesss than 5 years 

5-155 years 

16-255 years 

26-355 years 

Moree than 35 years 

15 5 

41 1 

27 7 

14 4 

3 3 

18 8 

42 2 

27 7 

6 6 

5 5 

52 2 

39 9 

22 2 

13 3 

16 6 

2,746 6 

3,665 5 

4,498 8 

4,961 1 

5,505 5 

Reporter r 

Reporter r 

Editor r 

Editor-in-chief f 

Reporter r 

** Mean of net monthly income for full-time contracts reported here. 
*** Description most commonly mentioned across the five categories. 

eringg and research coupled with an increase in time spent at the computer and 
gettingg involved in managerial tasks (Weischenberg, Loeffelholz and Scholl, 
i994:157).. Of the 773 respondents 210 (27%) claimed not to be involved in any 
kindd of management-related tasks (other than perhaps the occasional editori-
all  briefing). Yet most time is spent working at the desk or at least inside the of-
fice:fice: newsgathering via computer and telephone, writing and editing materi-
alss for publication, attending editorial meetings: on average 6,5 hours per day. 

C O M M I T M E N T .. An important indicator for job satisfaction and occupation-
all  context is the level of commitment of journalists to their work. The us sur-
veyss of 1971,1982-1983 and 1992 show an increase in 'defectors': 6% wanted to 
workk outside of journalism in the 1970s, rising to 11% in 1980s which percent-
agee again doubled in the 1990s, revealing a decline in job satisfaction (Weaver 
andd Wilhoit, 1996:111-112). In The Netherlands one-tenth of journalists men-
tionedd they did not see themselves still working in journalism five years from 
noww - but a quarter of this group of 76 respondents mentioned they had to be-
causee of pending retirement. The us scholars saw a trend among journalists 
leavingg the profession to move into - better paid - public relations work; only 
300 Dutch journalists (median age: 43) indicated a similar wish for the near fu-
ture.. The question posed to German journalists in 1993 was, whether they had 
moree fun doing journalism in the past than today: 12% said they definitely did 
(source:: data from 1993 survey, via Armin Scholl). Unfortunately no data for 
Greatt Britain and Australia has been reported on this particular item. 

N EWW T E C H N O L O G I E S. Predictions for the 'newsroom of the future' from 

neww media critics tend to focus on the idea that the use of new media tech-
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nologiess - especially considering full digitalization, handheld workstations, 
wirelesss Internet and voice technology - might 'save' journalists from being 
lockedd inside an office; worldwide wireless broadband multimedia connec-
tionss could make physical presence in a newsroom virtually obsolete. On the 
otherr hand, some writers are afraid that the new (multimedia) technology wil l 
furtherr 'glue' reporters to computer screens, resulting in them getting out of 
thee office even less (Getier, 2000). Until the predicted wireless working envi-
ronmentt takes off, media office work at the time of writing still generally en-
tailss sitting in front of a PC at a desk in a newsroom; indeed 92% of respondents 
usee the computer for their work. One-third of those 8% (n=6i) who claim they 
doo not us computers report job profiles like producer/director, art director, 
photographerr or producer. The rest fits the general 'staff reporter' description 
andd show similar age and gender distribution patterns as the entire sample. 
Onee may wonder how they do their work in the PC -based environment of con-
temporaryy journalism. 

Thee introduction of desktop online access in Dutch newsrooms of recent 
yearss seems to have contributed to the use of the Internet for newsgathering: 
two-thirdss of journalists are online at least a couple of times per week and all 
off  the computer users have their own personal e-mail address (often both at 
homee and at work). The reporters do not use this popular communication tool 
forr core journalistic tasks, though: only one-third said ever to have used e-mail 
too conduct interviews. Fewer journalists (16%) use e-mail to communicate with 
memberss of the audience. Its remarkable to note that 86% mentioned that 
theirr (main) medium has its own Website, while at the same time two-thirds of 
thiss group said not to be involved in any way with these online activities. This 
suggestss that Dutch journalism is certainly available online - but the journal-
istss do not participate in this presence, exemplifying the industry's view on the 
Internett as a 'shoveled' news medium, where a selection of content from the 
'parent'' medium is copied and pasted onto a Website without wanting to add 
originall  journalism or deliberately employing journalists to do the online job 
(Deuze,, 1999; details on journalism and the Internet in chapter v). A brief note 
onn the use of mobile phones - together with e-mail the most popular commu-
nicationn tool among youngsters and professionals in The Netherlands as in 
manyy countries - by journalists: 68% mentioned using one (some cellular 
phoness are provided by an employer, most are privately owned). 

P R O F E S S I O N ALL FEEDBACK. Darnton (among others) has claimed that 

journalistss do not really do what they do for an audience - but for themselves 

andd each other, seeking only their peers' critical acclaim (1990). One could ar-

guee that audience perceptions are in fact part and parcel of the professional 
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Tablee 3.V 

Gettin gg feedbac k on wor k (% sayin g "yes" ) 

SourcesSources of feedback Netherlands Germany United States 

N== 773 1.498 1.156 
gettingg (regular) feedback from colleagues 64 78 39 

gettingg (regular) feedback from the public 34 68 42 

vv . / 
self-imagee of journalists of his or her role in society, and related variables 
shouldd therefore be considered as professional characteristics. In the second 
sectionn of the data analysis, audience perceptions and feedback wil l be used as 
potentiall  predictors of a professional identity of (certain groups of) journal-
ists.. Here the variables are reported as they 'merely' contribute to the overall 
profilee of Dutch journalists. Table v looks at whether Dutch, German and us 
journalistss in fact claim to get feedback on their work from their colleagues 
andd members of their audience. Unfortunately no data for Great Britain and 
Australiaa is available for this table. Quite a few respondents were quoted as say-
ingg that getting feedback from the public is "what journalism is all about" -
butt specifically in The Netherlands the distinction between communicating 
withh colleagues and with members of the audience is quite sharp. 

Rankingg the importance journalists attribute to getting feedback from groups 
inn their environment, superiors come first, colleagues second followed by the 
audience,, sources and finally friends and family. One quarter of respondents in 
factt felt that getting feedback from the public is not important in their work. 

IMAGE SS OF A U D I E N C E. Earlier research in The Netherlands by Kaiser and 
Wermuthh (1989) and the Instituut voor Strategische Kommunikatie (ISK, 1994) 
hass shown that (newspaper) journalists have a somewhat ambivalent relation-
shipp with their public(s). Although journalists claimed to value readers' com-
ments,, they also indicated that they would not change their ways because of 
publicc criticism. Both studies indicated that Dutch journalists do not seem to 
holdd their audience in high esteem. Several variables have been used to explore 
journalists'' images of audience. As a first step the respondents were asked 
aboutt how they perceived the main interests of their (intended) public. Table 
vii  shows that journalists feel that their audience is clearly interested in the 
analysiss and context of events which happen where they work and live. One 
moree conclusion from the data in Table vi is, that there seem to be no 'common 
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denominators',, as in specific audience interests on which all journalists more 
orr less agree upon. Although this question was not used in the us survey, 
Weaverr and Wilhoit did ask journalists whether they felt their audience mem-
berss are more interested in the day's breaking news than in an analysis; 6Q% 

agreedd either somewhat or strongly (1996: 77). The Dutch reporters seem to 
thinkk otherwise, ranking analysis well above immediacy. This result may have 
beenn influenced by a time-effect, as the Dutch sample was drawn eight years af-
terr the last American one. The literature indeed suggests that journalism has 
becomee more 'interpretative', rather than 'factual' over the past decade or so 
(seee for example similar argument in: Barnhurst and Muntz, 1997 for the us; 
Bardoel,, 1999 for the Netherlands; Esser, 2000 for Germany and Great Britain). 
Thee last four items in Table vi are sources of particular discussion and dissent 
amongg reporters as an equal number disagrees as agrees with these state-
ments.9 9 

Inn the questionnaire several items relate to the views journalists may have re-
gardingg their (perceived) viewers, listeners, readers and surfers. These vari-
abless are reported in Table vn. Journalists do not seem to get a lot of feedback 
onn their work from their audience. They generally tend not to use e-mail for 
thatt particular purpose. The sharp difference between journalists claiming 
thatt getting feedback from members of the audience is important and in fact 
gettingg any feedback at all is noteworthy (see also Table vi). 

Newss about the 'glitter and glamour' of the world of show business has an ex-
tremelyy low status in journalism (Bird, 1992; Van Zoonen, 1998b). One may use 
itt as a means to measure the opinion of journalists about the kind of informa-
tionn his or her public(s) mainly wants - regardless what kind of information he 

Tablee 3.VI 
Rankin gg of perceive d audienc e interest s (% agrees ) 

Question:Question: your audience is most likely to be interested in: N=773 

newss 'close to home' 68 

backgroundd information and analysis 66 
Sportss 56 
breakingg news 52 
storiess regarding health and welfare 52 
showbizz news 40 
culturee and the arts 38 
(social/financial)) economic news 37 
newss regarding the multicultural society 28 
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Tablee 3.vn 
Indicator ss of journalists ' view s on thei r audienc e 

N=773 N=773 

sayss getting feedback of the audience is important 76 

claimss to get regular feedback from audience members 34 

usess e-mail to correspond with audience members 34 

thinkss the audience is mainly interested in showbiz news 40 

sayss it is (very) important that people can express their views in the media 73 

sayss it is (very) important to have an influence on public opinion 44 

sayss it is (very) important to be a spokesperson for public affairs 41 

orr she in fact offers. Less than half of the journalists think 'showbiz' is what the 
peoplee really want, which counters the claim of conclusions as these were for-
mulatedd in the ISK survey among 256 newspaper journalists, where the re-
searcherss wrote that journalists felt their readers could be typified as "passive 

consumersconsumers of information, just wanting to be entertained" (authors' translation, 
in:: ISK, 1994: 9). One of the top priorities for a journalist is to allow people to 
expresss their views in the media. This seems to support the similar conclusion 
off  Kaiser and Wermuth in their study of 1989: a general willingness among 
Dutchh journalists to listen to the views of (members of) the public. 

Lesss than half of the reporters feel that it is important to have an influence 
onn public opinion. Surveys in other countries show that journalists in Ger-
many,, the United States, Great Britain and Australia all agree that their influ-
encee on (the formation of) public opinion is even greater than it should be 
(Henninghamm and Delano, 1998:152). Such findings indicate a strong aware-
nesss and sensitivity among journalists about their possible impact on contem-
poraryy society, even though the extent of that impact is unclear and one may 
wonderr whether these answers might reflect a negative image of a 'gullible' au-
dience.. The American and German researchers went out and asked their re-
spondentss respectively if they perceived their audience as "easily fooled" (us 
journalists:: 14% agreed) or as "superficial" (German journalists: 19% agreed) 
andd "badly informed" (German journalists: 14%), indeed suggesting that the 
majorityy of journalists in fact claim to take their audience seriously (Weis-
chenbergg et al, 1998:250-251). 

Professionall  Characteristics 
Concludingg the data report in this section the professional characteristics of 

journalistss are described and analyzed: the attitudes, norms and values of jour-
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nalistss as they relate to their daily work. Reported here are answers of journal-

istss regarding role perceptions and ethics of newsgathering methods. 

ROLEE P E R C E P T I O N S. An indicator of the way journalists see their function 

inn society is to ask them, how important they rate a number of possible media 
roless (Weaver and Wilhoit, 1996:133-147). us scholars Johnstone, Slawksi and 
Bowmann in their national survey of 1971 to address the professional views of 
journalistss originally constructed a list of such roles. The Americans conclud-
edd at the time that the professional group could be divided between those fa-
voringg 'neutral' and 'participant' roles, although most respondents considered 
bothh roles important (see Johnstone et al, 1976). Table vni shows the percent-
agee of journalists rating the various roles "very important" in the selected 
countries.. Some of the functions were not asked about in all countries. 

Toppingg the charts in all countries is the combination of an orientation to-
wardss explaining the news with quickly getting the news 'out there'. Especially 
thee American surveys in the last decades show that the interpretive function of 
journalistss is becoming more popular as time goes by. Although most coun-

Tablee 3.VIII 
Journalists ''  rol e perception s (% sayin g "very/extremel y important" ) 

NetherlandsNetherlands Australia Germany United United 
StatesStates Kingdom 

MediaMedia role N= 

Providee analysis and interpretation 

Gett news to the public quickly 

Bee an adversary of public/business officials* 

Givee people a chance to express their views 

Reachh widest possible audience 

Investigatee claims government 

Signalingg new trends 

Developp intellectual/cultural interests public 

Standd up for the disadvantaged 

Providee entertainment 

Exertt influence on public/political agenda** 

Providee a good Umfeld for advertisers 

773 773 

44 4 

43 3 
37 7 

29 9 

26 6 
25 5 
18 8 
15 5 

13 3 
11 1 
9 9 

5 5 

1.068. 1.068. 

71 1 

74 4 
30 0 

--
38 8 
81 1 

--
37 7 

--
28 8 

--
--

1.498 1.498 

39 9 
40 0 
15 5 

13 3 
17 7 
12 2 

16 6 
20 0 
17 7 

19 9 
6 6 

--

1.156 1.156 

48 8 
69 9 

21 1 
48 8 
20 0 

67 7 
--

18 8 
--

14 4 
5 5 
--

726 726 

83 3 
88 8 
51 1 
56 6 
45 5 
88 8 
--

30 0 
--

47 7 
13 3 

--

** Being adversary is seen as a general role here; in non-Dutch surveys this question was split bet-
weenn officials and businesses - the highest score (differences were minimal) is reported here. 

*** The US and British surveys asked "To set the political agenda". 
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triess do not have a similar history of longitudinal surveys among journalists, 
thee available literature (notably collected in Weaver, 1998) suggests that this 
conclusionn can be drawn for all countries. This perhaps explains to some ex-
tentt why 'providing analysis' scores even higher than 'getting the news quick-
ly'' in The Netherlands: our survey was held in 1999-2000, the most recent one 
beforee that date has been the one in Great Britain of 1995 (see the samplee char-
acteristicss as reported in Table 1). 

Al ll  in all the Dutch (and the German) journalists did not seem to feel com-
fortablee with choosing the 'very important' category as their answer to the var-
iouss questions. The pattern of distribution in the five Western democracies is 
largelyy similar, although several scores differ to some extent. An earlier cross-
nationall  comparison of journalism survey data by Australian scholar Hen-
ninghamm also reached the conclusion, that the relative rankings of various 
roless among journalists in his country and the us are similar (1996: 212). Par-
ticularlyy the British reporters have opted quite clearly for a critical-analytical 
(or:: 'interpretive') role. British scholar Delano expressed his surprise over the 
factt that more British journalists accepted the importance of providing enter-
tainmentt over being a constantly skeptical 'public adversary' (1995:17). 

Dutchh and German journalists do not feel that their most important function 
iss to be a 'watchdog' of the government. On the other hand, these were the only 
twoo countries were 'standing up for the disadvantaged in society' was per-
ceivedd to be a valid media role to inquire about - and which kind of advocacy 
receivedd support of at least one-tenth of all respondents. Perhaps journalists in 
thesee Western-European democracies define the 'ideological' role of being a 
watchdogg in terms of a 'pro-people' perception, rather than an 'anti-govern-
ment'' stance. Especially Australian and British reporters rated this adversary 
rolee high, suggesting a 'Commonwealth' tradition in journalism (Koecher for 
examplee coined British journalists as being "b/ood/iounds"in an earlier project, 
seee 1986:63).10 

Iff  one adds the 'important' category - as has been done in Table ix - the differ-
encess and similarities between countries reveal themselves more clearly.12 

Overalll  most journalists agreed on the ranking of various roles, which to some 
extentt maybe seen as a reflection of a consensus 'across the board'. Seen in this 
light,, it seems clear that Dutch journalists not only want to reach as many peo-
plee as possible, but also want to influence them in a particularly 'adversary'-
likee fashion. Not only are Dutch journalists watchdogs of'traditional' domains 
likee government and (big) businesses, they also seem to be quite keen to keep 
abreastt of the latest trends in society at large. Like their American colleagues, 
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Tablee 3.1 X 
Journalists ''  rol e perception s (% sayin g ' 'important ""  or "ver y important ) 

Netherlands Netherlands 
MediaMedia role N= 

Providee analysis and interpretation 

Gett news to the public quickly 

Bee an adversary of public officials and businesses 

Givee people a chance to express their views 

Signalingg new trends 

Reachh widest possible audience 

Investigatee claims government 

Developp intellectual/cultural interests of the public 

Providee entertainment 

Havee an influence on the public/political agenda 

Standd up for the disadvantaged 

Providee a good Umfeld for advertisers 

773 773 

87 7 

82 2 

81 1 

73 3 

72 2 

71 1 

69 9 

53 3 

49 9 

44 4 

41 1 

16 6 

Germany Germany 
1498 1498 

74 4 

73 3 

37 7 

41 1 
51 1 

54 4 

37 7 

53 3 
47 7 

19 9 

43 3 

--

UnitedUnited States 
1.156 1.156 

82 2 
94 4 

43 3 

79 9 
--

49 9 

91 1 

48 8 

40 0 

18 8 

--
--

VV / 
thee Dutch reporters feel that an important role for the media is to provide 
peoplee with a chance to voice their opinions. 

Weaverr and Wilhoit used set combinations of media roles to interpret this 
particularr range of questions, using material from previous studies as hy-
pothesess (1996: i37ff). The various items were grouped and assessed to what ex-
tentt these would provide support for either an interpretative, a disseminator, 
ann adversarial and a 'populist mobilizer' role. The scholars found that journal-
istss do not fit these categories anymore in the 1990s and therefore called the 
Americann reporters pluralistic in their role perceptions. In fact, such pluralism 
seemss to be the 'key' to understanding journalists' views on themselves and 
theirr professional roles in society (1996: 141). Another interpretation of this 
pluralisticc result may be, that since the establishment of the various roles in 
thee 1970s completely new ones have emerged among journalists, or that jour-
nalistss have found new ways to give meaning to the various role perceptions. 

AA factor analysis of these role perceptions, as reported in Table x, indeed 
suggestss that one could speak of different sets of role perceptions. The analysis 
showss three factors (with Eigenvalues over 1.00), together explaining 46% of 
thee variance. One could argue that the pluralism found by the American schol-
arss is also applicable to the Dutch reporters, but that a different choice of items 
andd roles is warranted to generate other results in the future. The three factors 
foundd are an indication of such results. Factor 1 would be a combination of 
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Weaverr and Wilhoit's 'interpretive' and 'adversary' roles, indicating a type of 
journalistt very confident about his or her influential position in society. His or 
herr professional disposition can be seen as particularly (and a priori critically) 
gearedd towards public institutions such as government bodies and big busi-
nesses.. The second factor combines elements of a 'disseminator' and 'mobiliz-
er'' role, which journalists seem to have a more neutral stance towards the me-
dia'ss function in society. This reporter is perhaps equally critical and geared for 
action,, but he or she is especially focused on (members of) the audience: want-
ingg to reach as many people as possible, getting the story to them as soon as 
possiblee and providing private individuals a platform for expressing their 
views.. A possible third role can be considered to be quite commercially orient-
edd in its perspective; one could describe this profile as belonging to a 'trend-
watcher';; this type of journalist certainly wants to be on top of what's hot and 
what'ss not in contemporary society - because it sells, and because it might in-
spiree people to develop their intellectual and cultural interests. 

Thee three factors - together explaining roughly half of the variance - share 
quitee similar characteristics as the goals of newspaper journalists, as British 
scholarr Jeremy Tunstall described these in the early 1970s. Tunstall identified 
threee clusters of goals among different groups of journalists in his country: 

Tablee 3.x 
Item ss and facto r loading s (varima x rotated ) fo r journalists ' rol e 
perception ss (N=773) 

MediaMedia roles Factor 

Bee an adversary of public officials and businesses 

Havee an influence on the public/political agenda 

Investigatee claims government 

Providee analysis and interpretation 

Reachh widest possible audience 

Gett news to the public quickly 

Givee people a chance to express their views 

Providee a good Umfeld for advertisers 

Signalingg new trends 

Developp interests of the public 

Providee entertainment 

Standd up for the disadvantaged 

1 1 

.68 8 

.64 4 

.63 3 

.60 0 

.22 2 

.26 6 
-.22 2 

.48 8 
-.28 8 

.40 0 

2 2 

.25 5 

.19 9 

.75 5 

.72 2 

.49 9 

.12 2 

-.17 7 

.42 2 

.28 8 

3 3 

.19 9 
-.17 7 

-.12 2 

.18 8 

.61 1 

.58 8 

.50 0 

.45 5 

.45 5 

Communality y 

.52 2 

.44 4 

.46 6 

.37 7 

.57 7 

.59 9 

.33 3 

.44 4 

.35 5 

.51 1 

.46 6 

.44 4 

Notes:: only loadings above .10 (or -.10) are reported in this table. Boldface indicates highest factor 
loadings.. Factor 1 explains 21%, factor 2 explains 14% and factor 3 explains 11% of the variance. 
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non-revenuee goals, audience-revenue goals and advertising-revenue goals. Au-
dience-revenuee goals refer to gaining (or maintaining) an audience. The ad-
vertising-revenuee set of goals refers to the objective of gaining advertising (or 
anotherr kind of commercial or promotional) revenue. Non-revenue goals refer 
too other objectives - such as gaining political influence, further cultural or ed-
ucationall  ideals, or increasing prestige (Tunstall, 1972: 260). The factor found 
sharee characteristics with these goals, although some roles appear in different 
contextt (such as the non-revenue goal of 'developing the interests of the pub-
lic'' correlating with the advertising-revenue factor). One therefore has to note 
thatt Tunstall himself remarked about these sets of goals: "...there is usually 

somesome element of at least one other goal; there is always ambiguity" (1972: 264). 
Thee second phase of this survey data analysis takes a closer look at the ex-
planatoryy value of these three factors. 

E T H I C S.. Tables xi and xu in this section on the professional characteristics of 
journalistss describe to what extent respondents agree (or disagree) with a cer-
tainn range of newsgathering methods. Ethics can be seen as being part and par-
cell  of (journalism) professionalism and are part of almost all curricula of jour-
nalismm education programs worldwide (see Gaunt, 1992; Weaver and Wilhoit, 
1996:152).. Furthermore, one could argue that the existence of ethical codes is 
onee of the characteristics of a profession (Beam, 1990; Henningham, 1996: 213). 

Tablee xi shows the mix of answers the respondents gave on the issues. In the 
interviewss journalists were asked specifically to consider the different meth-
odss of newsgathering in the context of 'an important story', phrasing the ques-
tionn in terms of unique situations journalists might find themselves in - and 

Tablee 3.XI 
Journalists ''  acceptanc e of variou s reportin g practice s (N=773) 

ReportingReporting practice agrees disagrees 

(%)(%) (%) 

Goo undercover to gain inside information 

Usee business/government documents without permission 

Badgerr or harass (unwilling) news sources 

Usingg a hidden camera or microphone 

Usee private or personal documents without permission 

Payingg for information 

Claimm to be someone other than a journalist 

Agreee to protect a source's confidentiality and not doing so 

79 9 

73 3 

67 7 

50 0 

29 9 

27 7 

27 7 

6 6 

12 2 

20 0 

25 5 

37 7 

57 7 

63 3 

66 6 

91 1 
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Tablee 3.XII 
Acceptanc ee of variou s reportin g practice s in selecte d countrie s (% 
sayin gg "migh t be justified" ) 

ReportingReporting practice 

Goo undercover to gain inside information 

N= N= 

Usee business/gov't documents without permission 

Badgerr or harass news sources 

Usingg hidden camera/microphone 

Usee private documents without permission 

Payingg for information 

Claimm to be someone other than a journalist 

Reveall a confidential source 

NL NL 

773 773 

79 9 

73 3 

67 7 

50 0 

29 9 

27 7 

27 7 

6 6 

Australia Australia 

1.068 1.068 

46 6 

79 9 

55 5 

--
39 9 

13 3 

13 3 

4 4 

Germany Germany 

1.498 1.498 

54 4 

54 4 

12 2 

53 3 

11 1 

41 1 

45 5 

10 0 

USA USA 

1.156 1.156 

63 3 

82 2 

49 9 

60 0 

48 8 

20 0 

22 2 

5 5 

GB GB 

726 726 

80 0 

86 6 

59 9 

73 3 

49 9 

65 5 

47 7 

9 9 

havingg to decide then and there what might be justified. It seems clear from 
thiss table that breaking of the trust-based relationship between a reporter and 
hiss or her confidential source is generally not considered to be a justified 
coursee of action by Dutch journalists. Comparing French and American news-
paperr journalists, McMane concluded that journalists from Western industri-
alizedd democracies share two values: source anonymity should not be violated 
andd individuals deserve more protection than government or business officials 
(1993:: 216). The evidence in table xi supports her conclusion when it comes to 
Dutchh journalists and their differential stance towards government or busi-
nesss people and private individuals. Table xn compares the stances on the var-
iouss reporting practices among journalists in the countries selected. 

Comparingg these countries, one may note a particular exception in case of 
Thee Netherlands: Dutch reporters seem to have relatively fewer problems with 
badgeringg (unwilling) news sources. Quite a few respondents commented that 
thiss in fact is 'the essence of the job' to do so. This is a somewhat unexpected 
findingg regarding the unwillingness journalists seem to share regarding the 
invasionn of one's privacy. It could be that journalists differentiate in their an-
swerss between badgering 'public' officials and 'private' individuals as sources 
off  the news. Another finding suggests that this distinction is a clear-cut one for 
ourr respondents: almost three-quarters of the sample would use government 
orr business documents without formal permission, while less than one quarter 
wouldd do the same with personal documents (such as pictures and letters). 
Mostt journalists express in their answers a seemingly paradoxical relationship 
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betweenn active and passive impersonalization; between "lying" and "not 
telling""  (Elliott and Culver, 1992). Most reporters are quite supportive of going 
'undercover',, as in actively assuming another identity in order to get 'inside' in-
formationn - a finding that received strongest support in The Netherlands and 
Greatt Britain. On the other hand, there are few journalists who would simply 
nott admit to the fact that they are journalists when gathering information for 
aa story. Australian and American reporters seem to be more apprehensive in 
optingg for either form of deception. 

Professionall  Identity 
Inn the previous chapter the characteristics and context of a journalist were 
modeledd in terms of (constraining and enabling) a professional identity. This 
identityy is considered to be constructed by the individual journalist and the 
contextt in which he or she works (and lives). In this section the reported char-
acteristicss of Dutch journalists in the main sample are under scrutiny as to 
whetherr these contribute to explanations of the development of professional 
identities.. For this purpose journalists' images of the audience, role percep-
tions,, and ethics are assumed to be categories within which one can analyze 
thee survey data accordingly. This phase of the data analysis consists of three 
steps.. First the professional role perceptions of journalists (see tables vm, ix, 
andd x) wil l be further explored. The same procedure is followed in the second 
stepp - looking specifically at journalists' orientation towards audiences - and 
thirdd step of the analysis, in which the answers on questions regarding ethical 
dilemmass are explored. The interpretation of findings looks specifically at pos-
siblee influences on professional identity in terms of dependent variables like 
structuree (for example: medium type or genre), and subjectivity (like age, gen-
der,, ethnicity or educational background). 

ROLEE P E R C E P T I O N S. In the factor analysis of role perceptions evidence was 
foundd of three types of media roles embraced by Dutch journalists, which seem 
quitee similar to the one identified in the early 1970s by Tunstall: non-revenue 
goals,, audience-revenue goals and advertising-revenue goals. Tunstall (1970) 
arguedd that each set of goals can be limited to a specific group of journalists or 
whatt he called: 'specialist correspondents'; parliamentary reporters for exam-
plee would not strive for commercial success of their medium, sports journalists 
aree specifically geared towards a mass audience, writers on lifestyle topics can-
nott be seen as having a non-revenue goal in mind as these journalists are par-
ticularlyy oriented towards advertisers. The factors found in the data were used 
too construct three new dependent variables, each one counting the scores on 
thee role items asked in the questionnaire.13 I cross-tabulated these variables 
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withh elements of structure (cf. medium type, genre, ethics) and subjectivity (cf. 

age,, gender, ethnicity, education, political views). Only the relationships that 

yieldedd significant results are reported here. 
Non-revenuee goals are particular to the newspaper and radio sector of the 

mediaa (at significance level of p=o,oo). The same goes for audience-revenue 
goals.. But an analysis of possible interaction effects revealed that the high 
numberr of men in newspaper journalism significantly influences the results 
regardingg structure,^(8,449) = 5,796,^=0,04. The same argument can be made 
regardingg advertising-revenue goals: it seemed that such goals are more or less 
typicallyy shared by television and magazine journalists, but a significant inter-
actionn effect of gender and medium type was also found: F (3,811) = 2,4000, 
p=o,05,, indicating that differences influenced by gender are more reliable pre-
dictorss of certain findings than differences between medium types. In terms of 
'subjectivity',, it was found that non-revenue goals are shared by older, male 
journalistss (significant at p=o,oo). To determine an effect of age the sample 
wass split between those younger than 36 years (N=2i6) and those older than 35 
(N=552).. 31% of the 'older'journalists support all four items in the non-revenue 
factor,, versus 21% of their younger colleagues (at p=0,02). 

Althoughh I want to be careful in interpreting these results, I would like to sug-
gestt that enough evidence has been found to suggest that certain goals are par-
ticularlyy nourished and perhaps even facilitated in specific domains of jour-
nalismm - which builds on the founding argument made by Tunstall in the 
ig70s.. Non-revenue goals are to some extent typical of the 'traditional' hard-
coree domain of journalism (the newspaper, the radio station) and are general-
lyy shared by men in all fields of the media. Audience-revenue goals are also typ-
icall  of the classical newsroom and are further moderated by gender - in other 
words:: if you're working as a reporter for a newspaper or radio station, you're 
mostt likely to (be a man and) work in an environment which stresses a tradi-
tionall  role for the media in society, with added emphasis on reaching and 
maintainingg a (mass) audience. One has to note here that such an audience-
revenuee goal does not seem to empower members of the audience, as giving 
peoplee a chance to express their views does not get a lot of support in this fac-
torr (see table x above). On the other hand one could conclude that if you're a 
mann and you're working in an otherwise more 'balanced' (in terms of gender) 
magazinee or TV-station newsroom, you're pretty likely to endorse a strict 
awarenesss of commercial aspects in your work as a journalist. This may have to 
doo with the fact that television programs and magazines are more likely to of-
ferr sections, specialized issues or entire products on topics and stories within 
whatt Tunstall for example identifies as 'typical' advertising-revenue oriented 
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genress (or what Tuchman defines as 'soft' news): lifestyle, fashion, and human-
interest. . 

A U D I E N C EE I N T E R A C T I O N. The second step in this phase of the data analy-
siss is an examination of journalists' relationships with (members of) the audi-
ence.144 A new variable was constructed, coupling the importance respondents 
assignedd to getting feedback from audience members with the regularity of re-
ceivingg comments at all; a relatively 'strong' audience orientation is thus seen 
ass a reporter who claims to get regular feedback of his or her public, and says 
thiss response is important to his or her work. 

Inn terms of structure I found that such a strong relationship with the audi-
encee particularly correlates with advertising-revenue goals (p=o,oi); indeed 
moree than with audience-revenue goals (p=o,04). This may be explained by the 
fact,, that role perceptions like 'signaling new trends' and 'developing the in-
terestss of the public' are part of the more commercially oriented journalistic 
mindsett in The Netherlands (as table x shows). Such perceptions would re-
quiree some kind of interdependent connectedness with a specific community 
orr larger audience. Audience-revenue goals such as reaching as many people as 
possiblee (and as quickly as possible) suggest that the 'audience' is still more of 
aa faceless one than one consisting of individual and knowledgeable peoples to 
interactt with. No evidence was found to the suggestion, that for example 
Dutchh newspaper journalists are more or less likely to stress audience feedback 
ass important (as suggested in: Kaiser and Wermuth, 1989; ISK, 1994; De Jongh, 
1999).. A somewhat significant effect of national versus regional media was 
found,, though: 32% of regionally and locally operating reporters indicated a 
strongg orientation toward the audience versus 25% of national news workers 
(atp-0,01).. What was further found, can be described as a significant relation-
shipp between getting and keeping in touch with (members of) the audience 
andd the level of support certain questionable methods of newsgathering get: 
thosee interacting more seemed less 'relaxed' in ethically challenging situations 
(p=o,oo).'55 No significant relationships were found between elements of sub-
jectivityy (as for example gender, education or age) and audience orientation. 

Thesee findings suggest that images of audience and interaction with mem-
berss of the public are not issues which can be seen as wholly determined by the 
typee of medium one works for, although being employed by a local or region-
all  newspaper or broadcaster certainly 'helps'. Using audience orientation as an 
independentt variable, the data shows that one's perceptions of media roles 
andd ethical views correlate with one's orientation towards the public. 

E T H I C S.. As before, the range of items regarding reporters' views on ethical 
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dilemmass was used to calculate a new variable, which was dichotomized into 
thosee more or less ethical. The first group ^=483) consisted of respondents, 
agreeingg to fewer than five of the questionable methods of newsgathering -
thee second group (N=244) claimed to have no problem with (at least) five or 
moree of the items. 

Inn terms of structure ethical sensitivity seems to coincide with working for 
regionall  media, as two-thirds of those who agree with a maximum of four out 
off  eight problematic newsgathering methods work for a national medium 
(significantt atp=o,02). This effect is further enhanced by what was noted in the 
previouss section on audience orientation: a majority (74%) of those interacting 
regularlyy with members of the audience and considering that interaction im-
portantt does not support ethically challenging reporting methods.16 Regard-
ingg role perceptions a rather modest (but significant atp=o,oi) relationship 
wass found between the journalists embracing non-revenue goals (which 
group,, as reported earlier, consists mostly of men working in 'hard' news do-
mains),, and the answers given on ethical questions: these reporters were a bit 
moree likely to apply all kind of more or less questionable methods of news-
gathering. . 

Onn the other side of the applied model of structure and subjectivity in jour-
nalismm I found a weak (but significant atp=o,05) effect of gender on ethics: 36% 
off  men approve five or more 'ethically challenging' methods, versus 28% of 
womenn in journalism. But the most surprising and slightly worrying effect was 
foundd in the educational background of journalists, as cross-tabulation clear-
lyy shows that journalists who entered the profession via one of the four schools 
off  journalism in The Netherlands were less likely to be apprehensive about eth-
icall  dilemmas: 43% of them endorse at least five methods, versus 28% of their 
colleaguess without a formal journalism education (p=o,oo). Age did not play a 
rolee herein.'7 This suggests that the Dutch schools of journalism have not been 
ablee to stimulate their students' reflective attitude - which is a conclusion also 
drawnn in a recent evaluation of journalism education programs by the gov-
ernmentall  HBO-council, and by researchers in a comparative study of educa-
tionall  programs in five European countries, including The Netherlands (HBO-
raad,, 2000; Bierhoff, Deuze and De Vreese, 2000). 

Whatt these findings suggest, is that if you (as a journalist) keep in touch 
withh your community (which is most likely to happen in local and regional me-
dia),, take this interaction seriously, and did not follow any formal journalism 
education,, you're probably not very lenient when it comes to ethical dilemmas. 
Onee even might conclude that maintaining a strong interactive relationship 
withh readers, viewers, listeners or surfers seems to enhance one's professional 
(self-)) reflexivity. The various journalism education programs in The Nether-
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landss do not emphasize the reflective potential of their students, which can 
partlyy be explained by the strictly vocational nature and history of these four 
schools.. Even the three additional university-level courses existing in The 
Netherlandss do not seem to spend a lot of time on reflection or on courses in 
ethicss (see Bierhoff, Deuze and De Vreese, 2000: 47-49; HBO-Raad, 2000). This 
mayy be seen as a contributing aspect to the results found in terms of ethical 
perceptionss of Dutch journalists. 

Forr all three indicators one has to bear in mind that the analysis of role per-
ceptionss showed that the three factors only explain 46% of the variance, mean-
ingg that more than half of all journalists cannot be so easily located in specific 
rolee sets consisting of non-revenue, audience-revenue or advertising-revenue 
goals.. A slight majority of journalists can indeed be considered to be pluralis-
ticc in their professional self-perception, as Weaver and Wilhoit suggest (1996: 
141). . 

Summaryy and Discussion 
Thee concluding section of the survey data report is divided into three segments. 
Firstt the results are set against the conclusions on journalists in The Nether-
landss as these were formulated in the first chapter. This is done so one may pin-
pointt more exactly the differences and commonalities found between Dutch 
journalistss and their colleagues from Great Britain, Australia, Germany and the 
Unitedd States. Secondly, the findings of the analysis of structural and subjective 
indicatorss of professional identity are discussed. Finally these conclusions are 
consequentlyy narrated as a profile of journalists in The Netherlands. 

G E N E R ALL C O N C L U S I O N S. From all the studies mentioned in chapter i some 
generall  conclusions regarding a possible profile of the characteristics of 
Dutchh journalists were formulated. With the data report in hand, these con-
clusionss are verified and used as a way to structure the summary and discus-
sionn of this particular chapter. First it was expected we would find more men 
thann women in journalism. This seems to be the case, but one has to note that 
amongg younger journalists and among those working in broadcasting, those 
genderr inequalities seem to be disappearing. On the other hand, the data 
showss thatt women in journalism have not succeeded in moving towards high-
err positions in the newsroom hierarchy; breaking the 'glass ceiling' so to speak. 
AA second conclusion from the literature: most journalists would be between 30 
andd 40 (closer to 40) years old. This is also true, although the difference be-
tweenn the 31-40 years category (33% of journalists) and the 41-50 years catego-
ryy (32%) is minimal. Relatively few journalists have entered the profession in 
thee last 15 years and people tend to enter journalism at a later age than they 
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usedd to twenty or thirty years ago. The relatively high median age of journalists 
inn The Netherlands seems to give evidence to the conclusion, that the job mar-
kett for 'new' reporters might be opening up in the next 5 to 10 years, as quite a 
feww senior journalists wil l probably leave the profession and retire (as 21% is 51 
yearss or older). Littl e or no information was found in previous studies about 
numberss of ethnic minority journalists. The next chapter wil l look into this is-
suee in detail, but the data reported here at least suggests that Dutch news-
roomss can hardly be described as being 'diverse' in terms of ethnic back-
grounds.. Concluding the hypotheses on basic characteristics was the lack of in-
formationn on differences and commonalities between different media types 
andd genres. A comparison between 'hard' and 'soft' news specialists suggests at 
leastt that more women can be found in 'gender stereotypical' areas such as 
health,, welfare and culture. The gender and age ratio, when compared be-
tweenn newspapers and other media, also show different patterns, summariz-
ing:: Dutch newspaper journalists are predominantly older (white) men. 

Regardingg occupational characteristics it was suggested that one would 
findfind few women at the top of the media hierarchy. Indeed we found that 5% of 
womenn reported a 'top'job profile (editor-in-chief, head of news desk), versus 
14%% of men (p=o,oo). The literature review also suggested a rather 'static' em-
ploymentt pattern in Dutch journalism. The data shows that this is particularly 
truee for those working for newspapers, especially regional newspapers. Jour-
nalistss working for magazines show a different pattern, though: most of these 
professionalss do not work fulltime and have switched between employers on 
averagee six times. The broadcast market can be described as a 'middle ground' 
betweenn the two, indicating differential employment patterns between media 
types.18 8 

Thee final range of conclusions based on the literature review in the first 
chapterr dealt with the professional characteristics of journalists in The Nether-
lands.. A specific point was made regarding their image of the audience: at the 
samee time positive - acknowledging the need to listen to the public - as nega-
tivee - generally not taking critical comments too seriously. The data on items 
describingg the complex relationship between the journalist and his and her 
audiencee to some extent supports this hypothesis - at least we cannot reject it 
fully.. It is quite remarkable that while most journalists feel that getting feed-
backk from their listeners, viewers, readers and surfers is very important, rela-
tivelyy few of them in fact say get any feedback at all. 

Too explore the emergence and development of professional identity in 
Dutchh journalism, the items regarding professional characteristics - audience 
orientation,, role perceptions, ethics - were used to construct new variables for 
analysis.. This was done to see whether structural (medium type, genre, range 
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off  distribution) and subjective (age, gender, education) indicators could be 
foundd explaining professional identity of journalists in The Netherlands.19 

Inn terms of structural influences it was found that medium type plays a sig-
nificantt role regarding the dominant goals pursued by the journalists in-
volved,, as radio and newspaper reporters are typically the ones who support 
non-revenuee and audience-revenue goals, and magazine and television jour-
nalistss are the ones generally leaning towards advertising-revenue goals. The 
geographicall  range of a medium plays an important part in journalists' orien-
tationn towards their audience, as local and regional reporters get more (regu-
lar)) feedback from their publics - and indeed claim to consider this interaction 
importantt to their work. This audience orientation has a significant effect on 
one'ss ethical views, as it was found that the journalists who do not get a lot of 
feedbackk said to have no problems with (most) questionable methods of news-
gathering. . 

Subjectivityy plays an important role in the kind of goals that are being pursued 
inn journalism, as men are more inclined than women to think non-revenue 
andd audience-revenue goals to be very important. Gender also influences to 
somee extent one's acceptance of certain methods, as women seem a bit more 
reluctantt than men to approve a wide range of ethically challenging news-
gatheringg situations. Age does not seem to matter in terms of its potential in-
fluencee on either role perceptions, views on ethics, nor on orientation towards 
thee audience. What does influence ethics in journalism, though, is education: 
peoplee with a background in formal journalism education in The Netherlands 
doo not seem to be very principled regarding ethics.20 

Thiss network of interrelations if anything shows that a professional identity 
off  a journalist is influenced by different elements in different contexts; at one 
pointt by one's gender, educational background or type of medium, in other 
casess these influences also interact in their effect (like gender and medium 
typee on advertising-revenue goals, age and medium type on audience-revenue 
goals,, geographical range of the medium and audience orientation on ethics). 
Ann important conclusion therefore must be that one cannot speak of'the' pro-
fessionall  identity of journalism in The Netherlands as based on the character-
isticss of its journalists. The findings do reveal a more or less coherent picture of 
thee structures and subjectivities present in Dutch journalism. 

AA P R O F I LE OF D U T CH J O U R N A L I S T S. Concluding this chapter the ques-

tionn to be answered is: who is the journalist in The Netherlands? The answer, in 
aa nutshell, may be summarized as follows. The Dutch journalist works in a 
newsroomm of a (print) medium, communicating on a regular basis with male 
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colleaguess who are generally in their 40s. In this working environment it is 
stressedd that one does his job free of commercial pressures, although the main 
goall  is to reach and maintain as many subscribers as possible. The Dutch re-
porterr has spent quite some time in high school, professional education and 
universityy classrooms or college halls. If the reporter is a woman, she tends to 
'gett stuck' in the hierarchy of the media organization; as her male colleagues 
movee up the ladder and start to earn bigger salaries, she remains fixed in the 
newsroomm hierarchy. The Dutch journalist likes to think of him- or herself as a 
left-leaningg type of 'political animal', not being either very religious or partic-
ularlyy loyal to a single employer like in the 'old days' of journalism - with one 
exception:: the reporter working for one of the 35 regional newspapers in The 
Netherlands.. He (for women are still the exception in regional newsrooms) has 
workedd for the same employer for all of his professional life in a fulltime ca-
pacity,, and has in his own mind succeeded in building a more or less interac-
tivee relationship with his audience. The reporter working for one of the public 
orr commercial broadcasters is used to meeting a wider variety of colleagues: 
olderr and younger, men and women, sometimes even someone with an ethnic 
minorityy background. Those journalists - together with their colleagues work-
ingg for magazines - do not know their public from direct feedback, butt have to 
relyy on viewer and reader statistics for their orientation towards an audience. 

Thee journalist covering sports, politics and financial or economic issues is 
workingg in an almost all-male environment. The Dutch magazine reporter or 
(commercial)) television journalist sees different people - including signifi-
cantlyy more female colleagues than elsewhere in the media - almost all of the 
time,, as his or her employer prefers to work with freelance and part-time spe-
cialists.. The Dutch journalist has been working as a reporter since the early 
1980ss and has therefore witnessed the coming (and going) of many competi-
torss in the special interest magazine and commercial broadcasting market, but 
forr the general interest magazine and newspaper reporter, things have more or 
lesss stayed the same. The Dutch journalist would definitely like to go out and 
meett people (in particular members of the audience), but finds him- or herself 
behindd a desk (and in front of a computer screen) for most of the day. The ex-
tentt of contact with ethnic minorities in society he or she has - as colleagues, 
sourcess of news or as members of the audience - is negligible. The Dutch jour-
nalistt in general does not communicate much with his or her audience, and is 
quitee unsure about what members of this audience in fact want or expect. As 
hiss or her employer invests in new technologies and particularly a Website, the 
journalistt seems to be left behind; he or she is not involved in this process and 
doess not really know what is going on regarding these Internet activities, de-
spitee the fact that he or she does surf on the Web now and then. The Dutch 
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journalistt feels that he or she should be critical and even skeptical - especially 
whenn it comes to the things that people in (big) business and government 
claimm or do. On the other hand, he or she wants to get this story 'out there' as 
soonn as possible and provide it with context, background information and crit-
icall  analysis at the same time! The Dutch journalist is definitely an ambitious 
(orr even: pretentious) professional - not in the least because of the fact that be-
sidess all this critical and analytical 'fast' storytelling, he or she wants to get the 
voicee of the general public in there as well and make sure all the latest trends 
andd 'buzzes' in society are sufficiently covered. In doing so, the Dutch reporter 
wil ll  go undercover, wil l use government documents, business papers and oth-
err 'official' material without thinking twice and badger or harass potential 
sourcess of information, even if they do not want to cooperate with the jour-
nalists'' effort to get the story. But the Dutch journalist will not use his or her 
chequebookk to get that information, nor wil l he or she betray the confidence 
off  a news source (once that source in fact has given the information that was 
askedd for) and he or she hesitates to actually use information about the private 
livess of individuals. 

Thee Dutch journalist, in other words, is pluralistic (like Weaver and Wilhoit 
describedd American journalists in the 1990s). His or her professional identity 
cann be seen as shaped by both structural and subjective elements, in which 
gender,, education and which type of medium the journalist works for are 
dominantt - even though such influences may be rarely recognized by the jour-
nalistss themselves. 
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Journalism m 
andd Multiculturalis m 

Inn this project issues regarding multiculturalism have been put central in the 
researchh design, following the conceptualization of the multicultural society 
ass a potential catalyst of challenges or changes to the professional ideology of 
journalism.. The interconnections between the news media and the multicul-
turall  society have been operationalized into two main research questions: [1] 
whatt are the basic, occupational and professional characteristics of journalists 
comingg from migrant groups in Dutch society and [2] an assessment of profes-
sionall  knowledge and views of specialist journalists in The Netherlands as 
thesee are articulated with issues concerning the multicultural society. The first 
questionn has partly been addressed in the analysis of the survey data (see chap-
terr in). Only 2% of Dutch journalists describe themselves as having an ethnic 
minorityy background, most of which work in the public broadcasting sector 
andd are specialized in specific 'multicultural' topics. Of our main sample of 
Dutchh journalists (n=773), a minority (28%) felt that the Dutch media audience 
iss particularly interested in news regarding the multicultural society. Issues re-
gardingg multiculturalism are charged with emotion in The Netherlands, and 
functionn as a source of recurring debates in professional, political and public 
circles.. A typical feature of these discussions is the lack of consensus on defini-
tion:: what are we exactly talking about, when discussing 'the multicultural so-
ciety'' and the media? This has been my main motivation for opting to explore 
thee issue in a qualitative, rather than a quantitative context- as I expected this 
wouldd allow me to trace more exactly the full range of definitions and mean-
ingss involved. In this chapter additional analyses on the data from the sub-
samplee of minority journalists contribute to answering the first question. The 
secondd research question regarding Dutch media in the multicultural society 
iss dealt with, using in-depth qualitative methods of data gathering and analy-
siss in a range of interviews with experts on the multicultural society. 

Ass discussed in the first chapter, professional and scholarly debates regarding 
mediaa and multiculturalism in The Netherlands center around three issues: 
thee knowledge of journalists about other cultures and ethnicities, their views 
onn representation (i.e. pluriformity, diversity), and the perceived responsibili-
tiess of journalists in a multicultural democracy. It was correspondingly argued 
thatt the discussion and therefore the problematization of professional knowl-
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edge,, representation and responsibilities of journalists in The Netherlands re-
gardingg multiculturalism potentially affects the core values of the occupation-
all  ideology of journalism, In order to assess how these issues are experienced 
inn contemporary Dutch journalism, extensive in-depth interviews were held 
withh eighteen experts in the field of reporting on multicultural issues. The 
analysiss of the interview transcripts intends to link the debate in the Dutch lit-
eraturee - in popular, trade and scholarly publications - with the perceptions of 
journalistss working in the specific multicultural 'beat'. This chapter starts with 
ann overview of the literature and contemporary discussions about media and 
multiculturalism,, insofar as these titles reflect specific research on the chal-
lengess of multiculturalism to Dutch journalism and contribute to our under-
standingg of the issues at hand. This literature review further functions as the 
basiss for the range of issues and questions used to (semi-) structure the (18) ex-
pertt interviews held. Hereafter first research question is dealt with, as the re-
sultss of our additional survey among a subsample of ethnic minority journal-
istss are analyzed in detail. The second question is then addressed in terms of 
thee qualitative research design particular to this theme, after which the analy-
siss of the in-depth interviews with multicultural experts follows. 

Mediaa and the Multicultura l Society 
Researchh about media and ethnic minorities has been conducted and pub-
lishedd since the 1960s. Most of that body of work has focused on issues of 'race' 
andd 'racism'; the concept and discussion of multiculturalism constitutes the 
contemporaryy approach to the issues at hand (Wilson and Gutierrez, 1995). In 
Thee Netherlands the issue has sparked debate particularly in the early 1980s 
throughh the work by Dutch discourse analyst Van Dijk on newspaper coverage 
regardingg ethnic minorities (Van Dijk, 1983; 1988 and 1991), but it can be traced 
backk to studies as early as 1967 on the print media coverage of foreign employ-
ees.. Emmerik-Levelt and Teulings concluded in their study of news items on so-
calledd gastarbeiders ('foreign guest workers') of 1967, that coverage would focus 
onn the impact they had on Dutch society and would generally not take into con-
siderationn issues or problems of migrants themselves (1967: 172). In a recent 
summaryy of Dutch research on media and migrants, Brants, Crone and Leurdijk 
(1998)) conclude that this early finding does not essentially differ much from 
conclusionss drawn from later and even most recent studies. They claim that, al-
thoughh the evidence is too inconclusive to suggest a 'bias' in the Dutch media, 
thee overall conclusion must be that news media hardly cover topics of interest 
too particular migrant families or communities and that Dutch journalists tend 
too ignore people with an ethnic minority background as actors in the news 
(Brantss et al, 1998:16; see also Leurdijk, 1997 and 1999:15-16). Brants, Crone and 
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Leurdijkk identified a total of 61 studies (of which only a few from scholarly 
sources)) on issues regarding news coverage and media production vis-a-vis the 
multiculturall  society. As noted, the work of Van Dijk can be viewed as seminal 
inn this respect. Van Dijk claimed, that news coverage in Dutch newspapers re-
flectss more or less 'hidden' racism, in that it systematically ignores an ethnic 
minorityy perspective on issues, only uses white majority sources and is focused 
almostt exclusively on problems and conflicts when it comes to minorities (Van 
Dijk,, 1983). In a follow-up publication Van Dijk added a content analysis of 
Britishh newspapers, in which book he emphasizes the way news media con-
tributee to the reproduction of (racial) prejudice (1991; see for a critical discus-
sionn of Van Dijk's work: Berg, 1992; Top, 2000). The media responded - not sur-
prisinglyy - furiously to Van Dijk's allegations at the time. The vast majority of 
studiess identified by Brants, Crone and Leurdijk were conducted in the 1990s, 
andd consisted of (quantitative and qualitative) content analyses (1998:14). 

Inn recent years the role of the media in the Dutch multicultural society has 
gainedd steady ground in academia, resulting in a number of articles, papers 
andd dissertations (see for example Leurdijk, 1997 and 1999; Vergeer, 2000). The 
relativee importance of the topic is emphasized by five recent publications, all 
off  which intend to summarize existing research, knowledge and views about 
ethnicc minorities and the media in The Netherlands.1 The public debate fur-
thermoree has been recently stirred by a series of articles, programs and discus-
sionn sessions on 'the multicultural society', all more or less based on an essay 
onn the topic, written by Paul Scheffer and published in national daily NRC Han-

delsbladdelsblad on 2g January 2000.2 Scheffer, a well-known publicist and high-profile 
memberr of mainstream political party PvdA (social-democrats), stated Dutch 
societyy should explicitly acknowledge that migration and multiculturalism re-
sultt in social problems. This call against supposed 'political correctness' res-
onatedd throughout the media, which all spent extensive coverage on the pub-
licc debate that followed. Indeed the first three months of 2000 can be charac-
terizedd by a 'wave' of public debates, conferences, publications, radio and tele-
visionn programs all focused on the Dutch multicultural society (see Deuze, 
2002).. . 

Alll  of the recent publications combine insights both from the professional 
andd the academic field, a combination which is quite unique in The Nether-
landss and perhaps indicative of the shared notion of urgency towards the top-
ic.33 Even though these publications were established more or less independent 
off  each other, the structure of the texts has been quite identical. The issues re-
gardingg media, ethnic minorities and racism have been addressed in terms of: 
representationss of multiculturalism in media content and effects thereof; the 
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rolee of ethnic minority journalists in the media; media use of ethnic minorities 
andd ethnic minority media appearing in The Netherlands. The most recent 
overvieww of research, a Cd-rom produced by University of Nijmegen's Media-

groepgroep (2000), shows in its index the following topics: "ethnic minority media, 
researchh on media use, representation, ethnic minority organizations" (see 
http://www.socsci.kun.nl/maw/cw/emm/).. What has to be noted here is the fact 
thatt littl e or no mention of the perceptions of Dutch journalists regarding (re-
portingg on) ethnic minorities and multicultural topics in general is made in 
thee literature. The work on media professionals of Van Donselaar and Tanja 
(2000)) is focused exclusively on the coverage of extreme right-wing groups 
andd issues, and Leurdijk (1999) as well as Costera Meijer (2001b) focus on tele-
visionn professionals only. Virtually absent in the literature - as explicitly noted 
byy Brants, Crone and Leurdijk (1998: 39) - are considerations of the profes-
sionall  views, routines and perceptions of journalists specifically reporting 
aboutt 'multicultural issues' (a similar 'gap' in media production research in the 
UKK and the us is noted explicitly by Cottle, 2000b: 15). Such issues are both 
generall  and specific in character: general when seen from the perspective that 
alll  news in a multicultural society is 'multicultural' (regarding choice of angle, 
newsgathering,, sourcing, reporting style, audience-orientation), specific when 
seenn as 'typical' news topics: migrants, asylum seekers, ethnic minority organ-
izations,, racism and racial/ethnic discrimination. 

Inn other words: research about multiculturalism in The Netherlands has neg-
lectedd the knowledge and views of (print) journalists who cover the multicul-
turall  society, and how that body of knowledge and experience is constructed 
(Deuze,, 2002). Yet most publications talk about establishing guidelines or even 
aa code of conduct for journalists when reporting on ethnic minorities (a spe-
cificc example thereof can be found in Sterk, 2000:105, which is based on an ear-
lierr brochure advising journalists in this regard, see Doppert and Top, 1993). 
Thee various special interest groups in The Netherlands for ethnic minority 
groupss and specifically minorities and the media - most notable the Werk-

groepgroep Migranten en Media (MenM), the Stichting Omroep Allochtonen (STOA), 
Forum,, the Anti-Discriminatie Overleg (ADO), and the Landelijk Bureau Racis-

mebestrijdingmebestrijding (LBR) - and even government officials generally claim that jour-
nalistss do not know enough about the particularities of different cultures and 
ethnicities,, that they therefore 'misrepresent' minority peoples and according-
lyy not live up to their perceived democratic responsibility of (as Dutch state 
secretaryy for media issues Van Der Ploeg calls it) 'providing a pluriform society 
withh pluriform information' (Van Der Ploeg, 1999 ).4 Indeed the three issues of 
knowledge,, representation and responsibility can be seen as dominant in the 

http://www.socsci.kun.nl/maw/cw/emm/
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contemporaryy Dutch debates about media and multiculturalism, even though 

thesee have not been attributed or related to the perceptions of Dutch journal-

istss in any systematic way. 

Ethnicc minorit y journalist s in The Netherlands 
Inn the main sample of Dutch journalist 2% (n=i2) said to have a non-Dutch 
ethnicc background, which journalists are scattered across media types, spe-
cializationss and so on. As one of the core issues regarding journalism and the 
multiculturalismm the representation of ethnic minorities in the newsroom, I 
havee opted for including a subsample of reporters with an ethnic minority 
backgroundd (an approach similar to Weaver and Wilhoit's in the us, see 1996: 
ig5ff).. Minority journalist organizations such as STOAand MenM were contact-
edd to help us locate specific reporters with a minority background (see the 
samplingg procedure as documented in chapter 11). Of our initial list of 180 peo-
plee in this subsample, we were able to successfully complete interviews with 91 
journalists.. Several people had moved to unknown locations, switched to jobs 
outsidee of the media, or did not work in journalism at all (N=56). Two people 
refusedd to participate in the survey, the rest (N=3i) could not been reached. Of 
thee 91 people interviewed, 74 said to have a non-Dutch ethnic background. 
Whatt follows here is a report on the basic, occupational and professional char-
acteristicss of this particular group of 74 media professionals. 

BASICC C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S. The composition of this sample, as reported by 
thee respondents, is diverse. The ethnic make-up of these 74 journalists consists 
off  (labeled according to answer given): 23 Surinam/Antilles, 16 Indonesian, 11 
Turkish,, 9 Moroccan, 5 other Asian (2 Chinese, 1 Vietnamese, 2 Pakistani), 7 Eu-
ropeann (other than Dutch), 2 Nigerian and 1 Arabic. The gender ratio among 
ethnicc minorities is in the balance: women make up 49% of this sample. 14% 
(N=io)) of these journalists are Muslims; 42% (N=3i) said they have no religious 
beliefss (versus 68% of the main sample of Dutch journalists). About half (47%) 
off  minorities are single (31% in the main sample), and none of these journalists 
considerr themselves politically aligned to the right (similarly only 1% does so 
inn the main sample). In terms of age this sample matches the main group per-
fectly:: 28% is younger than 36 years (in fact, 36 is the mode in years of age). One-
thirdd of ethnic minority journalists followed a BA-level journalism education 
programm - similar to the pattern of education among all journalists. 

O C C U P A T I O N ALL C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S. An analysis of the answers of this 

groupp shows that the majority (76%) works in the national public broadcasting 

sector,, equally distributed among radio and television newsrooms, whereas 
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mostt journalists with a Dutch ethnic background work in the print sector of 
thee media. This also explains that almost half (49%) of the minorities work on 
aa part-time or freelance basis - types of contract preferred by employers in 
broadcasting.. Four people function in a supervisory capacity. Only two minor-
ityy journalists reported working for a local or regional medium. Regarding 
specializationss it seems that ethnic minority journalists are more likely to 
mentionn topics related to the multicultural society (like migration, asylum 
seekers,, minorities: 18% of this sample against 2% of all reporters) and to the 
foreignn 'beat', in particular migration countries such as Turkey, Morocco and 
Surinamm (another 18% against 4% in the overall group). 

P R O F E S S I O N ALL C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S. Although ethnic minority journalists 
doo not answer very differently on the questions in the general survey, some 
cross-tabulatedd scores stand out significantly. In their perception of the audi-
ence'ss interests, journalists in this sample feel that their public expects back-
groundss and analyses (89% versus 66% of the'Dutch' sample) especially of news 
relatedd to multicultural issues (51% versus 29%). In table 1 below the full range 
off  answers on questions regarding role perceptions is reported, comparing the 
answerss of journalists in the minority sample with the main sample. 

Inn terms of role perceptions ethnic minority journalists share the same media 
roless as their colleagues in the main sample; a factor analysis of these items 
showedd similar support for non-revenue, audience-revenue and advertising-
revenuee goals. But the respondents in this sample do feel much stronger than 
theirr colleagues that developing the (intellectual and cultural) interests of 
theirr audience, having an influence, standing up for the disadvantaged and 
givingg people a chance to voice their opinion are (very) important roles for 
themm in society. These answers indicate support for an advocacy role percep-
tion,, emphasizing a kind of'responsible educator' role in society. This role may 
alsoo be reflected in the higher importance attributed to getting feedback from 
newss sources (68% versus 45% in the main sample says this is an important as-
pectt of their work) and the fact that minority reporters seem to be more reluc-
tantt to actually harass or badger (unwilling) sources: half of this sample thinks 
thatt might be justified on occasion, against 67% of the overall group. 

Thesee results show that journalists with an ethnic minority background are 
moree likely to work with topics related to their ethnicity (such as migration 
countriess or specific multicultural issues). Summarizing the variables on 
whichh these journalists' answer differ from their colleagues, it seems that they 
feell  a particular responsibility towards maintaining a good relationship with 
theirr sources, plus developing and indeed influencing the interests of the peo-
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93 3 
78 8 
73 3 
82 2 
74 4 
76 6 
65 5 
63 3 
51 1 
61 1 
55 5 
15 5 

87 7 
82 2 
81 1 
73 3 
72 2 
71 1 
69 9 
53 3 
49 9 
44 4 
41 1 
16 6 u u 

Tablee 4.1 
Journalists ''  rol e perception s (% sayin g "important "  or "ver y important ) 

MinorityMinority sample Main sample 

MediaMedia role N= 74 773 

Providee analysis and interpretation 

Gett news to the public quickly 

Bee an adversary of public officials and businesses 

Givee people a chance to express their views 

Signalingg new trends 

Reachh widest possible audience 

Investigatee claims government 

Developp intellectual/cultural interests of the public 

Providee entertainment 

Havee an influence on the public/political agenda 

Standd up for the disadvantaged 

Providee a good Umfeld for advertisers 

piee they intend to serve. The journalists in this subsample are particularly in-
clinedd to give less privileged people a voice, providing access to the media to 
thee disadvantaged - which in the Dutch context means ethnic minorities, as 
peoplee within this segment of the population are more likely to lag behind in 
termss of education, work and social status. This does suggest that one's ethnic-
ityy has an influence in the development of professional identity in journalism, 
ass ethnic minority journalists are more likely to embrace an advocacy role -
ratherr than for example being a watchdog or some kind of public adversary -
inn their professional self-perception. 

Expertt  Interviews 
Ass noted, the themes identified in studying issues related to media and multi-
culturalismm in general (and not particular to for example ethnic minority jour-
nalists)) are: knowledge, representation and responsibility. These are opera-
tionalizedd here in relation to the central thematic structure of our project as 
potentiall  challenges to the occupational ideology of professional journalism 
(seee chapter 1). The role of the (news-) media in a multicultural democracy is a 
complexx one. It can be seen as an arena where the dominant notions of profes-
sionall  journalism may clash with the democratic ideals of diversity, plurifor-
mityy and social equality.5 The data gathered in this chapter - using expert in-
terviewss with journalists - should be seen as instrumental in building theory 
aboutt the articulation of multiculturalism and Dutch journalism. The overall 
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qualitativee methodological motivation and approach for analyzing interview 
dataa has been described in the second chapter. For our research design the 
methodologicall  texts offered by Wetherell and Potter (1988) and Strauss and 
Corbinn (1990) have been coupled. Two recent studies in The Netherlands have 
followedd a similar approach: Leurdijk (1999) and Costera Meijer (2001b) in an-
alyzingg in-depth interviews with media professionals in the television sector 
(workingg for talk shows, documentaries, reality television shows, news broad-
castss and soap operas; results of these studies are integrated in the analysis of-
feredd in this chapter). One should note here that broadcast media newsrooms 
inn The Netherlands do not employ 'niche' departments. Even though several 
talkk shows have been produced which use a specific multicultural angle, the 
journalistss working for such shows are not necessarily considered to be 'multi-
culturall  experts' in the field. It is for these reasons the (self-) assigned experts 
inn the print media sector were picked as informants to conduct our expert in-
terviewss with. 

Beyondd whether media professionals think issues regarding the multicultural 
societyy are valid topics for the news and what specific role perceptions jour-
nalistss accordingly claim in their work, a specific goal for this study is to ad-
dresss the 'knowledge gap' regarding the professional views, routines and per-
ceptionss of journalists specifically reporting about 'multicultural issues' 
(Brantss et al, 1998:39; a similar notion of such a 'gap' in media research in the 
UKK and the us made by Cottle, 2000b: 15). This presupposes that there exists in 
factt a multicultural 'beat' or niche within the press newsroom and that one 
mayy expect of journalists working within such a field more knowledge about 
issuess pertaining to multiculturalism and journalism in The Netherlands -
moree than their colleagues in other departments or perhaps in the broadcast-
ingg sector. The experts were selected from journalists working for the five 
mainstreamm national dailies, the five regional newspapers appearing daily in 
thee Randstad (comprising Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Utrecht and The Hague, in 
whichh geographical area the vast majority of ethnic minorities are concentrat-
ed),, four mainstream 'opinion magazines' and the two specific multicultural 
opinionn magazines appearing biweekly in The Netherlands.6 As a first step the 
newsroomss of these media were called, at which time we asked to be put 
throughh to 'the person directly responsible for news coverage regarding mul-
ticulturall  issues'. Only the people at one newspaper insisted they did not have 
suchh a journalist: Amsterdam-based Het Parool. Another regional daily, the 
Noord-HollandsNoord-Hollands Dagblad, mentioned that their specialist was only appointed 
onee week earlier - he felt he could not seriously discuss the topic yet. Four oth-
err newsrooms put us through to the editor-in-chief as the sole responsible in 
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thiss regard (national daily De Telegraaf, opinion magazine Vrij  Nederland, re-
gionall  daily Utrechts Nieuwsblad and special interest magazine Contrast). A to-
tall  of 18 in-depth interviews of approximately one hour each were held during 
Junee and July 2000 (with De Volkskrant, Haagsche Courant, Elsevier and Vrij 

NederlandNederland offering two specialists each). 

Thee interviews were semi-structured and open-ended, and were conducted 
andd transcribed by two MA students and the author.7 The topics in the inter-
viewss were based on the literature review (reported in this chapter and in the 
discussionn of media and multiculturalism in chapter 1), and concerned issues 
off  knowledge, representation and responsibilities. A complete list of issues 
andd questions is offered in appendix 11 of this book. It is important to note here 
thatt this list was not applied chronologically or literally in the interviews; the 
informantss were given as much leeway as possible to direct the flow of discus-
sion.. Most interviews were conducted in a relaxed atmosphere, with partici-
pantss generally talking openly and reflexively about their work. We made sure 
too bring information to the interview ourselves - as many participants in fact 
askedd us questions as well. Examples thereof: "so is this what my colleagues say 

asas well?" or: "does research show that our newspaper is doing okay when it 

comescomes to covering minorities?'* The participants seemed appreciative of get-
tingg some feedback on studies such as content analyses (as for example re-
portedd in Brants et al, 1998) or minorities' media use (as collected on Cd-rom, 
Mediagroep,Mediagroep, 2000). This information was then used to further explore issues 
suchh as ethnic minority representation in media content or addressing a mul-
ticulturall  audience in news coverage. 

Selectingg and coding each sentence or phrase in the transcript identified the 
variouss topics and issues that were addressed by the participating journalists. 
Thiss resulted in more than 30 different topics, which were grouped and nar-
rowedd down to eight more or less distinct topical categories: migration (in-
cludingg asylum seekers, newcomers, guest workers or: "gastarbeiders"), reli-
gionn (including references to the Islam, mosques, imams), public debate (es-
peciallyy since almost all journalists referred to the media discussion following 
thee aforementioned article by Paul Scheffer), racism, social problems, occupa-
tionall  ideology (references to 'that what a journalist is supposed to do'), gen-
erall  comments about 'the' multicultural society (and how it can be defined) 
andd finally - and perhaps also somewhat surprisingly as almost all reporters 
usedd this topic - remarks about the standards of reporting at the most popular 
Dutchh mainstream newspaper, De Telegraaf.9 

Inn the analytical procedure each of the categories was put into the context 
off  the daily work of the participants as to determine how the categories found 
couldd be seen as being instrumental to the journalists' understanding of his or 
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herr work regarding multicultural topics and issues. The main question was, in 
otherr words, to see how journalists make sense or give meaning to these top-
ics.. The final step of the analysis involved assigning labels to the repertoires 
andd explore in which ways these repertoires were used by the interviewees 
withinn the context of the thematic issues used as (semi-) structure of the inter-
views:: professional knowledge and views (cf. representation and responsibili-
ties)) of journalists in the multicultural society. 

Analysis s 
Ass suggested by Wetherell and Potter (1988), the journalists all gave multi-lay-
eredd and often contradictory answers to our questions. Especially when talking 
aboutt examples of how they handled certain stories in the past, the journalists 
wouldd use different language than at times where he or she would reflect on 
forr example roles and responsibilities of journalists in a multicultural society. 
Thee (critical) self-reflexivity of participants' answers would also increase closer 
too the end of the interviews. The answers given show that 'the multicultural so-
ciety'' as a news topic or specialization is important for contemporary Dutch 
journalismm on a number of different levels: 

"Well,"Well, all changes in a society resulting from immigration are a journalistic 
projectproject to document. You should not deny the fact that immigration is a 
problematicproblematic category, that whole transformation of society has appealing 
aspectsaspects and problems - like any big change has. That is how sober you 
shouldshould treat it." 

Inn this quote one can observe that this particular journalist views the multicul-
turall  society as a more or less 'natural' change in society because of immigra-
tionn (as he explicitly mentions that this is like "any change"). Additionally he 
emphasizess the problematic aspect of such a change - both as a 'category' (of 
newss topics), as well as an "appealing aspect" (for journalism). In this utter-
ancee the participant also extrapolates these notions to the way journalists deal 
withh the issues at hand in general, by referring to multiculturalism as a 'proj-
ect'' for journalism. 

"We"We have this editorial policy which tries to prevent us from writing about 
otherother cultures in a negative way. So for example if there is a shooting and it 
doesdoes not really matter that in fact two Moroccans were involved, then you 
shouldshould not mention that. You also would not mention it if this were two 
DutchDutch persons. But this always gets moved around a bit, I think that you can 
alsoalso see that [mentioning someone's ethnicity in a news story - MD ] in all 
mediamedia coverage, at least I've noticed that in other media." 
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Thiss journalist clearly distinguishes between 'Dutch' people and 'Moroccan' 
people;; ethnicity therefore is something that has to do with different national 
backgrounds,, according to this participant. Even though the reporter refers to 
thee editorial policy of his newspaper, he also attributes negative writing to an 
incidentt such as a shooting - emphasizing the aspect of crime in news stories 
aboutt ethnic minorities. The quote ends with specific reference to the Dutch 
mediaa in general - locating 'negative' shifts in news coverage at the work of 
otherr journalists instead of himself and his colleagues. In one such quote one 
mayy therefore find various repertoires, categorical levels and topics at work, 
whichh can been seen as elements used by this particular participant to actively 
negotiatee 'meaning'. Another important element in this specific quote is a no-
tionn of shifting or varying interpretations of certain reporting conventions; a 
consensuall  view on mentioning a news actor's ethnic background would be to 
bee careful about stereotypes but an articulated view (in light of different news 
topics)) would be, that such a policy is clearly dependent on one's direct nego-
tiationn with the issue at hand (instead of an overarching editorial policy guide-
line). . 

TheThe first coding steps in the analysis showed that the participating journal-
istsists effectively talked about eight more or less consistent topical categories 
whenwhen discussing multiculturalism and the media. Here the full range of 
thesethese categories is described briefly before moving on to the analysis of the 
repertoiresrepertoires used by the participants to give meaning to these topics in terms 
ofof their knowledge and views on journalism in the multicultural society. 
TheseThese repertoires are located throughout the topical categories, as these cat-
egoriesegories together describe the phenomenon of multiculturalism in terms of 
thethe informants.10 

CATEGORYY 1: M I G R A T I O N . All participants attributed the (increasing) 
multiculturalismm of Dutch society to issues of migration, including asylum 
seekerss or'newcomers', referring also to so-called guest workers or: "gastarbei-
ders""  which were invited to The Netherlands in the 1960s and 1970s. 

"I"I  write about the multicultural society because I find it interesting, because 

itit  is one of the biggest topics right now [...]  the whole world is on the move 

andand we get our share of it." 

Onee aspect of multiculturalism for journalists can thus be described as migra-

tionn (see also the first quote used in this section), as it relates specifically to for-

eignn immigrants, asylum seekers and refugees: people moving to The Nether-

lands. . 
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CATEGORYY i i : R E L I G I O N. References to religion were paramount in the in-
terviews,, although within this category all propositions dealt with the Islam 
onlyy (including anecdotes of visits to mosques, interviews with imams). It 
seemss that for journalists being a Muslim is more or less the same for everyone, 
regardlesss of one's ethnicity - whereas journalists also implicitly assume that 
alll  Muslims are also ethnic minorities. Journalists would especially discuss the 
Islamm in terms of their knowledge (or lack thereof): 

"I"I  am not an expert, no. Sure, I've read a bit in the Koran but... no. Of course 

II  have at some point discussed it with a fundamentalist Muslim, but I only 

dodo that when it is necessary for the story at that time." 

Safee to say that a second aspect of multiculturalism for Dutch journalists deals 
specificallyy with the Islam, as it is to some extent seen as an intrinsical 'quality' 
off  ethnic minorities in The Netherlands." 

CATEGORYY i n : S C H E F F E R - D E B A T E. The Dutch public debate on the mul-
ticulturall  society of early 2000, which debate was inspired by an essay by pub-
licistt Paul Scheffer in NRC Handelsblad, was just about closed at the time the in-
terviewss were conducted (Summer of 2000). The effects of this debate were 
quitee clear: almost all participants referred to the so-called 'Scheffer-debate' in 
thee conversation. They did so particularly in terms of what Leurdijk (1999) calls 
aa confrontation repertoire, more or less praising Scheffer for 'breaking the 
taboo'' on openly problematizing the multicultural society. Regarding the im-
portancee attributed to this public and professional debate, I considered this 
eventt as a topical category on its own: 

"I"I  have written a lot about multicultural issues, especially since the public 

debatedebate started around that article of Paul Scheffer. Paul is a political thinker 

withwith whom I dealt with before and he called directly upon the responsibili-

tiesties of the politicians." 

Twoo participants also criticized the discussion as the media covered it, claim-
ingg that it was mainly a debate about, and not so much with ethnic minorities. 
Threee experts even said that their appointment was 'caused' by the Scheffer-de-
bate.. As the participants addressed the Scheffer-debate or the original article 
(titledd "The multicultural drama") as instrumental in arguments about several 
differentt issues, one may assume that the public debate can possibly be viewed 
ass being of great help to this project; it more or less 'allowed' journalists to 
speakk freely, less constrained perhaps by their perceived sensitivities towards 
ethnicc minority issues in society. 
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CATEGORYY iv : R A C I S M. Very few journalists talked about race, racism or for 

examplee extreme right-wing (racist) political parties and groups in Dutch so-

ciety.. This may have to do with what Costera Meijer (2001b) describes as the 

complicatedd and problematic nature of the language of ethnicity in The 

Netherlands:: it is generally not done to talk about 'race', one should preferably 

usee terms like "allochtoon" (non-native) or 'ethnicity'. The participants gener-

allyy offered different arguments in this context, coupling notions of race or 

racismm with the emergence of right-wing political party the Centrum-Democ-

ratenraten (CD) in the 1980s. 

"Really,"Really, discussions about extreme right-wing groups are outdated, those 

areare ancient issues. That debate has been closed in The Netherlands at least 

tenten years ago." 

Otherr arguments pertain to the fact that all journalists who indeed mention 

racee or racism, do so with obvious disdain or even disgust about people with 

racistt ideas, in fact revealing an active personal agenda: 

"For"For  example if a policeman is racist or says stupid racist things, I would not 

putput him in my story, unless my aim is to show that the police in general is 

racistracist [...]  Then I would write such statements very 'dry', so that no one 

couldcould really think that this man is right." 

Thiss personal agenda shows in a study, conducted by the Nyj-workgroup Mi-

grantengranten en Media in 1994. Several newspapers were analyzed to see how they 
coveredd the Dutch extreme right-wing party CD: the Centrum-Democraten (Al-
bronda,, 1994). The report revealed that several newspapers made an active ef-
fortt to debunk the claims of CD-politicians and to critically engage the social 
backgroundd of the phenomenon. Since 1994 the CD has more or less fallen 
apartt and split up in several small factions, which perhaps explains the argu-
mentt of journalists, that they see this is as an 'old' discussion. 

CATEGORYY v: SOCIAL P R O B L E M S. Early studies of 'race' and the media by 

scholarss like Halloran and Husband have signaled the operation of deep-seat-
edd news values such as 'negativity', 'conflict' and 'violence' involved in the news 
(Halloran,, 1977; Hartmann and Husband, 1974). In The Netherlands similar 
conclusionn were drawn applying discourse analyses of news media by Van Dijk 
inn the 1980s. It is therefore not surprising that all participants talk about crime 
(also:: police matters, justice, judicial procedures, imprisonment, burglary, 
hooliganism,, and so on) when discussing (examples of) multicultural report-
ing.. An explicit example thereof, as one participant comments: "I do not see the 

differencedifference between Moroccan youths and Dutch hooligans, I mean, that is the 
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samesame problem ." Here one can also refer back to the first quote in this analysis, 
wheree the informant explicitly stated: "You should not deny the fact that immi-

grationgration is a problematic category, that whole transformation of society has ap-

pealingpealing aspects and problems - like any big change has." 

Althoughh several journalists indicate an awareness of the pitfalls of negative 
stereotypingg of ethnic minorities in this respect, all reporters associate multi-
culturalismm with social problems. It is unclear whether this topic is addressed 
becausee of the 'breaking of the taboo' on this issue by Paul Scheffer or whether 
thiss is due to the structural nature of news values in (Western) journalism. In 
factt one could perhaps argue that it is also because of these 'intrinsic' negative 
newss values journalists can relate so well to the point regarding the multicul-
turall  'drama' made by Scheffer. 

CATEGORYY v i : OCCUPATIONAL IDEOLOGY. Cottle (1997) has shown that 

elementss of the ideology of journalism such as the notion of'objectivity' and 
thee often unspoken acceptance of shared news values (see previous category) 
cann be seen as instrumental to the problematic nature of journalists' reporting 
aboutt multicultural issues. The interviews give evidence to the assumption 
thatt the ideology of journalism is sometimes in deep conflict with the kind of 
storiess and reporting journalists do. This can go as far as establishing new 
codess for journalists covering minority issues: 

"As"As a journalist you should be committed to all groups in society [...]  at 

somesome point we agreed that we should never mention someone's ethnicity for 

fearfear of stigmatization, unless it was really relevant - we were very strict in 

thatthat sense. But a newspaper should pay attention to all people who have 

problemsproblems in society; not just ethnic minorities [...]  But we found thatwe in 

factfact were covering up certain problems, so now we are working on a new ed-

itorialitorial  policy. But it's still very new, it's good that journalists are thinking 

aboutabout this." 

Otherr reporters are quite defensive about what they perceive as professional 
journalism,, referring to being 'neutral', maintaining 'professional distance' or 
'autonomy': : 

"I'm"I'm just doing my work as a journalist, independent of whatever. Of course, 
wewe are not servicing some kind of special interest group or something like 
that,that, no." 

Onee way for a journalist to solve such a conflict is to relay the responsibility to 
hiss or her audience and the way audience members expect a certain style of re-
porting. . 
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"We"We used to really defend the position of minorities in society, and that has 

diminisheddiminished a lot. That has to do with the fact that we used to have a 'left' au-

dience,dience, now our readership is much more diverse." 

CATEGORYY v n: THE MULTICULTURA L SOCIETY. General comments 

aboutt 'the' multicultural society can also be determined as a specific category, 

ass journalists would often refer to Dutch society as a whole without making ex-

plicitt what they mean. On the other hand, when it comes to talking about col-

leaguess with an ethnic minority background, participants would become hes-

itantt to 'choose a side': 

"We"We do not have any ethnic minorities working for us, no. But if we would 

have,have, I don't think they should cover specific multicultural issues. It depends, 

ifif  they really want it, which is how we work. It is also fun the way they would 

viewview normal things, the not-multicultural society." 

Sometimess a journalist would even explicitly connect the multicultural socie-

tyy in general to something 'not Dutch': 

"That"That is a very problematic concept, the multicultural society. What does it 

mean?mean? I don't know. Well, a lot of foreigners live in The Netherlands, people 

whowho do not belong here."12 

Itt seems clear from such propositions, that multiculturalism is perceived by 

thee participants as something different than what they think Dutch society is. 

Itt is something that changes the society, a development that runs either paral-

lell  with Dutch society or as a development that is seen as impacting upon soci-

etyy at large. 

CATEGORYY V I I I : DAIL Y N E W S P A P ER 'DE TELEGRAAF '. Almost all re-

porterss made specific remarks about the perceived standards of reporting at 

thee most popular Dutch mainstream newspaper, De Telegraaf It almost seems 

ass though this newspaper's standards function as a sort of benchmark for oth-

err reporters, hence my choice to consider these statements together as a dis-

tinctt topical category in this context. 

"I"I  don't think there are any newspapers in The Netherlands that can assume 

theirtheir readers know a lot about the norms of values of other cultures. I mean 

II  think that the newspaper which is mostly read by ethnic minorities is De 

Telegraaf,Telegraaf, and that paper writes mostly in negative ways about ethnic mi-

norities." norities." 

Otherr reporters voiced similar strong opinions. One of our interviews featured 

thee deputy editor-in-chief of De Telegraaf During the interview he acknowl-
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edgedd the critical comments of his colleagues, but stated: 

"Look"Look I have done my homework of course. We have paid a lot of attention 
toto the latest report of the Sociaal-Cultureel Planbureau [SCP; governmental 
social-culturalsocial-cultural monitoring agency, MD] . We have had a series on different 
religions,religions, including the Islam. We have had quite a few interviews with eth-
nicnic minorities, in-depth interviews in which important comments were 
mademade by someone like Ahmed Aboutaleb [director of multicultural organi-
zationzation Forum, MD). So it is not the case that we only have people like that in 
thethe newspaper in the context of stealing or murders. That kind of criticism 
isis too easy and reality shows it is just not true." 

Ass noted earlier, several studies found that De Telegraafindeed seems to be 
moree stereotypical in its coverage of minority issues. On the other hand schol-
arss have noted severe limitations to such studies (see Brants et al. 1998 for a dis-
cussion).. Regardless of such discussions, De Telegraaf still functions for many 
ass a virtual 'how not to'-standard, so it seems. 

Repertoires s 
Fromm the various propositions used in the answers six more or less distinct 
repertoiress could be distilled. Within each repertoire the participants address 
issuess regarding professional knowledge, representation and responsibilities. 
Thesee repertoires connect to the topical categories as different ways for jour-
nalistss to talk about- and give meaning to - their experiences and work re-
gardingg the multicultural society. In other words: repertoires are more or less 
coherentt systems of belief from which individual reporters 'borrow' claims 
andd arguments regarding the issues they face in their daily work. This also ex-
plainss why people sometimes contradict themselves in what they say; using 
thiss method of analysis it means that someone uses statements from two or 
moree different or even conflicting repertoires (see chapter 11 for more details 
onn interpretative repertoire analysis of interview transcripts). 

Whenn discussing journalism in the Dutch multicultural society, the partic-
ipantss generally referred to themselves as active agents in the media environ-
ment.. They offered a wealth of examples, talking about stories they wrote in 
thee past, about personal experiences on the job when newsgathering, inter-
viewingg sources with different ethnic backgrounds than one's own. Two reper-
toiress were used more or less equally in these experiential accounts: a 'busi-
nesss as usual' repertoire and an 'ingroup-outgroup' repertoire. All journalists 
usedd both repertoires throughout the interview. 

B U S I N E SSS AS USUAL R E P E R T O I R E. Working as a journalist on topics re-
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latedd to the multicultural society is, well, 'just journalism' as participants 

wouldd say (referring to journalism as a distinct occupational ideology, see cat-

egoryy vi above). Speakers would specifically use terms like 'of course', 'in-

evitably'' or 'naturally' to describe how and why journalists cover issues con-

cerningg the multicultural society: 

"Everyone"Everyone is part of the multicultural society, naturally whenyou live in the 

Randstad,Randstad, that is just a fact. And whether you are Dutch or you are Dutch 

withwith a different ethnic background, I mean everyone has to do with that 

whetherwhether you like it or not. It is a fact that this is how the society is and will 

increasinglyincreasingly turn out to be." 

Moree concretely journalists using this repertoire would speak out on the way 
too handle minorities and minority issues, as one editor-in-chief comments: 

"I"I  really feel that all of my journalists should have a multicultural compe-

tence.tence. I also principally feel that, well let's say, the cultural minorities should 

notnot be looked at any differently, but should just be seen as part of the socie-

tyty as a whole and therefore I feel that we should cover that, not too much in 

thethe spotlight, not like positive discrimination, just treat it like an adult, like 

anyany other aspect of society." 

Whenn discussing their professional knowledge, journalists claim that working 
withh ethnic minorities or for example handling minority issues does not re-
quiree any special kind of networking - other than what 'other'journalists nor-
mallyy would do. In terms of representation the participants would often refer 
too hiring practices of their employer when confronted with questions regard-
ingg having minority journalists work in their newsroom. In this context jour-
nalistss would explain the low numbers of journalists with an ethnic minority 
backgroundd in Dutch journalism by referring to a 'natural evolution' of Dutch 
society,, which would eventually result in getting more minority applicants for 
jobss - specifically in the Randstad area: 

"You"You have to be realistic in our city. It will  happen naturally of course. It is 

justjust a given whenyou work in a city where 50% has an ethnic minority back-

ground,ground, that you are going to get journalists who can write well, who have 

aa broad orientation, who will  sooner or later feel completely at home in 

DutchDutch society, which is a prerequisite." 

Thee participants specifically used similar propositions when discussing 

whetherr a reporter with an ethnic minority background should or should not 

reportt on minority issues: 
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"No,"No, why? That is naturally up to people themselves -1 mean a lot of ethnic 
minoritiesminorities do not want to be associated with that, they also want to be just 
anotheranother normal employee like everybody else, just to work on general is-
sues." sues." 

Finally,, on issues of responsibilities of journalists, participants would reiterate 
theirr position as 'just' journalists doing their job, like any other journalist 
wouldd do: 

"Our"Our responsibility is to use people who are most qualified to say something 
aboutabout a topic if it does not have anything to do with that I will  not call a 
TurkishTurkish man to set some kind of example. It has to be relevant. I have to be a 
journalistjournalist first and do what is relevant." 

Costeraa Meijer (2001b) found that producers of Dutch soap operas use a simi-
larr professional repertoire when discussing the way they deal with ethnic mi-
norities,, which she calls a 'denial' repertoire. Producers would argue that 'col-
orr does not matter', about which approach Costera Meijer says that it provides 
aa common ground for media professionals to show for example that they are 
nott 'biased' in any particular way. Leurdijk (1999) and Van Donselaar and Tan-
jaa (2000) report references in terms of "we're just doing our work" likewise 
amongg television producers and journalists who cover extreme right-wing 
groups.. By referring to the evolutionary or 'natural' aspect of multiculturalism 
itt seems as if participants to some extent free themselves of the responsibility 
off  doing something specific about - or even reflect upon - their role as jour-
nalistss in a multicultural society. In a way this repertoire sounds like pure op-
timism,, as in 'everything will turn out okay sooner or later' even. Its function 
forr the journalists lies in the fact, that it offers them a retreat from sensitive and 
personall  positions regarding minorities: if the inclusion or exclusion of ethnic 
minoritiess and migrant cultures in the media is a 'natural' phenomenon, who 
aree journalists to do something about that? 

INGROUP-OUTGROUPP R E P E R T O I R E. The business as usual repertoire is 
closelyy linked to the other repertoire used in the individual domain of the par-
ticipants:: talking about ethnic minorities as being different, as an 'outgroup' 
withh certain characteristics which differ in one way or another (from the ma-
jorityy of the Dutch population). Participants would shift subtly from one reper-
toiree to the next, sometimes only recognizable through the use of certain 
phrasess (like 'us' and 'them', or 'they' and 'we', or describing people with dif-
ferentt ethnic backgrounds as impersonalized groups: "the Turks in Rotter-

dam...";dam..."; addressed in relation to news content in Brants et al, igg8:15). An ex-
amplee of the articulation of the business as usual repertoire to the ingroup-
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outgroupp repertoire can be found by the way ethnic diversity in the newsroom 

iss discussed: 

"Youu are dealing with relatively lower-educated people. Their emancipation 

stillstill  has to develop is in many aspects less advanced than among Dutch peo-

ple.ple. It is therefore logical that they are underrepresented in journalism." 

Whenn discussing the professional knowledge of journalists regarding the mul-

ticulturall  society, most journalists immediately frame their replies in terms of 

knowingg about 'other peoples' in Dutch society; people with different back-

grounds,, cultures, religions, languages, habits and so on (see topical category 

vuu on the multicultural society being referred to as something 'not Dutch'). 

Thiss kind of knowledge generally consists of anecdotes about encounters with 

'thee other': 

"No"No I am not going to mosques or something like that, what am I supposed 

toto do there, no I am not going there. But I know those people, I have for ex-

ampleample visited Morocco with a man, a soldier, when the Moroccan king lifted 

their-whattheir-what do you call it-ban. So ever since I sort of know those men." 

Suchh experiential anecdotes can also be framed with a more 'positive' conno-

tation,, though: 

"So"So it is really nice when there is a festival being organized, or when some-

thingthing fun is going on in the mosque so that you can go there and have a chat. 

AtAt such times I try to ask a bit more about that community, write down 

phonephone numbers to call again later on." 

Thee participants generally admit that it is in fact quite difficult for them to 'en-
ter'' ethnic minority communities - whether this concerns organizations or re-
ligiouss groups or for example individual families. Three participants in fact 
mentionedd living in a street were also people with an ethnic minority back-
groundd live, one journalist mentioned being of Moroccan descent. 

Inn terms of representation this repertoire is also often used to explain the 
relativelyy small use of minority sources -be it spokespersons or the 'person on 
thee street' - in news coverage, claiming "they are the most difficult group to ap-

proach"proach" for example. Another aspect of representation in this repertoire con-
cernss hiring practices of print media: 

"I"I  would want them, why not? If they are any good of course, than there is 

nothingnothing wrong with that But I think why not, but they have to want it them-

selves.selves. That is again our culture, if someone really wants to work here we 

preferprefer him, but I am not going on the streets to search and hire them like 

pleaseplease come and work at our paper." 
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Thee ingroup-outgroup repertoire is the dominant repertoire among all partic-
ipantss and is particularly used when talking about the representation of mi-
noritiess and the perceived responsibilities of journalists writing about multi-
culturall  issues: 

"First"First  and foremost I feel it is important that you, when speaking or inter-

viewingviewing someone from ethnic minority circles about the topic of the multi-

culturalcultural society, that you should do justice to his or her opinion. And that 

cancan get clearer when you contrast his opinion with opinions which are con-

flicting,flicting, and those could be the dominant opinions in our society such as the 

separationseparation of church and state or the freedom of speech" 

Thiss last quote can also be seen as an example of a series of propositions that 
connectt the journalist as an individual ("I feel...") to a larger frame of news 
workk in general ("you should do justice") and even to abstract notions of the 
societyy at large ("the dominant opinions in our society"). In fact most partici-
pantss would use such connections between different levels of abstraction or 
domainss when discussing responsibilities. The ingroup-outgroup repertoire 
servedd in this regard to legitimize quite elaborate reflections on multicultural-
ismm and journalists in society: 

"I"I  mean the Surinamese community has really its own way of talking it is 

justjust another people altogether, the Turks and Moroccans also so you just 

knowknow that they have a different culture. But also their status as newcomers 

justjust results in a different way of thinking and a different way of looking at 

thethe world and at the society. Those people they all just want, they all are re-

allyally climbers on the ladder, while the voice of the Dutch, and those are the 

conservativesconservatives so to speak. All of that brings a lot of differences and every 

timetime I deal with such a topic, step into such a community, thanyoufeel that 

itit  lives." 

Thiss kind of legitimization of the 'difficult ' work of journalists who have to deal 
withh multicultural topics becomes problematic considering the interconnect-
ednesss with the business as usual repertoire. If journalists treat ethnic minori-
tiess and minority issues just like 'any other topic', they tend to describe those 
topicss as having certain distinct characteristics, which are not only different, 
butt also quite clearly difficult to understand - because these are perceived to 
bee different. I would like to suggest that this repertoire functions in two dis-
tinctt ways: it articulates the journalist as an active professional to his or her 
topicc - as the one person legitimized to give meaning to differences in society, 
butt it also locates the journalist outside of the topic, thereby seemingly 'objec-
tifying'' his or her approach to the multicultural society. 
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Nextt to personal experiences participants would often discuss the nature and 
dailyy practices of news work in terms of their colleagues, or their medium or 
mediaa organization in general. The analysis showed two distinct repertoires 
aree at work on this level, one that can be labeled as 'that is the way we do it 
here'' repertoire, the other one as a 'problematization' repertoire. This does not 
necessarilyy mean that the same repertoire ('business as usual') merely shifts 
fromm an individual to a collective dimension ('that is the way we do it'); with 
thiss shift new claims and arguments were introduced by the journalists, en-
ablingg them to reflect on the nature of the newsmedia business and the way 
theirr colleagues go about work. As before, participants were found to shift 
quitee comfortably between the two sets of propositions. 

THAT ' SS THE WAY WE DO IT HERE R E P E R T O I R E. American author Ethel 

Portnoy,, when asked to write a critical comment in quality newspaper NRC 
HandelsbladHandelsblad about The Netherlands, mentioned as the defining characteristic 
off  Dutch society its consensual model or as she called it: "The Dutch have a say-

ing:ing: that's the way we do things. Why rock the boat?" (Portnoy, 2000). Examin-
ingg the propositions in the interviews it seems clear that a similar model works 
inn Dutch newsrooms as well. The reason for picking this line is the way partic-
ipantss framed their explanations about how and why they write about multi-
culturall  issues. The journalists quickly left their individualistic accounts -
whichh can be located in the 'business as usual' repertoire as described above -
andd moved into a meso-level discourse describing actions referring to their 
medium,, newsroom, colleagues, or simply in terms of'we': 

"Things"Things which have to do with migration all over the world are the most im-

portantportant topic of our time. So it is important for us to write about that; we are 

thatthat kind of magazine." 

Thiss notion of 'we' connects with a more or less formal editorial policy of the 
mediaa organization as a frame of reference for the reporters, for example re-
gardingg hiring practices of people with a ethnic minority background: 

"So"So it is just our policy to take ethnic diversity into consideration, although 

qualityquality as to be good as well [...]  So we watch it carefully although we do 

notnot do any positive discrimination, that is a bit outdated. But the editors-in-

chiefchief are clear about this, also in the news coverage." 

Itt seems that journalists would like to argue that they themselves do not work 
accordingg to strict guidelines and policies, but that their work is embedded in 
policiess and set routines within the news organization. Connected to these 
statementss are references to what such (formal or unwritten) policies and 
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codess entail in the daily practice of news work. In that respect all of the inter-
vieweess mentioned institutional authorities as a first layer of sources and pro-
fessionall  knowledge. This reflects a common tendency among journalists in 
sourcing:: attributing credibility and authority to (spokespersons of) more or 
lesss established organizations and institutions in society.13 Mentioned as the 
kindd of sources of knowledge with respect to the multicultural society are: 
imamss (and various Islamic religious groups and foundations), community or-
ganizations,, neighborhood committees, civil servants dealing with ethnic mi-
noritiess (as migrants or asylum seekers) and so-called 'self-help' organizations 
(orr press liaisons thereof; often mentioned in this context is Forum, an institute 
forr multicultural development in The Netherlands). 

Whenn talking about professional knowledge, interviewees utilize this reper-
toiree to describe a news approach which can be labeled as 'to each his or her 
own':: although they are considered to be the multicultural experts, each col-
leaguee wil l deal with related topic his or her own way, not necessarily consult-
ingg with the newsroom-expert in the field. 

"I"I  write about a number of issues about such communities but a colleague 
ofof mine writes about integration policies of local government because her 
aldermanalderman is responsible for integration. So she really writes from a govern-
mentment perspective, I call that business-like news, I am more in the neighbor-
hoodshoods when something is going on." 

Whenn it comes to representation, the interviewees claimed to consider it as 
partt of their medium's policy to combat negative portrayal or stereotyping of 
ethnicc minorities. Such generally defensive statements were often made at the 
expensee of other media, signaling a third-person effect in quite a few cases, 
varyingg from a mild, self-critical view: 

"But"But we, or maybe it was another paper, had written that Muslim women 

werewere not allowed by their husbands to go to school, but somebody said af-

terwardsterwards that we only assume this is the case, but it does not have to be like 

thatthat at all. I think we should know more about such things." 

...... To a critical assessment of the performance of colleagues elsewhere (as our 
analysiss of category vn shows), notably mentioning popular national daily De 
TelegraafTelegraaf as an example of'how not to'. 

"I"I  try to write in a neat, friendly way where they come from if it is relevant 

forfor the story. But I will  not choose the Telegraaf-approach - they are inclined 

toto emphasize the country of origin. But that has often nothing to do with it." 

Partt of this repertoire concerns defining 'the way we do things here' in terms of 
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whatt others are doing wrong. Especially when supplied with information re-

gardingg results from content analyses as reported by Brants, Crone and Leur-

dijkk (1998)- who conclude that generally Dutch news coverage on migrant is-

suess consists of mainly negative stereotypes - journalists acknowledge the 

findingss but comment: 

"Such"Such findings are much too general. I can think of such criticism regarding 

certaincertain media that it used to be like that or in some case still is. But I find it 

mostmost striking that the recent coverage has been done on a high level [...] 

SureSure there are some newspapers who emphasized xenophobia [...]  but I 

thinkthink that even those kind of papers have matured recently, and I think that 

youyou cannot accuse our paper of reporting carelessly, just like most of the oth-

erer bigger newspapers." 

Inn terms of responsibilities of journalists the participants would build on their 

earlierr statements regarding their own pragmatism and the newsroom guide-

liness and routines when it comes to multicultural reporting: 

"So"So I don't follow a specific line, I'm just trying to be pragmatic about it. I do 

notnot think that you should deliberately withhold certain information to, like, 

educateeducate the reader or to prevent them from looking at things in a certain 

way.way. I feel that anyone who reads our magazine is intelligent enough to see 

that." that." 

Thiss repertoire is quite similar to the earlier mentioned 'business as usual'-
repertoire,, but differs in particular when it comes to the way it is being used by 
thee journalists involved. They connect issues regarding how they perceive their 
workk on an individualistic level to a relatively value-free - seen from their per-
spectivee - statements about daily practices to accounts of the way this work is 
embeddedd in their organization with respect to other news organizations and 
colleaguess elsewhere. Similar to viewing multicultural journalism like busi-
nesss as usual, this repertoire functions to provide legitimacy to the work of a 
journalistt when writing about contemporary society - in particular allowing 
journalistss or news media in general to retreat from an involved position (as 
forr example someone who is aware of inequalitiess in society regarding 'color') 
too a seemingly dispassionate role.14 

PROBLEMATiZATiONN R E P E R T O I R E. One of the topical categories men-

tionedd earlier showed that the journalists generally refer to issues regarding 

multiculturalismm as social problems (see category v). The consensus seems to 

bee that journalists are reporting about multicultural issues when for example 

crimee and social unrest are concerned. But problems are not 'just' a topic, the 
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wayy journalists talk about the multicultural society suggests that problemati-
zationn of issues in itself can be seen as a distinct repertoire. Both Van Donselaar 
andd Tanja (2000) and Leurdijk (1999) found similar repertoires in their analy-
ses,, as the journalists interviewed in those studies would consciously opt to re-
portt on social problems to break a perceived 'taboo' on the issues facing ethnic 
minoritiess in Dutch society (or problems facing Dutch society in the process of 
integratingg migrant communities). 

Ass journalists have used a wide variety of examples, a scan of the transcripts 
offerss insight into what kind of stories they tend to cover, what they feel is 
newsworthyy about the multicultural society, and what they think of first when 
askedd about the daily practices on the job: "minorities and asylum seekers", 

MoroccanMoroccan problem youths", "riots in Amsterdam-West", "problems with integra-

tiontion and the Islam", "low education levels and unemployment of ethnic minori-

ties",ties", "rising crime levels in minority communities", "hunger strikes by so-called 

'white'white illegals' here", "neighborhoods with a lot of minority residents, crime, 

vagabondsvagabonds and so on", "Islam and fundamentalism", "suppression of women", 

"violence"violence in discotheques". Two journalists also mentioned cultural festivals. 
Whatt such examples illustrate is what may be coined as a 'problematization' 
repertoire,, within which propositions can be grouped that either explicitly or 
implicitl yy equal multicultural issues with social problems. 

Inn terms of knowledge about different ethnic minorities journalists de-
scribee how they have constructed their network of contacts and potential 
sourcess of news. It turns out that they often meet people in the context of 
problematicc instances, according to the examples offered by the participating 
journalists. . 

"Let"Let me give an example. The first Islamic school that we have here, the 

chairmanchairman happens to be quite a good friend of mine. At some point I found 

outout that there were gigantic problems between the board members of that 

school,school, so I really doubted what to do for a while [...]  in the end I did write 

thatthat story and I've heard that the chairman is really angry with me now, but 

II  have not seen him since." 

Onee has to note that the experts themselves also signal a problematic aspect 
off  such contacts as these pertain to professional knowledge (using proposi-
tionss from the ingroup-outgroup repertoire): 

"It"It  takes a while to get to know people. It is common knowledge that the 

MoroccanMoroccan community is the least accessible; they are also not really news-

paperpaper readers and are generally distrustful towards journalists. There has 

toto be a news angle and it is nice when such an angle is a bit positive, oth-
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erwiseerwise a conflict arises when you only approach them when there are issues 

ofof crime among youths for example involved." 

Whenn it comes to representation, participants are more often quite vague in 

describingg what they feel 'the multicultural society' represents in their work: 

"Yes"Yes I mean the multicultural society to me that means asylum seekers, and 

naturalization,naturalization, and newcomers, and Islam and problems within mosques, I 

meanmean everything." 

Itt seems clear that multiculturalism for these experts poses questions of how to 

positionn minorities in stories, in particular when the majority of such stories 

deall  with social problems. Such questions are discussed on the level of the per-

ceptionss of social responsibilities. 

"I"I  try not to generalize, so the moment that there is a fight between young 

MoroccansMoroccans and the police in Amsterdam I will  hesitate to write that it con-

cernscerns Moroccan people; I will  always write that it is about a part of a small 

groupgroup and so on. That way. But people often do not see that, they will  still 

perceiveperceive it to be yet another negative story on Moroccan boys." 

Nott the choice of news topic is questioned, but the way the story is constructed. 
Severall  participants would combine arguments from the 'the way we do it' and 
'businesss as usual' repertoires to legitimate their work in this respect, claiming 
thatt the problems arising from immigration are "just absolutely a journalistic 

topic."topic." Using this line of reasoning, journalists refer to what they perceive as an 
intrinsicc quality of news: it concerns things that go wrong, it is inherently neg-
ative.. The problematization repertoire can therefore be seen as the coupling of 
aa dominant perception of what news is (or should be) all about, with the prac-
ticee of reporting about the multicultural society. In other words: the taboo jour-
nalistss are breaking when explicitly covering problems of ethnic minorities in 
Thee Netherlands is not a taboo maintained to protect minorities from an intol-
erantt or prejudiced society, but it is an ideological taboo of writing about news 
whichh is not about 'things that go wrong'. Whether this is really the case is not 
off  concern here, but one has to note the active negotiation going on here be-
tweenn ideal-typical news values, occupational ideology, and a perception of so-
ciall  reality. Again it seems that this repertoire has a powerful function for pro-
vidingg legitimacy, as it claims that journalists do not write about ethnic mi-
norities,, they write about things that go wrong - 'regardless'. 

A N T I - R A C I S MM R E P E R T O I R E. Racism has shown to be a topic much talked 

aboutt in the context of a discussion on multiculturalism and the media. Al-

thoughh fewjournalists talked openly about race, the ones who did showed par-
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ticularr disdain for people with racist ideas, in fact revealing an active personal 
agenda.. Throughout most interviews participants expressed sensitivities to-
wardss stereotyping minorities and fighting (racial) prejudice in Dutch society 
(similarr activism found among the journalists interviewed by Leurdijk and by 
Vann Donselaar and Tanja). This clearly poses a challenge to their sense of pro-
fessionall  neutrality as expressed in for example the 'business as usual' reper-
toire.. Anti-racism as a particular attitude, as a way to position oneself as a re-
porterr to multicultural topics, can thus be labeled as an interpretative reper-
toiree as well. The difference between the topical category and the repertoire re-
gardingg race is, that 'race' is a concept which becomes apparent in terms of 
topicss which have a certain news value, whereas 'race' is (part of) a belief sys-
temm which allows journalists to give meaning to what kind of news decisions 
theyy make when for example writing about such topics. In this repertoire ref-
erencess to a journalists' audience are omnipresent. 

"Youu get a lot of extreme right response and you get response like that it is 
goodgood that it is written that way [...]  I notice that people who are anti-for-
eignereigner read my stories well and even though you want to counter their views 
youyou have to use the journalistic standard." 

Withh respect to the themes identified in talking about multiculturalism and 
journalism,, journalists can use a specific anti-racist repertoire when com-
mentingg about the kind of knowledge of for example colleagues as it related to 
thee representation of minorities in the news: 

"Unfortunately"Unfortunately there are many colleagues who have stereotypical images in 
theirtheir minds when covering multicultural issues. Who go out on the streets to 
writewrite a story on the suppression of Islamic women. If you set out like that, 
youyou will  get such a story - anything that does not fit that format will  be left 
out.out. I think that's a shame." 

Somee would argue that being anti-racist is definitely in conflict with being a 
journalistt in the context of a media organization: 

"But"But I really think that people should suppress their 'missionary drive', be-
causecause no one wants that [...]  In journalism you have to accept that whether 
youyou are politically speaking ultra-left or ultra-right, when you are a profes-
sionalsional you operate within a framework set out by management and the ed-
itors.itors. Right?" 

Researchh by Van Donselaar and Tanja (2000) specifically focused on journalists 

coveringg extreme right wing and racist social movements in The Netherlands. 
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Theyy found that all interviewed journalists expressed conflicts between their 
ownn anti-racist convictions, the constraints of the 'neutral disseminator' doc-
trinee of the profession and the goals of their media organization. Such aware-
nesss of the various factors or levels of influence on media decision-making (see 
forr example the hierarchical levels recently reiterated by Reese, 2001) is clearly 
expressedd when discussing 'extreme' topics like public racism, but is virtually 
absentt when talking about more general issues such as social problems in in-
nerr cities (category v) or religion (category 11). Costera Meijer (2001b) has sug-
gestedd that 'color' - which she typifies as the Dutch way of talking about race -
iss a concept with a lot of potential when discussed by producers and writers of 
soapp operas. This repertoire suggests that the same goes for media practition-
ers,, as they share a distinct anti-racist view on society - an opinion which also 
allowss them to see the potential pitfalls of stereotyping or misrepresenting 
ethnicc minorities in their selection and coverage of news. It functions in other 
wordss as a possibility to step away from overtly ideological claims of neutrali-
tyy or just doing your work towards a more reflective discussion of the role of 
thee media professional in the multicultural society. 

JOURNALISMM IN THE NETHERLANDS REPERTOIRE. Concluding OUr 

analysiss a repertoire can be mentioned within which the participants reflect 
broadlyy on the Dutch media system in general. The journalists would fre-
quentlyy utter a variety of statements on journalism in The Netherlands as a 
wholee when discussing the issues at hand. Apparently journalists have a some-
whatt developed sense of what 'journalism in The Netherlands' is and use these 
notionss as some kind of benchmark when discussing their own work. 

Withh respect to the professional knowledge of journalists in The Nether-
lands,, several experts lamented what they felt to be an exclusive 'white' view on 
multiculturalismm in the media, or as one journalist claims: "What is difficult for 

usus is the same problem for all media in The Netherlands, that we are a very white 

medium."medium." Few participants would explicitly address what kind of problems this 
'whiteness'' may bring for Dutch media. One local newspaper journalist how-
everr does, using propositions from both 'ingroup-outgroup' and 'problemati-
zation'' repertoires to reflect within a general 'journalism in The Netherlands' 
argument: : 

"When"When it comes to a problematic group of Dutch people in whatever city, we 

[Dutch[Dutch journalists, MD] will  eventually get them to speak out - something 

whichwhich sometimes does not happen at all when it comes to Moroccans or 

Turks.Turks. We just keep on writing how difficult they are but then I would really 

likelike to speak to such a Moroccan. [...]!  think that this is the trend in all me-
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dia,dia, that it takes a lot of effort to get close to them. There is a lot of distrust 

betweenbetween the press and the community. [...} Before you know it you only use 

nativenative Dutch experts to talk about the multicultural society." 

Anotherr participant gives a specific example of what kind of problems this 
mayy bring regarding religion: "Native Dutch journalists still do not know any-

thingthing about the Islam, even though it is becoming an important part of this soci-

ety,ety, for a lot of people." Other participants addressed the issue of knowledge in 
moree practical terms, referring to the fact that building networks (of contacts) 
inn ethnic communities takes a lot of time, which is according to one expert, "a 

chronicchronic problem for journalism." A colleague feels that this is more of a problem 
forr local and regional newspapers than for national dailies. This perceived lack 
off  time and other practical constraints of news work are also addressed when 
discussingg representational issues in Dutch journalism. The role of (often 
nighttime)) copy editors for example: 

"There"There is a kind of tension between the reality on the street and the reality 

ofof the newspaper. For example when something bad happens, I try to ex-

plainplain the context as much as possible. But because of fast copy editing the 

articlearticle will  be shortened and given a new headline, which sometimes means 

you'veyou've lost at least half of the energy you've put into it. Then a 'paper-reali-

ty'ty' emerges which is different from that which I have seen." 

Mostt comments regarding the role of Dutch journalists in the multiculturall  so-
cietyy were made on the level of media responsibilities. Several experts ex-
pressedd the necessity of 'ideological' standards such as professional distance 
andd objectivity as being in conflict with a responsibility towards minority 
'groups'' in society: "Yes I feel personally involved with the topic [the multicul-
turall  society, MD] but that has to do of course with the fact that as a journalist 

youyou have to be committed to groups in society." Overall there seem to be two 
waysways of using this particular repertoire, making it a functional repertoire with-
inn which other repertoires and topical categories can be located. The first way 
too use it is to defend 'business as usual'-type of arguments: "Journalists are all 

individualisticindividualistic and stubborn, I am no exception-I am just doing my work." A sec-
ondd function of the journalism in The Netherlands' repertoire is to explicitly 
criticizee the way things get done (mostly at other media), for example the 
choicee of employing a multicultural expert: 

"Well"Well I feel a lot of attention is given to the multicultural society in Dutch 

media,media, and that is okay. What I regret is that it is always being put under the 

headerheader 'multicultural society', and that newspaper editors make such an ef-

fortfort to employ specialists on the multicultural society. Maybe this is the only 
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way,way, but I think it is a little weird. If you write about Dutch cities than it is 

automaticallyautomatically part of your story so I think it is strange that a city news desk 

andand a multicultural desk have to arrange who will  write about let's say a 

streetstreet fight in Amsterdam-West. Such carefulness is typically Dutch I guess." 

Conclusion n 
Inn this chapter the characteristics of ethnic minority journalists in The Nether-
landss were analyzed, and an assessment was made of the experiences, knowl-
edgee and views of multicultural specialists in the Dutch print media. Before of-
feringg concluding remarks in more detail, two general conclusions can be 
made.. First it was found that ethnicity does matter in journalism; minority 
journalistss expressed strong support for what can be called an advocacy role of 
thee media in society - a role perception not found among their colleagues. This 
meanss in terms of the model on professional identity (see chapter 11) used in 
thiss project, that the agency of a journalist is clearly constrained as well as en-
abledd by the ethnic background of the media professional involved. 

AA second conclusion comes from the in-depth interviews we held with mul-
ticulturall  experts: their views show a general lack of direction, coupling sever-
all  arguments, topics, and opinions in a less than coherent framework for un-
derstandingg their daily work. The repertoires journalists apply when dis-
cussingg their work regarding the multicultural society reflect different ac-
countss in different domains. The various repertoires were applied by speakers 
inn at least two domains: one of which concerning his or her own experiences 
andd actions, the other 'meso' domain consisting of references to the partici-
pants'' colleagues, newsroom policies or media organization (cf. structure). A 
thirdd 'macro' domain can be mentioned as well, which would consist of specif-
icc comments and references made by the journalists to Dutch journalism in 
general,, regarding for example abstract notions (the history of) journalism 
professionalismm and remarks about 'the' Dutch media culture and its treat-
mentt of racism and extreme-right wing social movements. The participants -
whenn considering questions regarding journalists' responsibilities in a multi-
culturall  society - predominantly applied statements located in this third do-
main.. These domains coincide with the taxonomy of knowledge, representa-
tion,, and responsibility. 

Mostt of the findings of earlier studies - particularly content analyses - can 
bee traced throughout the interviews. The main comment to be made here: all 
participantss expressed a sometimes critical awareness of the pitfalls of (nega-
tive)) stereotyping of minorities in the news, the somewhat exclusive selective-
nesss of sourcing, the predominance of'white' views in mainstream news media 
andd the misrepresentation of colleagues with an ethnic minority background. 
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Thiss awareness is almost completely ignored in the contemporary research lit-
erature,, as more recent overviews acknowledge (see Campbell, 1998; Cottle, 
2000a).. On the other hand, the experts did not seem to have more or less co-
herentt knowledge about the position of for example their colleagues with an 
ethnicc minority background, or about issues of representation in general. In 
Thee Netherlands this may be caused by a general lack of studies looking at the 
rolee perceptions, views and ethics of journalists explicitly working in the con-
textt of the multicultural society. 

Thee repertoires found in the interviews closely connect to those found by 
similarr media production studies conducted by Leurdijk (1999), Van Donselaar 
andd Tanja (2000) and Costera Meijer (2001b). This suggests that media profes-
sionalss in The Netherlands share similar dilemmas, challenges, norms and val-
uess when it comes to discussing and working with multiculturalism. Costera 
Meijerr in particular concludes that the final media product in these circum-
stancess is partly the result of conflicting repertoires (2001b: 22). The conflict in 
ourr repertoires lies mainly between perceptions of how journalism works or 
shouldd work and less than clear-cut ideas on what journalism is and how to 
findd a role therein as an individual media professional. 

Bothh conclusions contribute to answering the question of how the ideology of 
journalismm can be seen as challenged by the articulation of multiculturalism to 
Dutchh journalism. Journalists provide a public service, but are also non-repre-
sentativee and selective (for example when it comes to sourcing). Journalists are 
neutrall  and objective but also share a more or less active anti-racist agenda. 
Journalistss must enjoy editorial autonomy, yet explain themselves in terms of 
aa negotiation between what they do as individual(ist)s and how they perceive 
(Dutch)) journalism works. Journalists have a sense of immediacy, but it is ex-
actlyy this time-pressure that is singled out as problematic in news coverage, 
sourcingg and networking involving minorities and multicultural issues. Jour-
nalistss have a sense of ethics and legitimacy, but discuss their audiences as well 
ass news actors in terms of 'us' and 'them' and express an awareness towards 
thiss skewed relationship. Legitimacy therefore can be seen as in conflict with 
whatt one participant called the 'paper reality' of the Dutch press. 

Inn all accounts the experts expressed the complex nature of working in a 
multiculturall  society. As the participants claimed that much has changed in 
thee way Dutch media cover the multicultural society, the debate on journalism 
andd challenges to its ideology can be seen is an ongoing clash of different, not 
altogetherr well-articulated views, norms and values. The topical categories and 
repertoiress with which these are discussed by the multicultural experts may 
servee as a way to structure the developments in reporting on minority issues 
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(ass Leurdijk suggests), or may even function as a transformative challenge to 
mediaa professionals to reconsider their views (as Costera Meijer concludes). 
Suchh a discussion can now also be considered to be better informed regarding 
thee situation of ethnic minority reporters in The Netherlands, which would 
helpp both the experts and journalists throughout the Dutch media to further 
discusss the changing nature of journalism in a multicultural society. 
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Journalism m 
andd the Internet 
Thee consensus among online media professionals internationally, such as it is 
voicedd at gatherings like the annual NetMedia Conferences in Great Britain or 
thee Editor & Publisher Interactive Conferences in the us, seems to be that on-
linee journalism is "a breed apart" (Meek, 2000). Online journalism - featuring 
journalistss working exclusively or primarily on the World Wide Web - can be 
seenn as a fourth kind of journalism, next to radio, television and print, with its 
ownn distinct characteristics. It is for this reason that the focus of this chapter is 
onn the characteristics and views of online journalists to study the articulations 
off  Dutch journalism and the Internet. Two issues have been raised as research 
questionss in this respect: [1] what are the basic, occupational and professional 
characteristicss of online journalists and [2] what is the meaning and relevance 
off  new information and communication technologies in Dutch journalism? 

AA detailed report of a Web-based survey among 66 online journalists is offered 
inn this chapter, in order to explore the full range of characteristics of this par-
ticularr group of media professionals. Our follow-up research question deals 
withh the meaning and relevance of the Internet in Dutch journalism. As dis-
cussedd in the first chapter, the debate about the (meaning and relevance of) In-
ternett and journalism in The Netherlands is focused on two developments: 
Computer-Assistedd Reporting (CAR) and online journalism. As I am particular-
lyy interested in the articulation of the Internet to (the professional ideology of) 
journalism,, I have chosen to direct the study to the characteristics, views and 
rolee perceptions of online journalists. Extensive in-depth interviews were held 
withh (14) experts in the field of online reporting, which transcripts were coded 
andd analyzing using the grounded theory method as put forward by Strauss 
andd Corbin (1990) and an additional analysis of interpretative repertoires 
basedd on the work of Wetherell and Potter (1988; see the qualitative research 
designn in chapter 11). In this chapter the analysis of these interviews is given, 
whichh links the material with the survey findings where relevant. There are two 
reasonss to concentrate this part of the project on online journalists particular-
ly.. First, the assumption is that newsworkers confronted most directly with the 
Internett - as in those journalists who produce editorial content most exclu-
sivelyy for a Website - are acutely aware of the interplay between a dominant 
occupationall  ideology and learning (by doing) the art and craft of the new me-
diaa profession of online journalism.1 
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Thee second reason follows the literature on new media studies and online 
journalismm studies in particular, where this relatively new type of journalism is 
seenn as a distinct kind of occupation operating within the profession as a 
wholee (Singer, 1998; Deuze, ïggg). The Internet is seen as affecting all aspects of 
thee media business: production, distribution and reception of content, 
whetherr such effects are considered for the better (Negroponte, 1996; Pavlik, 
1999)»» o r f o r the worse (Porteman, 1999; Castells, 2000). This suggests that re-
searchh into the characteristics and specifics of professional journalists within a 
singlee medium makes sense in terms of what is pertinent to its characteristics 
-- looking for what Altheide and Snow (1979; 1991) have called its distinct 'me-
diaa logic'. Dahlgren (1996) has suggested that online journalism has its own 
uniquee media logic, and should be investigated in terms of this logic. The on-
linee media logic follows the assumption that the production processes within 
aa single medium shape and are shaped by a developing mindset of its profes-
sionals.. This means that the way online journalists negotiate and give meaning 
too their professional identity can be typified as the development of a mindset, 
whichh is specific to the characteristics (both structural and subjective) of work-
ingg in an online environment. In other words: this chapter looks at the differ-
encess and commonalities of the characteristics of online journalists in terms of 
whetherr or not one may speak of a distinctive media logic or mindset of online 
journalistss in The Netherlands (see also Deuze, 2000). 

Inn the following section an analysis of existing research on journalism and 
thee Internet available in The Netherlands and elsewhere is offered. The aim is 
too connect the conclusions of such studies to the project at hand and the em-
piricall  approach chosen. Based on the conclusions from earlier studies a spe-
cificc theoretical framework for studying journalism online is laid out, with em-
phasiss on the notion of media logic as it pertains to both the survey among 
Dutchh online journalists, as well as the data gathered from the expert inter-
views.. Next additional data analyses of the survey among online media profes-
sionalss are offered, after which the procedure in selecting, contacting and in-
terviewingg online media experts is explained. The full analysis of topical cate-
goriess and repertoires found in the interview transcripts conclude this chapter. 

Journalismm and the Internet 
Lookingg at scholarly and trade journals today, it sometimes seems that the im-

pactt of new media technologies such as the Internet on journalism is the most 

popularr discussion among journalists and media scholars alike - next to wor-

riess about (increasing) commercialism (see for example edited collections by 

Berkowitz,, 1997; Weaver, 1998; Tumber, 1999; Scannell and Semetko, 2000). 
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Certainlyy the Internet has gained in popularity among scholars in the commu-
nicationss field, as shows from a special issue of the authoritative Journal of 

CommunicationCommunication on the topic in 1996, specialized scholarly publications like 
ConvergenceConvergence (appearing since 1995), and the Journal of Computer-Mediated 

CommunicationCommunication (published online), and the introduction of new academic 
journalss on the topic such as New Media & Society (since 1999) and Television & 

NewNew Media (since 2000). Published reports on studies specifically linking (dai-
lyy practices and characteristics of) journalists to the global network of com-
puterss have been scarce, though. Most publications dealing with journalists 
andd the World Wide Web have more or less accepted the discourse of Internet 
ass a major player in redefining and rethinking 'traditional'journalisms (see 
overviewss in Wendland, 1999; Deuze, 1998 and 1999, Pavlik, 1999; Neuberger, 
2000).. A specific example of the impact the Internet has on journalists is the 
generall  trend among journalists to use the Internet for research, interviews 
andd story ideas (see Middleberg and Ross, 2000 on us journalists; Bierhoff, Van 
Dusseldorpp and Scullion, 1999 on European journalists; Quinn, 2000 on Aus-
traliann journalists).2 This is an aspect of the Internet's impact that has to do 
withh all journalists, and can therefore not be seen as particular to the online 
journalists.. The results of the main phone survey in this project for example 
showw that 92% of Dutch journalists use the computer, a majority of which jour-
nalistss indeed seems to use Internet access in their news work: two-thirds of 
journalistss are online at least a couple of times per week and all of the com-
puterr users have their own personal e-mail address (about which one-third 
saidd ever to have used e-mail to conduct interviews; see chapter in for details). 

Studiess which focus explicitly on online journalism and journalists suggest a 
combinationn of excitement and apprehension among journalists working for 
andd within an online environment (Singer, 1997a and 1997b), less than clearly 
formulatedd approaches in terms of theory and operationalization on who in 
factt can be called an online journalist (Dahlgren, 1996; Singer, 1998) and final-
lyy several issues are raised concerning the perceived lack of institutional cred-
ibilit yy of the journalist in an online environment where everyone is both pro-
ducerr and consumer of content (see for example Bardoel, 1996; Gahran, 1998; 
Heinonen,, 1999). In 1995, Singer (1997a and 1997b) identified three 'archetypes' 
off  journalists' responses to new media technologies in their work: the Benevo-
lentt Revolutionary was very enthusiastic about the new technology and found 
manyy opportunities in online media, especially chances for journalists to do 
theirr jobs better. The Nervous Traditionalist was more likely to fear the new 
technologyy — either because he was burned out and saw new media as one 
moree example that journalism isn't any good anymore, or because he mistrusts 
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neww media and believes journalists have to be mindful of the dangers it brings. 
Thee Rational Realist had a neutral perspective because he didn't foresee a sig-
nificantt change in his journalistic role, product or processes in the near future 
ass a result of online media (see also McGregor, 1998). In a recent replication of 
Singer'ss work in The Netherlands, Schimmel (2001) found that regional news-
paperr journalists share similar notions, although the Rational Realist - Harper 
(1998)) calls this type of reporter a 'serene separatist' - can be seen as the dom-
inantt type in the Dutch newsroom. 

Luegee (1999:32), applying an online survey of a sample of self-selected online 
mediaa professionals, concluded that the Internet couldn't be considered a tool 
forr a 'fringe group' of journalists. He found that the (N=2i3) journalists partic-
ipatingg in his survey predominantly agreed that the overall quality of infor-
mationn found online was good - even though they admitted to have problems 
separatingg 'good' from 'bad' information. In a study about online journalism 
inn Germany, Friedrichsen and colleagues (1999) furthermore argued that a spe-
cificc problem for online journalism seems to be, that these media profession-
alss often work with 'tertiary' information, getting materials only after an event 
hass happened, been reported upon and which report has then been edited for 
aa print or broadcast medium. This 'third' stage of the information then gets 
'shoveled'' onto the website, where it is up to the online journalist(s) to add hy-
pertext,, interactivity and sometimes multimedia (see Schultz, 1999; Jankowski 
andd Van Selm, 2000; Kenney, Gorelik and Mwangi, 2000). This emphasis on 
shovelwaree can be seen as a potential crisis of the credibility and thus legiti-
macyy of journalism on the Web; if online reporters only repurpose content 
thatt is already available elsewhere, why bother? Such expressed concern con-
tributess to a professional identity 'in the making' (Neuberger, 2000). Research 
byy Garrison (2000) in the us and Cottle (1999) in the UK reveals some unrest 
neww media technologies have created in the newsroom; journalists in these 
studiess reported lack of time to adequately use and master the technology, and 
feelingg stressed because of the 'immediate' nature of the Internet. But most au-
thorss conclude that CAR at least has the potential to further enhance the re-
porter'ss regular work, but does not impact upon his or her sense of profes-
sionalism,, although several scholars discuss shifts in ethical perceptions of 
journalistss working with online resources (Christians, 1998;; Mann, 1998). Such 
aa shift occurs particularly in CAR when determining the accuracy and credibil-
ityy of materials and sources found online, as well as protecting the privacy of 
peoplee when using privately published information online (such as posts in 
Usenett newsgroups of individual Homepages on the World Wide Web for ex-
ample;; see Cooper, igg8; Deuze and Yeshua, 2001). While looking online for 
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sourcess or information for a story, journalists can be seen as being in conflict 
withh their professional deontology by not presenting themselves as 'profes-
sionals'' when they communicate on the Net (Patterson and Willkins, 1997: 
260).. A related question in terms of newsgathering and accountability is how 
farr a journalist may go in cyberspace, whether he or she is operating deliber-
atelyy 'undercover' or not (Singer, 1996). Yet these issues do not necessarily pose 
entirelyy new questions to 'traditional'journalism ethics and can be seen as dif-
ferentt forms of existing ethical dilemmas in journalism (Gordon and Kittross, 
1998).. This conclusion seems to be supported by our analysis of the phone sur-
veyy data, which did not show any significant differences on journalists' views 
regardingg ethical issues working for different media types (see chapter in). 

Thee literature reveals a picture of a professional group, faced with a number of 
specificc issues particular to the online environment. Summarizing one could 
arguee that these issues have primarily to do with aspects regarding profession-
all  standards - discussing ethics, role perceptions, production of original con-
tentt or shovelware - and skills - learning new ways of storytelling, using new 
technologies,, dealing with interactivity (see also Deuze, 1999: 380-385; Neu-
berger,, 2000; Paulussen, 2001). The discussion about skills and standards par-
ticularr to the Internet suggests that online media logic is emerging (Dahlgren, 
1996).. The key characteristics of the Internet and specifically the Web - which 
cann be summarized as hypertextuality, interactivity and multimediality - can 
bee typified as elements of the structure of the medium (Morris and Ogan, 1996; 
Bardoell  and Deuze, 2001). The online journalist has to make decisions on 
whichh media formats best tell a certain story (multimediality), has to allow 
roomm for options for the public to respond, interact or even customize certain 
storiess (interactivity) and must consider ways to connect the story to other sto-
ries,, archives, resources and so on through hyperlinks (hypertextuality). This is 
thee 'ideal-typical' form of online journalism, as professed by an increasing 
numberr of professionals and academics worldwide (in the us see Reddick and 
King,, 2001; in Germany see Altmeppen, Bucher and Loeffelholz, 2000; in The 
Netherlandss see Stielstra, 1999; Jager and Van Twisk, 2001). Although the liter-
aturee suggests that a reporter working online certainly differs in some charac-
teristicss from colleagues elsewhere in contemporary journalisms, a compre-
hensivee look at the population of 'Net-native' reporters has not been on the 
forefrontt of published scholarly work. The few published studies among on-
linee journalists in for example Finland, Germany and Belgium primarily focus 
onn the question whether or not one can consider this part of the media profes-
sionn as a distinct, autonomous and competent group within the system of jour-
nalismm as a whole (Heinonen, 1999; Neuberger, 2000; Paulussen, 2000). Re-
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searcherss indicate experiencing problems in terms of drawing boundaries 
(theoreticall  as well as practical) 'around' online journalists as a more or less 
specificc professional group of media practitioners. 

Onlinee journalism can be considered as journalism practiced online - not as 
journalistss writing about the Internet, or journalists using the Internet as a re-
portingg tool. This professional type of journalism can be defined as gathering 
andd distributing news content primarily on the Internet and is seen here con-
ceptuallyy as a fourth kind of journalism next to print, radio and television jour-
nalismm (Singer, 1998). A specific problem in studying online journalism is the 
fact,, that this is a kind of newsmedia profession which often does not produce 
thee kind of content other journalisms do (see for overviews of scholarly re-
searchh and consequences: Altmeppen et al, 2000; Kopper, Kolthoff, and 
Czepek,, 2000). Analysis of characteristics of online journalists in Belgium and 
Germanyy suggests that we are dealing with a distinct group of media profes-
sionalss in terms of their role perceptions and newly acquired competences 
suchh as for example handling of e-mail, writing specifically for a website, find-
ingg new deontological ground online (see Neuberger, 2000; Paulussen, 2001). 
Altheidee and Snow (1979, revised and updated in 1991) offer a way to look in-
tentionallyy at the core competences of a group of professionals in the particu-
larr context of the medium they work for by introducing the concept of media 
logic.. They argue that content is constituted through a certain logic which can 
bee seen as unique to each form or format of a medium, which logic consists of 
threee distinct features: professional competences, technical attributes and or-
ganizationall  attributes. As a fourth element of media logic Altheide and Snow 
addd the audience, concluding that both journalist and audience member em-
ployy a particular media logic that is used to present and interpret various phe-
nomenaa (1979: 10). The explicit inclusion of technological attributes to their 
studyy of media production is often overlooked in communicator studies or 
definitionss of journalists, but is of particular interest when studying online 
journalistss (see chapter 11 for operational definitions; also: Bardoel, 1997). 
Dahlgrenn (1996) has adapted Altheide and Show's concept of media logic to 
journalismm on the Internet. As Dahlgren argues, Net-based communication in 
onlinee journalism (his term: 'cyberjournalism') can be seen as being shaped by 
aa distinctive media logic, which should be expected to differ from the respec-
tivee logics of print and broadcast media. The term 'media logic' refers to: 

"The"The particular institutionally structured features of a medium, the ensem-

bleble of technical and organizational attributes which impact on what gets 

representedrepresented in the medium and how it gets done. In other words, media log-

icic points to specific forms and processes, which organize the work done 
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withinwithin a particular medium. Yet, media logic also indicates the cultural 

competencecompetence and frames of perception of audiences/users, which in turn re-

inforcesinforces how production within the medium takes place" (Dahlgren, 1996: 

63). 63). 

Thee media logic of the Internet can be defined as a convergent logic, whereas 
itt affects all existing media outlets which go online: print media news services, 
cablee companies, service providers, broadcasters, e-zines wil l all have to adjust 
theirr organization to the Internet, which ongoing process can be seen as a con-
vergencee of established (institutional) journalisms with the particularities of 
onlinee publishing. Altheide and Snow argue that content emerges through the 
competencess and attributes (or: the social forms) of a certain medium (1991:7). 
Theyy base their approach on the assumption that the news of the world reflects 
thee logic of news production and the medium through which it is organized 
andd presented (1991:55)- Dahlgren correspondingly argues that the logic of on-
linee journalism structures particular perceptual and cognitive biases, of which 
hee mentions multimedia, hypertextuality and interactivity (1996: 63-64; simi-
larr appreciations in: Neuberger, 2000:314; Paulussen, 2001:11). He adds to this 
elementss such as the vast archival capacity of the Internet and the figurative 
naturee of social interaction online; two aspects I assume to be specifically re-
latedd to using the Internet as a reporting tool (cf. CAR) rather than relating ex-
clusivelyy to online journalism as a distinct type of journalism (see also Deuze, 
1999).. For the study at hand these considerations mean that in order to explore 
thee meaning and relevance of the Internet for Dutch journalism, one can 
specificallyy look at the ways in which professionals discuss the elements of on-
linee media logic whose daily practice concerns working with multimedia, hy-
pertextt and interactive options. Applying media logic, the professional com-
petences,, technical and organizational attributes underlying the media pro-
ductionn processes of online journalists in The Netherlands were considered as 
variabless in the Web-based survey, as well as topical questions (semi-) struc-
turingg the in-depth interviews with experts in the Dutch new media industry. 
Inn other words: all items in the questionnaire and propositions used by in-
formantss during the interviews have been analyzed in terms of whether or not 
thesee contribute to the construction of a mindset specific to online journalists. 

Onlinee Journalists in The Netherlands 
Thee sampling procedure for gathering a number of online journalists to par-
ticipatee in the quantitative survey phase of the project has been discussed in 
chapterr 11. The data, as reported in this section, follows the structure of the 
overalll  survey design. First the basic characteristics are discussed, followed by 
occupationall  and professional characteristics of Dutch online journalists. Spe-
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cificc mention wil l be made where new items were added to the online ques-
tionnaire. . 

BASICC C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S. The demographics of the 66 online journalists 
participatingg in the Web-based survey show that most respondents are male 
(65%)) and within the 26 to 35 years of age range (53%). One would have expect-
edd online journalists to be younger - since their job is still relatively new and 
neww media in general are omnipresent among young people and journalism 
studentss in particular (see for example Deuze and Rennen, 2000). But only 8 
journalistss (12%) said to be younger than 25 years. Only journalists working for 
thee Websites of Dutch broadcasters are both younger and more equally bal-
ancedd in terms of gender representation. The respondents are highly educated 
(54%% holding professional degrees, 37% academic degrees), with younger jour-
nalistss more likely to have a higher education than their older colleagues. The 
generall  survey of Dutch journalists shows that reporters tend to enter the pro-
fessionn late in their twenties (26-27years), which would explain the fact that we 
foundd relatively few younger online journalists. The basic characteristics of on-
linee journalists do not seem to differ much from the 'other'journalists, which 
cann perhaps be explained by the fact that at the time of our study most online 
newsroomss were still quite young (cf. 'upstarts'), therefore mainly consisting 
off  'regular' journalists who more or less voluntarily moved to the online de-
partmentt of the print or broadcast medium (this explanation is supported by 
thee in-depth interviews held in this phase of the project).3 

O C C U P A T I O N ALL C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S. In terms of occupational characteris-
ticss most respondents are employed by newspaper organizations: 47%, with 
20%% working for broadcast media, 6% for magazines and 27% for 'online only' 
mediaa such as the news desks of Internet Service Providers and news services 
likee Sapenda or Nu.nl More than half (55%) of the journalists mentioned work-
ingg exclusively for the online medium; the rest shifts in their daily work be-
tweenn the parent medium and the online edition - which shifting to and from 
particularlyy occurs in print media organizations. Most of the participants work 
fulltime:: JJ%, with 6% freelancing. For roughly one-third of respondents this is 
theirr first job as a journalist; these are not the youngest journalists though: 71% 
withinn the age group of 16-25 years already has had two or more employers as 
aa journalist. This suggests high job mobility within the new media profession. 
Onn average the Internet news desk consists of four people, which seems more 
orr less in line with a worldwide survey among online news desks by Swiss-
basedd company Interactive Publishing in 1999. Since the interviews (conducted 
inn the Final quarter of 1999) several media companies first hired a lot of new ed-

http://Nu.nl
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itorss and Dutch publishing houses such as Wegener (developing regional por-
tall  sites) and PCM (starting a 24-hour national newssite called EN.nl) made 
heavyy investments and expansion of their online media ventures (Bierhoff, 
Deuzee and De Vreese, 2000). But in the summer of 2001 (June-July), the same 
companiess - most notably PCM - announced plans to reduce staff or shut down 
onlinee operations altogether because of lack of profits, or because of perceived 
necessitiess to cut down costs. During August 2001 we called the same media 
outletss as we did in the original survey design (of August 1999), in order to get 
aa new estimate on the numbers of online journalists: this time we found 214 
journalistss at the same sites against 135 two years earlier; adding several new 
onlinee news operations we counted 244 people).4 

Thee organization of labor shows a picture of an isolated, relatively au-
tonomouss group of people. The online departments of broadcasters operate as 
aa separate branch of the main organization, whereas only a few newspapers 
tendd to integrate the Internet desks with the regular newsroom(s). The separa-
tionn of the newsroom does seem to fuel reporters' sense of autonomy: 95% of 
respondentss reported full editorial freedom regarding the online edition. This 
mayy have more to do with the lack of communication between departments 
thann with the relative freedom these reporters enjoy when producing content. 
Thiss reported 'autonomy' does not mean these reporters are in fact producing 
theirr own original content online: only one quarter of respondents reported a 
scoree of 100% original content on their website. Original content can be de-
finedd as editorial material exclusively produced for the online edition, which 
shouldd be understood as containing articles as well as still images, video 
footage,, audio clips and interactive features such as a discussion forum or chat 
boxx (see for example Schultz, 1999). Most online journalists produce up to a 
maximumm of 50% original content. 

Regardingg daily tasks almost all of the participants are predominantly reading 
andd answering their emails (97%), researching the Net for stories (91%) and 
rewritingg 'shoveled' texts (78%). Questions were also asked on several issues re-
gardingg online journalism such as learning new specialized skills, application 
off  interactive features, the notion of (both virtual and geographical) commu-
nityy building online and credibility online. More than 90% of respondents 
agreedd wholeheartedly with the statement: "the development of additional 

technologicaltechnological skills is a necessary precondition for the online journalist" - but 
onlyy 63% feel that it is HTML (HyperTextMarkupLanguage) that one needs for 
thee job. The results on occupational characteristics suggest that the online 
journalistss work in a much more isolated environment than their 'offline' col-
leagues,, where most - if not all - of the time is spent in front of a computer. 

http://EN.nl
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P R O F E S S I O N ALL C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S. The survey questionnaire designed 
forr the Web contained a number of additional role items to the ones in the 
phonee survey among all journalists in The Netherlands. These extra items re-
latedd specifically to working in an online environment (see Deuze and Dimou-
di,, 2002). Table 1 therefore reports a full listing of all roles put to the online 
journalistss in the Web-survey. The figures in Table 1 offer additional support for 
conclusionss drawn in earlier studies, that journalism as it is practiced online 
allowss for a strong emphasis on audience-directed role perceptions (like pro-
vidingg a platform for discussion, reaching a wide audience; see Dahlgren, 1996; 
Quinn,, 1998). It seems that the Dutch online journalists still view the Internet 
ass a mass medium directed at a 'mass' audience, where the role of the news me-
diaa can accordingly be characterized by disseminating the news to the widest 
possiblee audience (Morris and Ogan, 1996). 

Tablee 11 takes an additional look at the role perceptions items, using a factor 
analysis-butt this time of the full range of questions posed to the online jour-
nalists.. Table 11 offers more evidence to the suggestion that a specific commu-

Tablee 5.1 
Onlin ee journalists ' rol e perceptions ; % 

MediaMedia roles 

Disseminatee information as quickly as possible 

sayin g g "ver yy important " 

OnlineOnline sample 
N=N= 66 

Focuss on news intended for the widest possible audience 

Providee analysis of complex problems 

Signall and present new trends and ideas 

Too provide a forum for discussion of public concerns 

Increasee pluralism in the media 

Criticallyy monitor developments in politics and business 

Investigatee government claims 

Too build and sustain (virtual) community 

Givee the public a chance to voice their opinions 

Providee entertainment 

Developp intellectual/cultural interests of the public 

Bee a spokesperson of certain groups in society 

Standd up for under-privileged people in society 

Createe a good environment for (potential) advertisers 

Influencee public opinion/political agenda 

55 5 
34 4 
30 0 
29 9 
27 7 
25 5 
25 5 
21 1 
20 0 
19 9 
14 4 
14 4 
14 4 
10 0 
8 8 
4 4 

MainMain sample 

773* 773* 

43 3 
26 6 
44 4 
18 8 

n.a. . 

n.a. . 

37 7 
25 5 

n.a. . 

29 9 
11 1 
15 5 

n.a. . 

13 3 
5 5 
9 9 

** n.a. (not available) means item not asked in phone survey. 

J J 
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Tablee 5.11 
Item ss and facto r loading s (varima x rotated ) fo r onlin e journalists ' 
rol ee perception s (N=66) 

MediaMedia roles Factor 1 2 3 4 Communality 

Too build and sustain (virtual) community 

Providee entertainment 

Signall new trends 

Givee people a chance to express their views 

Providee a good Umfeld for advertisers 

Reachh widest possible audience 

Standd up for disadvantaged people 

Bee a spokesperson of people(s) in society 

Sett the political agenda 

Influencee public opinion 

Gett news to the public quickly 

Developp interests of the public 

Investigatee claims government 

Bee an adversary (of gov't/business) 

Too provide a public forum for discussion 

Increasee pluralism in the media 

.82 2 

.66 6 

.66 6 

.64 4 

.64 4 

.24 4 

.25 5 
-.13 3 

.20 0 

.23 3 

.11 1 

-.15 5 

.48 8 

.22 2 

.72 2 
71 1 
.69 9 
.21 1 
.34 4 

.43 3 
-.18 8 

.23 3 

.51 1 

.27 7 

.48 8 

.15 5 

.41 1 

.25 5 

.78 8 

.70 0 

.66 6 

.43 3 

.35 5 

.44 4 

-.46 6 

.12 2 

.31 1 

.10 0 
-.15 5 

.20 0 

.28 8 

.81 1 

.60 0 

.53 3 

.49 9 

.70 0 

.66 6 

.67 7 

.67 7 

.80 0 

.74 4 

.70 0 

.67 7 

.71 1 

.67 7 

.61 1 

.53 3 

.71 1 

.63 3 

.71 1 

.55 5 

Notes:: only loadings above .10 (or -.10} are reported in this table. Boldfac e indicates highest fac-

torr loadings, factor 1 explains 28%, factor 2 explains 15%, and factor 3 and factor 4 both explain 

9%% of the variance. 

nity-orientedd role perception is emerging among online journalists. Such an 
emphasiss on a certain (virtual) community is something that according to the 
literaturee can be seen as a characteristic of'ideal-typical' online journalism (Ri-
ley,, Keough, Christiansen, Meilich and Pierson, 1998; Deuze, 1999: 384). This 
communityy orientation strongly correlates with a commercial perspective, 
thoughh - which might fuel the criticism voiced in the literature regarding the 
ethicall  standards (or lack thereof) of online reporting (see for example 
Gahran,, 1998). The other factors share similar elements with the typologies 
foundd in the main sample of Dutch journalists (see chapter 11). 
Inn a final question in the range of professional characteristics the respondents 
weree asked to reflect on a number of propositions regarding online journa-
lism.. From their remarks one may conclude that 78% feels strongly that online 
journalismm is developing next to print and broadcast journalism, as a new pro-
fessionall  type of journalism. Moreover, almost three quarters of the journalists 
saww that building a stronger and interactive relationship with the public is the 
bestt way to do 'online journalism'. In this respect one could argue that online 
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journalismm is a more service-oriented kind of journalism than other forms of 
journalismm - something with which 63% of the respondents agreed with. In 
termss of the classic agenda-setting theory of the press, half of the participants 
believedd that such a traditional monopoly on agenda setting of journalists is 
diminishedd online. The low scores for the media roles of influencing public 
opinionn and setting the political agenda support this notion. The final ques-
tionn posed to the respondents was: "Which professional title do you think de-

scribesscribes you better: Online journalist, Print journalist, Broadcast journalist or 

Journalist?"Journalist?" Half of the respondents ticked the box for Online Journalist, the 
otherr half for 'just'Journalist. 

Thesee professional characteristics suggest that there may be two 'types' of 
onlinee journalists emerging in The Netherlands: one is a more or less experi-
encedd reporter, who has worked in other journalisms (print, broadcast, wire) 
beforee coming to the online business and therefore still carries the 'weight' of 
normss and values of that experience with him or her. The other type can be typ-
ifiedd as a relatively younger reporter, who has started his or her career in jour-
nalismm online, can be considered to be in high demand of several employers 
andd is more likely to support roles such as building and maintaining (virtual) 
communityy online, presenting new ideas and trends and taking the advertisers 
intoo consideration. On average 69% of respondents younger than 35 years 
wouldd endorse these roles, against 32% of their 'older' colleagues. 

Expertt  Interviews 
Thee next phase in this part of the project consisted of in-depth interviewing 
thee key experts in the Dutch online newsmedia industry. The editors-in-chief of 
thee main national online news operations in The Netherlands were deter-
minedd as the leading experts in the field. Since at the time of data gathering 
(betweenn August 1999 and November 1999) only a few nationally operating 
onlinee news ventures existed online, a number of online journalists were also 
includedd in our group of expert interviewees. The interviews were semi-struc-
turedd and open-ended, and were conducted and transcribed by two MA stu-
dentss and the author.5 First the editors of the online editions of the five Dutch 
nationall  daily mainstream newspapers were contacted: Algemeen Dagblad, De 

Telegraaf,Telegraaf, Trouw, Volkskrant and the NRC Handelsblad. Secondly the online ed-
itorss of the two public broadcast organizations with specific online news de-
partmentss were selected: the VPRO and the NOS.6 AS a third step we invited the 
twoo main Dutch Internet Service Providers that feature an independent news 
servicee on their Websites to participate: Worldonline and Planet Internet.7 All of 
thee editors agreed to do an interview, several journalists accepted our invita-
tionn as well, resulting in fourteen expert interviews. 
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Thee interviews were conducted in a semi-structured way. Topics for the inter-
viewss were chosen on the basis of the literature review (see Deuze, 1998 and 
iggg).. The questions asked were structured in terms of Dahlgren's (1996) defi-
nitionn of online media logic, where we asked specifically for comments on the 
technicall  and organizational attributes of working in an online environment, 
thee specific journalistic skills and standards involved, as well as the percep-
tionss the informants had of their (potential) audience. 

Onn several occasions the interviewees would remark, that the issues at hand 
aree just not part of the daily reality of working as an online journalist in The 
Netherlandss (yet). Especially more 'advanced' forms of online journalism -
makingg multimedia for example - and discussions on changing ethics of 
newsgatheringg practices on the Internet would generate such response. This 
hass led me to reconsider coining the various ways in which the informants talk 
aboutt their work and experiences not as distinctive repertoires, but as more or 
lesss developed general attitudes. A repertoire presupposes the existence of a 
somewhatt developed and 'lived' belief system regarding a certain issue or situ-
ation.. The relatively short history of online journalism (in The Netherlands and 
elsewhere)) does not provide enough grounds to make such an assumption ac-
ceptablee for this part of the project. This does not mean one cannot apply the 
conceptt of interpretative repertoires as a method for transcript analysis; it 
meanss one has to interpret the different attitudes as emergent, as potential 
buildingg blocks of a developing mindset regarding the (impact of the) Internet 
onn journalism. This realization does suggest that the concept of media logic 
hass to be considered in this respect as logic 'in the making'. 

Analysis s 
Ass a general remark, made by almost all participants, one should mention the 

factt that these journalists made it very clear that they were new at 'the game', 

whichh fact several website editors would painstakingly explain. 

""  What we are doing, is taking it step-by-step. It is without question that you 

cannotcannot give away scoops on the website - that would mean that everyone 

hashas got them. Then you have to choose for the newspaper readers. On the 

otherother hand, sometimes you cannot wait for stories to appear in print before 

puttingputting them online. So between those two extremes - exclusive scoops and 

breakingbreaking news - there are a lot of possibilities, and that is what we are in-

vestigatingvestigating [...]  it means trying, collecting, communicating and once you 

havehave made a decision, putting it down on paper[...] But it primarily means 

talkingtalking talking talking, and making sure your back is covered by the editor-

in-chief." in-chief." 
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Thiss participant explains the daily business on the online work floor as an on-
goingg process of negotiation between ideals of the Internet (speed, immedia-
cy),, business interests of the paper (getting the scoop before the competition -
inn print), and as of yet rather undefined principles of online news work. He also 
explicitizedd the complex framework of this process as it is located somewhere 
'in-between'' the print and online newsrooms. In short, one could argue that 
whatt the technology of the networked computer environment makes possible 
posess conflicts and complexities for what journalists can do with that (compe-
tences),, and in what kind of professional organization these technologies and 
competencess can be embedded. 

Thee first coding process of the transcripts resulted in eight more or less dis-
tinctt topical categories: [1] editorial autonomy, [2] e-commerce, [3] 'new' 
ethics,, [4] regulation (or impossibility thereof in an online working environ-
ment),, [5] translation of'old'journalistic standards to 'new' online standards 
off  newsgathering and reporting, [6] speed, [7] trust (and related issues such as 
legitimacy,, credibility, trustworthiness of journalists vis-a-vis their audiences 
online),, and [8] finding your 'own way' online (as in the process of determin-
ingg the unique service one can offer readers online). The online journalists 
weree furthermore found to apply statements from three coherent attitudes to-
wardss the impact of the Internet on their work and professional identity: a 
pragmatic,, pessimistic, and optimistic attitude. Following the general remarks 
thee informants made, it was found that several topical categories (most no-
tablyy the editorial-advertising division online, its relationship with journalism 
ethicss and the development of'new' standards) tend to overlap to some extent. 
Yett I decided to maintain such overlapping categories as distinct sets of state-
ments,, considering the fact that the topics and attitudes derived from these 
transcriptss should be seen as emergent, meaning that what interviewees talk 
aboutt can be seen as 'primordial' accounts of the issues online journalists are 
facing. . 

CATEGORYY i: EDITORIAL A U T O N O M Y . The vast majority (95%) of online 

journalistss in the Web survey reported being autonomous in their work (see 
alsoo Dimoudi, 1999: 47). In the in-depth interviews informants indicated this 
predominantlyy means, that the online newsrooms of for example providers, 
broadcasterss and newspapers have their own editor-in-chief, who can make 
autonomouss decisions on what kind of content to publish on the Web. What 
thiss additionally means in terms of daily practices, is furthermore reflected in 
thee various ways the experts talk about editorial autonomy in our interviews -
ass one editor explains: 
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"As"As editorial department which have been able to more or less work on our 

ownown until now. This mainly has to do with the fact that the Website is not the 

corecore business [in this case: producing a printed daily newspaper, MD ] of our 

company.company. So we have never really been bothered by anyone." 

Onn the other hand, this business-like approach can equally impair autonomy, 

orr so it seems when looking at the following quote: 

"We"We cannot really function as a distinct medium, this has to do with our or-

ganizationalganizational dependency on our parent medium - and with the fact that we 

areare not able to fully exploit all options the Internet has to offer, to commu-

nicatenicate with the audience. It is of course my personal opinion, but I think 

therethere is a great potential to do other things than what we are doing now." 

Autonomyy does not necessarily mean producing one's own stories - nor does it 

meann deciding which sources to include or exclude. It has to do with making 

decisionss about what has been called 'tertiary content' (in: Friedrichsen, Ehe, 

Janneckk and Wysterski, 1999): 

"Our"Our biggest daily task is to shovel say 40 or 50 articles from the newspa-

perper and wire services to the Website - not the really small ones but almost 

allall  news stories. That is one aspect and the decision which stories to pick 

andand move online, is ours. But that is going to change, those decisions will  be 

decentralized." decentralized." 

CATEGORYY i i : E - C O M M E R C E. Several authors have expressed concerns 

thatt the already blurring distinction between editorial and commercial con-

tentt in 'traditional'journalisms is vanishing online (see for example Williams, 

1997)-- This topic was addressed in particular by the journalists working for In-

ternett Service Providers (ISP), and to a lesser extent by online newspaper and 

broadcastt journalists. Instead of consistently singling out increased commer-

cialismm as a potential threat to journalism online, the participants clearly dif-

ferentiatedd the issue between 'opportunity' and 'danger'. A Net-native news 

operationn is inherently in conflict with the commercial interests of the ISP, as 

onee editor explains: 

"In"In  the past there have been several instances where people in marketinggot 

involvedinvolved with the editorial policy regarding our homepage. This resulted in 

anan agreement: our homepage serves both our commercial business of pro-

vidingviding access, as well as offering a platform for editorial content. But in the 

practicepractice of daily work it is not a problem [...]we have never taken advertis-

erer interests into account." 

Att the newspapers a website is not part of the company's core business, which 
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contextt gives (e-) commerce a different meaning, allowing the journalist to 
thinkk of the commercial possibilities when writing a story online: 

"It"It  is a problem for sites and advertisers alike: how to attract people? I am 

notnot an advertiser so it is not really my problem but I know that there are sev-

eraleral attempts to offer something interesting [...]  like for example a 'top 10' 

ofof books where editorial reviews are coupled with hyperlinks to places with-
inn our site where you can buy the book [...]  to me this is like providing a 

service.service. You do not have to leave the site, we keep the people inside." 

Somee participants take these issues even further, but distinguish between how 
thee website develops and what role they see for themselves. In this respect one 
mightt add that editorial autonomy, the editorial-advertising divide, and news-
roomm standards are all part of the way online journalists discuss e-commerce. 

"We"We do want to extend things like entertainment, games, comics and serv-

iceice to create our own audience. So we say here is the editorial content, and 

herehere is something like service and games, and shops and stuff like that. And 

thatthat will  gain some importance, but it doesn't have anything to do with the 

workwork that I want to do. I mean it should be part of the website but not of the 

journalists'job." journalists'job." 

CATEGORYY i n : ' N E W' E T H I C S. As an additional example of how editorial 
autonomyy relates to commercialism online, one online broadcast editor de-
scribess newssites around existing television shows as: "i t is a bit like advertising 

maybe,maybe, but we do our own little thing,"This suggests somewhat of a conflict be-
tweenn the ethics of other journalisms - in which ideology commercialism can 
bee seen as a severe threat to 'real' journalism (see for example McManus, 1996; 
lamentingg the pitfalls of'market-driven journalism'). Elsewhere we have iden-
tifiedd a number of ethical dilemmas for online journalists which can be seen as 
specificc to the online working environment, several of which have been men-
tionedd already: commercial pressures, the use of hyperlinks, verifying infor-
mationn online, using (anonymous) electronic sources, privacy, absence of any 
kindd of regulation, electronic news gathering methods (Deuze and Yeshua, 
2001).. The interviews show that ethical dilemmas for journalists online present 
themselvess in two ways: one as these pertain to specific Internet-related fea-
turess of the website (interactive options, hyperlinks), the other as more gener-
all  dilemmas related to the credibility of journalists on the Internet and to dis-
cussionss about codes, statutes or other kinds of regulatory arrangements in 
thee online newsroom. 

Regardingg interactivity, interviewees would express concerns regarding for 
examplee allowing the server to respond to user's previous behavior on the web-
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sitee through the use of so-called 'cookies' (littl e bits of text stored on the user's 
computerr each time he or she visits a particular site, containing information 
onn what that user did on that site): 

"The"The profile of your subscribers is the capital of your newspaper. It's the 

powerpower you have in relation to the advertiser: 'this is exactly the target group 

youyou want to reach.' Dutch people are very careful to protect their privacy, 

muchmuch more than Americans. One should always keep that in mind. But you 

cannotcannot escape the fact that, whenyou try to do something new,you want to 

knowknow you could reach your potential visitors." 

Thee ethical dilemma in this particular case could be described as the urgency 
off  developing a knowledge base regarding online activity and customers, ver-
suss the tradition of protecting personal information and working completely 
independentlyy of advertisers' concerns. Adding hyperlinks to stories on the 
websitee also causes some dilemmas, as several participants explain through 
specificc examples: 

"You"You cannot just put a link somewhere on a page. It is located somewhere in 

youryour text and from that text it should be clear what this link is all about. If 

youyou for example link in your text to sites offering 'for' and 'against' stances 

inin certain issues, or these are for example the opponents - like in cases such 

asas the Kurds in Turkey or the Palestinians in Israel - then it would be rele-

vantvant to include links. But is has to be related to your message. Because it is 

partpart of your editorial responsibility to guide people elsewhere on the Inter-

net." net." 

Itt seems not as clear-cut as this sounds, though, as the same participant re-

markss later on in the interview: 

"Of"Of course it is difficult for people to discern the information from our site 

fromfrom that of another site. Whenyou link to foreign sites that is mostly clear, 

butbut people still sometimes have difficulties with that. You have to make clear 

youyou are linking to another site, but not with a sign saying 'you are now leav-

inging our site' or something like that. Yes, maybe that is not always ethical. 

TheseThese are difficult questions." 

CATEGORYY iv : R E G U L A T I O N. Autonomy, E-commerce and ethical dilem-

mass are all also discussed by the participants in terms of regulatory instru-

ments.. The Dutch media have a tradition - as many European news media and 

too a lesser extent Anglo-American media - of including editorial principles re-

gardingg policies towards minorities, relationship with advertisers and ways of 

dealingg with corrections in a formal code or mission statement (Evers, 1994: 
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48-54;; Hamelink, 1997). Such statements or 'statutes' as they are called are non-
existentt in the Dutch online newsrooms, even though some mentioned initia-
tivess in this regard. Most of the journalists consider it absolutely necessary to 
havee separate editorial statutes. Such statutes should provide clear informa-
tionn as regards the ethics of Internet journalism and the protection of editori-
all  independence: 

"Ourr newspaper has its own editorial statutes, but they date back thirty 

yearsyears ago, and have never been adapted to new developments like the Inter-

net.net. Things I mention, problems with the separation between the editorial 

andand the advertising departments, are not dealt with in those rules. All those 

thingsthings should be laid down in the form of rules and statutes." 

Thee literature suggests that a specific issue in regulation or for example a code 
off  ethics in the Internet environment is the sheer impossibility to standardize 
andd implement values in a constantly changing technological environment 
withh no central control point (Cooper, 1998: 73). This issue has been indicated 
inn the interviews as well: 

"Online"Online journalism sometimes has a bad reputation, it is something differ-

ent.ent. It uses facts much more easily, attributing truth to events long before 

theythey have been verified or checked properly [...]  you do not put every story 

youyou hear about on the Web, but it can be done, so it happens. You can come 

upup with a professional code of conduct, but the risk that people will  not fol-

lowlow it, is quite big. How do you address those people?" 

Participantss would therefore say that, because of the 'nature' of the Internet, 
somee kind of self-regulation would be preferred instead of a new set of rules 
andd regulations. But this is definitely an issue under debate. 

CATEGORYY v: ' O L D ' TO ' N E W' S T A N D A R D S. Journalists' work online is 
partlyy the same 'good old'journalism as it can be seen elsewhere, but the daily 
practicee also differs to some extent. Certain skills and standards have different 
meaningss and contexts online (Deuze, 1999). Participants were found to be 
particularlyy struggling with the 'transition' of established standards to these 
supposedlyy new elements of the online work experience. 

"I"I  guess I am still a newspaper man. Yes, I am not so fond of... I am not an 

ITT [Information Technology, MD^ specialist. I know a lot of things about the 

technologytechnology behind the Internet, because right now I have to have knowledge 

toto build this website, but first and foremost I am a journalist [...J can't it be 

both?both? I mean, it is a new medium, like radio or TV, but the Internet is a medi-
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umum which combines all previous media and this has been a discussion we 

havehave had in this building[...} We decided not to use multimedia, we are not 

usedused to these techniques and we do not have the organization or the money 

toto make those movies or audio clips on the website." 

Thiss particular journalist clearly distinguishes the new media technological 

experiencee from his role as a journalist. His colleagues at the broadcasting side 

off  the online operations in The Netherlands share similar problems addressing 

thee 'new' standards: 

"I"I  definitely think that it is a new kind of journalism that is very different 

fromfrom magazine or newspaper or TV or radio journalism, because on the In-

ternetternet you can integrate all these things,you know,you edit audio, you edit 

videovideo sometimes, you make pictures and of course you write... it is about 

findingfinding the best way to make your point, so if you need audio,you use audio, 

ifif  you do not need it, you do not use it... and... it is pretty hard to explain 

thisthis actually." 

Onn the other hand there are those in online journalism that would disagree 

withh the distinction, even though they admit this might be a position they can-

nott maintain: 

"I"I  have not been long in this field, it is very new to me. Our starting point is 

thatthat the standards of the newspaper should be upheld for the website. It is 

notnot that these are two different kinds of journalism: one for the Internet and 

anotheranother forthe newspaper [...]  But I guess thatis comingin the near future." 

CATEGORYY v i : S P E E D. Central to the understanding of many dilemmas of 

professionalss working on or with the Internet is the concept of speed, immedi-
acyy or 'real-time' decision-making (see also Gleick, 1999). Internet is a 'hasty' 
mediumm with a minute-to-minute, 24/7 deadline (Mann, 1997). A new story can 
becomee known worldwide in a matter of seconds (Singer, 1997a: 4). It can be 
consideredd difficult to perform a checks and balances procedure under this 
timee pressure (Williams, 1997). Speed and immediacy are critical to success on 
thee Internet and journalists work under these conditions affecting their daily 
workk practices. When talking about speed, the informants reiterated state-
mentss regarding ethical guidelines as 'work in progress'. 

"The"The Internet is a rapid medium and we use the Internet for 99% of our 

sources.sources. Anything our journalists read on a website can be published. We do 

notnot really have a verification procedure - we just mention our source. I guess 

youyou could say we opt more for speed than for checking and verifying the sto-

riesries of our sources." 
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AA colleague at a newspaper website disagrees with the emphasis put on speed 

andd reveals a different, more critical way of dealing with immediacy: 

"I"I  do not have this urge to get the news 'out there'as soon as possible. I think 

itit  has to do with what your goal is, of course you can publish the news as fast 

asas possible on the website, but if you have an audience that looks at the web-

sitesite just once a week it does not matter if you get the news one hour later." 

AA way to incorporate the notion of speed into the routines of the news organi-
zation,, some editors opt for a differentiation between the parent medium's 
productt and the online product: 

"Well,"Well, I think online journalism will  be much more like real-time journal-

ism,ism, with less of the interpretation and background that you find in the 

newspaper,newspaper, which has to do this strictly once a day, and as an online jour-

nalistnalist you have to be on the news every moment of the day and this has con-

sequencessequences for your stories. So I think our stories will  become more like press 

agencies,agencies, short stories." 

Ann interesting aspect of the ways in which online editors talk about speed and 
theirr work is the attempts they seem to be making to 'explain1 their views on 
thee Internet by translating what they know about other journalisms on the 
Web.. This can also be seen as a particular feature of scholarly writing about on-
linee journalism in the first years of the World Wide Web's existence (Deuze, 
1998).. Even the journalists working for 'online only' sites do so. A specific ex-
amplee of this can be observed below. 

"Wee are a medium that goes on the entire day, we have no deadlines and the 

interactioninteraction with the audience is most important, so we have faster and 

shortershorter stories, I mean we do not have such longer stories. Sometimes the 

newsnews is not more than just a headline, it is much more like radio journalism 

thanthan print journalism. That interaction and that 24-hours rhythm, that has 

muchmuch more to do with radio." 

CATEGORYY v i i : TRUST. A recurring, though not very popular (as follow-up 
questionss often remained unanswered) point made by the participants is their 
rolee perception as 'trustworthy' gatherers and disseminators of news and in-
formationn online. This particularly relates to the notion of working in 'real-
time'' (see the previous category regarding speed and immediacy): 

"You"You should write the story as fast as possible but you should also make it 

correctcorrect and trustworthy, well-written and double checked [...]  and maybe 

youyou will  not be the first to publish that story, but if you publish five minutes 
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laterlater than the others, but offer a better written and more reliable story, the 

audienceaudience will  know that your website is better than the others." 

Thiss notion of trust, of being reliable, coincides for the participants with work-
ingg for an established 'brand', which in the literature is referred to as institu-
tionall  credibility (Bardoel, 1996): 

"Journalists"Journalists who do not work for a news brand do not have the image or the 

trustworthinesstrustworthiness of existing media, and things can change but I do not think 

thatthat one individual editor can compete with existing publishers online. So I 

dodo not think that this development within the next couple of years will  have 

muchmuch implications for us, professional journalists." 

Mostt of the interviewees more or less agree with such propositions; few online 
journalistss seem to feel that the suggested blurring of the information pro-
ducer-consumerr distinction may have an effect on the trustworthiness of their 
mediumm when it goes online. In fact only two editors address concerns in this 
respect,, both of who are considering using online characteristics such as inter-
activityy to counter this concern. 

"My"My main point would be that direct interaction with users reinforces cred-

ibility.ibility.  You have to be more careful online, you have to correct mistakes in-

stantly.stantly. I for example like the idea of offering a discussion platform beneath 

everyevery story put online. It only has advantages: it makes journalism more 

transparent,transparent, more reliable." 

Thee second editor feels that this direct interaction would be the 'second phase' 
inn online journalism, whereas the first phase would be offering just a mix be-
tweenn shovelware, news summaries and hyperlinks to other sites. 

CATEGORYY v i n : F I N D I N G O WN WAY . What the discussion of all topics 

mentionedd clearly reveals, is that all editors and journalists at the time were 
stilll  very much exploring, experimenting and finding their own way on the In-
ternett - as noted earlier in the introductory comments to the analysis. The two 
sidess to the issue of autonomy (organizational dependency versus being left 
alone,, see category I) are a specific context for online journalists to discuss the 
stilll  ongoing process of finding their way as an online newsroom. 

"Becauseyou"Becauseyou have all these media - radio, TV, print - together, there should 

notnot be a separate digital journalist department to make content especially 

forfor the Internet, because you should start with the content and then just see 

whatwhat medium is best to put out the content. So we are asking ourselves at 

thethe moment where should we go..." 
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Inn the analysis of the topic 'speed' (category vn), one editor stated that using 
moree direct interactivity could be seen as the second or next phase in online 
journalism.. In the discussion of finding your own way, most online journalists 
indeedd mention adding interactive options as a near-future goal for their news 
site,, as the three examples show clearly: 

"It"It  is our intention in the long run to start writing our own stories online, 

whichwhich will  then also appear in print. Furthermore we are working on a num-

berber of applications specifically aimed at the Internet such as a discussion en-

vironmentvironment or for example 'chat evenings', where people can go online and 

talktalk to a doctor." (editor, national newspaper); 

"The"The main characteristic online is the Internet as a network, so ideally you 

wouldwould use that network and have people interact, like user input or some-

thing,thing, that is what I would really like to have. So that people who log onto 

ourour website don't just receive information but can actively add-on to the in-

formation,formation, but it is often very hard to realize that." (editor, broadcast or-
ganization); ; 

"We"We started from scratch, at first it was not really online journalism. It was 

calledcalled like that but it could have been called anything else. It was a kind of 

guide,guide, an index of sites on the Web. That is the basis. Then we started think-

inging about what we could do with that [...J We started turning things 

around,around, we wanted to be a source of news on the Internet [...]  Now take 

CNNN online for example. You can see news on the Web is fast, but on the oth-

erer hand it is constructed well, it is archived and accessible. I like it, it is as if 

youyou enter their living room, communicating also via email with them. That 

willwill  change more and more." (editor, isp news site). 

Thee way the participants discussed these eight topics in their work can be seen 
ass a reflection both of the fact, that many of them just started recently with a 
newssite,, as well as an understanding of the different characteristics the medi-
umm has or may have for (online) journalism. 

Repertoires s 
Alll  of the mentioned eight topics are discussed in several ways - ways that are 

sometimess even contradictory, and often overlap. The repertoire analysis aims 

too show the full range of ways into the discussion on journalism and the Inter-

net.. As mentioned above, this revealed three distinct attitudes rather than 

repertoiress these participants applied to the discussion of the topics: an opti-

mistic,, pessimistic and pragmatic attitude. These attitudes were used by all in-

terviewees,, be it that the pragmatic approach seemed to be most popular 
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amongg the online journalists, followed by the pessimistic attitude. An opti-
misticc set of propositions - as in foreseeing an idealistic future of journalism 
onn the Internet where 'everything will be better' - was often implicitly as-
sumed,, but then tackled by offering pragmatic arguments (as in:"... if only we 
wouldwould have the money to get there"). 

OPTIMISM.. Issues regarding editorial autonomy, dealing with (e-)commerce, 
andd 'new' professional dilemmas are commonly addressed more or less simul-
taneouslyy by the participating online journalists. When discussing these issues 
inn the context of professional competences, remarks are made about how the 
Internett potentially impacts upon journalistic standards - and sets new ones. 
Inn terms of the 'freedom' of the online environment, one participant (working 
forr a public broadcaster) says: 

"I've"I've got the feeling that we are not using the website the way we should use 
it[...]Yes,it[...]Yes, it is of course my personal opinion, butl think there is agreat po-
tentialtential to do other things than what we are doing now. But I see this hap-
peningpening in the future, the more technology and new business models devel-
op,op, we will  have a new medium, which will  probably create its own audi-
ence." ence." 

Thiss rather Utopian vision on the possible future of online journalism - defined 
byy Van Zoonen (2001) as a repertoire used byy Internet users to give meaning to 
theirr experiences online - is shared by most participants, although it means 
differentt things to them. For the 'online only'-journalists it seems to mean op-
tionss to further explore newsgathering and fact-finding on the Internet, while 
thee broadcast journalists envision more interactivity with users/viewers, and 
thee newspaper journalists mention adding and maintaining multimedia and 
(annotated)) archival content to their site. 

Whatt seems to be of particular relevance for a vision on journalism and the 
Internett as 'a better world', is the discussion about new business models for 
newssites: : 

"Nowadays"Nowadays everyone knows what is going on in China but no one knows 
whatwhat is going on around the corner. So the news that you actually dig out 
yourself,yourself, inyour own country,your own city or regional newspaper, will  be-
comecome more of an asset to your title. And that will  change the nature of how 
anan editorial organization works, is organized, how its hierarchy is shaped. 
II  think in the future it will  become more and more important to produce 
originaloriginal content, content that is not offered by anyone else. That is the only 
thingyouthingyou can sell for money on the Internet, I mean there is no way that you 
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cancan get people to pay to get access to information that they can get for free 
somewheresomewhere else." 

Itt is important to note here the implicit and somewhat 'technical' notion the 
participantss seem to share about the 'promise' of multimedia journalism in 
thee future, as the convergence of media modalities wil l most likely facilitate 
betterr storytelling: 

"We"We want people who are experienced or think they are experienced, to 

makemake a shift through all this material and make a selection of audio, video, 

picturespictures and text, put it all together and make it coherent, stronger." 

Thiss Dutch optimism - however unarticulated - coincides with the American 
typee of the benevolent revolutionary, found in Singer's work (1997a). Like 
Singerr concludes, the keyword in this repertoire is we: 'we the journalists' are 
keyy players in the new media world, journalism can only become better by us-
ingg new technologies, 'we' just need the time, money, experience and infra-
structuree - and then it will be inevitable that things wil l improve and innovate 
acrosss the board. 

P E S S I M I S M.. If the participants are sometimes rather implicit about the brave 
neww world the Internet might offer to journalism, they are quite vocal in their 
doubts,, disbeliefs and outright skepticism about some of the Internet's fea-
tures. . 

"Why"Why did I leave a newspaper website? Because I got a better offer, I knew 

thatthat what I was doing in the newspaper was not... there would not be a 

greatgreat future in it. The offer I got to work with a broadcasting company im-

pliedplied that I could work on the Internet with moving pictures, with sound 

andand not only with text, which is what would happen if I stayed with the 

newspaper." newspaper." 

AA pessimistic view also exists on the use of the Internet by 'offline' colleagues, 
thosee that write about material found on online, but not necessarily working 
withh or for the online department in a media organization: 

"To"To my biggest regret I sometimes read a story in our newspaper of which I 

cancan tell what sites that journalist has visited. This person has stolen a piece 

here,here, copied a piece there, translated it and presented the story in the news-

paperpaper without mentioning the sources, without permission. It is the laziest 

typetype of journalism, based on the idea 'I made the selection and I have put it 

togethertogether in my story'. Nonsense, it is not right that way." 

Thee Internet can be seen as a threat to journalistic principles, according to this 
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view.. This problem is signaled in different propositions, often related to the 

ethicss of newsgathering online, but also more specifically connected with edi-

toriall  storytelling: 

"If"If  you look a the Internet everything is different: because of the incredible 

pacepace it is much more difficult to judge if something is relevant to the public, 

andand you are less capable to fully verify information. It happens often that we 

havehave to publish additional material or corrections to stories we put online. 

InIn short, the kind of stories will  become a trend which we see now on CNN: 
thiss is the update so far, to be continued." 

Thee editors-in-chief we interviewed voiced such concerns in particular, seeing 

thee future of the Internet as a potentially problematic place where the reader 

wil ll  not be able to distinguish 'good' from 'bad' content: 

"I"I  think it will  be more complicated to protect our editorial autonomy on-

line.line. That I think is the most important problem of the future. How can we 

maintainmaintain our journalistic credibility, when it becomes clear that we also sell 

allall  kinds of related products and services - regardless of what kind of prod-

uctsucts and services these are." 

Thee brightest future of online journalism for some would be adding much 

moree interactivity to the newssite - something that from a pessimistic view-

pointt would be the end of'real'journalism. 

"This"This community thinking, yes, well, I have a double feeling about that. I 

don'tdon't give a damn, really. It does not interest me who reads the articles and 

whatwhat they have to say about that. I think journalism should be a supply side 

activity.activity. We decide what is news and if you do not agree, well, buy another 

newspaper.newspaper. We have our own set of values and ideas about how we should 

reportreport about the world [...]!  don't give a damn what people think because 

itit  is our newspaper, not theirs [...]  Technically the Internet is more suited to 

developdevelop a community like that. But it is not clear for me yet what the conse-

quencesquences of that will  be for reporting. It is simply another task of a newspa-
perr which I would hardly call journalism." 

Clearlyy this attitude reflects a much more skeptical approach to the wonders of 
thee new media world. Singer (1997a) typified this attitude as nervous tradi-
tionalism:: a journalist strictly emphasizing the 'basics' of good journalism, re-
fusingg to let the enthusiasm of the new to run away from the establishment of 
thee old. On the other hand, this repertoire analysis adds a dimension to 
Singer'ss type (which may have to do with the fact that our study was conduct-
edd five years later): this is also a journalist who is to some extent disillusioned 
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withh the kind of text-only'shovelware' being produced in most online journal-
ismm - in particular by newspaper sites. 

P R A G M A T I S M.. What characterizes the approach most, if not all, participants 
takee to the Internet is pragmatism. Singer (1997a: 12-15) describes this attitude 
ass a journalist considering him- or herself a rational realist, as they do not have 
anythingg for or against new technology, primarily because the changes are not 
seenn as having much to do with their work at all. This attitude can be seen as 
thee use of similar propositions to explain daily practices in the workplace, 
withoutt addressing the changes the Internet brings as either threats or chal-
lenges: : 

"Our"Our department sort of has an experimental way of dealing with the Inter-

netnet and that i$ our goal to try and find out how to do this. And sometimes it 

doesdoes not work at all and sometimes it functions really well." 

Thiss attitude can be also explained - according to the journalists themselves - by 

aa lack of professional knowledge and training in 'how to do' online journalism. 

"Well,"Well, we journalists are still looking for something to hold on to. The writ-

inging skills, they are not... almost no educators in The Netherlands or out 

therethere are teaching specifically what skills online journalism needs." 

Onn the other hand, some participants make the pragmatic point that such 

skillss are perhaps not that different online, as compared to 'offline' media. 

"For"For  a reporter the Internet does not really make much difference, because 

thethe nature of reporting does not change. You still have to find good sources, 

youyou have to be able to check your facts, you have to be able to write a good 

story,story, find news or judge news or make news or whatever you call it." 

Thee survey among online journalists showed that many of these new media 
professionalss are in fact older, experienced journalists coming from other 'of-
fline'' departments. This is also reflected in the pragmatic repertoire, as one ed-
itorr comments: 

"I"I  am not the prophet of the Internet. No, I am too old for that, leave that to 

thethe young boys and girls who have not been working half their life for a 

newspaper.newspaper. Anyway, the Internet is still very young, I mean I am only begin-

ningning to understand my own daughter of 14." 

Journalistss who share this attitude can also been seen as shifting to and from 
optimisticc beliefs to pessimistic concerns about the future of journalism on-
line.. This shifting to-and-fro does not seem to unsettle them too much though, 
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ass the answers reflect what Harper (1998) called some kind of 'serene sepa-
ratism'.. Instrumental in this shifting are concerns about ways for journalism 
onlinee to make money, to develop a working business model which may guar-
anteee the development of features that seem to be promising (such as multi-
media,, services, interactivity for some). The pragmatics typically would not ad-
dresss this issue in great detail, as one journalist would shrug and say: "We are 
notnot ready for this sort of discussions yet." What is notably striking in the ac-
countss of the experts, is the virtual omission from 'the public' in their thinking 
(aloud).. Even though the survey suggested - see the tables earlier in this chap-
terr - an emphasis on audience-oriented role perceptions, this audience is cer-
tainlyy not in any specificed way on the forefront of deliberations regarding 
(implicationss and future of) online journalism. 

Conclusion n 
Iss it possible to speak of distinctive media logic of online journalists in The 
Netherlands?? And if so-, how this logic relate to the core values of the profes-
sion?? The first question can be answered with a cautious "Yes" - even though 
onlinee journalism has only be around for approximately five years at the time 
off  writing this book.8 Within this (emerging) online media logic technical at-
tributess of daily work are perceived as essential for the occupation. In terms of 
itss organization of labor online journalism in The Netherlands is increasingly 
professionalizedd and generally structured separately from its parent medium 
(iff  any). The professional logic behind the kind of journalism as it is practiced 
onlinee is clearly focused on an interactive relationship with an (wide) audi-
ence,, with less importance attributed to traditional media functions like agen-
daa setting or advocacy journalism. The process within which online content -
bee it original or shovelware - is shaped can be considered a separate and even 
almostt completely autonomous one, with littl e or no communication between 
thee online editors and other sectors of the media organization. Online jour-
nalistss are surfing the Net, (re-) writing their stories and handling their email 
correspondencee almost exclusively, which makes their work largely 'medium-
driven'.. The production patterns within online journalism clearly reflect a 
powerfull  role for the technological context of the job, coupled with a per-
ceivedd need to use this technology for including the public(s) into the journal-
ismm experience instead of communicating to them as would be reflected in role 
perceptionss like being a spokesperson or advocate for certain (groups of) peo-
plee in society. 

Thee analysis of the attitudes online journalists share in the discussions 
aboutt a wide range of topics regarding journalism and the Internet shows a 
professionall  group of people trying to get to grips with the changes and chal-



lengess of the wired workplace. Like their colleagues in the multicultural field 
(seee our analysis in the previous chapter) they apply notions of'real' journal-
ismm or 'the' journalistic principles to the concepts they are faced with - and 
findd that these notions are under pressure. This causes them to either look for-
wardd to the new options the Internet has to offer- interactivity in particular; to 
bee quite skeptical of the potential threat to the traditional role of the journal-
istt as autonomous storyteller and to be rather pragmatic about it, as their 
newssitess are moving from a purely shovelware-basis to a new platform for 
(thee exchange of) content, perhaps even multimedia content. There seems to 
bee no consensus among the participating experts on whether this will make 
forr a 'better' or 'worse'journalism - but it wil ll  further shape a distinctly differ-
entt journalism, so much the interviewees contend to. In this sense one could 
considerr the attitudes (rather than repertoires) of these online journalists in-
strumentall  for them to distinguish themselves as a separate professional 
groupp in de Dutch media system. 

Iff  one takes a closer look at the topics the online journalists mentioned in 
thee interviews, it is quite striking that these seem to closely reflect the compo-
nentss of the ideology of journalism (as in: objectivity, autonomy, immediacy, 
ethics,, legitimacy, and the public service ideal; see chapter i). This conclusion 
contributess to answering the research problem of how the ideology of jour-
nalismm can be seen as challenged by the meaning and relevance of the Internet 
too Dutch journalism. Journalists provide a public service, but in the transition 
fromm 'old' to 'new' standards the participants indicated that their traditional 
rolee as a journalist - a watchdog, interpreter, guide or filter - comes under 
pressure.. Secondly one could argue that yes, journalists consider themselves to 
bee neutral and objective but in finding their own way online they face a further 
blurringg of the producer-consumer distinction. This happens for example as 
theyy are expected to actively engage in some kind of participatory communi-
cationn online - something some participants do not consider to be 'real'jour-
nalismm indeed. The issue of editorial autonomy in the online workplace does 
nott necessarily correlate with producing 'original content'. Autonomy can 
beenn redefined online, as editorial departments are integrated (or expected to 
integrate)) with so-called 'services and products'-sections, or: e-commerce. A 
sharedd sense of immediacy and urgency of journalists online is perceived as 
quitee problematic and functions as a source of unrest. As online journalists 
wouldd say: immediacy is fine, but in the context of a 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
weekk news environment these values can be seen as challenging professional 
idealss of verification of information, checking sources or following up a story 
leadd before publishing. In terms of ethics, the Internet seems to pose a range of 
'new'' dilemmas for journalists operating online, dilemmas that are not dealt 
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withh in a structural way by the online newsrooms. A way of addressing ethical 
issuess is for example through editorial statutes, which is a much-debated top-
ic,, but has no precedent in Dutch online newsrooms.9 Finally the topic of trust 
(andd related issues such as legitimacy and credibility) conflicts with the partic-
ipants'' belief in the institutional credibility of online journalism, which gets 
lostt in an environment where one competes with thousands or even millions 
off  other information-providers without institutional or media-organizational 
backingg and background. 
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Journalism m 
andd Infotainment 
Commercialism,, corporate business interests, internationalization of media 
marketss are but some of the developments about which most contemporary 
mediaa critics and scholars agree, that these are and have been profoundly 
shapingg the culture industry in (Western) society (Dahlgren and Sparks, 1992; 
McManus,, 1994; McChesney, 1999). As argued in the first chapter, two develop-
mentss in journalism that follow directly from changing and evolving media 
markett developments are equally valid in Australia, Germany, Great Britain, 
Thee United States as well as in The Netherlands: (increased) media concentra-
tionn and infotainment.1 As argued in the first two chapters, one can study the 
articulationn of infotainment to Dutch journalists and journalism in two dis-
tinctt ways. In this chapter those ways are addressed firstly by looking at the ba-
sic,, occupational and professional characteristics of journalists working for 
specificc infotainment genres, secondly by analyzing the professional knowl-
edgee and views of experts in the field regarding their work. 

Ass a first step, both of these questions were partly answered by the analysis of 
thee data regarding professional characteristics from the main survey sample 
(seee chapter m). Dutch journalists in general seem to be quite supportive of a 
moree or less entertaining role for the newsmedia, as 49% said this is an impor-
tantt or even very important part of their job (compared to 47% in Germany and 
40%% in the United States). This 49% is distributed more or less evenly across the 
entiree media spectrum. As infotainment and media concentration are general-
lyy attributed to increasing commercialization of the media (see Esser, 1999), it 
iss important to note here that I found commercial goals of newsmedia - iden-
tifiedd as advertising-revenue goals - particularly shared among journalists 
workingg for magazines and television. 

Inn this chapter the full analyses on the data of the subsample of infotain-
mentt journalists are offered in detail (for details on the sampling procedure 
seee the second chapter of this book). As a second step - and similar to the the-
maticc chapters on journalism and multiculturalism and the Internet - we con-
ductedd a range of expert interviews with leading tabloid editors in The Nether-
lands,, in order to further study and understand the relationships between 
workingg for a 'typical' infotainment genre in the Dutch media and the process 
off  giving meaning to one's own professional identity in contemporary jour-
nalism.22 First an overview is offered of earlier research and theory regarding 
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journalismm and infotainment, after which the survey data analysis follows. The 
sectionss thereafter cover the ground of the design and analysis of the (14) ex-
pertt interviews with tabloid editors. 

Journalismm and Infotainment 
AA specific difference between the theme of infotainment, and the discussion of 
multiculturalismm and online journalism in The Netherlands, is that commer-
cialismm and entertainment have always been part and parcel of the newsmedia 
-- at least since the early 19th century when news became a commodity, a way for 
aa company to make profit, a way for people (writers) to earn a living (see for ex-
ample:: Schudson, 1978; Baldasty, 2000; Blokker, 1989 for a Dutch similar per-
spective).. Scholars like Van Zoonen (1998a: 125) and Gripsrud (2000:287) argue 
thatt it is part of the mythology of journalism to suggest that commercial and 
entertainmentt interests have only recently come to the fore. The earlier cited 
workk of Tunstall (1970) has shown that advertising-revenue goals have been an 
acceptedd part of the professional identity of (certain specialist) journalists. 
Schudsonn (1978; 1995) correspondingly argued that commercialism and enter-
tainmentt have always been part of the (history of professionalization in the) 
newsmedia.. Dahlgren (1992) and Winch (1997) claim that the perceived differ-
encess between entertainment and news are a social construction of main-
stream,, 'hard' news journalists to differentiate, define and legitimize them-
selves. . 

Nevertheless,, what gives the theme a sense of urgency and immediacy when 
itt comes to the daily practices, norms and values of journalists at the time of 
writing,, is the perceived blurring of the historical distinction between infor-
mationn and entertainment in the news which happens in particular in terms of 
neww genres (cf. docusoaps, talk shows), styles ('intimate' journalism, public 
journalism),, and topics (cf. the entertainment industry becomes 'hard' news) 
inn contemporary journalisms (Schudson, 1995: 179-181; Brookes, 1998; Esser, 
1999).. Van Zoonen (1998b) has argued that even though infotainment can be 
seenn as a historical feature of journalism, the growing concern about these de-
velopmentss for journalists may be explained by the fact that it used to be clear 
whichh realms of journalism could be considered to be entertaining - i.e. 
lifestyle,, gossip and human interest genres - and which were seen as in the 
'publicc interest'. The findings in the main survey among Dutch reporters sug-
gestt that commercial interests are somewhat typical for magazine and televi-
sionn journalism, but on the other hand also reveal that 'mixed' sets of goals are 
sharedd by (a slight) majority of Dutch journalists.3 

Contentt analyses in several countries suggest that televised and printed 
newss has become more entertainment focused in for example the United 
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States,, Great Britain, Germany and The Netherlands, particularly so since the 
1980ss (see Hallin, 1992; Barnhurst and Muntz, 1997; Esser, 1999; for The Nether-
landss see: Brants and Neijens, 1998; Van Praag and Brants, 2000). Sparks (2000: 
3)) suggest that one could speak of a spill-over of tabloid news values and top-
icss - such as entertainment, gossip, scandal - into the mainstream prestige me-
dia.. Esser (1999: 293) argues that one should in fact study the 'quality' press in 
orderr to analyze the impact tabloidization has on the news media. In The 
Netherlands,, Costera Meijer (2001a) suggests a framework for analyzing the 
'publicc quality' of popular journalism, where she aims to enrich mainstream 
newss genres with what popular genres (like tabloids, talk shows) do better: in-
corporatingg and maintaining audiences, focusing on lif e stories and human 
interest. . 

Studiess by Van Zoonen (1998a) and Sparks (2000) suggest there exists a 
moree or less explicit consensus within and about journalism on which sections 
orr genres can be considered more 'infotaining' than others. Sparks (2000:14-
15)) in particular defines this infotainment field in the print media as the 'news-
standd tabloid press', typified by a concentration on private lif e of individuals 
specificallyy in terms of scandal, sports and entertainment. It is this contempo-
raryy demarcation that has led to the research questions as formulated above. 
Thee signaled blurring of the public-private distinction in journalism therefore 
particularlyy impacts upon the journalists' sense of autonomy and professional 
self-perception.. As in the two previous chapters, I wil l explore and analyze this 
impactt in the qualitative phase of the project by looking specifically at those 
journalistss directly involved: for multiculturalism the specialists and experts in 
thee Dutch newsrooms, for new media developments the online reporters and 
forr infotainment processes the editors of those media in The Netherlands cor-
respondingg closest to Sparks' definition of newsstand tabloids. In the quanti-
tativee phase I have - as in the other two thematic parts of this book - added a 
specificc subsample of journalists in order to better grasp the articulation of in-
fotainmentt to Dutch journalism and the characteristics of the reporters and 
editorss involved. 

Infotainmentt  journalists in The Netherlands 
Thee history of media professionalization and developments in journalism re-
gardingg the rise and establishment of entertainment (genres) in journalism -
ass reported in chapter 1 - shows that infotainment in newsmedia can be seen 
ass a significant area of change and challenges to the norms and values of jour-
nalists.. Like in the cases of ethnic minority journalists and online reporters, I 
includedd a subsample of so-called 'infotainment journalists' in the survey 
(N=8o;; for details on this particular sampling procedure, see chapter 11). The 
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reportt on the basic, occupational and professional characteristics of this sam-
plee follows here. 

BASICC C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S. The infotainment sector in Dutch journalism is 
aa bit more balanced in terms of gender (39% versus 32% in the main sample), 
andd much more balanced regarding age, as 48% (versus 28%) is younger than 
366 years. The level of education is similar, with almost one-third of reporters 
enteringg the genre with a BA-degree in journalism. This is somewhat surpris-
ing,, as the four schools for journalism in The Netherlands do not support their 
studentss in finding internships, contacts or employment in the infotainment 
sectorr - nor do these schools offer specific courses in 'popular journalism'.4 

Likee in the overall sample, 2% of the infotainment journalists reported having 
aa non-Dutch ethnic background. 

O C C U P A T I O N ALL C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S. One has to note specific sample ef-
fectss regarding the occupational context of these respondents. In the sampling 
proceduree we found more established infotainment programs and formats in 
thee magazine and broadcasting sector, than for example in national newspa-
perr sections (see Lamkamp, 2000). Infotainment journalists work under the 
samee conditions as 'other'journalists, although almost half of them work for 
broadcastt organizations {45% versus 29% in the main sample), which finding 
supportss the claim that infotainment is a genre in journalism which has par-
ticularlyy flourished in the concept of the (television) talkshow.5 The types of 
specializationss respondents reported show that this segment of journalists is 
nott likely to process news regarding financial or economic issues, foreign or 
domesticc politics (including multicultural issues), and new media technolo-
giess (versus other categories like crime, lifestyle, youth culture, art) - this sug-
gestss a clear boundary between 'regular'journalism and 'popular'journalism, 
whichh distinction Tuchman typified as 'hard' versus 'soft' news (1978: 47-49). 
Thee respondents think their audience is a bit more interested in education and 
healthh issues (58% versus 52%), art (44% versus 38%), show business news (48% 
versuss 40%), and topics regarding the multicultural society (40% versus 28% in 
thee main sample). They also feel that their public is a bit less keen to learn 
aboutt economic issues (21% versus 37%). In terms of getting and rating audi-
encee feedback, the infotainment journalists gave similar answers to those of-
feredd by their colleagues. Perhaps these 'infotainers' are a bit more acutely 
awaree of their public's wants and needs, tough: more than half said to use e-
maill  for more or less regular interaction with the audience (53% versus 32% in 
thee main sample). 
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P R O F E S S I O N ALL C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S. Two-thirds of infotainment journal-

istss feel that one of their most important functions is to provide entertainment 
andd relaxation - versus half of the main sample (65% versus 49%, adding answer 
categoriess "important" and "very important"). On the other hand it seems that 
itt is the group of 'infotainers' who are most fervently opposed to consciously 
providingg a good environment for advertisers: 68% said this is not important at 
alll  for their job as a journalist, versus 50% of the main sample. This suggests 
thatt being an infotainment journalist is for these respondents not synony-
mouss with having a commercial attitude or seeking advertising-revenue (us-
ingg Tunstall's terminology). 

Likee with the other subsamples, a factor analysis of items pertaining to 
journalists'' role perceptions was conducted (see Table 1 for full results). This 
analysiss shows that the three roles observed in the main sample (of journalists 
endorsingg non-revenue, audience-revenue and advertising-revenue goals) are 
alsoo supported by the infotainment reporters. A closer look suggests however, 
thatt the dominant role for this group of journalists seems to mean something 
quitee different. The first factor shows a combination of both a public and a pri-
vatee orientation: being both critical and focused on public institutions (busi-
nesses,, government) as well as aiming to develop the intellectual and cultural 
interestss of the public and giving (disadvantaged) people a voice. This perhaps 

Tablee 6.1 
Item ss and facto r loading s (varima x rotated ) fo r infotainmen t journa -
lists ''  rol e perception s (N=80) 

MediaMedia rotes Factor 1 2 3 Communality 

Bee an adversary of public officials and businesses 

Investigatee claims government 

Standd up for disadvantaged people 

Developp interests of the public 

Reachh widest possible audience 

Havee an influence on the public/political agenda 

Givee people a chance to express their views 

Gett news to the public quickly 

Providee a good environment for advertisers 

Providee entertainment 

Signalingg new trends 

Providee analysis and interpretation 

Notes:: only loadings above .10 (or -.10) are reported in this table. Boldface indicates highest factor 
loadings.. Factor 1 explains 23%, factor 2 explains 15% and factor 3 explains 12% of the variance. 
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givess evidence to the claim, that infotainment not only means the blurring of 
thee lines between that what is considered as 'information' and what is 'enter-
tainment',, but also between the seemingly clear lines between a 'public' and 
'private'' focus of journalists (see Hallin, 1996; Brants, 1998; Sparks, 2000 for a 
discussionn on this claim). 

Vann Zoonen (1998b) has argued, that popular journalism needs its own ethical 
codess and guidelines, since the kind of newsgathering and reporting one does 
inn such genres brings about more (and sharper) conflicts with established 
morall  codes in the profession (which codes are generally based on mainstream 
'hard'' news journalism, see for example Evers, 1994). A comparison between 
thee main sample and the infotainment sample on issues regarding ethics of 
newsgatheringg shows differences on two of the eight 'ethical' items (at signifi-
cancee level p=o,oo): 44% of infotainment journalists say it can be justified to 
payy for information (versus 27% of the main sample) and 12% would not un-
equivocallyy protect a source's confidentiality (versus 6%). When interpreting 
thesee results, one should first consider the fact that almost half of the 80 re-
spondentss work in broadcasting, which means that for them it is quite com-
monn to pay sources to come to the studio for interviews - which is something 
otherr than the kind of 'chequebook journalism' this particular item refers to 
(thee acceptance score for this item is indeed significantly higher among radio 
andd television journalists than among newspaper and magazine reporters). 
Regardingg the second finding, one has to note that a vast majority of journal-
istss still feels that one should honor the confidential relationship with a source 
att all costs. What these two findings definitely warrant is further investigation 
intoo the kind of ethics pertaining to infotainment genres in contemporary 
journalism.. Ethical perceptions were therefore explicitly included in the semi-
structuredd design of the in-depth expert interviews. 

Expertt  Interviews 
Thee qualitative method of analyzing the issues related to infotainment jour-
nalismm in The Netherlands is the same as in the chapters on multiculturalism 
andd the Internet: the transcripts of a series of in-depth interviews with a spe-
cificc group of experts have been analyzed looking at the full range of topics 
mentioned,, and constructing different interpretative repertoires applied by 
thesee journalists to give meaning to their everyday work. For determining 
whomm to interview, I used the definitions of tabloid and popular journalism by 
Sparkss {2000: 14-15) and Van Zoonen (1998a: 127). Both authors identify the 
tabloidd as the archetype of popular journalism. The 'ultimate' form thereof is 
thee supermarket tabloid - a genre non-existent in The Netherlands (besides a 
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brieff  and unsuccessful experiment with a magazine called De Nieuwe in the 
earlyy 1990s), but well established in the Anglo-American media sphere. Prime 
exampless of this type of tabloid are the Weekly World News and the National 

EnquirerEnquirer in the us, Bild in Germany, and the News of the World or The Sun in 
Greatt Britain.6 Van Zoonen identifies several in-between genres, of which gos-
sipp magazines (in terms of Sparks: the newsstand tabloid and serious-popular 
press)) can be singled out as a type of popular journalism present in all media-
sawyy societies, including The Netherlands. She argues that there are consider-
ablee varieties in the gossip press in different countries (1998b: 114). One of the 
feww scholars who have researched and published about journalists working for 
popularr genres, Elizabeth Bird (who studied people working for weekly super-
markett tabloid National Enquirer in the us), offers a more general view on the 
phenomenon:: "Although their emphases are different, newspapers and tabloids 

areare located along the same storytelling continuum. Tabloids report on real peo-

pleple and events, and their staff members are journalists" (1990:386). Whereas the 
Dutchh media market has no tabloids, it does have its fair share of weekly 
celebrityy and gossip magazines, breakfast and daytime TV lifestyle talk shows 
andd lifestyle sections in newspapers, which segmentation has informed the 
theoreticall  sample of infotainment journalists used in the phone survey (see 
thee previous section on results of the survey). For the in-depth interviews all 
thee (chief) editors of the main newsstand tabloids (Privé, Story, Weekend, Par-

ty,ty, Talkies, Glossy, Beau Monde) and serious-popular press (Aktueel, Nieuwe Re-

vue,vue, Panorama) were selected. These magazines have a long history in The 
Netherlandss (Story for example was the first gossip magazine, started in 1974; 
PanoramaPanorama put out its first issue in 1913), and have significant readerships (Sto-

ry,ry, Weekend, Privé and Party together had a total circulation of almost one mil-
lionn copies at the time of writing, the six other magazines together have a mar-
kett share of approximately 600.000 copies; source: Het Oplage Instituut, 2001). 
Thesee magazines have also undergone some changes in recent years because of 
increasedd competition from other media - notably commercial television and 
thee 'quality' press - and from other tabloid titles - most recently Talkies, Glossy 

andd Party entered the market in the 1990s (Hemels and Vegt, 1997; Meijer, 1999: 
42).. Broadcast media were deliberately left out at this stage of the project for 
severall  reasons, the main one being the consideration found in the literature 
off  the archetypical quality of the gossip press in the history of popular jour-
nalism.. As with the multicultural expert group (also including only print me-
diaa practitioners), the added complexity of working in a broadcasting envi-
ronmentt also provided ground for exclusion. One more pragmatic reason is 
thee aforementioned long tradition of the printed popular media in The 
Netherlands,, whereas most of the radio and particularly television talkshows 
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havee relatively short running times.7 Gossip journalism in The Netherlands has 
recentlyy been the subject of relatively few studies, for example about politi-
cianss in the popular press and the ethics of gossip journalists (Van Zoonen, 
1995;; 1998b and 1998c), and one about the history and character of gossip jour-
nalismm (Meijer, 1999). Meijer in her paper that, as the 'quality' press has adopt-
edd the news topics and newsgathering methods of the popular press, Dutch 
journalismm has to look hard at its own ethical standards to see if "publication 

ofof uncontrollable facts about persons is justifiable" (1999:49). The data analysis 
onn the infotainment sample indeed suggests that one might expect a different 
sett of ethical principles or at least a different way of thinking about ethics 
amongg journalists working for popular genres. The main theme (semi-) struc-
turingg our interviews has therefore been working ethics.8 Where the interviews 
withh multicultural experts were structured by the concepts of knowledge - rep-
resentationn - responsibility, and the online journalists were questioned using 
thee concept of media logic, the interviews with the tabloid editors have been 
informedd by the combination of ethical perceptions with what Costera Meijers' 
notionn of public quality of popular journalism (2001a). Costera Meijer con-
tends,, as other scholars have done recently, that the strict separation of quali-
tyy journalism and popular or tabloid journalism is an often unarticulated, if 
nott unworkable one in the contemporary media sphere (2001a: 190; see also 
Winch,, 1997; Brants, 1998; Allan, 1999:185-192). The in-depth interviews there-
foree contained a significant emphasis on questions regarding the perceived 
differencess or distinctions between popular (gossip) and quality journalism. 
Otherr items addressed in the interviews followed the results of the literature 
review,, and included (as mentioned) questions of ethics, organization of labor, 
definitionss of for example 'gossip', and opinions about competitor-colleagues 
andd the audience. As with the interviews with experts in the previous chapters 
off  this book, the informants were given as much room as possible to structure 
theirr own accounts of their work, their (news) values, norms and ethics. 

Thee editorial departments of the ten selected magazines were first sent a for-
mall  letter (dated late May 2001) describing the research project, and were then 
contactedd by phone to make an interview appointment. Only the editor of 
TalkiesTalkies refused cooperation, claiming he did not have time for 'academic pur-
suits'.. All other editors (some of these magazines have more than one editor; 
Aktueel,Aktueel, Glossy and Weekend in fact share the same editor-in-chief) agreed, re-
sultingg in fourteen expert interviews. The results section wil l follow the same 
patternn as before (chapters iv and v), starting with an overview and descrip-
tionn of the full range of topical categories the participants talked about, con-
cludingg with an analyses of the interpretative repertoires these journalists 
usedd when talking about their work. A striking characteristic of all interviews 
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withh the tabloid editors was, that the atmosphere of the talks was quite infor-
mall  and pleasant. Almost all of the editors expressed, that they enjoyed the fact 
thatt academia would spent time on research into popular journalism. One 
couldd argue, that the editors considered our interviews as some kind of intel-
lectuall  acknowledgement of their role in society. 

Analysis s 
Ass a first remark one has to note that on several occasions the interviewed ed-
itorss of serious-popular magazines Nieuwe Revue and Panorama expressed dif-
ferentt concerns than their colleagues. These are not gossip magazines, and 
severall  notions mentioned in the analysis pertain specifically to their views. On 
thee other hand I found that these editors do talk about more or less the same 
issues,, questions and topics as their counterparts in the gossip press; they use 
thee same yardsticks to evaluate themselves, address similar trends and devel-
opmentss in the market for infotainment media, apply the same repertoires to 
givee meaning to their work. Although their experiences and ways to go about 
theirr work are sometimes quite differing, the interviews with these 'serious-
popular'' press professionals can be seen to contribute to an analysis of the 
knowledgee and views of infotainment journalists. 

Alll  of the interviewed experts addressed a total of seven recurring topical 
categoriess when talking about their work: a gossip or popular journalism atti-
tude;; corresponding skills attributed to the 'craft' of doing infotainment jour-
nalism;; views regarding their particular audience; truth; ethics or codes of con-
duct;; benchmarking their work using competitor-colleague magazine Party; 
theirr (low) status in the hierarchy of journalism. In this analysis the full band-
widthh of these categories is first explored, after which the ways tabloid editors 
givee meaning to the various topics is discussed. 

CATEGOR YY K 'THE ' G O S S IP OR POPULA R J O U R N A L I S T I C ATT ITUDE . 

Thee editors would often describe the way they go about their work as a distinct 
processs of gossip or popular journalism. These accounts of 'that what we as 
journalistss do' were set against experiences most of the interviewees had while 
workingg for other (non-gossip) media. In other words: the way to go about 
workk seems to be instrumental in distinguishing oneself from the 'other'jour-
nalistss and journalisms in The Netherlands. The various ways in which inter-
vieweess describe their work indicates, that they actively negotiate between the 
normss and values of 'traditional' journalism and the intricacies of the gossip 
environment.. Two colleagues at one magazine felt that these supposed differ-
encess are what define gossip journalism - a sort of raison d'etre even: 
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"Gossip"Gossip magazines are in way a way just magazines like any other. But a 

gossipgossip magazine should have a kind of 'mean' or 'sneaky' aura, like some-

thingyouthingyou cannot really put your finger on, so of you take that away, you do 

notnot have a magazine anymore, right?Yes, it is kind of a forbidden fruit..." 

Severall  editors would go out of their way to position themselves as 'regular' 
journalists,, even though they would readily admit that what they do and the 
wayy they do it is not generally considered to be anything like 'regular'journal-
ismm (see Bird, 1990 and 1992). 

"People"People should not think we are just making things up here. We don't do 

that,that, we just get our news not in an 'everyday-like' fashion. People do not 

havehave a clue that we work in a normal office building with regular adult peo-

pleple who are happily married...hahaha... Sorry I have to laugh...haha [In-

terviewer:terviewer: what are you laughing about?] No, now you can't come and work 

here,here, otherwise you would have asked about that a long time ago, haha." 

Sometimess editors would explicitly address this process as their motivation for 
doingg this type of journalism: 

"We"We try to visit a tot of educational institutes to explain how fascinating this 

typetype of journalism is, how journalistic the work is that gets done, because 

therethere are still many people that question that, which really annoys me." 

Thiss link to the role of (journalism) education and thus professionalism shows 
thatt part of defining popular or gossip journalism for the informants is a dis-
cussionn on what one specifically does in the daily practice of working for a 
tabloid-likee magazine. 

CATEGORYY i i : SKILL S AND STANDARDS. Indeed, what does a gossip re-

porterr need to know in order to be a real tabloid journalist? An interesting 
questionn - and one which features topically in the discussions we have had 
withh the interviewees. Several participants lamented the omission of popular 
journalismm from the curriculum of the various journalism schools and training 
institutess in The Netherlands - as noted before in the analysis of educational 
backgroundd of infotainment reporters. A question could be, what specific 
skillss a journalist should or could learn in the popular press. A selection of 
statementss to this effect sheds some light on this topic regarding what specif-
icc skills are expected of a gossip reporter: 

"You"You have to be the kind of reporter Dutch celebrities talk about at parties, 

saying:saying: 'look, there is that asshole again', you should not be too friendly and 
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positivepositive {...] I have to write really hard-hitting stories about people, but that 

doesdoes not mean I have something against those people personally - that is 

justjust how the story should be." 

Ann important aspect of such remarks is the way these are framed versus what 

otherr newsmedia supposedly do, emphasizing what these editors feel makes 

themm and their genre extraordinary: 

"A"A normal reporter tends to be very careful, but we have to write an exciting 

headlineheadline and a teasing lead, that makes a story different." 

AA discussion of skills and standards not only serves to define what tabloid-style 

journalismm is, but it also functions for the interviewees as a way to specify a 

conceptt of'quality' in the genre. 

"What"What we do is combining information. We protect our sources, but ask 

themthem everything to make sure we are accurate, and that is good journalism. 

CombineCombine everything, use all information at your disposal: call that person, 

hehe might have heard this, and you have read that, seen this somewhere, and 

asas you work along this way, you might even decide to put a photographer 

somewheresomewhere for a night on stakeout to see whether that person indeed comes 

homehome alone or with someone else, and yes... then you did a good job." 

Thee framework of delineating popular journalism's skills extends to specific 
standardss acknowledged throughout the profession, like reporting on both 
sidess of a story, or defining oneself in a position of critical acclaim throughout 
thee profession as 'investigative reporter'. 

"Both"Both sides of every story, sure that is what we say as well, but we accept 

thatthat you cannot get that all the time, so you have to make an 'educated' 

guess,guess, haha... [...]  if you check your sources too much, you lose the good 

story.story. A gossip story does not have to be entirely true." 

"What"What we do is a kind of investigative journalism [...]  we are searching 

forfor the truth. Look, if you are a parliamentary reporter it's easy, just wait 

forfor the press conference, do some short corridor interviews, and nobody 

thinksthinks that is odd. But as a gossip reporter you have to know everything 

aboutabout a person's private life and there are no press conferences for that, 

therethere is nothing to help you - except just researching, investigating like a 

detective." detective." 

Thee various comments on skills and standards of media practitioners in this 
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fieldfield reads like a particular description of investigative reporting, with empha-

siss on (potential) conflicts with the traditional rules of the profession. Such a 

challengee to conventional notions of reliable or 'true' information and the 

checkingg of facts leads - as the last couple of quotes show - to an additional 

discussionn dominant in these interviews: a discussion about truth. 

CATEGORYY i n : TRUTH VERSUS ' U N T R U T H '. Other 'binary opositions' 

couldd be: fantasy versus reality, lies versus truths, deceit versus honesty, rumors 
versuss facts. The participants would refer to these dualisms throughout the in-
terviewss to such an extent, that one could analyze it as a topical category. Real-
ityy and truth seem to be phenomenological concepts the popular press are 
quitee familiar with, concepts with which they actively negotiate in the daily 
routiness of newsgathering and -reporting. This goes as far as for example re-
fusingg to print a story on a certain celebrity for reasons of'reality': 

"Ehm..."Ehm... It sometimes happens. If its really for our magazine, like if one of 

ourour reporters offers an interview with someone, this has happened, then we 

dodo not print it because it is not exciting enough. But it is a real interview." 

Onee of the editors has an explanation for this approach, specifically locating 
'truth'' in the aesthetic of the story, the way it can be written and is presented: 

"Yes,"Yes, well, if...I assume that the gossip magazines also strive for some kind 

ofof truth, they have limits as to what they can write, those limits are a bit 

moremore stretched with phrases like 'it could be that' or 'we have heard that', 

but...ehh...theybut...ehh...they aim for the kind of truth they feel the public needs to know 

andand it is of course nice to read." 

Thiss reflection comes from an editor of one of the serious-popular magazines, 

andd is to some extent mirrored by a colleague in that category, also using a dis-

tinctionn between the gossip press and his own publication, seeing a perceived 

conflictt between true and (potentially) false information as a deliberate strat-

egy: : 

"Its"Its the journalistic approach we choose, we do not exaggerate beyond all 

proportions.proportions. It must be something concrete, but if that is so we move in full-

steam!steam! That is what we do. The moment such a story turns into a lawsuit all 

kindkind of extra publicity follows, our sales increase, so that is good." 

Severall  of the gossip editors declared that what they do, is in their view part of 

thee journalistic task of looking for 'the truth'. One may argue that a complex 

conceptt of truth is common to all participants, and it is strategically used to 

discernn one's own product from the competition. In this last quote explicit ref-
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erencee is made to publicity and sales as aspects of evaluation and perceptions 

off  the audience as customers. 

CATEGORYY iv : THE P U B L IC / READERS / P E O P L E. Several editors con-

siderr the weekly sales figures 'holy'. In making decisions about content or lay-
ingg down cover policy, considerations of 'the' audience are put central. 
Throughoutt the interviews the participants would also refer to certain charac-
teristicss of the people who buy their magazine. Such references varied from 
generall  comments ("Our readers are mostly men, their wives buy our magazine 

atat the grocery store") to very specific ones ("Our reader eats microwave food"). 

Doingg audience research - several journalists mentioned qualitative research 
likee focus group discussions in particular - also seems to be part of the whole 
'popularr journalism experience' for these editors.9 

Lookingg more specifically at the comments made about (members of) the 
audience,, it seems that such statements are used specifically when making ed-
itoriall  decisions on the visualization of content (cf. writing style, choice of il-
lustrationn or pictures, cover policy), not on the processes underlying news-
gatheringg (like whether or not harass people to get information, or which 
newss to print). Examples of such statements on visualization (as it relates to 
status): : 

"We"We are making a much more respectable magazines than a couple of years 

ago.ago. Now we also have covers that you can put on the table, covers you don't 

havehave to feel ashamed about. Sometimes covers are a bit more explicit, but 

thatthat does not matter." 

Andd on style (as it relates to know-how and attitude): 

"We"We write for the big masses, so we cannot go too far... you have to be car-

riedried away by the story, you should be teased to read on, like 'hey I did not 

knowknow that, wow'. That is the tone of voice of your magazine, we take a cer-

taintain position, a bit tongue-in-cheek, sometimes with humor, now and then 

reallyreally sharp." 

Whenn it comes to the role of the audience in decision-making on the contents, 

itt seems that editors perceive people in The Netherlands as a public with cer-

tainn specific 'Dutch' characteristics. 

"Yes,"Yes, sure I like the big scoops, but the larger audience will not like that. And 

thenyouthenyou should not do it, which is obvious. That is the weird thingaboutThe 

Netherlands,Netherlands, compared to for example England. We have the same target 

groupgroup as the British tabloids, but Dutch people do not want to read about 
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hard-hittinghard-hitting scandals involving the big celebrities. If it goes too far, nobody 

wantswants to read about it. Dutch people don't want to know about the fallacies 

andand wrong-doings of their favorite stars." 

Dutchh tabloids are described by Van Zoonen (1998b) and Meijer (1999) as rela-
tivelyy 'decent' types of popular journalism - especially when compared to their 
British,, German or American counterparts. The statements on the audience 
suggestt this has more to do with perceptions of readers than on journalistic at-
titudee or style of newsgathering. This is also reflected in the various audience-
relatedd goals the editors talk about: 

"We"We want to offer people a bit of distraction, entertainment. People do not 
havehave to learn from whatwe write, no... a bit of gossip, which is also enough. 
WhatWhat is nice is that you notice how people talk about what you've published 
atat parties." 

Imagess of audience are also evoked when commenting on perceptions of the 
addedd value of popular journalism as compared to the mainstream newsme-
dia. . 

"Just"Just negative news does not work, people want to have a bit of fun reading 

asas well. The popular magazine has a function of entertaining. Like when 

someonesomeone has worked hard all day and just wants to lie down at night and 

relax,relax, he or she can read the magazine." 

CATEGORYY v: E T H I C S. The ethical perceptions of infotainment journalists 
havee been used as sensitizing concepts in the interviews, both by the inter-
viewerss as the interviewees (Silverman, 2000:65; see also Lamkamp, 2000). Of-
tenn the participants would address ethical issues and dilemmas themselves, for 
examplee when discussing the daily practices of working as a gossip journalist 
(seee category 11 on skills and standards): 

"We"We always say: we want to know everything, but that does not mean we 

publishpublish everything. This has to do with ethical rules. We know much more 

aboutabout celebrities than the people know, but if we would publish that it 

wouldwould ruin careers [...J but it is becoming more acceptable now. If you 

wouldwould know who is calling us, tipping us off... sometimes I think people are 

notnot born good but evil." 

Otherr editors would position themselves more modestly regarding ethical 
ruless or norms, and refer to themselves as the yardstick for measuring ethical 
decisionss without making generalizing normative claims, linking ethics with 
(perceptionss of) the audience: 
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"No,"No, of course not, 1 am not here to change the world. The ultimate goal is to 

sellsell al lot of magazines, whereby you have to be able to look in the mirror 

eacheach night and say: 'I have not hurt anybody today'." 

Thee emphasis put on selling magazines has to do with the week-to-week battle 
forr the reader, as editors explain. As most readers buy the magazines under 
studyy on impulse, and readership changes and diversifies across the different 
titless (one week buying Aktueel, next week Story or Privé, and so on). Intervie-
weess furthermore added third-person comments on the ethics and trustwor-
thinesss of'serious'journalists, now that those media are considered to be mov-
ingg into 'their' terrain of news: 

"Daily"Daily  newspapers are writing about human interest and personal stuff 

moremore and more, but that is not bad for us. The more they talk about it, the 

better,better, because people think of the gossip press as the place to really find this 

news.news. The gossip magazines are increasingly used as an 'alibi'for the good 

paperspapers to write about celebrities for example. If such a celebrity makes it 

ontoonto the front page ofDe Volkskrant which causes trials and the destruction 

ofof that person's career, than the editor ofDe Volkskrant says: 'Yes, but what 

hehe said is written in my notebook.' Well, I can show you notebook full of 

quotesquotes by people, but we can never use them, no judge will  allow us to use 

thatthat argument. This shows you how rocky the credibility of mainstream 

newspapernewspaper journalism is." 

Thiss kind of distinction made between 'our' and 'their' ethics, norms and val-

uess further contributes to the earlier mentioned strategy of the participating 

editorss of distinguishing one's own particular field of journalism from the 

'other'' journalisms in The Netherlands: discerning the popular from the seri-

ous. . 

TheThe most interesting thing of what we do is the combination of creativity 

andand management. The development of new initiatives [...jand the ability to 

dodo things, that normal journalists - put 'normal' in brackets here - consider 

impossible,impossible, that you can make those things happen [...}You constantly look 

forfor those borders, yes. And sometimes you can only say with hindsight 

whetherwhether what you did was crossing the line too much... but oh well." 

Whatt this topical category also shows is heightened awareness of continuous-
lyy working on the edges of what is considered 'appropriate' in (popular) jour-
nalism.. This awareness does not seem to reflect a need for a code, nor an atti-
tudee attuned to prescriptions on how to do popular journalism, and can there-
foree be seen as a plea for a contextualized and situational ethics, offering ways 
off  interpreting specific ethical dilemmas. This does not mean that these jour-
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nalistss are not ethical, or do not share a sense of ethics; on the contrary, the in-
terviewss suggest that ethical perceptions are actively negotiated as a means of 
distinguishingg oneself from competitor-colleagues and 'other' journalisms. 
Ethicall  sensibility seems to function as an instrument for drawing a boundary 
betweenn mainstream and popular journalism. But it is also used (together with 
notionss of true versus false information) to discern 'good' from 'bad' tabloid-
stylee media: 

"You"You know what we do, that is really different than for example what 'Par-

ty'ty' does. Party is the youngest. That is real 'thumb suck journalism'. The 

weirdestweirdest thing is that it's rebellious and it's popular with a younger audi-

ence.ence. But listen: 'thumb suck journalism' is the lowest when it comes to 

quality,quality, it is not even journalism anymore." 

CATEGORYY v i : MAGAZIN E 'PARTY '. AS noted in the analysis of interviews 

withh multicultural experts (see chapter iv), journalists seem to share very spe-
cificc views on certain benchmarks in their profession. Whether this may have 
too do with the absence of a consensual, theoretical or academic concept of 
qualityy in journalism or not, is beyond this particular analysis (see Costera Mei-
jer,, 2001b). But it is striking to notice that - where newspaper De Telegraaf 'is an 
examplee of 'bad practice' for most multicultural reporters - the relatively 
'young'' gossip magazine Party serves as a similar example of 'how not to do 
popularr journalism' for practically all participants in our series of interviews. 
Thee notions of age, of being younger, as well as a concept of telling the truth 
seemm to be tied in with the criticism towards Party:10 

"There"There is also a... a group of young people or students, but those people read 

magazinesmagazines like 'Party'... magazines which are completely... well not com-

pletely,pletely, but it is a magazine which goes too far in our line of work, they do 

notnot hesitate to, ehh... to write complete nonsense." 

Otherr comments also explicitly address this issue: "Where they really lie about 

everything,everything, that is at 'Party', hahaha... the real dirt among the gossip press", or 
forr example: "I  do not consider 'Party' gossip journalism... no, it belongs to an 

outsideoutside category, it is really nothing, I cannot understand that it already exists for 

55 or 6 years."" When we put these comments to the editors of Party, they re-
spondedd with an acknowledgement of the arguments about telling the truth: 
"There"There does not have to be a core of truth in a story." About the critical comments 
aboutt the magazine: "We make 'Party'for our readers, for no one else [...J After 

allall  these years you develop an elephant skin, whatever, it is just all about selling 

magazines,magazines, the salary and having a good time." 
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Butt whether working for Party or any other magazine in this genre, all editors 
expressedd to some extent a feeling of unease among journalists and editors 
workingg in different genres of the Dutch media - addressing a particular 
awarenesss of (informal) hierarchy in the profession. 

CATEGORYY v u: ( L O W ) STATUS I N J O U R N A L I S M. The status (or lack 

thereof)) of gossip and popular journalism is a topic of concern for most inter-
vieweess (see also Bird, iggo and Sarler, 1999 on similar notions of unequal sta-
tuss of the gossip press in us and British journalism). Although this has been 
notedd in the literature as well (see in particular the volume on tabloid journal-
ismm edited by Sparks, 2000), some of the editors indicated recent changes to 
thee status issue. 

"I"I  am getting more and more interview requests, so yes I am also in Netwerk 

andand Nova [two 'quality' newscasts on Dutch public television - MD/. They 

considerconsider us experts, as extraordinarily well-informed people when it for ex-

ampleample comes to royalty. Which we are [...]  I think that they will  still look 

downdown upon us, even though they also know that it is not a kind of 'thumb 

sucksuck journalism', but that it is really investigative journalism. Then it is just 

aa question on whether or not you are interested in topics like celebrity di-

vorces." vorces." 

Yett on the other hand several interviewees still feel that they have to fight their 
lowerr status in journalism - which defense affirms that there does seem to ex-
istt a shared perception of professional hierarchy in journalism. 

"What"What we really have to get rid of is the misconception that it is not jour-

nalismnalism what we do around here, or that it is not ethical. It should not be so 

thatthat we are not being taken seriously by our colleagues - colleagues of 

newspapersnewspapers and so on - that is a kind of'illusory supremacy', thinking that 

youyou are better. It irritates me." 

Thiss hierarchical notion of the media system echoes in a somewhat frustrated 
discussionn of the internship policies of the Dutch schools for journalism (a dis-
cussionn particular to the gossip press editors): 

"Coincidentally"Coincidentally yesterday two girls called for an internship, they were stu-

dentsdents of the journalism school in Zwolle. Normally these students are not al-

lowedlowed to do an internship at a gossip magazine, I hate that attitude. That is 

ridiculous,ridiculous, it should not be that way. Also at the Utrecht school for journal-

ismism and the universities: gossip magazines are not taken seriously in jour-

nalism." nalism." 
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Suchh a thirst for acknowledgement is generally ratified by pointing to similar 
reportingg practices, sales figures ("we make money for all the other magazines 

ofof our publisher"), and a suggested 'complacency' of colleagues at other news-
media.. The way tabloid editors are being held accountable each week for the 
numberr of copies sold is something that keeps them more alert than their col-
leaguess at for example the newspapers, editors would argue: 

"A"A lot of those colleagues do not have that, I think if you work at a newspa-

perper you stop worrying about whether or not people like to read what you 

write,write, you think 'well now I am intelligent and intellectual', you think you 

havehave made it. But you have never made it; every day is a new day to prove 

yourself.yourself. Yes, satisfaction kills creativity." 

Thiss last comments links status with intellectualism and may be seen as an el-
ementt of a 'high-brow' versus 'low-brow' culture debate. Apparently the popu-
larr press uses the same discourse to defend itself, as the 'quality' media who use 
thiss discourse to discern themselves (Winch, 1997). In this overview of topical 
categories,, that must be the overarching conclusion indeed, which point leads 
thiss analysis to a discussion of interpretative repertoires. 

Repertoires s 
Fromm the various propositions applied by the participants when discussing the 
topicss mentioned above, four more or less distinct repertoires have been dis-
tilled.. These can be summarized as irony, morality, commercial, and popular 
journalismm interpretative repertoires. The first one can be coined as 'irony', 
containingg propositions of having a good time when doing popular journal-
ismm and explaining oneself as a professional in this genre. 

I R O NYY R E P E R T O I R E. Arguments about having fun are paramount. This not 
onlyy reflects the relaxed and open atmosphere in most of the interviews, it also 
servess as a strategy for these journalists to give meaning to a wide range of is-
suess facing their profession. Questions about competences, about ethics, 
aboutt the competition of other media, or about taste are sooner or later all an-
sweredd by referring to 'having fun': 

"Well,"Well, hahaha, personally.... I think thatis thefunpart, toputa bitof hu-

mormor in stories, like 'look at that!'... In a way you work schizophrenic be-

causecause most of the time you do these really serious in-depth interviews with 

celebrities,celebrities, but you write these funny stories so it is a kind or role you're 

playing,playing, which is good fun. That is what is really fun every day, yes." 
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Funn is also used to determine quality in this genre of journalism, or even to dis-

tinguishh gossip from journalism altogether: 

"I"I  think what we do is sometimes more like 'fun journalism', it is something 

youyou should really want to do as a journalist, but is a real difference with... I 

sometimessometimes write a column on gossip, then it is okay to skip the news like, 

ehh...ehh... just your own ideas." 

Thee references made to having fun, the good laughs from time to time when re-
spondingg to (critical) questions seem to serve as a somewhat ironic step away 
fromm the issues at hand for these editors. Instead of directly confronting issues 
likee 'objectivity' or ethics of certain newsgathering and storytelling practices, 
participantss would sometimes fall back on an ironic repertoire with which 
theyy avoid clear answers or specific statements regarding their work. 

"A"A story should be exciting, it should have some kind of emotion to it...ha-

hahahaha [Interviewer: You really seem to enjoy talking about this?]...haha, 

yes...yes... h should have emotion, there must be something to it, it should not be 

somesome boring story which just goes on and on about nothing, about 'oh he is 

soso happy with his children blah blah blah', that is not what I am waiting 

for." for." 

Ironyy further contributes to judgments about mainstream news journalism as 

beingg too restrictive - a comment also made frequently by the National En-

quirerquirer reporters interviewed by Bird (1990 and 1992). 

"It"It  is just a really fun business to be in, and it is different every week. It is 

wild,wild, things happen all of the time and the journalists working here are not 

soso boring [...]  there are crazy photographers, crazy reporters [...]  everyone 

isis much more loose, it is like working for a newspaper but also making a 

magazinemagazine [...J we are really a newspaper in magazine format, which is fun-

ny,ny, it is good fun to work this way." 

Birdd indeed showed that many weekly tabloid-reporters expressed frustration 
aboutt the 'seriousness' of the mainstream newsmedia, with the restrictions 
theyy felt there regarding their creativity. According to these journalists, work-
ingg in popular genres of their profession allows them more freedom to tell sto-
riess - whether 'true' or 'untrue' - and to have fun in doing so. This reflects a step 
awayy from the classical distinction between 'hard' versus 'soft' news (see for ex-
amplee Tuchman, 1978) to contemporary terms as in between 'serious' and 'non-
serious'' news. Irony functions in this respect as a way to put some distance be-
tweenn 'them' and 'us' in popular journalism. The interviewees indicated that 
thee topics they work with - lifestyles, celebrities, royalty, sex - are not exclusive 
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too popular journalism anymore, which suggests that what discerns them from 
otherr journalisms in their perception has to do with reporting style, with cer-
tainn ways of storytelling, and not with being too strict (or: serious) about cer-
tainn values in traditional journalism. This consideration also seems to relate to 
thee tabloid editor's perceived autonomy: not being too restricted by conven-
tions.. It almost seems a bit like a pubertal preoccupation with 'breaking the 
rules':: seeing how far you can stretch rules laid down by parents, without actu-
allyy inventing new rules.12 

MORALIT YY R E P E R T O I R E. Douglas Coupland wrote in his famous account of 
thee contemporary thirty-something generation (the so-called 'Generation x') 
aboutt the concept of 'celebrity Schadenfreude' as: "lurid thrills derived from 

talkingtalking about celebrity deaths" (1991:78). This term can perhaps be applied-in 
aa less morbid fashion, that is - to the connection between this and the irony 
repertoire:: making fun of calamities involving celebrities. As celebrities have 
increasinglyy made it to the headlines of the mainstream newsmedia in recent 
years,, the interviewees consciously add an additional element of distinction to 
coveringg celebrities: especially cover them when things go awry, when love 
livess crash, when tears are running down their cheeks - in other words: when 
somee kind of'Schadenfreude' is involved (see also Schudson, 1995). Celebrity is 
aa diversified category, though - comparable to the concept of elite sources in 
'hard'' news (Schlesinger, 1990). For the tabloid editors a celebrity is someone 
successful,, rich, living their private life in the public eye, while the serious-pop-
ularr journalists also consider the 'normal' individual as a celebrity the moment 
hee or she becomes an actor on the pages of their magazine. The question is, 
whyy these celebrities - rich or poor, luxurious or normal-looking, jobless or 
moviee star - enter the popular news story at all? The answer: when they breach 
thee (admittedly fine) lines of civil morality, particularly regarding how we 
oughtt to behave in society regarding sexuality, religious practices, and life pol-
itics.133 Examples interviewees offer, anecdotal references they make, stories 
theyy remember fondly are all set against a 'morality conflict' involved. 

"You"You know, thestorylamstillmostproudofis... I was working at the'Privé' 

atat the time when we got a lead on an extramarital affair a well-known 

politicianpolitician supposedly had. And then I went out and staked out his house one 

SundaySunday morning. When he came out in his car I followed him, and a bit 

downdown the road a woman and two children got in - turns out this was his 

mistress,mistress, and she was married too! And his own wife was back home, she 

waswas sick, yes, I mean, really..." 

Thee ranges of topics that are mentioned with moral indignation generally fall in 
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thee category of'love life', ranging from marital affairs (divorce, cheating, death 
inn the family, a baby when it is unclear who the father is), and relationships (em-
phasizingg breaking up and getting together again, breaches of monogamy) to 
sexualityy (extraordinary sex, extreme sexual preferences, physical beauty, 
promiscuity).. I have to note that within this range of potential breaches of 
moralityy littl e or no mention is made of specific topics or issues outside of the 
dominant,, heterosexual and family-oriented view on civil life. The way the jour-
nalistss give meaning to what people in the news do (and select people as news 
actorss accordingly), seems to reflect or connect to a shift in the politics of citi-
zens:: from old-fashioned collective 'emancipatory politics' to engagement in in-
dividuall  'lif e politics' (Giddens, 1991). Yet on the other hand, the editors indicat-
edd they deliberately keep certain details or information out of their magazines -
too protect certain celebrities - and thereby making them more willin g to coop-
eratee as sources - or to even protect their readers (as mentioned earlier in the 
topicall  category regarding the audience). The readers are fitted into their moral 
iconicc framework of'good' versus 'bad' as a mass, regardless of how reader char-
acteristicss are addressed specifically (as a topic). This seemingly (moral and pro-
fessional)) superior attitude or 'higher ground' presupposes a particular kind of 
ethics,, as Van Zoonen (1998b) suggests as well. The comments made by the in-
tervieweess suggest that there is no clear consensus on what would constitute 
suchh a code of ethics, but ethical perceptions are used to underscore several 
pointss and statements made throughout the interview. Moral indignity and a 
presumedd higher ground additionally serve as a further delineation for the ex-
pertss - another way to draw a line in the sand between popular and 'other'jour-
nalisms:: between one's own morality (and ethics), or somebody else's. 

C O M M E R C I ALL R E P E R T O I R E. As shown in the discussion of topical cate-
gories,, notions of selling magazines, making decisions based on weekly sales 
figures,figures, addressing perceived wants and needs of a (faceless or specific) audi-
encee were frequently apparent in the interviews. The morality repertoire in-
deedd reflects a specific view on the audience as a rather homogenous, hetero-
sexuall  civil 'mass' of people wanting to be entertained and informed about 
(mishapss of) celebrities. And nowadays - specifically when seen in the context 
off  (the popularity of) reality television - individual 'representatives' from this 
masss have become celebrities as well. This development contributes to a 
sharedd perception of the interviewees regarding their market position in to-
day'ss mediasphere. Now that the topics concerning life politics - notably the 
formingg and dissolving of social relationships - have entered the mainstream 
newsmediaa or 'quality' press, archetypical popular journalism genres like the 
tabloidss are redefining their approach, especially their style: 
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"Newspapers"Newspapers cover the topics that originally come from the gossip maga-

zines,zines, I guess they like that as well, they are doing that now as well [...]  so 

wewe are becoming much harder. You move up a bit in gossip journalism from 

beingbeing nice to a bit harder, another bit harder, harder still... then there is a 

chancechance that a newspaper cannot do that anymore." 

Editorss did not suggest new or different topics, but did emphasize a genre-
widee 'hardening' of tone of voice, coupled with previously signaled moral in-
dignation.. I found a striking consensus among participants that the lines so 
easilyy drawn between gossip or popular journalism and other journalisms, are 
blurring.. This poses a clear challenge to the tabloid editors, as another partici-
pantt remarked (see below). 

"It"It  is kind of a problem, yes I think it is a problem. If you now hear about a 

royalroyal wedding or whatever you have to fight regular newspapers which ap-

pearpear daily, and everywhere, who also cover this with 8 to 10 pages full-col-

or.or. Until 4 years ago you had, as a weekly gossip magazine, the sole rights to 

thesethese kinds of things. The mainstream media are taking over the topics that 

usedused to be restricted to the gossip press [...]  so we are getting harder, you 

havehave to move up a bit in gossip journalism, become tougher, because a news-

paperpaper cannot allow itself to print rumors - at least, not until now..." 

Commerciall  considerations indeed seem to prevail any discussions regarding 

ethicss (or moral reflections for that matter): 

"How"How far can you go [...]you cannot cause any real damage, that is some-

thingyouthingyou learn over theyears [...]  and there is also the role of commercial-

ism,ism, that is also important. So all those elements together determine 

whetherwhether it is right or wrong. It is never just one aspect; there are always 

moremore aspects involved [...]  such a decision also depends on the way they 

['they':['they': celebrities trying to prevent a potentially damaging publication, 

MD]MD]  approach you, about what is explained. If someone asks very nicely, 

please,yes,please,yes, and explains why. Thenyou can sometimes... But it is still a mat-

terter of debate. Yes, if the other magazines are running the story and selling 

well,well, then it is just commercial." 

AA commercial attitude is clearly explicitized by some as the be-all-end-all of 

theirr work, indeed adding to the perception of the audience as a 'mass': 

"We"We respond to the sentiments of the day, each day begins with checking 

ratingsratings for television programs to see what is a hot topic in The Netherlands 

asas a whole." 

Commerciall  considerations in the context of the Dutch (popular) magazine 
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markett relate specifically to selling copies through newsstands, bookstores, 
andd so on, while a more or less commercial interest for newspapers - with sub-
scriptionn rates around 80% - means advertising-revenue. A commercial reper-
toiree for these editors also means making day-to-day decisions about news se-
lection,, gathering of information, telling stories, choosing a format, and stick-
ingg to a certain all-encompassing formula. 

"You"You have to be able to write stories, do editing if necessary, make good 

judgmentjudgment calls on what kind of cover to use, what pictures should be taken 

andand so on. You need to have a lot of experience, you have to know how to 

workwork with the specific angle and format our kind of magazine formula de-

mands." mands." 

( P O P U L A R)) J O U R N A L I SM R E P E R T O I R E. The last quote used in the dis-

cussionn above connects with yet another repertoire used by the interviewees: 
thee somewhat 'holistic' experience of making a popular magazine, of working 
inn infotainment journalism. Especially when describing the attitude of tabloid 
journalists,, the participants would refer to being an all-rounder as a defining 
qualityy of their trade: 

"We"We all have our own specialties, but people need to be multifunctional 

here,here, they have to be able to do everything: reporting, writing, editing, lay-

out,out, cover policy... it is more fun for those people as welt, otherwise it just is 

thethe same all the time." 

Althoughh this holism in functions is used to give meaning to the kind of work 
thesee editors do, the data analysis (in chapter in) of our phone survey among 
allall Dutch journalists suggests that a widespread functional differentiation is 
somewhatt typical for Dutch, or even continental European journalism, com-
paredd to the organization of labor in Anglo-Saxon newsrooms (Esser, 1999). 
Thee explicit use of this argument by the interviewed tabloid editors may have 
too do with their function as (chief) editor, or can be attributed to the line of 
questioningg followed in the interviews, following up in particular on issues of 
perceivedd difference between popular journalism and other journalisms. Al-
thoughh skills and standards are a topic journalists would talk about, a more 
generall  notion of what this genre of journalism is and how it should be un-
derstoodd in the context of journalism in The Netherlands as a whole becomes 
aa system of meaning for the participating editors. 

"You"You should learn to look differently at journalism, gossip journalism... you 

know,know, what we do is a lot more creative and hard to do than the rest of jour-

nalismnalism in The Netherlands." 
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Popularr journalism, 'the gossip world', the popular press are some of the 
termss used by the editors to describe their corner of the Dutch mediasphere. 
Thiss varies from detailed descriptions of how the making of a magazine works 
viaa elaborate definitions of what gossip 'really' means to profiles of what a 'typ-
ical'' reporter in this genre is made of. Working for a tabloid-style magazine not 
onlyy requires a certain mindset, according to some it is also a choice one makes 
forr a lifetime, which connects this career to the perceived status it has in the 
professionn as a whole: 

"After"After you worked for a well-known gossip magazine, it makes you a taint-

eded person, it becomes much harder to work elsewhere if they see that on your 

resume.resume. So generally people are sticking to these magazines for 20years or 

more." more." 

Indeedd we found that all of the interviewees at some point worked for either 
PrivéPrivé or Story, and several of them had connections with one or more other 
magaziness in the field (see Tuip, 2001). For the participants this clearly has to 
doo with the 'uniqueness' of their field, the specifics defining what popular 
journalismm is - as opposed to the rest of Dutch journalism. The sense of being 
aa necessary all-rounder, of "doing everything yourself" as one editor explains, 
mayy also reflect a need for gaining control over the products and production 
processess within the media organization as a defining and legitimizing ele-
mentt of professionalism in journalism (Beam, 1990). Seen in this light this 
repertoiree serves the same purpose as for example the irony repertoire, as it 
actss as a way for the participants to discern their work and genre from other 
journalisms.. One has to note that the perceived multiplicity of tasks is further 
moderatedd by the fact that the interviewed experts are magazine editors - peo-
plee who can be considered to have more than one responsibility on their 
hands. . 

Conclusion n 
Thee seven topical categories and four interpretative repertoires found shed 

lightt on the ways in which the tabloid editors construct their professional 

identityy - both as Dutch journalists as well as distinct 'popular'journalists. In 

doingg so, these journalists use similar instruments (or rather: discourse) of 

journalisms'' professional ideology as their colleagues in the 'hard news' sector 

(Dahlgren,, 1992; Winch, 1997). Journalists in the more entertaining sector of 

thee media use the same notions of ethic sensibility, servicing the public, edito-

riall  autonomy and credibility as those in the strictly 'informing' sector {how-

everr constructed this categorization may be) in order to position themselves as 
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aa distinctive genre - their 'unique selling point' even. One could even argue the 
intervieweess are overcompensating in the various ways they keep stressing 
theirr uniqueness, in their emphasis on freedom and having a (more or less su-
perior)) moral-ethical attitude. The differences between the applications of 
journalisms'' ideological values are embedded in the respective meanings these 
conceptss have in popular or infotainment journalism. The ideal of servicing 
thee public is strongly connected to commercial interests in the sense of evalu-
atingg each week's sales figures against the editorial content and cover policy of 
thee magazine. This suggests a strict and 'immediate' awareness of shifting 
wantss and needs - however unexpected these may be - of the readership 
(ratherr than the advertiser). It also reveals the domination of the many over the 
few,, as public awareness in this respect exclusively relates to a common or 
'mass'' denominator. 

Thee pre-occupation with reader statistics does not seem to infringe upon the 
popularr journalists' perception of professional autonomy. In fact, editorial au-
tonomyy - as in the freedom to write creatively without the constraints of news-
paperr formulas, rather than for example the freedom of working independent 
fromm potential marketing intrusions - is cited self-reflectively as one of the 
'bestt parts' of being in the tabloid business. On the other hand, the editors 
clearlyy indicate a strict adherence to 'the formula'. Anything not fitting the 
magazinee format and formula is unacceptable. One participant even indicated 
hee could not even explain what exactly this formula is - "you just know after a 

while."Thiswhile."This sounds like a particular definition of journalists' freedom. Where-
ass autonomy in mainstream newsmedia is often articulated to commercialism 
andd perceived inroads on editorial policy made by marketers and advertisers, 
thiss is considered not to be of any relevance to the daily work at a popular mag-
azinee by our interviewees, as the data on the survey of the infotainment sub-
samplee indeed shows. Weaver and Wilhoit (1996:61-62) consider autonomy to 
bee articulated to the freedom journalists have in selecting and writing partic-
ularr subjects and stories, and according to the participants it is exactly a lack 
off  freedom in the mainstream news media in this respect which prompted 
themm to opt for popular journalism - but at the same time forces them to stick 
too an enforced formula. Autonomy to the editors relates to the ability to write 
aa story based on 'educated guesses' rather than 'the truth', whatever that truth 
mayy be. The tabloid story may be based on similar newsgathering methods and 
investigativee reporting practices; a paradoxical notion of freedom to write cre-
ativelyy around the retrieved information is central to the interviewees' under-
standingg of autonomy. 

Ethics,, credibility and trustworthiness indeed feature prominently in the 
wayy tabloid editors talk about their work and the various ways in which they 
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givee meaning to what they do. Yet, perhaps a bit unlike their colleagues else-
wheree in journalism, ethical perceptions are both continuously under discus-
sionn as well as these are not considered to be guidelines or rules for conduct. 
Ethicall  perceptions are closely articulated to competitor-colleague relations 
('iff  they do it, we do it too'), to autonomy ('we can do things the other cannot 
do')) and especially to morality- a higher moral ground even ('we decide when 
too publish or not'). This may also explain that the answers the infotainment 
journalistss gave on ethical issues in the phone survey did not differ much from 
theirr colleagues elsewhere in the media: reporters agree on certain newsgath-
eringg practices, but differ in their assessment of the overall criteria applied to 
suchh practices. This particular conception of ethics is contextual: ethical deci-
sion-makingg is dependent on morality (considering the publication of details 
onn an 'extreme' sex-life for example), on competition and on personal norms 
andd values ('have I hurt somebody today or not?'). The ethics generally meas-
uredd in journalism surveys assume that journalists share an understanding of 
certainn guidelines or 'controversial reporting practices', but publications in 
thiss field also conclude that the meanings such practices may have are de-
pendentt on the mental pictures these conjure up in reporters' minds (McMane, 
1998:: 206). The bottom line in any kind of editorial (and thus moral-ethical) 
decision-makingg is outright audience-revenue commercialism: if (we expect) 
thee competitor-colleague is running the story, we are running it as well. 

Twoo more conclusions can be added to our analysis. One relates to the way the 
literaturee has suggested that any perceived boundaries between information 
andd entertainment in journalism are blurring; a second conclusion pertains to 
aa conceptual understanding of the four repertoires used by the editors to give 
meaningg to their work. The interpretative repertoires and the topical cate-
goriess all reveal an active construction of distinction: of finding new ground in 
aa profession that is fast becoming a hybrid between different genres and for-
matss in the perception of its professional practitioners (and academics alike). 
Whatt is both interesting as well as perhaps troubling is the emphasis put on 
'tougheningg up' in this process of distinguishing oneself in popular journal-
ism:: editors seem to think they have to push the limits of what is possible or 
'moral-ethical'' in journalism in order to survive the competition of other, no-
tablyy mainstream news media. As they consider Weekend the best gossip mag-
azinee because it is 'the hardest' and Party the worst because it does not tell 'the 
truth',, this makes for an interesting future perspective, featuring a journalistic 
attitudee that reads like hard-hitting investigative (and creative) popular jour-
nalism. . 

AA second and final conclusion to this chapter considers the various inter-
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pretativee repertoires in particular. What I would like to suggest is an over-arch-
ingg concept of utilitarianism to the function of irony, being all-round, a strict 
focuss on weekly sales and the assumption of a moral-ethical higher ground. 
Thiss utilitarian attitude seems to function as a strategic ritual to explain why 
andd how one does his or her work in popular journalism.14 The evaluation of 
thiss kind of utilitarianism, of tabloid editors being right or wrong solely based 
onn the consequences of their own actions (in the opinion of the participants 
reflectedd predominantly in number of copies sold), the distinct emphasis on 
pleasuree (be it ironical), including a moral notion of (preventing) pain or un-
happinesss (both to celebrities and publics) can be seen as encompassing the 
coree defining characteristics of Bentham's moral theory of utilitarianism. An 
importantt note to be made here regards the highly personal and contextual 
applicationn of the theory to the lifeworld of the tabloid editors: they talk about 
theirr own happiness, not necessarily the happiness of their (mass) audience. 
Andd one can argue that popular journalism's happiness is interdependent with 
thee 'unhappiness' of celebrities. The ideology of journalism can be therefore 
seenn as being actively deconstructed by professionals working in popular jour-
nalismm genres, using a similar discourse from a different theoretical perspec-
tive:: instead of professional ideology a kind of personalized utilitarian ideo-
logicall  framework is applied to give meaning to being a journalist- and in par-
ticularr to being a (popular) journalist other than the ones working elsewhere 
inn the Dutch media. 
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Discussion n 
andd Conclusion 

Inn this final chapter the analyses of the survey data and in-depth interviews are 
connectedd to the research questions of this project: describing and explaining 
thee basic, occupational and professional characteristics of Dutch journalists; 
analyzingg the findings in comparison with similar research projects in other 
Westernn democracies of recent years; and exploring the articulations of multi-
culturalism,, infotainment and the Internet to contemporary Dutch journal-
ism.. I will not specifically address each of the research questions and their an-
swerss in detail here, as this has been done in the extensive concluding sections 
off  the previous chapters. The purpose of the discussion and conclusion is 
threefold: : 

-- to assess what is 'Dutch' about Dutch journalists; 

-- to pinpoint how multiculturalism, the Internet and infotainment specifi-
callyy challenge journalism's ideal-typical values; 

-- to discuss the consequences of the findings and conclusions of this project 

forr journalism studies in general and journalism education in particular. 

Thee central aim here is to integrate the various strata of research and theory ap-
pliedd in this project, and connect the findings to the global picture of journal-
ismm introduced in the first two chapters of the book. 

Dutchh journalists 
Thee project is located in a long tradition of (inter-) national journalism survey 
research,, which has developed parallel to a process of what Hallin (1992) has de-
scribedd as a period of 'high modernism' in journalism. That process- especially 
apparentt in societies with more or less established democratic systems of which 
journalismm forms an integral part - can be characterized by a gradual, consen-
suall  adoption and routinization of certain norms, values and goals by profes-
sionall  members of the (mainstream) news media. This ongoing and increasing 
professionalizationn of journalism has inspired a vast number of studies about 
thee emergence and establishment of such consensual routines and values in the 
newsmedia,, as well as it has provided scholars with a wealth of more or less 
comparablee data and findings regarding the characteristics of journalists in 
severall  countries. After making a selection of countries - Germany, Australia, 
Greatt Britain and the United States -1 used this material (in chapter in) as a way 
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too describe a particular profile of Dutch journalists. But what can be considered 
too be 'Dutch' about Dutch journalists? A number of differences between coun-
triess stand out, which help to address this issue in detail: age, education, news-
roomm organization, audience orientation, and media roles. 

A G E.. Dutch journalists are on average between four to ten years 'older' than 
theirr colleagues in Great Britain, Germany, Australia, and the United States. I 
wouldd like to suggest that this has to do with a particular feature of the Dutch 
mediaa landscape: a relatively late introduction of commercial news broadcasts, 
andd the stability (especially in terms of subscription rate) of the national and 
regionall  newspaper market. One could argue that this has both halted an in-
fluxflux of (large numbers of) new, young journalists into the profession, as well as 
offeredd the existing reporters and editors no particular incentive to move into 
differentt areas of newswork. The data show that especially newspaper reporters 
hardlyy ever switch employers, while online journalists - the 'newest newspeo-
ple'' - are the ones who tend to move on to another newsroom every twelve 
monthss or so. The somewhat inverted age pyramid may provide near-future 
opportunitiess for younger and minority peoples to enter the profession - as in-
deedd the data suggest that among less experienced journalists (and journalism 
students)) more women and ethnic minorities are represented.' 

E D U C A T I O N.. What Dutchjournalists share with their American (and to less-
err extent their German) colleagues, is a high standard of formal education. The 
predominancee of on-the-job training can perhaps be seen as typical of the An-
glo-Saxonn tradition in journalism education shared in Great Britain and Aus-
tralia.. As British and Australian journalists also share a similar, quite 'conven-
tional'' attitude towards their work - emphasizing an immediate government 
watchdogg role above all else - this suggests that formal journalism education 
doess play an important role in diversifying the (attitudes and views of the) 
populationn of journalists in a given national setting. Journalism education is 
sometimess accused of its potential 'homogenizing' effect on (the attitudes and 
viewss of) reporters and editors; these findings suggest that such an accusation 
mustt be modified. But not all is well regarding the effects of formal journalism 
education:: I also found that Dutch journalists coming from one of the four 
schoolss for journalism in The Netherlands are much more lenient towards 
questionablee methods of newsgathering than their colleagues (more on edu-
cationn at the end of this chapter). 

N E W S R O OMM O R G A N I Z A T I O N. In terms of occupational characteristics I 

foundd during the phone interviews that Dutch journalists think of themselves 
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ass all-rounders, mentioning a vast array of job descriptions, titles and func-
tionss in the newsroom. The experiences in other countries suggest that this 
mayy be a continental (North-) European phenomenon, as Anglo-American 
newsroomss are centrally organized with a high division of labor as compared 
too the somewhat 'holistic' approach of for example Dutch and German media 
companies.. Esser (1998) suggests this means that the division between opinion 
andd factual reportage is somewhat artificial in holistic newsrooms, as the 
writerr of both is often the same. This argument ignores the strict organization 
off  for example sections within newspapers, and rigid formula-based formats 
off  magazines and newscasts. For this project it is important to note however, 
thatt the overall organization of newswork in The Netherlands is more similar 
too German journalism, than to British or American journalism. Dutch media 
companiess and scholars alike should therefore perhaps use Germany much 
moree as a frame of reference in their thinking about journalism in The Nether-
lands,, than (particularly) the United States. 

A U D I E N C EE O R I E N T A T I O N. One result in terms of audience orientation 
standss out for Dutch journalists: they do not seem to interact a lot with mem-
berss of their audience (save regional reporters), and rate feedback from their 
colleaguess and superiors higher. Several previous studies regarding Dutch 
journalists'' images of their audience suggest that one can indeed speak of a 
highlyy ambivalent relationship: on the one hand, the audience is important to 
thee work of journalists -but on the other hand journalists do not feel inclined 
too actively pursue communication with their publics, nor would they deliber-
atelyy change their ways because of audience criticisms and complaints. It is 
temptingg to ascribe this attitude to the relatively stable and 'secure' media 
markett in The Netherlands, where people have been working on average be-
tweenn fifteen and twenty years in journalism, not threatened in their position 
byy a steady influx of new (younger, higher educated) colleagues or (massive) 
shiftss in the 'loyalties' of publics. On the other hand I have to concede, that it is 
thee most 'static' group of journalists - reporters working at regional dailies -
whoo say they rate their regular discussions with members of their audience 
mostt important. These journalists tend to live in the communities they serve. 
Thee other selected countries - save Great Britain - do not have a similar na-
tionall  print media culture (Germany: none, Australia: The Australian, United 
States:: usA Today), which intrinsic regionalism may account for the relatively 
higherr level of audience interaction. 

MEDI AA ROLES. Dutch journalists are more explicit in their support for an an-

alytical,, explanatory role for the media in society than their colleagues else-
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where.. It is questionable whether this is typically Dutch, as several contempo-
raryy studies suggest that the news has become more interpretative throughout 
thee 20th century. What is interesting though, is the result that Dutch journal-
istss say it is much more important to follow the public sector (including busi-
nesss and government) critically, than to for example investigate government 
claimss or giving people a chance to express their criticisms - in other words: 
journalistss in The Netherlands have internalized the right to criticize for ex-
amplee government and business, rather than serving as a filter, investigator, 
andd platform of (criticisms of) the public sphere. Dutch journalists are indeed 
muchh more vocal in their wish to have an actual influence on politics and the 
publicc agenda, indicating that they see themselves as an important and some-
whatt righteous 'player' in the public sphere. Future surveys among journalists 
inn the United States (again in 2002) and other countries should illuminate 
whetherr this somewhat sermonizing mindset is an international trend or a 
particularr feature. 

Dutchh journalism 
Thee next step is to assess how multiculturalism, the Internet and infotainment 
cann be seen as specifically changing or challenging journalism's core values. 
Forr this purpose I conceptualized journalism as a distinct ideology consisting 
off  more or less shared values, which are ideal-typical in character. Especially 
fromm the 1950s onwards the body of literature has contributed to this macro-
levell  understanding of journalism as a profession based on an ideology, rather 
thann a profession in the 'traditional' sense with a formal and codified body of 
knowledge,, a universally endorsed barrier of entry, formalized structure of ed-
ucation,, and a representational organization of some kind. This does not mean 
thatt no trade unions, institutional education programs, or codes of conduct 
existt in contemporary journalism; it means that these come in many different 
shapes,, sizes and formats, and that no formal consensus exists as to howw these 
aspectss of professionalism should function exactly. Professionalism in this re-
spectt should be seen as a to some extent linear process over time and space 
withinn which ideal-typical values of an occupational ideology are shaped and 
(re-)) defined. The building blocks of this shared ideology of journalism can be 
summarizedd in five more or less coherent categories of ideal-typical norms and 
values,, as voiced by most (Western) media practitioners and scholars: journal-
istss provide a public service (as watchdogs or 'newshounds', active collectors 
andd disseminators of information); journalists are impartial, neutral, objec-
tive,, fair and (thus) credible; journalists must be autonomous, free and inde-
pendentt in their work; journalists have a sense of immediacy and speed; jour-
nalistss have a sense of ethics, validity and legitimacy. These can be considered 
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too be the overarching 'rules' or benchmarks for the professional journalist, 
whichh in the Dutch context should be set against the history of professional-
izationn of journalism in the Netherlands - a history closely connected with the 
so-calledd 'depillarization' of society, a complex process to which Dutch jour-
nalismm actively contributed by wrestling itself free of party-political or reli-
giouss doctrine, and embracing professionalization within the context of free-
domm of expression and media pluriformity ideals. 

Studyingg the (relatively scarce) literature regarding studies on and among 
journalistss in The Netherlands, I found that public service, neutrality, autono-
my,, immediacy, and ethics have different meanings in different contexts - both 
inn time and space. This temporal-spatial distinction is important, as it suggests 
thatt the emergence of (the acceptance of) these values in Dutch journalism 
cannott be seen independent of the period in which the studies were conduct-
edd (cf. the element of time), nor independent of the specific national and cul-
turall  context in which these studies were located (cf. element of space). This 
ledd to an appreciation of the existence of (a version of) the consensual occupa-
tionall  ideology of journalism among Dutch newsmedia professionals, where 
thee five ideals each have had its own specific development and meaning in the 
Dutchh setting: 

P U B L I CC SERVICE. The public service ideal in The Netherlands has shown 
particularlyy in studies among regional reporters in the urban core district of 
thee country (the Randstad), and in studies about the ways journalists feel 
aboutt reporting pressing social issues in a multicultural society. Servicing the 
publicc is seen - according to such studies - in The Netherlands as an influential 
orr even educational role for the media, where 'the public' is a valued, but face-
less,, partner. In other words: journalists in such studies are less than clear 
aboutt who their public in fact is. On the other hand I have to note that the lack 
off  published scholarly studies on local and regional media other than those 
availablee in the Randstad prohibits a full understanding of the issue. 

OBJECTIV ITY.. Neutrality as a professional ideal-typical value was framed as 
'objectivity'' in the 1970s or as 'fairness' in the 1990s; several researchers con-
cludedd that Dutch journalists seem to identify themselves easily with the ideal 
off  professional distance. An important aspect herein is the element of time, as 
thee ongoing depillarization of Dutch society in the 1960s and 1970s particular-
lyy inspired the media to position themselves (publicly) as operating inde-
pendentt of political or religious interests. Yet at the same time, studies (in 1968 
andd 1976) showed that a vast majority of Dutch journalists considered them-
selvess 'neutral' while reporting affiliations with (or supporting) a political par-
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ty,, or in the ïggos applying 'fairness' while maintaining close relationships 
withh for example (certain) politicians in The Hague. 

F R E E D O M.. The autonomy of journalists in The Netherlands has been at the 
forefrontt of studies among journalists throughout the latter half of the 20th 
century.. The issue has somewhat modified over time, moving from the per-
ceivedd threats of media concentration to press freedom (in the 1970s) to the 
dangerss of parliamentary reporters reportedly having too 'intimate' relation-
shipss with their political sources (in the 1990s), preventing them from being 
overtlyy critical. A specific example - in which Dutch journalism is again more 
similarr to Germany than to Anglo-American journalism - of an operational-
izationn of autonomy is the widespread introduction, adoption (and study) of 
so-calledd editorial 'statutes', in which the hierarchical relationships within a 
mediaa organization are stipulated and positions of for example individual 
journalistss protected. 

I M M E D I A C Y .. In terms of reporters' sense of immediacy I found that studies in 
Thee Netherlands do not seem to critically address this aspect of journalism, but 
acknowledgee that ideals of speedy delivery and fast-paced work sometimes 
createe problems for journalists, in particularly regarding the editorial integra-
tionn of minorities such as women in the 1980s and ethnic minority reporters in 
thee 1990s (in an otherwise white, male dominated newsroom). A newsroom 
culturee that is based on production routines within a given fast-paced working 
environmentt may be seen as less capable to take the time to diversify and 
broadenn its perspective - not only regarding colleagues, but perhaps also re-
gardingg news selection criteria. 

E T H I C S.. Parallel to the history of 20th century professionalization of journal-
ismm runs the history of professional codes of ethics. In The Netherlands studies 
(sincee the late 1980s) have shown that the profession's perception on ethics for 
aa long time was dependent on whether a certain newsgathering or reporting 
practicee was deemed harmful to the dignity and standing of journalists. In the 
coursee of the 1970s that criterion changed to a judgment on whether a jour-
nalistt exceeded, given the journalist's responsibility in society, the limits of 
whatt is acceptable in society at large. 

Thiss listing of the specific contexts (in terms of time and space) of the five 
ideal-typicall  values in Dutch journalism does not necessarily presuppose that 
thesee are more or less 'typically' Dutch, but that these ideals have different 
meaningss in different settings. This also suggests (as the bulk of the literature 
does)) that contemporary areas of changes and challenges in the news media -
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thee multicultural society, Internet and infotainment -can be assumed to force 

journalistss to address and possibly redefine their values in order to do their 

work. . 

JOURNALIS MM  AND MULTICULTURALIS M 

Thee reporters specializing in writing about topics concerning the Dutch multi-
culturall  society expressed through their comments a specific awareness of 
theirr work as a negotiation between occupational ideology and its ideal-typi-
call  news values, and perceptions of complex social reality. These journalists 
saidd it is sometimes difficult to strike a balance between personal views and 
professionall  beliefs (for example: being anti-racist and conscious of negative 
stereotyping,, but having to write about problems as this is seen as intrinsic to 
thee definition of news). Throughout their incohesive accounts of their work 
thesee experts refer to 'the' journalism in The Netherlands and the editorial 
policiess of their media organization in order to legitimize their choices in writ-
ingg about multicultural issues. Being objective, ethical or serving the public 
meanss in this particular context to be aware of the complexities and sensitivi-
tiess within and about migrant (and native) cultures - in indeed to acknowl-
edgee the sometimes skewed construction of a multicultural social reality ap-
parentt in news stories.2 Freedom and immediacy on the other hand serve as 
challengess to an awareness of diversity. The organization and routinization of 
thee news and its industry are singled out by the journalists we interviewed as 
exampless of'how journalism works' -yet at the same time these factors can be 
seenn as largely unarticulated aspects of newswork. One could say that journal-
istss do not have a coherent understanding of the complexities of multicultur-
alismm - despite the long history of immigration in The Netherlands - and refer 
inn their arguments to a policy or profession that they cannot define in clear 
termss as well. For me these inconsistencies explain at least some of the some-
timess excellent, but also often highly problematic Dutch news coverage of for 
examplee issues involving ethnic minorities. If (as deducted from the in-depth 
interviewss we held) journalists perceive multicultural awareness as a challenge 
too the 'conventional' way newswork gets done - which I have shown to be an 
ideologicallyy driven process - multiculturalism indeed brings a fundamental 
changee to journalism in The Netherlands. 

JOURNALIS MM  AND TH E INTERNE T 

Onlinee journalists and editors are in their opinions bound by the technology 
andd infrastructure of their work. The experts use digital jargon such as 'hyper-
links',, 'multimedia' and 'interactivity' as moderating aspects to discuss their 
wayss of establishing new rules, skills and standards for working in an online 
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environment.. These experts connect their views on the nature and (near) fu-
turee of their profession - as a distinctive type of journalism developing next to 
radio,, television and print - to the technological and infrastructural potential 
(orr lack thereof) of their working environment. What this means for their 
normss and values remains largely undiscussed, or is treated as subordinate to 
(benefitss and promises of) technological advances.3 Yet in their comments, the 
onlinee journalists do express worries regarding that what they have been 
taughtt or grown accustomed to - their occupational ideology - and that with 
whichh they are faced in an online environment. Some of the rules do not seem 
too apply anymore - or apply to the extreme (such as ideals of speed and imme-
diacy).. The largely unverifiable and faceless nature of much of the communi-
cationn and information on the Internet for example causes reporters to feel 
challengedd in their notions of ethics and objectivity (cf. fairness). The per-
ceivedd freedom of online journalists also bring them in conflict with their pub-
licc service ideals, as most of them are only free to the extent of autonomously 
reproducingg (parts of) the content of a mother-medium (cf. 'shovelware') with-
outt in fact applying all their idea(l)s of offering online publics content geared 
towardss the defining unique characteristics of the Internet: hypertextuality, in-
teractivityy and multimediality. 

JOURNALIS MM  AND INFOTAINMEN T 

Thee editors of Dutch serious-popular and gossip media most explicitly address 
theirr work in terms of ideal-typical journalism (ethics, truth, public service, in-
vestigativee skills), but are also quick to add irony to their accounts - expressing 
awarenesss of the contradictory nature of this way to give meaning to their 
work.. These experts make it clear that in their decision-making a most literal 
definitionn of values like objectivity and ethics is applied, while at the same 
timee deliberately looking for (and even strategically planning to break) the 
finee lines between what is considered 'right' and what is seen as going 'too far' 
-- which unclear standards for them can even be seen as set by competitor-col-
leaguess in the same genre. In this domain of journalism we found during the 
interviewss the most explicit negotiations going on between journalism's con-
ventionall  ideal-typical norms, and the situational standards set by tabloid ed-
itorss in order to fit their popular journalistic magazine genre and format. Pub-
licc service, objectivity, freedom, immediacy and ethics are all consciously 'up 
forr grabs' in popular journalism one could say - but these values are not 
droppedd altogether. This is an important aspect of the conclusions regarding 
infotainmentt journalists in The Netherlands, as for example editorial autono-
myy is equally important to them as to their colleagues elsewhere, but in this 
popularr journalistic domain it seems to mean to write creatively without the 
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constraintss of newspaper formulas or necessary notions of 'truth' - rather than 
forr example the freedom of working independent from commercial interests. 
Onn the other hand, these editors at the same time acknowledge to adhering to 
aa strict magazine formula and emphasizing the predominance of sales figures 
ass editorial guideline for decision-making. 

Thiss assessment suggests, like the analysis of the 'Dutchness' of Dutch jour-
nalistss and their occupational ideology over time and space did, that the ap-
plicationn and function of journalisms' core values varies across different do-
mains,, areas and sections in the news media. At the same time the rather un-
definedd 'deep structure' of the ideal-typical values of journalism remains un-
changed,, or at least is not actively discussed. This means that although one 
cannott speak of a journalism in The Netherlands as having a certain meaning 
whichh is a constant, or is equally valid across the population of its practition-
ers,, one may argue in favor of a definition of Dutch journalism as an occupa-
tionall  ideology similar to that of journalisms in other (Western) countries. In 
thiss sense it is important to note that an occupational ideology is carried by its 
professionals;; journalists in all domains apply similar ideological notions 
(suchh as objectivity and truth, ethics, public service ideals) to define and posi-
tionn themselves inside the profession of journalism. In other words: journalists 
inn to some extent marginalized domains of the media system (the 'multicul-
tural'' beat, online reporting, tabloid journalism) use the same ideal-typical 
valuess as benchmarks for their work as can be found in the dominant field of 
researchh among journalists worldwide. They seem to do so in order to legiti-
matee themselves and their work. This conclusion indeed reveals how powerful, 
iff  not hegemonic, this occupational ideology works and is carried by journal-
istss throughout the profession. 

Consequences s 
Inn this project several methodological considerations, research findings, and 
overalll  conclusions can be singled out for detailed discussion.4 What I am go-
ingg to address, is the role this kind of research and this project in particular can 
(andd in my opinion: should) play in discussing the structure and quality of 
contemporaryy journalism education. There are several reasons for doing so. 
Educationn is one of the cornerstones of the professionalization of journalism, 
andd therefore contributes to shaping and defining its values. The survey shows 
clearlyy that a background in formal journalism education has a significant ef-
fectt on one's professional identity. The analysis of multiculturalism, the Inter-
nett and infotainment as contemporary trends furthermore shows that jour-
nalism'ss values are under negotiation, which is a development largely ignored 
inn educational programs. Furthermore the developments in the Dutch media 
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industryy (as well as survey data regarding the inverted age pyramid in the jour-
nalismm population) suggest that in the near future new employment opportu-
nitiess for young reporters will arise - which younger journalists wil l predomi-
nantlyy be coming from one of the journalism schools and departments in The 
Netherlands.. Students of journalism are taught a more or less 'uniform' notion 
off  what journalism is. They seem not to be inspired (nor told) to actively seek 
outt the different meanings and functions of the taken-for-granted values of 
theirr (future) profession - such as ethics of newsgathering practices. As shown 
inn this project, the discursive space of journalisms' ideology, its ideal-typical 
valuess and the professional identities of (Dutch) journalists should be seen as 
dependentt on temporal, spatial, structural and subjective influences - and at 
thee same time as more or less universal indicators of how media practitioners 
definee and locate themselves and their competitor-colleagues within the pro-
fessionn of journalism, and how they tend to apply these ideological criteria to 
excludee certain others. In a study of journalism education programs across the 
globe,, Gaunt (1992: 18-19) identified six overall parameters of curricula, ulti-
matelyy consisting of a combination of background and skills courses. What he 
didd not do, is acknowledge that these courses are implicitly dependent on the 
particularr interpretation and application of journalisms' ideology in a given 
nationall  setting, and in the context of a specialization in a specific medium-
genree (as no journalism schools tend to educate their students in other genres 
thann - 'hard' - news). At the outset of this book I mentioned the fact that our 
understandingg of journalism and journalists is generally based on studies 
amongg journalists working (full-time) in mainstream 'hard' newsmedia. Con-
sideringg the findings and conclusions of this project, I would like to argue that 
suchh an approach does not contribute (anymore) to an adequate preparation 
forr journalism students to enter an increasingly critical, digital, commercial, 
andd multicultural society. How can we expect a journalist in contemporary so-
cietyy to respond to the challenges lying ahead, if he or she is not trained to dis-
cernn between the general and the particular? Between his or her occupational 
ideologyy and the situational application of its ideal-typical values? Between 
thee constraining and enabling capacities of structures and subjectivities to his 
orr her individual professional identity? For me, this is the most fundamental 
insightt I have gained from working on this project. 

Thiss project has shown journalism's values are not at stake in a discussion on 
thee professional impact of the multicultural society, the Internet and infotain-
ment,, but the particular understanding and application of those values is. This 
seemss to be a paradox: journalism throughout the (Western) world is based on 
aa more or less similar consensual occupational ideology -yet at the same time 
thee set of ideal-typical values of this ideology vary in their respective meanings 
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andd functions in different sections and domains in contemporary journalism, 
ass indeed these values can be seen as changing over time and space. For the ar-
gumentt presented here I feel that the descriptive and to some extent interpre-
tativee framework of this project does suffice to say: journalists in The Nether-
landss are not always typically Dutch, but they are always typically journalists. 
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Postfacee &  Acknowledgements 
Whyy do we need to know who the news people are? Because who these jour-
nalistss are influences what gets reported. But it is not just the people we need 
too know about - because when and how does it matter whether you are a man 
orr woman in journalism, making a national or local news product, working 
withh showbiz celebrities or politicians, whether you are experienced or not? 
Thiss depends on the relationship between who journalists are, in which con-
textt they work, and how they give meaning to their work. In this book these 
threee aspects of journalism are described based on a littl e over thousand in-
terviewss with journalists in The Netherlands. As no single journalist covers, 
selects,, interprets nor reports the news in a vacuum, neither does a scholar. 
Nott only do I change that what I observe because I observe it, that what I ob-
servee reflects and thus impacts back upon me. In acknowledging the people 
whoo I consider to be essential for this project, I therefore acknowledge those 
whosee personal and professional input has encoded my research and inter-
pretationss as represented in this book. 

Firstt I have to mention the instrumental role the support of Lou Lichtenberg 
off  the Netherlands Press Fund (Bedrijfsfonds voor de Pers), and Hans Verploeg 
off  the national organization for journalists (Nederlandse Vereniging voor Jour-

nalisten;nalisten; NVJ) has played in this project, for which I thank them - and their or-
ganizations.. As a second step in acknowledging the people (the context), who 
havee supported, helped, and guided me in 'getting here', I want to mention 
thee journalists participating in this project. Of course this concerns the thou-
sandd and more respondents and interviewees - but I also have had the pleas-
uree to interact with many reporters and editors in the course of researching, 
writing,, and presenting my work. Acknowledging means excluding people -
butt I still want to single out Pieter Broertjes (De Volkskrant), who I thank for 
severall  inspiring conversations over the years, and for his time and effort to 
providee this book with a Fitting entree. Leo Enthoven (Wegener), Henk 
Blankenn (De Volkskrant) and Froukje Santing (NRC Handelsblad) have been 
equallyy inspiring sources of ideas and challenges to my ways of thinking 
aboutt (online) journalism. Talking about the Internet, I would like to thank 
thee people of the Villamedia.nl- and Internetjournalist.nl-Websites, notably 
Renn de Vree and Erik van Heeswijk, who have allowed me to publish my ran-
domm ramblings on their trade online. Thanks also to Frits Barend and Henk 
vann Dorp (RTL), Andries Knevel (EO), and the people of'Studio NL' (Wereldom-

http://Villamedia.nl
http://Internetjournalist.nl
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roep),roep), 'Cultuur en media' (NPS), Business Nieuws Radio as well as BNN for their 
effortss to make themselves as Dutch journalists in the context of my project 
partt of their content. What has always struck me, is the fact that journalists 
aree perfectly willin g and able to engage in critical discussions about their 
workk - but that this capacity for self-reflection does not often make it into the 
'publicc sphere' of the media. This is why I doubly appreciate all the time jour-
nalistss have spent in talking with my students and me - since they must have 
realizedd they were being critically scrutinized at the same time. 

Scrutinizingg journalism is what an increasing number of organizations 
andd people within the media community in The Netherlands do, and I have 
beenn fortunate enough to be involved with several of such organizations and 
publicc debates in these last couple of years. Several people within this com-
munityy have become friends, fellow researchers, and people I have come to 
knoww and respect as they share the same ideal: of always wanting to provide 
journalistss with resources to facilitate and improve their work. I would like to 
mentionn some of these admirable people in particular: Bart Top and Monique 
Doppertt of Migranten en Media; Farin Ramdjan of Mixed Media, Garjan Sterk 
off  Meer van Anders, Victor Joseph of the Landelijk Bureau voor Racismebestri-

jding,jding, Ed Klute of Stichting Omroep Allochtonen, the people of the network 
'Beeldvorming','Beeldvorming', and the lurkers and posters of the online platform for debate 
onn issues regarding journalism in The Netherlands, 'Joumh'. 

Journalistss become what they are partly because of the kind of training 
theyy have enjoyed, and because of the kind of teachers or mentors that have 
providedd them with insight, skills and standards for their work. Over the 
years,, and in particular through my work at the Utrecht School for Journal-
ism,, I have benefited from many colleagues involved in journalism and media 
educationn in The Netherlands and abroad. Singling out my thanks to some of 
them:: Gerard Smit, Peter Verwey, and Peter Vasterman (Utrecht), for offering 
mee a chance to put my ideas into teaching practice; Wiel Schmetz, Toon Ren-
nenn and Huub Evers (Tilburg), for always being interested and supportive; 
Nicoo Drok and Wijnand Aalderink (Zwolle), Ruud Vos and Johan Snel (Ede) 
forr giving me the idea that this kind of research matters; Eric Smulders (Rot-
terdam),, Hans Renders and Sanna Buurke (Groningen) have also been great 
sparringg partners for discussion and course development. Such partners are 
alsoo present on the mailing list 'NewsViews', which I have moderated since 
Octoberr 1998. Its 200+ members - mostly journalists, educators, scholars and 
studentss of the news from all over the world - have at times been truly excel-
lentt sources of insight and reference in my work. Talking about educators, 
onee automatically talks about their students; what is a good teacher without 
excellentt students who offer him or her the chance to excel? In this respect I 
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havee to mention the first group of online journalism students 'under my 
reign'' in Utrecht (in 1999), most of whom are still online and interconnected 
throughh the 'HetNetwerk' mailing list. While dwelling on the topic of col-
leaguess and students, I would like to remain for a while on the site of col-
leaguess and students in the scholarly community. It is this community which 
hass allowed me to move beyond my 'there is One Truth' way of looking at the 
world,, and therefore this amazing group of people cannot be thanked 
enoughh in this book. Of course I would like to mention all of them, but that is 
unfortunatelyy impossible here. So here goes: first I want to (still) thank Cobus 
Ferreiraa (Pretoria) and Henning van Aswegen (Johannesburg) for inspiring 
me,, setting me on the right track. If the reader wants to blame anyone for me 
choosingg to write this book - go see Cobus and Henning, please. In between 
myy time in South Africa and The Netherlands two people kept my 'scholarly' 
aspirationss alive: Brian Shoesmith (plus his wonderful family in Perth) and 
Teunn van Dijk. At the University of Amsterdam a vast (and growing) number 
off  colleagues have been there to offer guidance. In particular I would like to 
thankk the supervising 'team' in my first year of this project: Holli Semetko, 
Keess Brants, and Jan Wieten for often confusing, but always open-minded dis-
cussions.. I have been privileged to have had Klaus Schoenbach stepping in as 
secondd promotor of my project when he joined the Department of Communi-
cationn in Amsterdam, and greatly benefited from his vast experience and 
knowledgee of the field of journalism studies, and in particular his great sup-
portt during difficult times. Jo Bardoel has been an ongoing source of ideas 
andd friendship, both as a colleague now, and as the author of the "Media in 

NederlandNederland "-books I had to read when learning to be a journalist back in the 
1980s.. Thanks also for many inspirational and fun discussions to colleagues 
moree or less elsewhere in The Netherlands: Jan Bierhoff, Leen d'Haenens, Nick 
Jankowski,, Martine van Selm, Alexander Pleijter, Loet Leydesdorff, Jaap van 
Ginneken,, Jaap van Donselaar, and Andra Leurdijk. Abroad I have been hon-
oredd by regular discussions and meetings with esteemed colleagues, of whom 
II  would like to thank David Weaver (Indiana School for Journalism) and 
Arminn Scholl (University of Muenster) in particular. Right from the beginning 
off  the project they have been there with unconditional advice, comments, 
andd friendly support for me and my work here in Amsterdam. David and 
Arminn are definitely examples of the kind of academic, I would aspire to be-
comee when given the chance. Furthermore I would like to thank Jane Singer, 
Mindyy McAdams, Anthony Delano, John Henningham, Robert Stewart, Colin 
Sparks,, Ari Heinonen, Denis McQuail, Steve Paulussen, Christopher Neuberg-
er,, Stefan Weber, and Arnold de Beer for the time they have taken to at times 
sharee their thoughts and advice on the project. 
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II  have tried to acknowledge the significant role students have played in the 
projectt throughout the notes and references in this book. As students go, I 
wouldd like to mention my fellow ASCoR-PhD students; especially the first 
groupp of 'ascorians' (class of 1997): Marjolein, Hans, Thorn, Tijs, Sudeep. Six 
suchh different people working together in one room - definitely this has 
shapedd my way of thinking forever. Ever since vast numbers of graduate stu-
dentss have been pouring into the E-wing of the Department of Communica-
tions'' building in the center of Amsterdam. I thank all of them for allowing 
mee not to participate in group socials, and still giving me the feeling of ac-
ceptancee and respect. With respect I also thank Randi, Nassy, Lara, Silvia, An-
nemarie,, Jop, Ramon, Daphna, Christina, Sara, Humphrey, Tamara, and Kilian, 
alll  of whom I met as (fellow) students, and parted with as friends. Further-
moree thanks to the members of- and now I wil l cite the acknowledgments 
sectionn of a dissertation by Jeroen de Kloet - the cultural studies discussion 
group,, with whom I share "a love for the banal, for the trivial", and the notion 
thatt academic research is but a 'methodological illusion' (Jeroen), a 'detour to 
knowledge'' (Sudeep), imposing 'oppressive order' (Frank) on social complexi-
ty.. These remarks also allow me to mention one colleague and fellow member 
off  the cultural studies group, who has single-handedly been responsible for 
muchh of my academic and personal development and enlightenment in the 
lastt year of writing this book, and has become an invaluable friend in the 
process:: Joost de Bruin. It is safe to say that without his advice and friendship 
II  would have never made it beyond chapter in. 

Thiss comment brings me to the closing paragraphs of this part of the book, 
thee most difficult ones, as these words concern friends, loved ones - those 
whoo have been there and made the effort of taking me to the curb (as Henry 
Rollinss would say), and at times show me what kind of nonsense I was (and 
stilll  am) making. As I strongly believe that the personal is the professional 
andd vice versa at all times, the people I mention here should be seen as co-au-
thorss of the upcoming pages - and they are. Where to begin? Let me start 
withh the people who I fondly refer to as the Vrienden van hetZaklopen' (and I 
won'tt even begin to try to translate that): Margot, Jennemiek, Roy, Jeroen, Ilse, 
andd Elles. These people rule. Secondly (counting presumes hierarchical order, 
butt this is not what I intend to do here) thanks to Laurens, for doing a truly 
amazingg job designing the lay-out of this book. 

Thankss also to all the friends who have been so kind to stop by occasionally 
forr a 'cheese and wine' -you know who you are (which in retrospect is quite a 
far-fetchedd assumption to make of yourself, let alone others). My parents are 
thee backbone of my life - without them, I would be (as David Sylvian would 
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say),, guilty of stealing every word I own as what I hold to be right and wrong 

iss their voice speaking through me. 
Finallyy I can start telling you about the two people that have been essential 
forr me in these four years (1997-2001) of working and living this project. Two 
peoplee who have been there almost every day, who came into my lif e almost 
att the same time (near the end of 1997) and thus made everything I have been 
doingg since possible: Liesbet van Zoonen and Lidewijde de Jong. Liesbet has 
beenn a great supervisor, teacher, and (dare I say) friend one could wish for; 
shee has enabled me to read my own book as a reflection of both personal de-
velopmentt and professional accomplishment, which is a feeling I attribute to 
herr at times confronting, and always inspirational supervision. Lidewijde has 
allowedd me to fall in love with my project, with my research, teaching, and 
writing.. This has meant a constant base of support, an unconditional point of 
departuree (and arrival), a friend who makes any description of our bond to-
getherr a bungled attempt. I dedicate this book - if they would let me - to Lies-
bett and Lidewijde, and hope that they wil l be inclined to keep on supervising 
mee through whatever plans I wil l be making in the near future, whether it's a 
careerr in male stripping, becoming a rock superstar, or a professor, I guess. 

II  hope you wil l have fun reading this book. If not, go see all the people men-

tionedd above, and e-mail me with your thoughts at: 

mark.deuze@reporters.net. . 

Amsterdam,Amsterdam, January 2002 

mailto:mark.deuze@reporters.net
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Notes s 
Chapterr  I 
11 The next study among us journalists is planned for 2002, according to David Weaver in person-

all  communication, August 2001. 
22 The countries included in the overview edited by David Weaver are: Algeria, Australia, Brazil, 

Canada,, Chile, China, Ecuador, Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain, Hong Kong, Hungary, 
Korea,, Mexico, New Zealand, Pacific Islands, Poland, Spain, Taiwan, and the United States 
(Weaver,, 1998). Other countries not included in this specific book, but where surveys with the 
samee research method and design among journalists are known to have been conducted, are 
Austria,, Belarussia, Egypt, India, Iran, Italy, Slovakia, Switzerland, South Africa, Sweden, and the 
Ukrainee (source: David Weaver in e-mail communication, October 1997). 

33 Remarks here based on Weaver (1998: 455-480) and specific country reports in Schoenbach, 
Stuerzebecher,, Schneider (1994); Delano and Henningham (1995); Henningham, (1996); 
Weaverr and Wilhoit (1996); Weischenberg and Scholl (1998); see also argument in Allan (1999). 
Forr purposes of comparison only the findings of surveys in Western democracies more or less 
comparablee with The Netherlands are used and presented in this chapter; a comprehensive 
overvieww is offered in chapter 111. 

44 Before one can discuss the meaning of conclusions regarding the 'global' or 'national' nature of 
characteristicss of journalism and the possible consequences for the situation in The Nether-
lands,, one has to determine what kind of journalists the survey researchers like Weaver (us), 
Henninghamm (Australia), Delano (Great Britain) or Weischenberg and Scholl as well as Schoen-
bachh (both projects in Germany) are talking about. Weaver and Wilhoit described their popu-
lationn of journalists - following Johnstone and colleagues - as "...full-time editorial or news peo-
pleple responsible for the information content of English-language mainstream general interest news 
mediamedia in the United States" (1996: 247; see also the similar definition used in Germany by 
Schoenbachh et al, 1998:214). The Americans excluded all journalists working for special interest 
mediaa (disregarding the rise of niche media and popular genres such as talk shows on televi-
sionn or tabloids in print) but also excluded freelance journalists from their population, in effect 
excludingg between one-tenth to a quarter of all journalists in the us, according to a December 
igggg survey on the social and economic status of freelance journalists by the International Fed-
erationn of Journalists (IFJ, ïggg: 41-43 on North America). Worldwide on average 23% of all jour-
nalistss are self-employed or freelance, which number is increasing rapidly according to most 
journalismm organizations all over the world (IFJ, 1999). Although the consensus seems to be that 
freelancee work in journalism is increasing worldwide, a study in Germany (conducted early in 
thee 1990s) reveals that editors in German media expect the number of freelance engagements 
too remain more or less the same in the future (Weischenberg, Altmeppen and Loeffelholz, 1994). 
Inn general one has to realize that the findings and conclusions from earlier survey studies as re-
portedd here are descriptive for full-time reporters and editors working for 'classical' media 
typess only (Schoenbach et al, 1993:355). 

55 See for example evidence to this effect regarding differential meanings of the shared ideal of 
objectivee reporting in Donsbach and Klett (1996). 
Kovachh and Rosenstiel (2001) in this respect talk about 'elements', instead of characteristics of 
journalism,, as they argue that universal standards are what journalists should strive for, rather 
thann characteristics that can be measured among journalists. A similar argument is developed 
inn Randall (2000). us authors dominate the literature on the necessity of'universality' in jour-
nalismm standards; handbooks in for example Australia (see Breen, 1998), Great Britain (McNair, 
1998),, Germany (Weischenberg, 1995 and 1998) or The Netherlands (Heil, 1991; Vreekamp, 1993) 
seemm to be more 'pluralistic' in their claims. All general books report on shared characteristics 
off  journalism, focusing on 'hard', mainstream news in doing so. 

77 Tunstall (1977: 20iff) in this respect writes about the 'value neutrality' of Anglo-American jour-
nalismm as a worldwide ideology, where Tuchman (1971; 1978:177-180) speaks similarly of objec-
tivityy as an ideological professional practice of news workers; see additional arguments further 
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developedd in: Schudson (1978), Hallin (1986), Soloski (1990), and Shoemaker (1991). 
Seee fora classic reference in this respect; Gans, 1979:183. Carey (ig8g [1975]: 47-48) in this respect 
suggestss - following the work of Clifford Geertz - that ideology should be seen as providing an-
swerss to the invariably contradictory and inconsistent situations one finds oneself in as an in-
dividuall  between the 'chronic malintegration' of the personality and society. This interpreta-
tionn of ideology - called strain theory - seems to be most fruitful for the project at hand; see 
chapterr 11 for details on how to model this approach into a framework for analysis. 
Hall'ss reference to 'deep structure' follows the early work of Noam Chomsky on deep structure, 
surfacee structure, and semantic interpretation of texts (see in particular: Chomsky, 1965 and 
1970--

Genealogyy as a particular concept in assessing the historicity of a concept has been introduced 
byy Foucault (1971; translated and reprinted in Rabinow, 1984). 

Onee exception in particular has to be made here: during the final write-up of this book, Ameri-
cann authors Bill Kovach and Tom Rostenstiel published a book titled "The Elements of Journal-
ismism "(2001), which text does exactly what I describe here, as it operationalizes the dominant ide-
al-typicall  characteristics of the ideology of journalism. In a review typical of the acclaim the 
bookk got and more or less in line with the argument I am pursuing in this book, David Halber-
stamm writes on the book's website: "At a time when technological and financial forces are creat-
inging formidable challenges to journalism's traditional values, Kovach and Rosenstiel have written 
anan immensely valuable primer on who we are, what we do, and how we should do it." 
II  would like to argue that these values can indeed be seen as ideal-typical in the Weberian sense, 
inn that they involve an accentuation of (arche-) typical courses of conduct for the professional 
groupp of journalists - one might say serving as a yardstick or measuring rod to ascertain simi-
laritiess as well as deviations in concrete cases and thus contributing to the exclusory potential 
off  ideology - without necessarily being 'real' (see for example: Hekman, 1983). 

' !! Evidence from reports in Weaver (1998: 460-477) with specific details for Germany in: Schoen-
bach,, Stuerzebecher and Schneider (1994); Weischenberg and Scholl {1998); for Great Britain in; 
Delanoo and Henningham (1995 and 1996), for France in: McMane (1993 and 1998); for Australia: 
Henningham,, (1996 and 1998); and for the us: Weaver and Wilhoit (1996). 

44 The literature wil l be discussed in detail further on in this chapter. The overall conclusions re-
gardingg earlier studies on characteristics of journalists in The Netherlands are based on a selec-
tionn of publications available during this project, which feature scholarly work involving a 
(moree or less) representative and national sample of the population (or a significant part there-
of;; such as all newspaper journalists, or all women reporters) of Dutch reporters and editors. 
Thiss includes, in chronological order, the work of: Muskens (1968); Kempers and Wieten (1976); 
Diekerhof,, Elias and Sax (1986); Wermuth and Kaiser (1989); Meier and Van den Berg (1991); Van 
Gaalen-Oordijk,, Offenberg and De Vries (1993); ISK (1994); Van Schuur and Vis (2000); Neijens 
(2001). . 

Pleasee see previous footnote on a listing of published reseach in this respect. 
Characteristicss summarized using earlier Dutch surveys which were specifically intended for 
thee purpose of gathering sociological data on the occupational make-up of the profession: 
Muskenss (1968), Meier and Van den Berg (1991); Van Gaalen-Oordijk, Offenberg and De Vries 
(1993)--

Inn fact, almost completely absent from the literature are studies among populations of region-
all  or broadcast journalists in The Netherlands-a regrettable oversight indeed. 

18 8 
Seee for excellent authorative overviews of these debates recent volumes of Cottle (2000) on me-
diaa and multiculturalism, Sparks (2000) on tabloidization, and Pavlik (2001) on journalism and 
neww media. 

Consideringg this argument, it is not surprising that all three developments have met with fierce 
skepticismm and criticism among journalists and scholars alike. See for example arguments 
doubtingg the impact of new media on journalism (Koch, 1990; Porteman, 1999; Fallows, 1999), 
againstt a mix between information and entertainment elements in the news (McManus, 1994; 
Hallin,, 1996; McChesney, 1999), or challenging the need for different journalism because of the 
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increasinglyy multicultural society (Dickson, 1995; Patterson and Donsbach, 1996; Campbell, 

1998). . 
200 Additionally I should mention that during the final writing sessions for this book (July/August 

2001),, the NVJ applied for (and received) government funding for research and development 
programss regarding the impact of the Internet on Dutch media. 

211 See in particular literature overviews in: Brants, Crone and Leurdijk (1998), and LBR (2000). Dur-
ingg 2001 a national network of (professional and scholarly) researchers into the role of the me-
diaa regarding ethnic diversity was established (see their website at: http://www.yahoogroups.-
com/group/beeldvorming).. Furthermore it is notable that the Netherlands Press Fund - also 
sponsorr of this project - announced in September 2001 that they would only subsidize research 
inn the future if it addresses either multicultural issues, Internet and new media issues or (com-
merciall  threats to) local and regional media. This is the first time such specific topical claims are 
made. . 

222 At the World Association of Newspapers (WAN) conference of 2001, University of Southern Car-
olina'ss Lynn Zoch correspondingly argued that: "By now it should be apparent that tomorrow's 
journalistjournalist will  be a much different person" (source: WAN website at: http://wan-press.org). 

233 Juergen Habermas - originally writing in the 1960s - in this respect for example expresses wor-
riesries regarding the invasion of'the private' by 'the public', while Zygmunt Bauman (2000) argues 
forr the same process working the other way around. 

244 Sources: yearbooks of media organizations such as the Commissariaat voor de Media, the Bedri-
jfsfondss voor de Pers, Nederlands Uitgevers Verbond, Holland Media Group, Omroep Hand-
boek,, Handboek voor Pers & Publiciteit. 

Chapterr  II 
11 See for example recent overviews in the us: Shoemaker and Reese (1996); Australia: Breen 

(1998);; Germany: Loeffelholz (2000). 
22 David Weaver has been kind enough to work with me (during June 1999) on the research design 

andd questionnaire particular to the Dutch context. 
33 This descriptionn of what journalism's function in society should be has its formal basis - espe-

ciallyy in Western countries - in the period right after World War 11, particularly in the American 
reportt of TheHutchins Commission on the 'Social Responsibility of the Press' of 1948. The pow-
erfull  notions in this perception of journalism are still upheld and endorsed in some of the most 
recentt normative assessments of journalism in for example Germany (Ruehl, 2000; the works of 
Niklass Luhmann also have to be mentioned in this context), the us (Reese, 2001) and The 
Netherlandss (Costera Meijer, 2001a). 

44 Several attempts have been made to group and model the various findings and theoretical ap-
proachess of such studies; one could think of the work by Dimmick and Coit (1982), Ettema and 
Whitneyy (1987), Shoemaker and Reese (1996), Sievert (1998), Reese (2001). Such summarizing is 
nott without its problems; most studies differ widely in approach - any attempt to amalgamate 
thee vast array of data findings leads to issues of whether or not such a framework really means 
anythingg at all. One of the original models or 'taxonomies' of journalism was offered by Dim-
mickk and Coit in 1982, based on us survey data from the Johnstone, Slawski and Bowman proj-
ectt of 1976. They conceptualized nine factors of influence on mass media decision-making, 
whichh taxonomy varied from macro levels like supranational, pan-national and societal-level 
influencess to micro levels: the intraindividual or cognitive level (1982:8-16). Most existing mod-
elss of journalism are conceptualized quite similarly, varying from the Weischenberg and Scholl 
(igg8)) 'onion'-model to the 'hierarchy-of-influences'-approach of Shoemaker and Reese (1996; 
seee also Reese, 2001). As it is not my intention to test or apply these models to the data gathered 
inn the project at hand - nor did Weaver and Wilhoit aim to do so - these models are not further 
pursuedd in this book. 

55 This argument builds on the work of Anthony Giddens (1984: 6-8), where he identified discur-
sivee consciousness, practical consciousness and unconscious motives/cognition as guiding con-
ceptss in studying the intentions and actions of individual 'competent actors'. 

http://www.yahoogroups.com/group/beeldvorming
http://www.yahoogroups.com/group/beeldvorming
http://wan-press.org
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Thiss particular argument has been further developed in: Bardoel and Deuze, 2001. 

Seee Figure 11: 'subjectivity'; measured in the survey as: basic characteristics. 

Seee figure 11: 'structure'; survey variables: occupational characteristics. 

Seee Figure n: 'structure'; survey variables: professional characteristics. 

Seee figure 1; in Figure 11 this can be defined as the agency of individual actors. 

Schudsonn (1998) makes a convincing critical point regarding this normative notion of an in-

formedd citizenry; in his historical analysis of transformations in American citizenship he notes 

describess the emergence of so-called 'monitorial' citizens (particularly near the end of the 20th 

century);; citizens who want to be citizens whenever they want to - whenever they feel this is in 

theirr own best interest. This certainly challenges traditional notions of how what kind of role 

andd function 'traditional'journalism has in contemporary democracy. 

Seee respective MA-theses based on these interviews, regarding online journalism: Dimoudi 
(2000),, Yeshua (2000); on infotainment: Lamkamp (2000), Tuip (2001); and on multicultural-
ism:: Van Lankveld (2000). Christina, Daphna, Marleen, Willemijn and Marleen deserve full cred-
itt for the excellent (and hard) work they have put into their own (and thus this) project. 
Thee Americans used, like their colleagues in for example Great Britain and Germany, main-
streamm media directories to select news organizations at random, yet oversampling minority 
groupss from directories of journalists' organizations such as for example the National Associa-
tionn of Black Journalists (Weaver and Wilhoit, 1998:396). The Netherlands does not have a gen-
erall  directory of journalists, although some media-specific organizations (like the NDP for 
newspapers,, the NOTU for periodicals) have lists of individual members (see sampling method 
usedd in Gaalen-Oordijk et al, 1993). Vasterman and Aerden (1995:19) claim that the NVJ repre-
sentedd about half of all Dutch journalists in 1993. 

144 This may seem as a surprising number, compared to the original sample of 2.039 - a difference 
off  888 people. It turned out that the only way the NVJ has to update its membership directory is 
aa yearly postcard, reminding members to notify the organization if their registration informa-
tionn has changed. If the NVJ does not receive a reply, the original listing is maintained. Over the 
yearss this has resulted in a contaminated database, containing quite a lot of retired, unem-
ployedd or 'relocated to unknown address' people. 

Duringg the final months of writing this book, freelance researcher Eilen de Vries was contract-
edd by Dutch trade journal De Journalist to establish a database of names and addresses of work-
ingg j ournalists with an ethnic minority background. I was fortunate enough to work together as 
aa consultant with De Vries on that particular project. She found a total of 316 journalists, in-
cludingg trainees and interns, with Surinamese, Antillean, Moluccan, Moroccan and Turkish 
backgroundss (De Vries, 2001; also in personal communication, 25 July 2001). Cross-referencing 
thatt database with our database - which was constructed during 1999 - we found largely simi-
larr names and numbers, which led us to assume that our database was still valid to be used for 
aa more or less representative picture of the population of minority reporters in The Nether-
lands. . 

Thee Website URL for this extensive database is: http://www.jorislange.nl/media/ adressen.html 
(lastt visited: 17 August 2001). In June 2001 a similar online database project was started by the 
Dutchh Press Institute, the NVJ and the Netherlands Press Fund, at URL: http://www.mediamoni-
tor.nl// (last visited: 17 August, 2001), but that particular site does not offer contact addresses and 
directt hyperlinks to Dutch newsmedia online. 

77 For completeness and comparison's sake, we replicated this phone survey among online news-
deskss two years later, during August 2001. This resulted in 202 online journalists, working for 
thee same newssites (several new newssites had started in the meantime, putting the total num-
berr of online journalists in our most recent count at 242, see http://www.internetjournalist.nl 
forr updates). In September 2001 publisher PCM announced to cease its online activities - which 
wouldd mean that the journalists working for websites En, Volkskrant, Parool, NRC and Trouw wil l 
bee fired; in total 33 online journalists. 

Forr this purpose the scholars involved were contacted and John Henningham, Klaus Schönbach, 
Arminn Scholl, Anthony Delano and David Weaver were all kind enough to answer questions and 

http://www.jorislange.nl/media/
http://www.mediamonitor.nl/
http://www.mediamonitor.nl/
http://www.internetjournalist.nl
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offerr advice for this particular project. 
199 Developing and standardizing the Dutch questionnaire has also benefited greatly from person-

all  correspondence and work with David Weaver (at ASCoR, June 1999) and Armin Scholl. Fur-
thermoree researchers in Austria (Stefan Weber), Switzerland (Mirko Marr) and the us (Thomas 
Patterson)) have been so kind to send me their survey questionnaires as well. Our questionnaire 
hass also been (partly) tested and used by colleagues in The Netherlands (Peter Neijens, Arie de 
Jongh). . 
Surveyy by Kim Griggs of MacQuarie University, Sydney - using the Online News-list moderated 
byy Steve Outing of Editor & Publisher Interactive, reported in Quinn (1998 and 2000). 
Myy thanks to all of them: Arjen Berghouwer, Maaike de Vos, Remco Andersen, Pascal Frohn, 
Marleenn Lamkamp, Mariette Heres, Daphna Yeshua, Christina Dimoudi, Annemarie van 
Lankveld,, Ingeborg van Beekum, Maurice Sistermans, Ramon Schimmel, Jop van Kempen, 
Coraliee den Adel, Silvia den Heyer and Sara Muusze. 

Chapterr  II I 
forr Germany: Schoenbach, Stuerzebecher and Schneider (1994), Weischenberg and Scholl 
1998a;; 1998b), for Great Britain: Delano and Henningham (1995; 1998); for Australia: Henning-
hamm (1996; 1998) and for the us: Weaver and Wilhoit (1996). The tables used here were checked 
andd verified (through e-mail correspondence during the project from 1997 to 2001) by Armin 
Scholll  (German data), John Henningham (Australian data), Anthony Delano (British data) and 
Davidd Weaver (us data), for which unconditional and friendly help I am extremely grateful. 
Althoughh this does seem like an upward development, a parallel survey we held among the 
first-yearr students of the three largest journalism schools shows that 67% is female (n=82$; see 
Deuzee and Rennen, 2000:28). 

33 A note can be made regarding the score on this question posed to the first-year journalism stu-
dentss (n=528): 6% said they belonged to an ethnic minority (be it Turkish, Moroccan, Surinam 
orr other). 

44 HBO in The Netherlands translated to higher professional education, equivalent to a bachelors 
degree;; on the university level a degree is more or less equal to a masters' degree - both typical 
Dutchh systems which are to be replaced by the international BA/MA system by 2002 or 2003. 

55 In 1976 only \j% (n^.485) of journalists mentioned a HBO-degree in journalism, 23% reported 
havingg studied at an university. Most journalists (60%) got trained 'on the job' directly after high 
school. . 
Thiss point of critique did not prevent them from answering the question and position them-
selves;; this item had a 4% refusal rate. 

77 Most of the interviewed first-year journalism students (n=528) in The Netherlands also posi-
tionedd themselves left-of-center (56%), suggesting that a 'leftish' orientation cannot be seen as 
beingg shaped through socialization within a newsroom (survey held in the academic year 1999-
2000). . 

Q Q 

Thiss finding can be collaborated by the author's own experience of having worked for regional 
newspaperss Eindhovens Dagblad, Helmonds Dagblad and Brabants Dagblad (period 1990-
1994)) and national newspaper De Telegraaf (period 1992-1993), also having visited and observed 
nationall  newspaper newsrooms of the Volkskrant and Trouw (in 2000), Algemeen Dagblad 
(2001).. All these newsrooms shared the 'coccoonized' characeristics as described by Esser (1998) 
off  the German newspaper organization. 

99 The ranking of these interests is generally the same among the interviewed first-year students 
off  journalism - with only 'culture and the arts' scoring lower than 'news regarding the multi-
culturall  society' (Deuze and Rennen, 2000; more on journalism and the multicultural society in 
chapterr rv). 

100 In earlier studies German journalists have been described as people with less of a tradition in 
'neutrality',, especially when compared to their us counterparts (Donsbach, 1983 and 1999). This 
mayy be a typical feature of its communication culture; a recent overview of research projects 
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andd history in German communications research showed that the scholars in Germany are also 
moree likely to be normative-theoretical rather than objective-empirical in their work (Brosius 
andd Holtz-Bacha, 1999). 

Thee scores for the Dutch first-year students of journalism (n=528) in the same order: analysis 
56%,, breaking news 72%, adversary 43%, trends 45%, people's views 48%, audience 48%, claims 
governmentt 37%, develop interests 50*, entertainment 40%, disadvantaged 55%, influence 46* 
andd Umfeld 6% (see Deuze and Rennen, 2000: 28). The students can be profiled as idealistic, 
keenn to have some kind of influence and seem to be less interested in reaching as many people 
ass possible, providing context or being particularly critical of businesses and government. 
Thee full scores for these categories were only available for Germany and the United States. 
Forr sake of counting the new variables factor loadings of 4g and higher were used as selection 
criteria,, adding 'giving people to express their views' to the audience revenue role, and adding 
'signalingg trends' and 'developing interests of the public' to the advertising renevue role - in-
deedd following the argument of Tunstall, that the three sets of goals always have an element of 
ambiguityy and interdependence (1972:264). 

44 Several other questions regarding journalists' views on their audience were asked; see table VM. 
Noo significant interaction effect was found between working for national or regional media and 
opinionss about ethnical dilemmas, which suggests that each of these variables has a main effect 
onn one's audience orientation. 

Noo significant interaction effect was found between working for national or regional media and 
audiencee orientation, which suggests that each of these variables has a main effect on ethical 
sensitivity. . 

77 Likewise we found in our parallel survey among Dutch first-year students of journalism schools 
(n=528)) a general 'easiness' with using questionable methods of newsgathering (Deuze and 
Rennen,, 2000). 

II  have to note here that we did not ask for employment patterns across media types and com-
panies,, which would have furthered our understanding of the labor market; based on the 
(trade)) literature and experiences on the workfloor, I would like to suggest that cross-media 
employmentt is not (yet) common in the Dutch journalism workforce. 

Thee wealth of data gathered in this survey suggests one could do more, specifically multivariate 
analysess of for example role perceptions. My central aim here is to offer a descriptive profile of 
Dutchh journalists and their professional identities in the context of the society they work in (see 
thee following chapters on multiculturalism, the Internet and infotainment). Therefore I feel 
thatt a multivariate approach at this stage would ignore particularly Hall's (1991) warning that 
thiss kind of quantitative data analysis - for example a multiple regression to see how much of 
thee variance is explained by certain variables - tends to generalize the identities of respondents, 
andd reduces identity theoretically to constructed, not necessarily 'real' categories (like for ex-
amplee 'television' or 'regional'journalists). This would require a follow-up and detailed study 
-whichh I consider to be beyond the particular research purposes and framework of this project 
andd book (see also Stevenson, 1995:15-16, who builds on a similar argument to problematize the 
constructionn of independent and dependent variables in quantitative data analysis, claiming 
thatt this procedure inherently assigns certain variables to 'a lesser degree of reality'). 
Moree on the consequences of these findings for (Dutch) journalism education in the conclud-
ingg chapter of this book. 

Chapterr  IV 
Thesee publications are: the earlier mentioned 1998 report by Brants, Crone and Leurdijk, fea-
turingg an up-to-date overview of existing Dutch research regarding media and migrants; a 1998 
bookk report on the role newsmedia play in covering racism en extreme-rightwing movements 
(byy Van Donselaar, Claus and Nelissen), an annotated literature review on multiculturalism in 
thee social sciences by the national anti-racism organization LBR (Landelijk Bureau Racismebe-
strijding;strijding; LBR, 2000), a book featuring research papers, essays and guidelines on the topic (edit-
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edd by Sterk, 2000), and a collection of research into ethnic minorities and the media published 
onn cd-rom later that year by researchers at the Univerity of Nijmegen (Mediagroep, 2000). 
Fulll  archive of this debate has been available until 24 May 2001 on the Website of the NRC, at 
URL:: http://www.nrc.nl/W2/Lab/Multicultureel/inh0ud.html. 

33 Another indicator thereof: NVj-workgroup Migranten en Media organized a meeting on April 
25,, 2001 for all researchers (scholars, professionals, and funding organizations alike) involved 
inn related issues with the intent to formulate a national research agenda on media and multi-
culturalism.. Several of the mentioned authors in this chapter (Brants, Van Donselaar, Leurdijk, 
Doppert,, Top, Vergeer a.o.) attended, as well as representatives from journalism training insti-
tutess and the media. 

44 See organizational publications, in particular for MenM: Sterk (2000); for Forum: Doppert, 2001; 
forr ADO: Witte (1998) and for LBR: Houtzager (2000). 

55 See for further elaboration of this argument with respect to multicultural journalism educa-
tion:: Deuze (2001c). 

Nationall  dailies: Algemeen Dagblad, NRC Handelsblad, De Telegraaf, Trouw and De Volkskrant; 
regionall  dailies: Het Parool (Amsterdam), Rotterdams Dagblad (Rotterdam), Utrechts Nieuws-
bladblad (Utrecht), Haagsche Courant (The Hague) and Noord-Hollands Dagblad (province of north-
ernn Holland, incl. Amsterdam); opinion magazines: Elsevier, Hp/De Tijd, Groene Amsterdammer 
andd Vrij  Nederland; special multicultural interest: Contrast, Landelijke Allochtonenkrant. Note: 
thee national organization against racism (Landelijk Bureau ter bestrijding van Rassendiscrimi-
natie,natie, LBR) started a new opinion magazine called Zebra in March 2001, well after the interviews 
weree Finished and transcribed and was therefore not included in our selected group of experts. 

77 The author would like to thank Annemarie van Lankveld and Mariétte Heres for their hard work 
onn conducting and transcribing the interviews. See also the excellent MA thesis: Van Lankveld 
(2000). . 

Al ll  interviews were conducted in Dutch, therefore all quotes are the author's translation. Of the 
188 participants, one has an ethnic minority (Moroccan) background, two are women. 
Correspondinglyy Van Dijk (1991) described the news coverage of De Telegraaf AS somewhat 
unique,, in that he considered it to be more 'stereotypical' than any other newspaper. Several 
scholarss have come to similar conclusions about De Telegraaf in more recent years (Wiersema, 
1994;; Wolfs, 1996). Although Brants et al. (1998:22-23) acknowlegde these results, they also con-
cludee that most of such research had been set up to find a negative bias in news coverage, often 
basedd on small and selective samples without taking a longitudinal perspective into considera-
tion. . 

Forr a methodological discussion on the use of topcial categories and interpretative repertoires, 
pleasee see chapter 11. 

Severall  studies in the 1990s have specifically analyzed the ways in which Dutch newspapers cov-
err muslims and the Islam. These studies show that Dutch journalists seem to regard muslims as 
aa homogenous group, as people who share a fundamentally different culture (reported in 
Brantss et al., 1998:19-20). Adbus Sattar (1995), in a project initiated by the Dutch muslim broad-
castingg organization NMO, signaled a similar'de-personalization'of muslims and a tendency to 
generalizee isolated incidences to the entire Islam. A similar critique was voiced in many public 
debatess in The Netherlands on the news coverage of the Dutch media after the '9-11' (2001) at-
tackss on New York and Washington - attacks which resulted in the bombing of (the Islamic 
regimee of the Taliban in) Afghanistan by us forces, supported by an international coalition in-
cludingg The Netherlands. 

Thiss remark came from a journalist specialized in asylum seekers and issues related to illegal 

immigration,, which might explain the comment. 

Seee fora recent Dutch study on journalism and sourcing the dissertation of Rennen (2000). 

'44 Compare this observation with the discussion of being 'professionally distant' as an ideal-typi-
call  value in journalisms' occupational ideology in chapter i. 

http://www.nrc.nl/W2/Lab/Multicultureel/inh0ud.html
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Chapterr  V 
Seee also the conceptual argument as presented in the second chapter of the book. 
Thee yearly Middleberg and Ross 'Media in Cyberspace' surveys in the United States are more or 
lesss replicated in The Netherlands (for the First time in 2001/2002), by colleague Alexander Plei-
jterr at the University of Nijmegen. 

33 The first daily newspapers on the Web in The Netherlands were the Eindhovens Dagblad and the 
NRCC Handelsblad (in 1995). The first e-mail based newsservices were the Internetkrant (starting 
Septemberr 1992), and The Daily Planet (May 1995). Daily newspaper Nederlands Dagblad was the 
firstfirst newspaper in the world to offer an online PDF-version to subscribers (from December 
1Q97)-- Website Internetjournalist.nl maintains a historical database of Dutch online journalism 
(URL:: http://www.internetjournalist.nl). 

Inn this respect 'we' means student assistant Sanne Stroosnijder and the author. 
Thee author would like to thank and compliment Christina Dimoudi (thesis: 1999) and Daphna 
Yeshuaa (thesis: 2000) for their hard work on conducting and transcribing the interviews. 
Att the time of data gathering none of the commercial broadcasters or other public broadcast 
organizationss employed a specific online news department. At the time of writing this thesis 
(2000-2001),, media production company Cameo Media - operating on a contract basis as news 
providerr for predominantly commercial broadcasters such as SBS6" and Net5 - has started a sep-
aratedd online news division called Newsbytes. Also the Dutch national wire service ANP has re-
centlyy started a commercial online-only service called ANP@Yoursire, and several other more or 
lesss recent online news initiatives can be mentioned here (such as special interest e-zines 
EmerceEmerce and Webwereld, news services Sapenda and Nu.nl, and community newssites Tweakers 
andd Fokzine, showing a professional field in fast-paced development. Also, the national union 
off  journalists (NVJ) founded in March 2000 a specific section for online journalists with its own 
tradee journal - appearing only online as Internetjournalist.nl since April 2001 (see Van der Have, 
2000).. The NVJ also funds a separate website for Dutch journalists in general called VillaMedia. 
Att the time of writing this chapter, Worldonline was taken over by (originally Italian) telecom-
municationss company Tiscali; the online newsdesk remained in place, though. 

Ann online timeline of Dutch journalism on the Internet is available at URL: http://internetjour-
nalist.nl/historie/. . 

99 As of early 2001, the section Internet of the national union of journalists (NVJ) has a concept 
'Webb statute' available online for discussion, located at URL: http://www.villamedia.nl/ der-
den/internet/webstatuut.htm. . 

Chapterr  VI 
Tabloidizationn is a term generally related to processes in the print media sector, infotainment is 
aa term coined in describing broadcast media developments. In this project 'infotainment' is 
consideredd to be an overarching concept, in which the blurring of information and entertain-
mentt can be located (see also Brants, 1998). Gripsrud (2000:290-292) argues that tabloidization 
cann be seen as a subcategory of popular journalism and remarks that 'infotainment' is in fact a 
neww term for a much older development of quality popular journalism such as for example fam-
ily-orientatedd variety shows on television. Infotainment is used as the overarching (contempo-
rary)) concept in the context of the project at hand. 

'We'' in this case is MA-student Willemijn Tuip and the author; see Tuip (2001). 
Seee table xi in chapter in, where I show that specific sets of roles and goals can be ascribed to 
46%% of all journalists ^=773), of whom 11% share advertising-revenue goals. 

44 With some more or less incidental exceptions, as for example lecturer Toon Rennen at the 
Fontyss School for Journalism in Tilburg organized an elective course in 'studying infotainment 
journalism'' during the 1999-2000 academic year. 

Seee Manschot (1994) for a historical appreciation of Dutch broadcasting in terms of the devel-
opmentt of entertaining (or: popular) genres. 

http://Internetjournalist.nl
http://www.internetjournalist.nl
http://Nu.nl
http://Internetjournalist.nl
http://internetjournalist.nl/historie/
http://internetjournalist.nl/historie/
http://www.villamedia.nl/
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Interestinglyy enough the American tabloids are all in the hands of one company, American Me-
dia.. Its director, David Pecker, announced in September 2000 that his magazines would 'go fac-
tual'' because of declining circulation and increased competition from mainstream media (Hel-
more,, 2000; Lunsford, 2000). This is also true for the German tabloids (see Schoenbach, 2000). 

77 I have to admit that MA-student Marleen Lamkamp did attempt to interview journalists work-
ingg for broadcast infotainment genres (NOS Radio: Langs de Lijn, sports; KRO tv: Ontbijtshow, 
breakfastt television; RTL tv: Catherine, talkshow). Considering the argument in the literature 
andd this chapter in particular, I decided against using this material. Interesting aspect to note: 
thee people at these organizations were not cooperative at all; in fact, the RTL people refused an 
intervieww altogether. 

MAA student Willemijn Tuip and the author conducted interviews. In an earlier MA thesis, Mar-
leenn Lamkamp conducted more data analyses on the infotainment sample and interviewed 
journalistss working for sports and breakfast television programs in The Netherlands - her find-
ingss are referred to in this chapter were relevant (see Lamkamp, 2000; Tuip, 2001). 
Inn the analysis of the data of the phone survey among infotainment journalists no specific dif-

ferencess were found between the level of interaction with members of the audience between 
thesee reporters and their colleagues elsewhere in the media, although I have to note that these 
respondentss claim to use e-mail for audience interaction a bit more. 

Onee of the serious-popular magazine editors offered us a different explanation for the wide-
spreadd dissatisfaction regarding Party. He suggested that all editors have had (verbal) fights 
withh the current chief editor of Party, Ton de Wit, which arguments have led to such public dis-
enchantmentt with the performance of the magazine, according to this source. A colleague of 
thiss particular editor also suggested that the editors of the other three magazines of the 'big 
four'' (Story, Privé, Weekend, Party) did not like Party because it has invaded their market a cou-
plee of years ago and is taking away their (younger) readership. Interesting, but largely unsub-
stantiated,, suggestions. What is furthermore interesting, is that most journalists in this field at 
somee point worked for 'the competition': almost all tabloid editors at some time in the past 
workedd for Story and/or Privé, 

Partyy entered the market in 1994, had been around for seven years at the time of these inter-
views. . 

Onee would almost claim this reads like typical 'boyish-rebellious' behavior; here I would like to 
notee that of the 14 interviewed editors 5 were women. Weekend, described by competitor-col-
leaguess as the 'hardest' gossip magazine in The Netherlands, exclusively employs male journal-
istss and editors. 

133 See for example the contemporary debates at the American Civil Liberties Union's website at: 
http://www.aclu.org/morality/.. In The Netherlands this debate is for example explicitized by the 
nationall  government in terms of the multicultural society, online at: http://www.integratie.net/. 

44 Compare this utilitarianism to the use of objectivity as a strategic ritual in 'hard' news journal-
ism,, as argued by Tuchman (1971). 

Chapterr  VII 
Duringg 2000 and 2001 several media organizations - for example publishers like Wegener and 
PCMM - announced cost-cutting measures by increasing early retirement options for employees, 
whichh suggests that over the coming years quite a few older journalists wil l leave the profession 
(thee print media sector in particular). 

Inn a heated public debate (on October io l h, 2001) between several editors, journalists, politi-
cians,, migrant and Muslim organizations about the media coverage of the Islam, the chairman 
off  the NVJ - Ron Abrams - and the editor-in-chief of the wos-Journaai - Hans Laroes - agreed 
thatt journalism in The Netherlands is 'catching up' when it comes to learn and be sensitive 
aboutt migrant cultures, indeed acknowledging a process of change and perhaps redefinition of 
valuess and routines within the Dutch news organization in order to accommodate the multi-
culturall  society. 

http://www.aclu.org/morality/
http://www.integratie.net/
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Dutchh author De Wilde identifies this technologically deterministic optimism as a common re-
sponsee to the introduction of new technologies throughout history (going as far back as the 
Renaissance);; his argument is similar to an analysis of the over-optimistic response to the In-
ternett dubbed as 'the Californian Ideology', based on a profound faith in the emancipatory po-
tentiall  of new information technologies: "In the digital Utopia, everybody will  be both hip and 
rich",rich", as Barbrook and Cameron (1996) write. 

Onee could think for example about the necessity of making our sampling procedures in jour-
nalismm studies more inclusive of subgenres and marginalized groups; about the articulation of 
{particularr understandings of) ideology with discussions on benchmarking 'quality' in jour-
nalisms,, about the need to be aware of the temporal-spatial dimension of the theories of jour-
nalismm we test or apply as academics. Future research plans could also address in detail that 
whichh has been left out of this book, as the wealth of literature and data gathered for this proj-
ectt allows for much more analyses than included in these seven chapters. Examples are multi-
variatee analyses of survey data regarding predictors of role perceptions, exploring all articula-
tionss of the topical categories and interpretative repertoires used by journalists to give mean-
ingg to their work in further detail, and tying these analyses together into a broader appreciation 
off  the ways in which ideology works in representing the relationships of individual journalists 
too their conditions of news work. 
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Samenvatting g 
Journalistenn in Nederland 

DitDit  boek vertelt een verhaal over journalisten in Nederland. Deze beroeps-
groepp is daartoe allereerst onderzocht aan de hand van een enquête onder een 
representatieff  deel van journalisten, werkzaam voor alle mediumtypen. Daar-
naastt is het vak tegen het licht van recente ingrijpende maatschappelijke ont-
wikkelingenn gehouden: de multiculturalisering van de samenleving, de op-
komstt van het Internet, en de voortschrijdende vermenging van informatie en 
amusementt in het nieuws. De centrale vragen van het onderzoek zijn met an-
deree woorden het bieden van een zo volledig mogelijke profielschets van 'de' 
Nederlandsee journalist, met daaraan gekoppeld een analyse van de gevolgen 
vann de snel veranderende eigentijdse sociale context voor (de waarden en nor-
menn in) de journalistiek. 

Inn 1968 verscheen te Nijmegen een rapport van de socioloog Gerard Muskens, 
waarinn hij een 'sociologisch profiel' schetste van de Nederlandse beroepsbe-
volkingg van journalisten: hoeveel mannen en vrouwen werken er in de journa-
listiek,, waar werken zij, wat doen ze zoal, wat vindt men van het werk? Mus-
kenss deed dit op basis van een grootschalige enquête onder leden van de 
Nederlandsee Vereniging voor Journalisten, de NVJ. Er werkten vooral mannen 
inn het vak - nagenoeg allemaal bij de krant - en deze groep 'werkers van het 
woord'' was min of meer evenredig verdeeld over de leef tij dspyramide. Sinds-
dienn is er behoorlijk wat onderzoek over de journalistiek in Nederland ver-
richt.. Daarbij ontbreekt echter een helder, representatief en vooral volledig ei-
gentijdss beeld van de professionals, die verantwoordelijk zijn voor onze dage-
lijksee portie nieuws via televisie, radio, tijdschrift, krant en internet. Daarnaast 
lerenn de ontwikkelingen in de samenleving aan het eind van de 20ste eeuw dat 
err op het snijvlak van media en maatschappij nogal wat ingrijpende verande-
ringenn plaats vinden. Daarbij kunnen zoals opgemerkt drie van deze maat-
schappelijkee ontwikkelingen met nadruk genoemd worden: een veranderende 
technologischee omgeving op de werkvloer (internet, digitalisering); multicul-
turaliseringg van de samenleving (met gevolgen voor de samenstelling van het 
publiek,, de redactie en nieuwsagenda); en de popularisering van informatie en 
entertainmentt in het nieuws ('infotainment'). Hoewel dit zaken zijn met elk 
eenn eigen, lange geschiedenis, mag op basis van eerder onderzoek en de litera-
tuurr ter zake toch gesteld worden, dat deze ontwikkelingen gedurende de laat-
stee jaren van de 20ste eeuw in een stroomversnelling geraakt zijn. Een en ander 
kann niet los gezien worden van de manier waarop nieuwsconsumenten in de 
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Nederlandsee democratie (al dan niet) geïnformeerd worden. Een essentieel 
uitgangspuntt bij dit onderzoek is dat de journalistiek niet 'gemeten' kan wor-
denn zonder een grondige analyse vann de (veranderende) sociale context, waar-
binnenn en waarvoor journalisten hun werk verrichten. 

Voorr het bestuderen van journalisten in Nederland en het analyseren van de 
impactt die maatschappelijke ontwikkelingen op deze media professionals 
hebben,, is een aantal verschillende stappen in het onderzoek gezet. De basis 
vann dit project is een door het Bedrijfsfonds voor de Pers gesubsidieerde en-
quêtee onder een representatieve steekproef uit het adressenbestand van de 
NVJ.. De enquête bestond uit telefonische interviews van telkens ongeveer een 
halff  uur per journalist. In dat gesprek werden een reeks vragen gesteld, waarin 
aann de orde kwam: de demografische en professionele kenmerken van journa-
listen,, beroepsmatig werkzaam bij alle regionale en landelijke nieuwsmedia in 
Nederland.. Het beoogde aantal respondenten binnen de NVj-steekproek was 
vooraff  vastgesteld op 700 (vijf procent van het in overleg met de NVJ geschatte 
totalee aantal van 14.000 journalisten in Nederland).Tijdens de sessies -lopen-
dee van september tot december 1999 met een uitloop tot en met februari 2000 
-- werden in totaal 773 interviews gerealiseerd. Daarbij werden aan de hand van 
dee hiervoor genoemde thema's journalisten binnen specifieke doelgroepen 
(datt wil zeggen: 74 allochtone journalisten en 80 'infotainment' redacteuren) 
geïnterviewd,, hetgeen het totale aantal succesvolle telefoongesprekken op 927 
bracht.. Een groep van 66 internetjournalisten nam daarnaast deel aan de en-
quêtee via een speciale Website, waar een vragenformulier door hen kon wor-
denn ingevuld. Daarnaast werd met specifiek geselecteerde groepen journa-
listenn dieper ingegaan op de waarden, normen en het kennisniveau van Neder-
landsee journalisten ten aanzien van de (multiculturele) samenleving; de ma-
nierr waarop en de middelen waarmee de mix van informatie en entertainment 
doorr journalisten in Nederland wordt verwerkt en bewerkt; en tot slot werd ge-
kekenn naar de toepassingen en gevolgen van nieuwe media - met name het 
Internett -voor de journalistiek in Nederland. In totaal werden 46 diepte-inter-
viewss afgenomen met multiculturele experts bij dagbladen en opinietijd-
schriften,, (hoofd-) redacteuren van de voornaamste nieuwssites op het World 
Widee Web (www) en de hoofdredacties van de belangrijkste Nederlandse po-
pulairee publiekstijdschriften en roddelbladen. 

Kortom:: de conclusies van dit onderzoek zijn gebaseerd op gesprekken met 
inn totaal 1.039 journalisten in Nederland. Voor de nadere verantwoording van 
aanpakk en methode wordt met name verwezen naar het tweede hoofdstuk. 
Samengevatt wilden nagenoeg alle journalisten, eenmaal via brief, e-mail en 
telefoonn bereikt, meewerken aan (delen van) het onderzoek. Deze hoge deel-
namee lijk t het stereotype beeld van de journalist als zijnde argwanend en ne-
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gatieff  ten opzichte van academisch onderzoek te weerleggen. 

Dee kern van de resultaten van het onderzoek kan worden samengevat in drie 
vragen,, die hierna achtereenvolgens aan de orde worden gesteld: 

1.. wat is het beroepsprofiel van 'de' Nederlandse journalist? 
2.. wat zijn de gevolgen van de multiculturele samenleving, het Internet en de 

versmeltingg van informatie en entertainment ('infotainmenf) op de 
waardenn en normen van journalisten? 

3.. welke conclusie kan aan de samenhang van 1. en 2. worden verbonden? 

Hett beroepsprofiel van journalisten in Nederland is hierna samengevat als een 
verhaall  over 'de' Nederlandse journalist, zoals deze uit de onderzoeksgegevens 
naarr voren komt. Het gaat daarbij om de grootste gemene deler waarbij ver-
schillenn en uitzonderingen buiten beschouwing worden gelaten - een onver-
mijdelijkk aspect van een profielschets: 

Dee Nederlandse journalist werkt in de context van een redactie, spreekt en 
ziett daar regelmatig mannelijke collega's die gemiddeld rond de veertig jaar 
zijn.. De Nederlandse journalist heeft geruime tijd als leerling en student door-
gebrachtt in klaslokalen en collegezalen. Als de journalist een vrouw is, loopt ze 
veelall  vast in de hiërarchie van de media-organisatie; terwijl haar mannelijke 
collega'ss hoger stijgen op de ladder en meer gaan verdienen blijf t zij 'hangen' 
opp een bepaalde positie en inkomensniveau. De Nederlandse journalist heeft 
eenn politiek links beeld van zichzelf en is niet bijzonder 'levensbeschouwelijk' 
dann wel religieus ingesteld. Loyaliteit aan een werkgever of medium is geen ty-
pischee eigenschap, met één uitzondering: de regionale dagbladverslaggever. 
Dezee man (want vrouwen zijn er nog weinig bij regionale media) heeft bijna 
zijnn gehele professionele leven bij één en dezelfde werkgever doorgebracht, 
waarvann het grootste gedeelte in een voltijdse baan. De Nederlandse omroep-
journalistt werkt in een meer diverse omgeving, waarin oud en jong, man en 
vrouw,, autochtoon en allochtoon door elkaar heen aan te treffen zijn. De 
sportjournalistt en de financieel-economische redacteur begeven zich in een 
bijnaa uitsluitend uit mannen bestaande werkomgeving. De weinige journa-
listenn met een niet-Nederlandse etnische achtergrond werken op gespeciali-
seerdee redacties en berichten veelal over onderwerpen, die direct te maken 
hebbenn met de eigen herkomst. Aangezien dit voor een deel ook voor journa-
listess geldt, kan vanuit het verleden gesproken worden van 'gettovorming' in 
dee Nederlandse journalistiek. 

Dee Nederlandse journalist werkt al sinds het beginvan de jaren tachtig in de 
journalistiekk en heeft als zodanig vele collega's en concurrenten zien komen 
(enn gaan), zoals met name de opkomst van de commerciële omroep en de 
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groeii  van de gespecialiseerde bladenmarkt. Voor de dagblad- en opinietijd-
schriftjournalistt is er in al die tijd niet veel veranderd; zelfs het Internet is pas 
sindss kort een heuse 'realiteit' op de redactionele werkvloer. Terwijl de werk-
geverr aanzienlijke bedragen in nieuwe technologieën (zoals computersyste-
menn en een Website) investeert, blijf t de journalist achter en wordt niet of nau-
welijkss betrokken in deze vernieuwingen. De meeste journalisten hebben wei-
nigg tot geen contact met het publiek. De meeste tijd wordt op de redactie, ach-
terr het computerscherm doorgebracht. De journalistiek is met andere woor-
denn een 'gewone' bureaubaan. 

Dee Nederlandse journalist ziet zichzelf als iemand, die per definitie kritisch 
enn zelfs sceptisch omgaat met overheid, ambtenarij, zakenleven en industrie. 
Dee journalist wil niett alleen het laatste nieuws brengen, maar ziet ook nog een 
taakk voor zichzelf weggelegd in het uitleggen en interpreteren van dit nieuws. 
Dee Nederlandse journalist is met andere woorden een buitengewoon ambi-
tieuzee 'duider'. Dat blijk t ook uit wat hij of zij er voor over heeft om een verhaal 
tee krijgen: publieke figuren worden stevig op de huid gezeten, er wordt soms 
eenn valse identiteit aangenomen en politieke of economische informatie 
wordtt zonder toestemming gebruikt. Aan de andere kant is de Nederlandse 
journalistt huiverig om de persoonlijke levenssfeer van de 'gewone' mens te 
schendenn en zal hij of zij in principe weigeren om voor informatie te betalen. 

Dee Nederlandse journalist is met een gemiddelde leeftijd van 42 jaar tame-
lij kk 'oud'; met een overgrote meerderheid die zichzelf links van het midden po-
sitioneertt tamelijk 'politiek'; met de gebrekkige publieksinteractie tamelijk 
'autonoom';; met een expliciete voorkeur voor de analyse boven het nieuws ta-
melijkk 'ambitieus'; en tot slot met een grote variatie in de ethische opvattingen 
tamelijkk 'ruimdenkend' (als het gaat om het toelaten van twijfelachtige me-
thodenn van nieuwsgaring). 

Eenn tweede punt van discussie in dit project is de impact van de multiculture-
lee samenleving, het internet en infotainment op de waarden en normen van 
journalistenn in Nederland. Daarvoor is de journalistiek in een breder perspec-
tiefbekeken,, vooraleerst door middel van een vergelijking met de collega's en 
discussiess in het buitenland, waarbij geselecteerd zijn: Duitsland, Engeland, 
Australiëë en de Verenigde Staten. Deze internationale vergelijking levert voor-
all  bevestiging op van het gegeven, dat journalisten in een aantal Westerse de-
mocratieënn tot op zekere hoogte dezelfde professionele werksituatie, status en 
beroepsopvattingenn hebben bereikt in de loop van de 20ste eeuw. Daarmee 
kann gesproken worden van een door journalisten breed gedeelde beroepside-
ologie.. Ideologie betekent hier een min of meer coherent geheel van waarden 
enn normen, die door een specifieke groep mensen - in dit geval: journalisten -
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gedeeldd en gedragen worden. Ideologie functioneert daarbij als een soort 'so-

ciaall  cement' voor zo'n groep en kan bijvoorbeeld gebruikt worden door jour-

nalistenn om te bepalen wie wél, en wie niet in de beroepsgroep thuis hoort. De 

ideologiee van de journalistiek laat zich het beste samenvatten als een set van 

minn of meer uniforme regels, waarover de meeste journalisten het snel eens 

kunnenn worden: 

-- journalisten zijn dienstverleners ten opzichte van het publiek (bijvoor-
beeldd als 'waakhonden' en 'boodschappers'); 

-- journalisten zijn onpartijdig, neutraal, objectief en (dus) geloofwaardig; 
-- journalisten moeten autonoom, vrij en onafhankelijk hun werk kunnen 

doen; ; 
-- journalisten werken met het nieuws, de actualiteit (hetgeen aan het werk 

eenn essentieel aspect van tijd en snelheid geeft); 
-- journalisten hebben een zeker gevoel voor ethiek. 

Watt nu bij de gesprekken met experts op het gebied van de multiculturele ver-
slaggeving,, de internetjournalistiek en de 'in/brainment'-journalistiek sterk 
opvalt,, is dat al deze waarden en normen weliswaar een dominante rol spelen 
inn de manier waarop deze journalisten over het werk praten, maar dat ze tel-
kenss een andere betekenis krijgen. Objectiviteit betekent bijvoorbeeld voor 
eenn multiculturele journalistiek dat bewust gekozen wordt voor een evenredig 
'kleurrijk'' perspectief, terwijl het voor de roddeljournalist een associatieve af-
wegingg vormt tussen alle tips, feitjes en voorvallen die hem of haar ter ore zijn 
gekomenn over een bepaalde Bekende Nederlander. In het kort komt het er op 
neer,, dat de ideologie van de journalistiek voortdurend nieuwe betekenissen 
enn daarmee toepassingen krijgt in de dagelijkse praktijk. Uit de enquête komt 
daarbijj  naar voren dat factoren als geslacht, etnische achtergrond, opleiding 
enn zowel het type als het genre nieuwsmedium waarvoor men werkt sterk van 
invloedd zijn op de beroepsopvattingen van journalisten in Nederland. Uit de 
diepte-interviewss wordt daarbij duidelijk, dat het werken met actuele, maat-
schappelijkee en ingrijpende ontwikkelingen bijdraagt aan een verdere verwa-
teringg van de ideaaltypische waarden en normen van de journalistieke be-
roepsideologie.. De multiculturele journalist wil bijvoorbeeld ethisch waken 
voorr negatieve stereotypering van etnische minderheden in het nieuws, maar 
merktt dat hij of zij in de praktijk daarbij in conflict komt met de waakhond-
gedachte,, waardoor journalisten vooral berichten over sociale problemen en 
daarbijj  verhoudingsgewijs meer met migrantculturen in aanraking komen. De 
Internetjournalistt wil autonoom zijn of haar werk kunnen doen, maar loopt 
tegenn de bijkans onmogelijke verifieerbaarheid van de meeste informatie op 
hett wereldwijde Web aan. Daarnaast bestaat de actualiteit van de Internet-
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journalistiekk veelal uit die van de al eerder door collega's bij de krant of 
nieuwsdienstt ANP gesignaleerde actualiteit, aangezien men vooral het werk 
vann anderen online zet. De journalist van een populair publiekstijdschrift (als 
BeauBeau Monde of Party) noemt zichzelf ook graag ethisch, dienstverlenend en ob-
jectief,, maar dan liefst wel in de context van 1. wat de collega's bij concurre-
rendee bladen doen, 2. wat in het verleden ook hoge verkoopcijfers heeft opge-
leverdd en 3. wat het eventueel niet vertellen van informatie voor een 'goodwill' 

bijj  de Nederlandse sterren kweekt, zodat men de volgende keer een exclusieve 
reportagee kan brengen. Een cruciale gevolgtrekking moet zijn, dat de journa-
listiekk in Nederland niet alleen sterk aan het veranderen is en door tal van ont-
wikkelingenn onder druk staat, maar dat er daarnaast geen sprake is van 'de' 
Nederlandsee journalistiek. De waarden en normen van het beroep staan voort-
durendd met elkaar en zichzelf op gespannen voet bij de concrete invulling er 
vann in de praktijk van alledag. 

Watt deze summier samengevatte constateringen opleveren, is een beeld van 
eenn ambitieuze, zo niet pretentieuze beroepsgroep, werkzaam in een verande-
rendee samenleving, waarbinnen men voortdurend al dan niet bewust schip-
pertt tussen de waarden en normen van een allerminst in formele regels vast-
gelegdd vak. Een en ander kan dienen als basis voor het voeren van twee discus-
sies:: over de opleiding en over de kwaliteit van de journalistiek. Aangezien het 
merendeell  van de 'nieuwe'journalisten in Nederland afkomstig is van een be-
roepsopleidingg of universiteit, mag het onderwijs een sleutelrol worden toe-
gekendd in de vorming van de (toekomstige) beroepsgroep. Wat bij de inrich-
tingg van het journalistenonderwijs centraal zou moeten staan, is het situatio-
nelee en gedifferentieerde karakter van de journalistieke beroepsideologie zo-
alss dit naar voren komt in dit onderzoek. De wederzijdse afhankelijkheid van 
mediaa en maatschappij biedt ruimte voor het loslaten van een uniform begrip 
vann 'de'journalistiek. De aandacht bij zowel onderwijs als onderzoek zou zich 
moetenn richten op het omgaan met en het begrijpen van de voortdurende 
wisselwerkingg tussen 'de' Nederlandse journalist, journalistiek in Nederland 
enn de ideologische waarden en normen van het beroep bij het dagelijkse pro-
cess van redactionele besluitvorming. Het onderwijs moet zich met andere 
woordenn sterk maken voor het bieden van instrumenten voor studenten (en 
journalisten)) om deze wisselwerking op een reflectieve wijze het hoofd te bie-
den. . 

Inn een toenemend kritische, gefragmenteerde, digitale, commerciële en multi-
culturelee samenleving zijn de eisen, die aan de journalisten gesteld mogen 
worden,, enorm - maar ook legitiem. Toch valt het in dit onderzoek op, hoe 
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journalistenn weliswaar vrijui t en kritisch, maar nauwelijks met een doortim-
merdee visie praten over hun vak - zeker waar het gaat om de eigen waarden. In-
vloedsfactoren,, onderwerpen, repertoires, ideologische normen buitelen over 
elkaarr heen (soms in tegenstrijdige zin) in mijn analyses van wie de Neder-
landsee journalist is, en hoe het zelfbeeld zich ontwikkelt in de context van 
maatschappelijkee veranderingen. In het kader van een discussie over de kwa-
liteitt van de journalistiek ligt het daarom voor de hand, journalisten niet in 
eerstee instantie te beoordelen op wat ze berichten, maar juist op de manier 
waaropp deze berichtgeving tot stand komt: de redactionele dan wel journa-
listiekee cultuur van besluitvorming, kritische zelfreflectie en het denken over 
dee rol en functie in de eigentijdse samenleving. Kwaliteit in de journalistiek is 
dee kwaliteit van het journalistieke proces - niet zozeer de inhoud van de jour-
nalistiekee berichtgeving. 

Bijj  de factoren die van invloed zijn op het journalistieke proces - zoals deze aan 

dee orde komen in de enquête, de vergelijking met collega's in het buitenland, 

inn de gesprekken met experts - volstaat uiteindelijk de slotsom: journalisten in 

Nederlandd zijn weliswaar niet altijd typisch Nederlands, maar zijn wél altijd ty-

pischh journalisten. 
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